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This thesis discusses the development and role of trace

unionism in the economic and political development of Ghana.

It examines the factors which contributed to the growth of

trade unionism, and answers the questions of why the unions

arose when they did and why also they developed with such a

high political content. The relevance of the British pattern

of trade unionism when it was exported to the colonies, is

also investigated.

After a chapter setting the political and economic scene

in Ghana, the first part of the thesis concerns itself with an

historical analysis of the rise of trade unionism from its

beginnings, through the period of definite colonial and other

external Involvement, and finally to independence when the

unions had to take on a form which, while owing something to

the past, was in most respects, entirely new, that of the

industrial wing of the Government in a one-party state.

Drawing on the historical material, subsequent chapters

examine the pattern of development in terms of the various

influences, both internal and external, which affected the

form the unions were to take. The relationship between

Nkruraah*a Convention Peoples' Party and the unions is discussed

in terms of the means of control available to the State in

harnessing labour to its own ends. The possibilities for a

realistic labour policy in such a situation are then examined.



Summary (continued)

A further role for the unions in Nkrumah's Ghana, that

of their use as a tool for the extension of Ghana*a foreign

policy, through the agency of the All African Trade Union

Federation, is the subject of another chapter. An examination

of the prospects for a fruitful relationship between, the unions

and the new military government since the 1966 military Coup,

completes the study.

This study concludes that the standard British conception

of a trade union as primarily an institution of the industrial

age, must be reconsidered. Unions functioning for collective

bargaining purposes alone, cannot be expected to exist for

long in a country at Ghana's stage of development. There, it

is an elite group, and as such, it has different aims and

attitudes. Prior to independence it is closely Involved with

the struggle for independence rather than with any class-

struggle; after independence it is, of necessity, forced

into a role of assisting the state in achieving national economic

goals.
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Preface.

This study is based on research carried out in Ghana

during the Academic Year 1963-64, while I was a student at

the Institute of African Studies, University of Ghana, a3

part of my training a3 a member of H.M. Diplomatic service.

I had the opportunity to make two further brief trips

to Accra in my capacity as a diplomatist during 1965, and

this study would not tiave been possible without these

opportunities given to ..e by tne Foreign Office.

Because of my official work (and tue rupture of

diplomatic relations with Britain during the lust eleven months

of the Nkrumah government) it has not been possible for me to

visit Ghana a aln since early 1965, and so the most recent

events, to the s all extent that they affect the substance of

this thesis, are fro i second-hand sources.

Chapter VIII was, in an earlier form, presented at a

Seminar on Panafricanism at the Institute of Commonwealth

Studies, University of Loncion, on 25th November, 1965, one

of a series conducted by Professor Dennis Austin. This was

circulated as a duplicated paper: no otiier part of this study

has be en previously published.

Finally I am grateful to my Supervisors for tolerating

my continuing with this study, uespite ray full-time

membership of the Diplomatic Service.
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Introduction

The economic progress being made by ueveloping countries

has been the subject of a great deal of attention in recent

years, but the increase in trade union activity which

contributes importantly to this development, has hardly been

given its fair share of attention. This thesis seeks to show

the significance of trade unionism in the economic, political

ana social development of Ghana, both in the rise of

nationalism anu later as a component of party and government

in a one-party state. It examines the question of what

internal and external conditions existed to cause the unions

to emerge when they did, ax id to take on the extreme political

character t .ey did, arid why eventually they turned completely

away from the nature axid role of trace unions in dritaln.

In this context, it is suggested that much dritish thinking

about trade unioxiism has to oe reformulated for the African

situation, and that traue unions functioning for collective

bargaining purposes alone may be very much confined to

developed countries, if the necessary infrastructure of

education aria political stability is lacking. In Ghana, the

trade unionist is shown to be a me iber of an 6lite x»oup that

has objectives which have always been and are now very

different from those of the Jritish Labour Movement.

defore the Second »Vorld war, trade unions in Africa were

either non-existent or very much in their infancy, and now that

they are attaining greater stature and Importance, their
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development has become a major object of national and
international interest for a combination of economic, political

ana social reasons: economic, because the increasing level of

industrialisation and ti» rowth of large-scale enterprises lead

to an ever larger woriiin force which in turn gives rise to trade

union activity to protect and represent the interests of the

workers; political, since frequently under colonialism, the
trade union provided a major and sometimes the only vehicle
for the movement towards independence, and finally social, for,

as a replacement for the traditional tribal organisations, tlie

trade unions are a major means of adaptation to new conditions .

-■'or these reasons it becomes eviuent that tno subject of

trade unionism in developing countries is worthy of more

detailed study than ha3 hitherto been uevoteu to it. especially

with regard to Africa, the whole question has been seriously

neglected in the literature,^ and ail over-concentration on tne

nature and structure of political parties alone, has, or may

have led to a misunderstanding of the process of political and

economic development.

The secondary literature though growing,is extremely

scanty, but there are several useful works on the subject,

notably including Professor 3.6. Roberts' book,

1. Gonidec, P.R. 'The development of Trade unionism in
Black Africa'. bulletin of Inter--African ^aoour
Ins tltute. (May 1963),
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Labour In the Tropical Territories of the Commonwealth,1 and,

with special reference to Africa, the book Syndicalisms
o

African by Jean Moynaud and Aniaae Salah-;3eyj the recent

Collective Bargaining in African Countries 3 by 3.C. Roberts and

L. Greyfie de Bellocombej S.E.D. Pawzi's The Labour Movement

in the Sudan?^ J.I. Roper's 3hort study on Labour Problem

in West Africa,3 and the books by W.A. Warmington ® and

T.M. Yesufu ? on trade unions in the Ca.-orooiis, and in

Nigeria. An early study was Le Travail en Afrique Loire.8
a Presence Africaine Publication, and the recent Penguin,

African Trade Unions 9 by loan Davles also has much material

in it that is valuable.

Apart from the above, two useful pilot articles, both

also originally published by Presence Africaln, are

G. Fischer's 'Syndicate et Decolonisation',10 and P.P.

Gonidecs 'The development of trade unionism in Black Africa'.11
Both of these tend to highlight the political element in

trade union development. A further study from an entirely

political viewpoint is Thomas Hodgkin's book Nationallsta in

Colonial Africa,especially the chapter on Labour

Movements.

1 - 12. See Bibliography. Of assistance is N.H. Frledlandts,
Unions. Labour and Industrial Relations in
Africa :' " "An annotated Ji'bllograohy (0orno11, 1965).
Appendix G has a fuller note on Primary Sources•
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Marty of even the standard British texts on traae

unionism and on labour relations generally almost entirely

ignore the unions in developing countries This

unwitting and natural neglect highlights one of the major

questions with which this whole thesis is concerned, namely

the relevance of the British type of trade unionism to the

situation in countries such as Ghana. In the context of this

neglect, this study, in seeking to show the importance of

trade unionism in the economic 2 social and political

development of Ghana, does not set out to argue that the unions

in themselves significantly represent the labour force here

or in any underdeveloped country. The wage earning force, as

will be shown later i3 a very small percentage of the total

working population,, sand of that number, only a small

percentage is organised in any way into trade unions. In

other words, trade union members, unlike their counterparts

in Britain, are themselves a numerical £lite, which gives them

much of their importance within the State.

1. For example, J.T. Dunlop's, Industrial Relations Systems,
(John Holt, 1958).

2. The role of Trade Unions in economic development has been
examined, for example in A. Sturmthal's "Unions in
Economic Development" published in 'Economic Development
and Cultural Change (U. of Chicago. Jan. 1960) Vol. VIII,

3. See page 41
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Within tho political framework, this thesis discusses the

role or trade unionism in contributing to t o uovelopment oi'

nationalist movements, a factor more or less i norea by most

recent political atualos, which nave tended to over-stross the
nature of political parties in isolation. ..ore* precisely, it

is demonstrated that while trade unions in Ghana owe a great

deal to their counterparts in Britain, the peculiar situation

of colonialism, followed by the special problems facing the

new government after Independence, created many fundamentally

different conditions to those found in a British trade union

environment. Nonetheless I try to give some account of tho

ways in which the iiritish pattern of trade unionism has been

found useful in such a developing economy. It will emerge in

the process that the peculiarities of tto colonial situation

made certain fundamental assumptions in traditional forms of

trade union theory, such as the "class struggle" approach,

seem somehow irrelevant, the argument of this study being that

the class struggle was replaced in a generally classless

society by the atrug le for independence, in a situation where

the expatriate employer was, in the minds of the indigenous

worker, synonomous with the colonial (expatriate) government."*".

1. For a discussion of the "class struggle" as It applies
in Africa, see K.W. Grundy, 'The class-struggle in
Africa : An examination of conflicting theories,' in
the 'Journal of Hodera African Studies. Vol. 2. No. 3,
(November 1964)•
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The approach of this thesis is to single out the case of

Ghana for special study. To try to deal with trade unionism

in underdeveloped countries generally would, with the very

varied experience of ex-colonial countries, have been

extremely dangerous, and would have allowed for too much

generalisation chasing too few facts. But some precision in

setting the scene in one particular country does give specific

background for further discussion. 'The c oneiusions reached

for Ghana cannot be helu to have universal validity, but some

of them certainly can be usefully applied in countries with

roughly similar colonial experiences.

There are several reasons why Ghana is a useful choice

as a subject. Of the tiers morale. West ^frica is one of tne

most vigorously developing areas and certainly, with regard to

political development, it left the rest of Africa very much

behind. It was politically transformed from a 3tate of

almost complete colonial dependence at the beginning of 1957

to one of almost entire Independence by the end of 1960. It

is also an area that is riah in raw materials, producing among

otlier things, two-thirds of the world's production of cocoa

and one-third of its diamonds.

Is it arbitrary and artificial to try to confine the study

to this particular part of Africa ? I argue that this is not

so, because Ghana's Colonial and Independent experience gives

a more uncluttered example than might be given by the study

of other parts of Africa, nast Africa, for example, with its

later colonisation, has Its special settler problem, its less
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developed and less -well-educated indigenous population, and

its comparative lack of Industrialisation and urbanisation.

Again, Southern Africa and the Worth African ;«iaghreb region are

special cases because of their geographical situation which

caused a peculiar historical exposure to external influence.

In French Africa, the history of trade unionism is very much

one of the history of French Metropolitan union activity anu

competition in the colonies. Lastly, the ex-Belgian and the

Portuguese areas of Africa are examples very much apart from

the rest, mainly being regions more directly exploited by these

two colonial regimes.

within West Africa, Ghana is a special and most significant

case because of her spuch earlier coming to independence, her

greater economic potential and the generally higher level

of education of her population, here one has a longer period

since independence for study, and the economic resources of

the country suggest that Ghana may in the future be more

likely to develop along modern industrial lines than many other

African countries. Ghana,further, rives a politically robust

example of what lias happened in a milder form elsewhere,

comparing favourably with most of French West Africa, (apart

from some urban centres such as Dakar and Abidjan) which,

at a much less developed level both economically and socially,

al30 falls behind politically. The only ex-British colony

which might coiTipete for attention, Nigeria, has special Federal
and tribal problems which make her trade union movement so

fragmented that any value as a modea for general application
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is severely limited. This is not to argue that unions in

French West Africa and in the remainder of aritish West

Africa are, for social or political reasons, unworthy of

study but simply to say that as an important model of union

development, much more of general value can be gained from

looking at the Ghanaian experience, where politically, trade

unions played such an important part in the move to independence.

Since 1957, they have afforded a good example of the general

tendency of trade unions in underdeveloped countries to fall

away from their earlier anu transitory role of defending

workers rights as such, anu to become subordinated to the ruling

party and government machine. i inally, Ghana has the advantage

that there is a greater, though still very limited amount of

written material available than exists for other parts of West

Africa, though there are of t >ur3e great gaps in the historical

and in the statistical sources.2.

In setting the scene for this study, it has been

appreciated that the Labour situation in any developing country

1. There are of course several excellent studies of unions
in Nigeria, e.g. Ye3ufu op. cit. : Wells and Warmington
op. cit. See also Appendix H.

2. A discussion of sources is given in Appendix G.
In the early 3tages, Government archives are the major
source, since unions generally kept intermittent and
rudimentary records. This places the researcher at
some disadvantage.
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Is so vastly different in many respects from that in

highly industrialised economies thUt the trauitional

assumptions regarding Labour supply have to be reconsidered.

The intention in this thesis is to introduce an awareness

of this and other similar problems, ana not in any way to

duplicate the considerable work already done on Labour supply

and population problems in developing countries.

For example, houovoi^ in discussing employment, conditions

frequently exist which can neither be classed as fun¬

employment nor yet as unemployment. The proportion of the

population which by British standards could be termed unemployed,

that is, those who have no work at all, is v ry small. It is

rather a question of underemployment and reflects the fact that

there is seldom any social provision for the unemployed.

In consequence individuals work to avoid starvation.

This underemployment means that in planning the

development of a country such as Ghana, it can be ussumed that

there is an extremely elastic supply of labour for the modern

sector of the economy. This is uecause, no matter what the

wage level is, people will oe attracted from subsistence level

occupations. This is especially relevant to the growth of

trade unions, and is one of the major factors leading to their

weakness, because in bargaining with the employers, the latter

1. K.M. Barber and R.M. Prothero, (eds) Lasays on African
Population (1961). Also various I.L.O. Studies. - see page

34-, "below.
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have an untapped "reserve amy of the unemployed" or rather,

underemployed, to draw upon in strike breaking, especially

in the unskilled trades.

Given 3uch fundamental differences in the labour market

and in the economy generally, this indicates at the outset

that ideas about trade unionism in a country such as Ghana,

ideas, that is, about their role in society, must probably also

undergo a complete revision. What kind of conceptual

framework can we therefor© auopt in looking at them ?

The practice throughout this study is to look at the

unions in tenia of their objectives, and to examine how these

objectives differ from those of the Lritish ^abour movement.

It is necessary thorofore also to look at the many concepts

of trade unionism and its objectives which have been

formulated to fit the growth and ambitions of labour movements

in industrial societies, and to 3eo which of them are at

all relevant to Ghana, or are helpful in gaining an under¬

standing of the process of development. There are sosrie

admitted dangers in tryin to formulate some sort of pat ern

of what happened to unions in industrialised or in developing

countries, but since a great deal has been written on the

subject in the past \ it will help in understanding the

differences that exist, to introduce an awareness of the

problems they raise at this stage.

1. For example M. Perlraan, Labour "Union Theories
in America. (Harper-Rowe, 1958)• ~



A larxist concept of trade union development, for example,

on the face of it, appears as the most suitable,up to

independence at any rate, since it expounds the concept of the

trado union leading the political revolution as an intermediate

component in the class struggle. This can be interpreted for

Ghana if we r place the class struggle with the anti-

colonialist struggle, rtlao relevant, perhaps, is the Webbs*
idea of industrial democracy, that the unions arise as the

result of the wish of the workers to have some say in the means
te

of production control, .'he ui.ion .^..ofitu its .wmuors by

overcoming competition between workers through restriction,

of its membership anu also by writing into the code of
HI

behaviour "the common rule of xaoour".

G.D.H. Cole suggesta in turn that the trade union sets out

to control industry in co-operation with the otate, a3 opposed

to tne objective of the craft union which is mainly self-

seeking. The trade union, according to this concept, will

wish to control the supply of labour, and its main object is

therefore to control job opportunities. This is the concept of

"scarcity consciousness" which expounds the problem of job-

sharing unaer full employment, and along with the Webbs'* theory,
can be demonstrated as being on the face of it somewhat too

a..bitiou3 in the context of Ghana.

In addition to the above, other writers suggest that the

trade union exists as a sort of permanent opposition to

management, and that,through the process of collective bargain¬

ing with management, it achieves its own goals. The idea of

the union having as its >ain objective the increasing of the

share of National Income going to labour can a^so be shown as
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being too 3ubtlo to be relevant hero.

Can wo then see any of these theories having real

relevance in nhana, or in any untie rueviopeU area, where

relations between the state and the unions are to a great

extent tho determining factor ?. Many of the theories depend

on the idea of control of labour supply, and they therefore appear

somewhat inappropriate in conditions where the "reserve amy

of the unemployed" is to all intents and purposes, limitless.

( Admittedly limits do exist, one great containing factor for

example being education, especially in skilled or semi-skilled
trades. This even applies in unskilled occupations when these

require adapting to modern economic conditions such as the

individual ability to auapt to regular employment.)
With elastic labour supply, small oasic membership arid

lack of sophistication, therefor, the assumption of this thesis

is that most of tuese concepts of traue union behaviour and

development have doubtful relevance, and more importantly, are

not v ry helpful. One is tentatively left, in the colonial

period, with the arxlst theory of the trade union leading the

political rovolution. The subsequent extension of this is through

a presentation of W 3t African trade union organisations as an

expression not of the class-struggle but of the anti-colonial

struggle. Later, the Cole iaea of the trade union out to control

industry in c 0-01x3 rati on with the totate, coulu be applied to

the post-independence ituatbn, but theories related to control

of job opportunities have only slight relevance, as do ideas
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about industrial democracy. The role of the union as something

existing to overcome competition between workers, arid

discussion of "the common rule of labour" whereby the worker

get3 the same wage for the same job, is also somewhat too
1

esoteric and nice for the African situation

.lore relevantly therefor^ I shall attempt to show that in

Ghana, a trade union was, by its very nature, predominantly a

political animal. The suggestion that it was in some way wrong

for a trade union in a colonial, or in a newly inuependent

state to be free from politics, indicates a failure to grasp

the many differences which exist between trade unions in Africa
2

and in the industrial West

What are these differences ? The structural and organisational

differences which have evolved are essential background to the

study, but what is important here, as was said above, are the

differences in objectives, and the crucial question is how

these objectives differ from those of the mritish labour

movement.

In some of the theories outlined above, the exponents have

argued that unions wish to control job opportunities, to control

industry, and to achieve industrial democracy. But more

1. See Chapter Vll, p. 244.

2. This is in no way intended to suggest of course that
British unions had no political content. They are, and have
been always very much politically orientated.
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fundamentally, unions In any society, will first and foremost

be interested in their ri ht to exist and to negotiate, arid

all their actions will bo geared to this. beoonuly, as well

as attempting to control the supply of labour, they will have

certain functions and ai -a re. araing conditions of work,

seniority and apprenticeships. Thirdly they may have objectives

of assisting management, and fourthly they wi 11 have the whole

range of other collective bargaining objectives relating to

rates of pay and conditions of service, finally unloris will

always have political objectives which may override all others

a3 the major method of getting what they want.

how do those objectives relate to the situation in Ghana?

First of all Ghanaian trade unions vie re always interested in

their right to exist and negotiate. Such was the political

situation under colonialism and was also under Nkrunah, that

it was all too easy for the union which conflicted politically

with the current government point of view, to be disoanded or

subsumed in some new organisation. On the other hand, their

right to negotiate, if they were allowed to exist at all,was

generally speaking, surprisingly little interfered with, both

prior to and after independence. To a great extent this was

due to the fact that the right to exist was usually dependent

on political conditions, while the ri ht to negotiate

depended on the power of the (normlly) expatriate employers,

Overall, the unions related all their actions and objectives

to this overriuiiig one of being allowed to exist. Generally

speaking, in britain, once this right vias guaranteed, there was



loss for the unionist to get worried about. In Ghana, the

very nature of the governments, and the highly political

nature of the unions themselves, meant that their continued

existence was far from being guaranteed, especially when the

unions in question were in political opposition.

Secondly, control of job opportunles was difficult in

conditions whore there was an elastic labour supply, even

though there were limiting factors of education and training.

This was closely related to problems of conditions of service

and relatea questions of seniority anu apprenticeship laws

which affect labour supply. The Ghanaian trade union aid

concern itself with such things, but other factors, such as

tno ties ire for power, meant that, when the primary object was

to increase membership, then sucn aims counted for nothing

at all.

The third objective, that of wishing to play a part

in management, has also relevance to wnat Happened in -it.ana.

Up until Independence, the unions had, as one of their main

aims, the taking over the means of production from the

expatriate employers or exploiters. Their ability to do so

was not guaranteed, and when Independence came, this

objective was not fulfilled to any real extent. J here the

new State did take over some of the productive processes of

the country, usually by nationalisation, then the unions

nominally had their role In helping to run them as the "industrial

wing" of the Party and Government. In the majority of cases

however, the control of the industry in question remained as
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remote from the unions as It ever was under colonialism, and

the various nationalised trading and other organisations up

till the 1S66 coup, were run by civil servants. The industrial

wing of the party did function in theory but only to the extent

that unionists were forbidden to strike, since^by so coin , they
woulu be acting in opposition to the party and the state £

The whole rang© of collective bargaining objectives,

fourthly, wore rather submerged in the other objectives of the

union management* This was not to say that wage claims and

conditions of service disputes dia not ari3e. They did 30,

frequently, and certainly uiu under colonial rule as well, and,
as will be seen, there are many examples of resulting industrial
action. The major preoccupation of these unions till

independence was however with the fifth objective, that

associated with political aims.

The various ways in which Ghanaian unions went about

achievln their political ends involved par% activity as a

means to an economic end, and partly political activity for its

own sake. They were not necessarily bound to any political

philosophy nor party auu tucre were always confdieting

politically-orientated groups of unions existing at any one time,

riuch of course rested on the fact that union leadership was

normally highly politically orientated, especially under

colonialism where other outlets for political expression were

often lacking. This was to a certain extent so in the post-

independence period as well,and there are frequent examples of
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trade union leadership keeping very much in the political

limelight where again this would be denied them with the

emergence of the one-party system of government.

It is thereforeaug-ested that the major objective of

colonial trade unionism was to achieve certain political ends,

and there is therefore a tentative relationship with the larxist

Interpretation of the revolutionary nature of trade unions.

After independence, the concept of the traue union out to

control industry in co-operation with the state, what I call the

"industrial wing theory" has its place with the traue union

movement,a highly political animal, at is argued that

objectives which concern wa, e rates, conditions of work, safe¬

guarding job opportunities, and controlling the supply of

labour, while not entirely neglected, took a low priority, and

that the unions, in this Socialist, one-Party state, became

instruments of progress along a chosen, highly political line

of development.

Having posed some of the general questions discussed in

this thesis relating to the role of tne unions, it will now be

useful to set out how this thesis is organised.

The first chapter does not uo more than set the 3cene

with basic factual information on Ghana prior to anu after

Independence. The country is described from geographical,

economic, social and political points of view, axid the

sources and the statistical material available, is examined
1

in some depth. .

1. Though see also Appeiiulx G.
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The next three chapters give an account in historical and

non-anthropolorical terms, of the rise of trad© unionism in

Ghana. This is don© in throe basic time stares. First of all

the early indigenous, co-operative and other socio-economic

groupings are examined as predecessors of the modern trade

union movement. It will be shown that there are four obvious

"roots". First of all there were tij© Guilds, not properly

trad© unions, but more, or anisations of skilled self-o. .ployed

craftsmen; there were the ad_ hoc movements which arose to cope,

as they have done in every society, with particular problems

of economic adversity; there were the unions which came about

as a result of the colonial situation; and lastly there were

tnese unions which took their form almost entirely as a result

of an international transplantation of a particular trade union

model. This latter "root" arose at a slightly different time

and will be dealt with at a later stage.

The first sta e of the historical development is then

that period up to the ti e of a definite Western involvement

in trade unionism, and generally includes any of the early

traditional economic rouplags. The ©cond phase be ins in

Ghana sometime about the beginning of the thirties, with the

realisation by the British Golonial Government of the potential

economic and, more importantly perhaps, political importance

of the growth of trade unionism. This is a piriou in which the

unions took on a definite role, ana one in which various

external agencies, other than Britain itself began to take

an interest. From then on, the unions have a continuous
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existence, not forming and dissolving with every fluctuation

of the trade cycle.

The third phase in the development of trace unionism in

Ghana begins with the ending of colonial rule, or more exactly,

dating from the passage of the Industrial Relations Act in 1958.

From then on, the uhana trace unions broke away both from their

traditional forms as economic security groupings of one sort

or another, and also from tiiose influences implanted by the

colonial situation itself, and took on an aspect which was

entirely new. It is in this last period that the relevance of
v

the British model of trace unionism is most seriously challengou,

and in which questions about reformulating and rethinking our

attitudes towards trade unionism in Africa have most application.

This is the p> riod in which the "trade union" in the British

sense of the term begins to have little meaning, and what was

the "union" becomes, in the one-party state, an extension of

the party. In other words, the "industrial wing", the union

as a branch of government, is formed.

These three phases must by their very nature be imprecise,

and there are continuing sociological developments going on

concurrently with them which cannot be so segmented Into time

periods. For instance there is the development of the so-

called Tribal Unions. These arose as a product of urbanisation

to keep a .live the new immigrant town dweller's attachment to

tils village or tribe, associations of this nature are not

considered except in passing, in this study, but they were

important, nevertheless, in providing mutual aid in new
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surroundings and in conditions of economic uncertainty. Their

functions closely match same of the functions of the more

regular unions, ana their membership will often have been, and

still is today drawn from the sue groups as comprise the

regular union membership, They too will perform many political

functions in a similar manner to those of trade unions, in

assisting nationalist movements and post independence governments.

In chapter V the patx-em of development is examined. The

basic aim her© is to assess the various influences which have

in some way acted on the formation of the trace unions. The

factual and analytical background is followed in chapter VI and

Vll by a consideration of the political and economic aspects

of the rise of the unions. They draw on the historical material

in order to analyse why the unions were so political in content,

and they examine the means of influence and control available

to tics party to bring the unions to the stage of being an

appendage of the party. With the political control apparently

so complete, the prospects for a realistic labour policy in the

context of the various .conomic Development Flans for Ghana,

are investigated. Fundamental to this is the fact that,

throughout, the Government has been the largest employer of

organised labour in the country.

A further role of the trace unions in Hkrumah's Ghana

is examined in chapter Vlll, one which was peculiar to that

country for the few years from independence until the 1966

Military Coup. This was their role as a tool in the extension

of Ghana's foreign policy. The agent of this was the All
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African Trade Union Federation (A.A.T.U.F.), a Ukrumah-

inspired vehicle for the propagation of his pan-African

ideas. The use of the uniors in this way, through AATUF,

brings out very clearly their potential use not only internally,

but externally as a component of the party.

Finally, a look to the future and to the prospects for

a fruitful relationship between union and government in the

new environment created by til© departure of Nkruraah. While

tnere cannot bo any precise answers to these questions,

certain possibilities can be examined In relation to labour

policioa in developing countries. The prospects may be

conditioned by the fact that trade union movements, as with

student bodies, are habitual and organisable opponwnts

of any restriction of their actions. To safeguard their

existence and their rights, they may resort to political

actions which may not prove acceptable in precarious

political climates.
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iaiCV litOK I ILnTAL JaCnGHQUND

Before looking at the rise of trad© unions in Ghana, It

is necessary to give some attention to setting; the scene. This

present Chapter gives some background description of the

geographical, economic and political climate in which the unions

appeared and developed, ^n extension of this Chapter is the

series of statistical appendices at tho end of the thesis.

1» Geography and Social Jevelopmont.

The difficulty of coramunieating physically across country

has been an important brake on the growth,and the subsequent
lack of cohesion,of trade unionism on any national scale in

Ghana. Lack of reasoiiable roads and more modern means of

communication such as railways and telephones, in a land area

of 92,000 square miles, almost the same as that of tho British

Isles, was a hindrance never experienced even in tho early days

of British trade union development. This, combined with other

natural barriers of a tribal and religious nature, made a

formidable barrier to anything but extremely localised social

development.

Without going into too much detail about the geographical
1

structure of Ghana, the very different physical conditions

prevailing in various parts of the country must be appreciated.

Tho territory lies between 1° 12* ^ast and 3° 15» West,

1. An excellent approach is given in H.J. Harrison-Church,
environment and Policies in West Africa. (London,1957)•
A map of Ghana is at Appendix F.
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Longitude, and 4° 45' and 11° ll1 Morth, in Latitude, and

is bounded on the 3outh by the Gulf of Guinea, on the east by

the Republic of Togo, on the north and west by Upper Volta, and

on the southern part of its western border by the Ivory boast.

The climate is tropical ana there are four climatic regions,

namely, the eastern coastal belt which is warm and fairly dry,

the south-west corner which is warm and very humid, and the

forest belt, also warm and humid, and the northern desert which

is hot and dry. There is a wet aeason which is generally from

April or Hay until October.

Notwithstanding the progress made in industrialisation,

the country remains predominantly agricultural. Production is

in the hands of African smallholders, the agricultural section

of the State Workers' Brigade,^ and the State Farms. Of

these, the first continues to be by far the mo3t important as

regards total product. A variety of tropical produce is raised,

some of which is exported, Gocoa is by far the most important

a ricultural export and is the subject of a separate section 2.
The main food crops are yams, cassava, cocoyams (grown over a

wide area), rice, plantains (grown in the south), millet, maize,

guinea corn and groundnuts (grown in the north). In the south

there still exists a little subsistence farming based on food

1, See page 253.

2. See page 29.
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crops, but these are grown as cash crops to a steadily

increasing extent. Other cash crops in the south are coffee,

oil paid, copra, rubber and fruits• It is in this group that

the State farms have boon most active. Nurseries have been

established to raise a variety of seedlings and produce, such

as rubber, copra, coffee, pineapples and palm nuts, on a

plantation basis. Subsistence faming in the north is still

important, although the growing of cash crops is receiving

Increasing attention. The main crops of the north are grain,

food crops and kola and shea nuts.-*-
The coastal region, only 4° 50* degrees north of the equator,

was influenced from the early sixteenth century by Western

exploiting anu trauing missions, ana aevelopea in a very different

manner from the hinterland of tropical jungle where communication

was and is extremely limited. This latter area has, however,

very large agricultural potentialities and when penetrated,

provides a vast source of raw materials such as timber, cocoa,

gold and rubber. The mainly negroid peoples there have tended

to develop in very small social groups apart from such an

obvious exception as the Asuantl umpire. Further inland a aln9

in the northern savannah and desert area, communisations become

physically easier, despite ueoert conditions, and there exists,

as a result, a long heritages of Islamic and other penetration

and Influence coming from across the Sahara. This created a

peculiar situation, but not one which allowed for easy inter-

social links. In Northern Ghana there are few agricultural

1, See Section 2 of this Chapter.
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opportunities, mainly because of lack of water and distance

from markets, and as a result of this, there has been libtle

to encourage development even where this was possible. The

result has been the development of a mainly pastoral economy,

dominated by the Pulani tribe, who run the cattle Industry of

much of West Africa.

It was in the coastal area that traditional society began

to break down first, and indeed touay there arc only a few

pockets outside this littoral area which have suffered a full

erosion of the tribal structure, with the consequent adoption

of European patterns or ideas. Where the traditional way of

life disintegrated in this way, some new form of organisation

had to take its place. The increasingly urban and detribalised

areas along the coast produced,as a consequence,a large number
of new social and econoraic groupings to cope with the new

conditions, and it is with the study of them that the earlier

part of the historical section of this thesis is concerned.

Ghana is a geographiealycompact country which allows it

to escape some of the troubles which continue to face the

larger developing countries of Africa and Asia, and though

loyalty to tribes and villages exists, the worst characteristics

of tribalism have been remarkably absent in Ghana in recent

ye ars •
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2. i-iconotay.

The economic development of Ghana tended to follow what

has been an almost universal pattern under colonialism. The

Colonisers came basically to exploit the mineral and forest

resources in an area which, in the main, had an economic

structure comprising only primitive agriculture, fishing anu

hunting. The imposition of some segments of a more developed

way of economic life gave an impetus to more modern methods of

a-riculture, and in Ghana's case, particularly with regard to

cocoa, upon which the modern economy depends. The latest

layer in the strata of development,was the coming of modern

industry, of modern methods of mineral exploitation, along with

further development of agricultural and forest products.

The existing structure of Ghana's export economy was

founded in the first decades of this century, when the products

of the forest belt were developed and expanded, especially In

cocoa farming and goldmining, and these two products have

dominated the economy of the country ever since. This is

reflected in the growth of the Gross National Product per head,

which doubled in the period 1910-60 in the face of a rapidly

rising population. By 1960, the estimated G.N.P. was £G470

million, giving a per capita income of £G70, which is very high

compared with other parts of Africa Over the period 1955 to

1. This compares with £G29 for Nigeria ana £G56 for the
U.A.R. and £G477 for the U.K., see UP.Birmingham arid
others (eds) A Study of Contemporary Ghana : Vol 1.
(Allen and Unwln, '1966J.'
The Ghanaian Pound (£G.) was roughly equivalent to the
Pound Sterling until decimalisation in 1964, and the
introduction of the Gedi, which was about half the £G.



1962 the average annual real rate of growth in G,N,P. was

4,0 per cent, which, with a population increasing by 2,6 per

cent, still gives an indication of a reasonable rise in

standards of living over the period, Ghana is not typical

of moat developing countries in one respect : she has a high

degree of capital investment, valued In 1960 at over £G 1,100

million, or £G 175 per head of population. About a third of

this is investment in the cocoa industry.

In terms of employment, the majority of the population are

engaged in subsistence - level agriculture, with,in 3ome very

restricted areas, pockets of intensive exploitive industry,

mining and plantation work. It i;> estimated that fully 3ixty-two

per cent of the population of Ghana are engaged in agriculture

of one form or another. The most common form of farming

follows a system where small plots of vegetation are cleared

axiu after a few years of fertility are allowed to revert to

bush. This simple type of what has been called African fallow

farming, is obviously very wasteful though it ha3 certain

benefits In that it is simple and, more i portant in some areas,

It cuts uown erosion.

Important here Is the question of land tenure which very

generally speaking consisted;in the past, of a communal

ownership of land, probably in the name of the Chief* with the

advent of cash cropping and the rise of a money economy,

individual owners hip is now much more common. The question of

land tenure has had an important position in British colonial
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policy. In French West Africa, land was granted freehold to

expatriates, giving rise to the plantation system in these

territories, unlike the system in British West Africa,where
non-Africans were not permitted to hold large areas of

freehold land. In coiosequence, the plantation system of farming
is uncommon in ex-British West African territories. Shis is

of importance in this study of labour movements as causing

union activity to be mainly confined to the urban areas.^
Pastoral agriculture gives little need for comment in

this context, but what is of considerable importance is the

exploitive mining in certain parts of Ghana. The gold mining

and the excavation for manganese, diamonds and bauxite, lias

always been prominent. The growth of such mining enterprises

In pre-industrial Africa gave tho only early social footing

to the rise of labour movements outside the urban areas, and

away from the main lines of communication such as the railways.

By comparison with her neighbours, Ghana is extremely

well-off with regard to raw materials, ana there Is great potential

for mineral exploitation. In 1962, for example, exports of

gold earned Jill million, manganese £5.5 million and

diamonds £7.5 million. In addition, for the same year,Ghana's

timber exports were valued at about £12 million. But by far

the greatest export was cocoa and cocoa products, valued at

£67 million.

1. In French West Africa, especially in the Ivory coast,
the plantation workers unions wore among the most
militant of all.
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Ghana is the largest cocoa producer in the world, and

with Nigeria, produces three-fifths of world production. The

importance of cocoa to the Ghanaian economy is thus supreme,

but the influence of the cocoa farmers in the political and

social development of the country has been equally great. They

are, after all, one of the few groups of reasonably large-scale

indigenous entrepreneurs in the whole of Africa,^- unlike the

operators of the exploitive mining and timber industries who,

on the whole,were and are expatriate.

The unique position of cocoa farming and processing in

Ghana's economy has brought many problems in recent years.

Thanks to the introduction of improved planting methods and

disease control, cocoa production has rapidly expanded in excess

of demand since the early fifties. This caused the world price

to fall rapidly. The ever increasing crop meant, however, that,

even at lower prices, Ghana's foreign exchange receipts from

sales were higher than before, but within the country itself

severe financial difficulties were created. The Ghanaian

farmer during this period sold his cocoa to the Nationalised

Cocoa Marketing Board at a fixed price; the Marketing Board then

sold the cocoa at the world market price and from the

differential,covered its expenses and paid the Government an

export duty from which much of the country's development has

been financed. The fali in the world price over the past few

1. See D. Austin,. Politics in Ghana 1946-60 (O.U.P., 1964),
pp. 59-66, and P. Hill. The migrant cocoa Farmers of
Southern Ghana. (S.U.P., 1963).
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years to around or below that paid the cocoa farmer, meant

that the 3oard lost heavily, and the Gov rn .cat had to go

without its revenue from the export duty.

The above is spolloc out in some detail to indicate the

importance of cocoa in Ghana, not only for economic reasons,

but also for the political danrer which wore inherent in

angering the very powerful cocoa farmers when the NkruruaU

Government introduced the cuts that became necessary. The

present military Government has the same proble is to face, though

they have been much assisted by a large rise in the world price

for cocoa in 1965/66 .

Prior to the seconc World War, there were hardly any

area3 in West Africa which could be culled at all industrialised.

This was not, as has been argued by the more radical African

v;,ioual Ix :v a: eJ a xour^, a..a oy
i
*

their apologists , because the colonial powers restricted

industrial development In oruer to protect their home

industries, but simply because of a lack of industrial

requirements and of a local market for any goods produced.

In the years immediately prior to independence and in the

post-independence period, however, there was a great deal of

industrial development, uue, in part, to a real determination

to become self-sufficient in certain fields and, in part, as a

result of a belief in industrialisation as a prestige symbol.

1. See for example T. Hodgin, liationallsm in colonial
Africa. (Mailer, 1956), wart 11, oh. 4.
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Development planning in Ghana ^ uates back to immediately

after the First World War, when the then Governor Sir Gordon

Gugglsberg, inspired a Ten-Year Development Flan aimed at

providing an infrastructure for the economy.

Communications, education, development of cocoa and forest

products, along with the first survey of the possibilities

of the Volta river hydro-electricity, were the main priorities

in the plan. Thereafter cane a long and unsatisfactory gap,

due to firstly the world recession and then to the Second

World War, and not really until the beginning of the fifties

did the Colonial Government turn again to talking about

planning. Dven then there was little coherent co-ordination,

but at least an attempt at fixing priorities was auhieved.

Underlying all this, was, as has been stresseu above, a

fundamentally sound and viable economy based on a wiue range

of raw material resources. The following table gives

some indication of this :-

1. See also Chapter Vll, p» 232ff.
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Origin of the Gross Domestic Product. 1955-1961 at I960 Prices^C^ million)

^60 i?61
Cocoa U4 53 50 42 63 75 71

Other agriculture 119 125 127 132 140 142 148

Forestry 16 18 21 22 26 26 25

Mining 16 17 22 21 21 21 20

Manufacturing 3 4 6 7 8 9 11

Other recorded private
industries 58 62 64 69 73 75 79

Rent,personal and
household services 32 35 37 39 41 43 46

Government enterprises
and public corporations 5 6 6 6 8 9 10

General government 18 19 20 20 22 24 26

Residual item 44 37 35 24 31 45 40

Gross domestic
produot 355 376 388 382 433 469 476

Following independence in 1957 the Ghana Government embarked on the

construction of a Second Development Plan,with the close co-operation of

Professor Arthur Lewis. But it was abandoned within a short time of its

launching, and was followed by a new Seven-Year Plan which incorporated

many principles of socialist economic planning on a national scale.

1. Source: Study of Contemporary Ghana : Vol. I. op.cit., p. 177.
See also Table A.

2. Fuller discussion of these and. subsequent plans can be found in the
Study of Contemporary Ghana : Vol. I., op. cit., Ch. V.
See also Chapter Vll. p. 2£2..
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This Introduced a completely new departure both economically

and politically in Ghana, and exemplified what has come to

be known as the period of Kkrumah's "lurch to the left". From

then on,the controversial theories of those who called for

increased industrialisation at the expense of improving existing

agricultural and exploitive sectors of the economy were in the

ascendant-*-. These remained more or les3 the fashion, with

certain modifications, until the coup d'etat in the beginning

of 1966 which removed Iikrumah from power.

Ghana at the time of the coup laced a financial crisis,

both on tier internal and external account, largely because of

tier ross mismanagement of her affairs, and Fre. iuential

extravagance. The foreign exchange reserves of about one

hundred anu eighty million pounds at Independence, were almost

exhausted, and a formidable hort term dect of over two hundred

and fifty million pounds had boon built up. The International

Monetary Fund sent a mission to Accra in .lay 1965 at Ghana's

own roquest to study tiie problem, but at the end of that year,

Ghana still showed no sign of introducing the reforms and

economies it recommended.

An already difficult situation was aggravated?as was

said above, by the dramatic fall in the price of cocoa. In

1964 in an attempt to obtain a price of £190 a ton, Ghana and

other cocoa producers, at first refused to sell their cocoa.

1. See Chapter Vll. p. 257.



This in itself meant that Ghana earned no foreign exchange

when she desperately needed it, arid she sought refuge in dubious

barter and credit arrangements with certain continental and

Kiddle Eastern agencies. The attempt to force the price of

cocoa up to £190 a ton was ill-judged since the crop in 1964

was a bumper one, more than 20/y above world demand. Thus,

when sales were resumed, the price rapidly dropped to around

£120, and continued to fall till the end of 1965* when it was

below £100. Ghana eventually managed to dispose of all its

crop, but because of its very size, it continued to overhang the

market, keeping prices depressed and making the disposal of the

following year's crop difficult.

The price paid the cocoa farmer in Ghana was, up till the

Coup, always much less than the world price, but the increased

production meant that his money income has increased greatly.

This created a highly inflationary situation and the fall in

the world price to its present low levels, inevitably raised

the question of an adjustment in the farmer's prices. The

I.H.F. recommended this, but the political implications were

too serious for ftkrumah to face. The new regime has this

problem to deal with now.

3, Population and Labour Supply.

The size and density of the population must De one of the

first conaiuerations in any discussion of labour problems, in

West Africa. There are probably about 80 million people in

the area, scattered extremely thinly, the vast majority of them
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engaged in subsistence lever farming. The actual urban

population, most of whom can not bo considered as being even

partially employed, probably amounts to not more than about

seven million.

Of the 11^- million square miles of Africa as a whole,

Jest Africa covers two and a half million square miles or

approximately a fifth of the whole. But this population of

00 million is about 35>o of that of all ^.frica; thus we can

presume that by African standards West Africa is fairly well

populated.

Before going any further in discussing population and

Labour supply, it is necessary to take account of the paucity

of the statistics available. This is a very serious

deficiency,^duo to lacx of funds, shortage of qualified

personnel and trained field staff, and, most important, defective

response caused inter alia by illiteracy and lack of co-operation.

Lack of comprehensive establishment lists, incompleteness and

unreliability of unemployment figures derived from employment

exchange figures where registration was not compulsary,

existence of data which were collected but not analysed, and

a myriad of other similar difficulties exist. In international

terms, yuch comparison is invalidated where, for example,

the International Standard Classification of Occupations is

in many respects totally meaningless in African conditions.

Where unemployment statistics are lacking,however, there are

"ways round this in the highly dis-similar environment of these

1. U.N. Ec. & Soc. Council (E.C.A.). Report on African
Seminar on Labour Statistics. (Addis Ababa 3-12November
1964). See Ch. 1, Sects . 2 and 3.
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countries, if at least the characteristics of the unemployed

and underemployed are known, and In particular the ruetors

asso iated with underemployment. line other important sei-ies

of statistics concerns wage rates, and an attempt has been
_ x

made to produce what exists in thl3 field. .

This said, in comparison with <;estom aurope, there is a

very low population density in Africa, una this* combined with

a lack of every modern fori, of communication*has meant that

social development is, and lias been highly localised in the

main, though the great pre-colonial African Empires, ana then

the colonial administrative machine did surmount enormous

difficulties in this field. There are some fairly large urban

groupings particularly in western and Southern Nigeria, and the

largest town in West Africa, Ibuuau has a population of about

ly million, but those are exceptions. Of the eleven

independent states which form ..est nfrica, Algeria has about

half the total population, while, according to the estimate at

the end of 1963, the population of Ghana is a modest 7.4 million

inhabitants 2. The regional breakdown is estimated

as follows

1. See page 42.

2. study of Contemporary Ghana: Vol. 1. op. clt.
p. 121. 'See also Table :].
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Accra Capital District ••• ••• ••• 491,060

Eastern Region (excluding Accra Capital District)1#088,843
Western Region (including the new Central Re ;ion)l,348,844
Astxanti ••• ••• • •• • • • ••• 1,108,548

Drong Ahafo ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• 588,724

northern Region (including the Upper Region) 1,202,164

Volta Region ••• ••• ••• 782,547

How accurate are the Ghanaian population statistics ?

The answer is that x^e probably have as exact a series of data

as can be expected in the circumstance®. TJjere were no

federal or tribal incentives in Ohcu.a (as existed in Nigeria)

for distorting the i960 census which was the major count to

date, and this has allowed the figures at least to be

politically acceptable. It w as carried out with United

Rations assistance, and was followed by a survey designed to

chock the enumeration, so there seems little doubt that the

results are substantially correct. The results give a

population uensity, fairly high for Africa, of 73 per square

mile ^ and a 1964 rate of population increase of 2.6 per cent

per annum. There are of course many statistics not available

which would have been of use, but the following general points

should be noted.

Ghana in common with most underdeveloped countries has

a very high proportion of the population under 15 years of age,

1, This compares with 573 per square mile in the U.K.



one estimate being about 45 per cent. The major consequence

of this is that the labour force (accepting that a large

proportion of these juveniles from subsistence level

backgrounds will be "self employed") is comparatively small -

a fact that has considerable relevance in terras of economic

planning. This is due, among other things, to the consequent

extra cost of education and social services, and the fact that

each worker employed has to support a large number of

dependents. A further consequence is the burden on the demand

for labour created by a large number of school-leavers every

year, a fact very obvious to even the casual visitor to Accra 1,
This burden on the economy is somewhat offset by the

high percentage of women employed in Ghana. Most of the petty

trading, and much of the work on the land, is carried on by

women, the 1960 census estimating that a comparatively high

62 per cent of the adult female population is in the labour

force. But despite t his, taking into consideration the

annual growth in the labour force caused by migration as well

as by natural increase, the Ghanaian economy has not been able

to provide sufficient openings in urban employment for those

seeking to join the labour force. There is in consequence

1. See "Youth Employment arid Vocational Training
Schemes in Developing Countries'. Article in
International Labour Review, Vol. LXXXV1, (Sept. 1S62).
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a large proportion of unemployed, the actual size of which

is difficult to determine for the statistical reasons

mentioned earlier

This of course raises the whole question of the real

meaning ,f the terra1employment'in an underdeveloped country.

This has been ably discussed elsewhere ^ out it is worth

pointing out briefly that about G2 per cent of the working

population of Ghana are employed in agriculture - the vast

majority of whom will bo self-employed subsistence farmers,

though an increasing number are entering man .facturing and

service industries. The subsistence level "workers" would

in any Western sense be unemployed, since they are not wage

earners, but they should not be so categorised in Ghana.

1. Some of the tables here and in the Appendices use
U.K. Statistics rather than National Statistics,
even whore the latter exist. Despite what was said
on page 37 above, the tendency is for the U.K. series
to be generally more acceptable. See Study of
contemporary Ghana: Vol. 1, op. cit., page 237

2. See for example, Barber,K.M., and Prothero,R.M.,(eds.),
Essays on African Population, op.cit.; also, Brenner,Y.
•Problems of under-employment in West Africa', in Africa
quarterly. Vol.V.,No.2.(July-September,1965).
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The following table gives some indication of the problem

Labour Force. I960

Industrial Classification

Smployment
Industry Male Female Total Per cent of

(Number in thousands) employed.

Agrioulture, forestry,
hunting and fishing 1,003 576 1,579 62

Mining ana quarrying 46 3 48 2

Manufacturing 136 99 235 9

Construction 87 3 89 3

Electricity, gas, water
and sanitation 14 - 14 1

Commerce 96 276 372 15

Transport, storage and
communication 68 1 68 3

Servioes 124 31 155 6

1,573 988 2,561 100

Per cent of
adults

Total employed 1,573 988 2,561 68.6

Unemployed 109 55 164 4.4

liome-BLikers 11 677 688 18.4

Others 196 123 319 8.6

Total adults (aged 15 and
over) 1,885 1,846 3,730 100

Source : Advance Report, I960 Census
1
•

1. Taken from Study of Contemporary G-hana: Vol. 1. op. oit. p. 178
See also Tables E. and F. The figures under1 each category
are approximations. The totals do not therefor precisely
conform to the sum of the individual items.
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The enormous percentage employed in agriculture underlines

oiie important fact, that the percentage of the adult population

orgonisable into trace union groupings must be a vary small

percentage of the total working population, the 24 por cent in

commerce anu manufacturing providing the main source of

recruitment,because it includes the more highly sklliou part of
tne Labour force of the country 1. This is not to argue that

agricultural workers will not combine - as will emerge from the

Lxlatorical survey that follows - out oiily to suggest tnat in

general tems the most "organiaable'* sector will be the

comparatively small, modern one.

With regard to the wage levels ior labour over time,

statistics are very hard to find. We must, by nature of the

exercise, be talking about the industrial or modern sectors

of the economy in the main, since in the pre-inuus trial and

subsistence sectors the incidence of wage labour is very small,

i.iliick in his chapter on Labour in Jhana in tha recent Survey, *

supplies the most useful inuex available for the px»esent purpose,

he gives the following wu e inuex for unskilled workers in

nccra from 1939 to 1963 :-

1. oh. VI of Study o.> ->onte aporary Jhanu Vol# 1, op. cit.
See also chapter Vll.
3oo .article in International nabour Lev lew. Vol. S3 No. 2
(Feb. 1966) by K.C. Loctor and' ]i. Gallls ♦Size and
Characteristics of Wage Lmployment in Africa: Some
statistical Estimates. *
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1
WAGiS INDEX FOR UNSKILLED t'.DRKHRS IN ACCRA. 1939-63

( May 1939 * 100 )

Daily wage rate Money-wage Cost-of-living Real-wage
Date (shillings) index index index

May, 1939 V6 100 100 100

December, 1941 3/10 122 151 81

November, 1943 1/10 122 168 73

November, 1945 3/10 122 186 66

November, 1946 2/1 139 198 70

November, 1947 2/9 183 212 86

December, 1943 2/9 183 227 81

September, 1949 3/2 211 243 87

December, 1950 3/3 217 285 76

December, 1951 3/3 217 333 65

December, 1952 4/6 300 326 92

December, 1953 4/6 300 324 93

December, 1954 4/6 300 324 93

December, 1955 4/6 300 344 87

April, 1956 5/2 344 351 98

December, 1957 5/2 344 351 98

December, 1958 5/6 367 354 104

December, 1959 5/6 367 364 101

July, I960 6/6 433 3a 119

December, 1961 6/6 433 410 106

December, 1962 6/6 433 426 102

December, 1963 6/6 433 2*86 89

1. Source: Central Bureau of Statistics, 'Index of Retail Prices for Accra*.
See also W.B. Birmingham, 'An index of real wages of the .

unskilled workers in Accra*. Ghana economic Bulletin. Vol. VI.
No. 2, (I960.).
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It is notable froa tbo table that the real vr.-._ e r^t© for 1963

is wall below that fox1 if3. , though Birmin /ua.:., compiler,

advises us to treat t:.e earlier fi .ores with caution. The

table will be drawn upon only as a uide jor the present study,

tfare rates for manufacturing Industry including salaried

e iployeos ana clerical workers can be seen from Tables J and P

at the Appendix.

having looked at the industrial classification and thx

wa^es structures3- in -eneral, there is a further factor which

plays considerably more part in Ghana and In many under~u©veloped

economies than it does, for example, in Britain This is the

questioii of miration. .migration in Ghana has boon the

subject of considerable study "% aiuce the ibCU -cxu.ua

ae- onstrated that only 4c per cent of men and 33 per cent of

women were non-iiigrants. This partially reflects the high

standard of living enjoyed in Ghana compared with her ii.ix.iedlate

uld-bourxi. tin Britalii the migration rat© la comparatively

very snail despite much publicised questions ox' horta-couth

drift, ant., the problem here is generally to encourage

mobility of labour both geographically and between industries#)

1. 'fix© a.ves Structure, am... the employment classification
i discussed further In Chapter Vll.

2, fee '■ r example H.3. Davidson grant Labour in tl.-:
do Id Coast (Accra* 1954) also Survey oi Dontemporar:/ Ghana t

•

. , T". 3.71, — ——
Labour in Africa South of tuo Sahara, * .ulxtaxa. xiifcer-
..frl-. an Labour I. bitute . fay, 1965. ™*
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Migration of Labour

Migrant8 in the Employed Labour Force, I960 "L"

Male Female

Thousands Per Cent Thousands Per cent

International 276 17 67 7

Long-distance internal 292 19 112 11

Short-distance internal 326 21 288 29

Non-migrants 679 43 521 53

Total employed 1,573 100 988 100

Migration, as sight be expected, is mainly from the less developed to

the more industrial urban areas and to the mines, from both inside Ghana and

from the surrounding ex-French territories. It tends to be seasonal, workers

from the north moving south during the dry season and then returning to their

farms during the rains. This greatly lowers, first of all, the potential for

increasing the skills of migrants, and secondly, reduces the likelihood of
2

consistent, organised labour organisations • Furthermore, from the

point of view of the economy as a whole,the drift to tho towns tends to

be of the more educated sections of the rural population* a serious

"brain-drain" problem where considerations of increasing the produotivity
3

of labour employed in agriculture are concerned

1» Survey of Contemporary Ghana t Vol. I. op. oit. p. 181

2. The point is taken up in Chapter 111 - see also page 201.
(University Paperbacks 1965).

3. See P.J.M. MoEwan and R.B. Suttcliffe, (eds) The Study of Africa,
p. 338, Chapter on *The African Urban Milieu*, by 0, Gutkind.
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The labour situation in Ghana is in sum so vastly different

from that in the highly industrialised economies,that the tools of

analysis have to be reformulated. The assumptions on which one bases

one's analysis are also different; for example, when we talk about

employment, we frequently have situations which can neither be termed full

employment nor yet unemployment.

A major statistical difficulty, as was said earlier, is deciding

what proportion of the population is actually seeking work in situations

where there are so many family and handicraft businesses, and so muoh

subsistence-level farming. This means that the concept of "unemployment"

is of voxy limited value and the proportion of the population whioh by

British standards could be termed unemployed, i.e., those who have no

work at all, is probably very small. It is rather a question of under¬

employment than unemployment, and reflects the f&ot that there is little

social provision for the unemployed..

This underemployment means that, in planning the development of

Ghana it can be assumed that there is an extremely elastic supply of

labour, since industrial or agricultural programmes,no matter what level

the wages, will attract people from subsistence-level occupations.

This is especially relevant to the growth of trade unionism, and is one

of the other major factors leading to their weakness in bargaining with

employers, where the availability of an untapped reserve army of the

unemployed or under-employed makes militant unionism - in the unskilled

trades at least - exceptionally difficult to create.

1. Chapter VI of P.Z-Bauep &nd B.S.Yamey; The Economics of
Underdeveloped Countries (C.U.P. 1957).



Unemployment Is a problem facing most underdeveloped countries and to

reduce it appreciably requires capital investment on a scale not generally

available. The problem of underemployment - the scale of which cannot be

preoisely known - makes for a similar drain on the national produot. In

addition, the low level of productivity of labour is another common

feature of Ghana and of all under-developed countries1. This is both a

cause and effect of underdevelopment, and can only be reotifled,among other

things, through education, technological advances and higher capital

investment. To a great extent of course,this lew level is a result of the

high percentage of the population employed in agrioulture,where productivity

is probably a tenth of what it is in a more developed country.

A factor which should be briefly mentioned in passing is the

relevance of the slave trade. Slavery "as a vital element in the eeonosy

of the great states of the interior, and the trade indulged in by Europeans

was small compared with that engaged in by the Arabs over a period of a

thousand years. Admittedly the Western nations engaged in the slave trade

in a more intensive way, and it has been estimated that up to twenty million

people were exported from West Africa within the last century of the trade.

While this is very much a thing ef the past, it has left seme areas almost

entirely depopulated, and in addition, in the North, it has left traces of

semi-slavery or rather bonded labour, which has certain significance for the

study of labour problems in the area.

1. See A Study of Contemporary Ghana: Vol. 1. op.cit. esp.
Ch. vil. See also Chapter Vll of this thesis for a

discussion of Labour productivity.
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The abolition of the slave trade has had one further important

consequence. The return of freed slaves (Creoles) to Sierra Leone and

Liberia among other places, brought in a large number of Western social

influences and attitudes which have left their mark along the whole West

Coast of Afrioa. This can be illustrated by looking at thb situation in

Freetown, This oity was founded as a settlement for former negro slaves, whose

decendants became known as Creoles. Since they had no common tribal

background, they tended during the period of their slavery to adopt something

approximating to western patterns of culture. As a result they oonsider

themselves to be, and probably are socially more advanced than their

neighbours,and from them have come much of the impetus for the formation of

modern social organisations, including trade unions, throughout West Africa.

In Ghana of course thero was no oolony of freed slaves, but the influence of
Movements

Creoles in the proto-nationalist^was largo, especially in tho trade union

movement, and numbers of highly-trained Sierra Looneans such as I.T.A.
2

Wallace-Johnson, had considerable effect on these new organisations .

This point helps illustrate the restraining effeot which tribalism has had

on the development of trade unions, through thte example of what happened

where the tribal structure was forceably broken.

The intention of the above section is to show an awareness of the

oxistenoo of these problems, and net in any way to duplicate the considerable

work already done on population statistics and supply and demand for labour

in developing countries '.

1. For a discussion of this influence see Prof. A. Porter's book,
Creoledom (O.U.P., I960).

2. See discussion of Mr Wallace Johnson as a source in Appendix B. His
book. Trade Unionism in Colonial and Dependent Territories. (London. 1946),
was one of the first publications on the subject. ~

3. See for example K.M. Barber and R.M. Prothoro (eds) Essays on African
Population (196l).
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Ghana, named after an anoient African empire whioh was situated well to

trie north-west of the present state, was formerly known as the Gold Coast, an

area under British Administration since the late nineteenth century. It

comprised what was known as the Gold Coast Colony along with Ashanti and the

Northern Territories, and included, after the First World War, a part of

Togoland mandated to British trusteeship by the league of Nations, This

strip later became part of Ghana after independence, thus fairly successfully

drawing the Togo-Ghana border along tribal boundary lines.

The history of the Gold Coast is well set out in two major books * but

it is perhaps worth briefly sketching in some of the more important events.

The Geld Coast first became known in Europe through Portuguese navigators

in the second half of the 15th century. The first recorded English trading

voyage to the Coast was made by Thomas .indham in 1553 and in the course of

the next three centuries the English, Danes, Dutch, Germans and

Portuguese all controlled various parts of the Coast at different periods.

By 1750;only the English, the Dutch and the Danes had settlements on the

Coast. In 1821 the British Government assumed control of the British

trading settlements and on 6th March 1844 the Chiefs in the immediate

neighbourhood agreed to adhere to an Agreement or Bond from which British

power and jurisdiction were generally derived. The Danes relinquished

tneir settlements in 1850 and in 1871 the Dutoh ceded theirs to the

British. Under a Charter in 1874 the Colony was limited to the forts and

1. D. Kimble : A Political History of Ghana:1850-1928. (O.U.P., 1963),
and D. Austin: i clitics in ihaxa:1946-1960.(O.U.P.. 1964).
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settlements, but other territory under British influence was declared

a Preteotorate. In 1896,Treaties of Trade and Protection were concluded

with several tribes north of Ashanti, and a Protectorate over the area

known as the Northern Territories was established. Boundary Commissions in

1898 and 1899 fixed the borders of the Gold Coast and neighbouring French

and German African territories, and the area of British jurisdiction was

clarified in 1901 b^ Orders in Council which declared as a "Colony by
settlement" all territories in the Gold Coast south of Ashanti, deolared

Ashanti a "Colony by conquest", and the Northern Territories a

Protectorate tinder the Foreign Jurisdiction Aot of 1890. It was thus

not until 1901 that Britain assumed full responsibility for the government

of the Gold Coast and its hinterland. In 1922,a part of the adjoining

German territory of Togoland was placed under British administration by a

League ef Nations Mandate,and after the second World War,was placed by

agreement under the trusteeship system of the United Nations. From that

time it was administered by Britain as part of the Gold Coast, up to the

date of Independence.

Constitutional advance began when the first Legislative Council was set

up in 1850 in what was then the Colony Area; the first African unofficial

member was appointed to the Legislative Council in 1888,and by 1916 the

unofficial side of the Council consisted of three Europeans, three Paramount

Chiefs and three other Africans. In 1925 a new Constitution was

promulgated which introduced direct election in the urban areas and

indirect election in the provinces of the Colony area

1. See D. Kiaible _og. oit. especially Ch. XI.
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The next major advance was the Bums Constitution of 1946. Until then,

Ashanti, and,until 1951,the Northern Territories, were administered

directly by the Governor, but the 1946 Constitution brought in the first

Legislative Council in British Africa to have a majority of African members

and it represented Ashanti as well as the Colony. The peaceful progress

of the Gold Coast was marred in 1946 by disturbances which occurred in the

southern parts of the oountry and a Commission of Enquiry (the Watson

Commission) was set up to make a thorough investigation into the general

conditions in the country. In its report the Commission made a number

of proposals for eonstitutional reform, in particular that Africans should

play a larger part in the proceedings of the Executive Council. As a

result,an all-African Committee whose chairman was Mr Justice (later
I

Sir Henley) Coussey, was set up in 1949. This Committee dealt in detail

with the whole structure of government machinery from village area councils

to the Exeoutire Council,and the Governor's reserved powers 1,
The proposals of the Coussey Committee were acoepted in general by

the British Government,and in 1951,elections took place under a new

Constitution based on its recommendations. This provided for an Exeoutive

Council or Cabinet with the Governor as President, and a Legislative

Assembly with some members representing special interests, and 75 eleoted

members with a fixed ratio between the Colony, Ashanti and the Northern

Territories. In 1952,the office of Prime Minister was created; in 1953

proposals for further constitutional reform were submitted to the British
*

Government, and a new Constitution was introduced in 1954,with an all-
African Cabinet and a Legislature of 104 members,eleoted by direct suffrage.

1. See Chapter 111.
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This was the Constitution in foroe up to the date of Independence. The

Governor retained only certain reserved powers, including responsibility

in his discretion for external affairs (including Togoland under

United Kingdom trusteeship), defence and the police. In 1955 Sir Frederick

Bourne, a former Governor of East Bengal?was, at the request of the Gold
Coast Government, appointed Constitutional Adviser and in December of that

year he published his recommendations,whieh were mainly concerned with

safeguarding the interests of the Regions. On 11th May 1956,the Colonial

Secretary announced that if a general eleotion were held in the Gold Coast -

the British Government would be prepared to accept a motion calling for

independence within the Commonwealth passed by a reasonable majority)in a

newly elected Legislature, and then to declare a firm date for the

attainment of independence.

A general eleotion was accordingly held in July 1956, and Kwame

Nkrumah's Party, the Convention People's Party (C.P.P.) was returned with a

majority ot over two thirds of the Legislative Assembly. The new

Assembly approved § motion requesting the British Government to initiate

legislation 'to provide for the independence of the Gold Coast as a

sovereign and independent State within the Commonwealth under the name

of Ghana*} on 18th September the Colonial Secretary announced the British

Government's intention to do so,and that, subjeot to Parliamentary approval,

independence should come about on 6th March, 1957. In May 1956 a

plebiscite was held under United Nations* auspioes in the Trust territory

of Togoland,as a result of whioh, the United Nations agreed that the

Trusteeship Agreement should end on the attainment of Independence by the
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Sold Coast. On the 6th March 1957. Ghana attained oomplete independence

aa a fully self-governing Member of the Commonwealth with the Queen as

Sovereign

Following a plebiscite held in April I960, a Republican Constitution

was adopted on 29th June I960 by the National Assembly, sitting for the

purpose as a Constituent Assembly. The constitution oame into feroe on

1st July I960. The Constitution provided for a President, eleoted by

Parliament, who was both Head of Government and Head of State. The power

of dissolving Parliament rested with the "President. Executive power was

vested in the President, who was to exercise it with the assistance of a

Cabinet of not less than eight Ministers to be appointed by him.

The Constitution was amended in February 1964, when, following a

referendum the previous January, Ghana formally became a one-party State,

the party being Nkrumah*s Convention People's Party. In June 1965, at a

General Election, all the 198 candidates nominated by the C.P.P. were

returned unopposed, and Nkrumah was re-affirmed in his Presidency for a

further period of five years.

In February 1966 a new Military Government was formed under General

Ankrah following the overthrow of President Nkrumah while the latter was

on a visit to China.

Thus veiy briefly the constitutional development. As can be seen,

for the past decade or so the political history of Ghana was dominated

by the Convention People's Party and its leader Kwame Nkrumah. The C.P.P.

was formed in 1949 when Nkrumah broke with the old United Gold Coast

Convention (U.G.C.C.) & party formed two years earlier by the late

1. For a fuller discussion of the Constitutional Advance
see D. Austin op. olt. Ch. Vlll.



Dr J.B. Danquah with the express purpose of seeking eventual self-

government. Nkrumoh, partly for personal reasons and partly because

he believed the U.G.C.C. was not active enough, broke away to demand

the immediate summoning of a Constituent Assembly by the British

Colonial Government. In the disturbances that followed, he and other

C.P.P. leaders were arrested. On his release from prison in 1951

Nkrum&h began his "Positive Action" campaign which, modelled on

Ghondi's non-violent methods, aimed at immediate 3elf-gov<jrament.

It was then, as will be seen from Chapter 111, that the trade

union movement was of great positive help to the C.P.P. The

opposition elements, mainly the National Liberation Movement (N.L.H.),

the party of the chiefs and eoooa farmers formed in 1954, had little

real power in the country, and at the most, held just over a quarter of

the seats in the Legislative Assembly. After Independence the N.L.M.

became the United Party, but remained with little power until they were

finally suppressed following the 1964 Referendum on the one-party State.

They never had very much trade union support except for a brief period

in the early fifties,when some of the unions in the Aahanti area,for

mainly tribal and regional reasons, gave them some limited support.

Throughout the period, Nkrumah with his professed policy of

ifrioan Socialism or Mcrumahisa, entirely dominated the politics of

Ghana, and in the following Chapters his relations, and his attitude

to the trade union movement, must be continually kept in mind.

One final point which is of importance refers to the condition

of the Administration and Civil Service. For more than ten years,
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whatever Its faults, Ghana had a government highly stable in

African terms. Its form-ultimately a one-party state with

rule by President, offended many sectional interests, but

did allow for easy decision making where the normal processes

were alloweu to operate. For Ghana had and has, by most

standards, an extremely good senior civil service with

members such as the Reith Lecturer, Robert Gardiner not

uncommon within it. The tribal structure which bedevils

Nigerian politics, a. >. this was perhaps Nhrumah»s ..ain

achievement, was never recently allowed to affect the

administration of Ghana to any real degree.
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A olihih.,Y OF Tiii-. li±o~ OF Trtiuxj Uiaohlbil Ik Gnhsn

1. The Formative ieriod

The traditional trioal form of economic organisation is

important in placing a study of Ghanaian1 trade unionism in

perspective^. This perspective is necessary to illustrate

what infxuencesj, internal and external, have acted upon the

development of West African, traue unions and to show how these

unions, once formed, help contrioute to the rise of nationalism.

as was said in the Introduction, there are several

questions which a historical 3urvey should answer. The major

one must be to ask why the unions emerged when they did and
rz

took the .om they did unuer the existing colonial regime .

fhe second concerns the various factors which imparted

particular strengths and weaknesses to trade union organisations

in Ghana, doth these questions mu3t do examined in the setting

of the existing indigenous social organisations as well a in the

light of those external infxuences which came to bear on them.

Consideration has axreaay oeen given to demographical

and geographical factors in tne early parts of this thesis 4,
but the growth of labour groupings in Ghana mu3t be seen again

1* Tloe Gold coast was renamed Ghana after inuepenuence in
1957. For ease of reference I shall consistently call the
country Ghana except where particular titles or enactments
dictate otherwise.

2. To assist in ^ainin;- perspective, constant reference is made
throughout, to developments in other parts of British West
Africa, especially Nigeria and Sierra Leone. See also
Appenalx H.

3. much of the material in this chapter is taken from Labour
Department Reports. What press existed in the early 3tages
did not report labour matters except where there was
industrial unrest. Gee appendix G.

4. See page 22, above.
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in relation to such factors as migration, subsistence and

semi-subsistence conditions, population size mid distribution,

education arid social structure. Overall, these explain why,

in Ghana, as in any under-developed area, organised labour, no

matter how primitive that organisation may be, is and always has

been a ve y small proportion of the total working population.

An attempt has been made where possible, to relate the

growth of the unions to the particular economic situation

pertaining at any time, but difficulty in obtaining basic

statistics going oack for any length of time, makes this a

ery rudimentary approach1. This is especially true with regard

to membership figures of Trade Unions The trade union

leadership^ for status and other reasons, may, for example, even
when members fail to pay dues, continue to list them a3 union

members>and the figures which are presented in Government

Publications of the period may, in consequence, often be grossly

inflated. All statistics have therefore been treated with

suspicion - whether or not they come from official sources, and

this applies throughout the whole pex-iod of the study.

Finally, it must be made clear at this stage that no

political judgements are intended over the differing forms of

1. Gee Table A. National Income Statistics. An extremely
valuable series is in the Study of Contemporary Ghana;
Vol. 1, editeu by W. Birmingham and others, 0£. citCh. 11.

2. See Table G.
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trade union organisations vjhich existed before or after the

Industrial relations Act of 1958. The entire political

structure and development of Ghana would have to be involved

before any statement of what are the "proper" goals and

objectives of trade unionism was made. This Is not in any way

to suggest that political matters can be ignored since trado

unions are by their very nature political. Not only In the

West ha3 It proved convenient to pursue econoiOic objectives

through oolitical channels. Political factors must always* .w" ... «r

be prominently expressed in order to have a clear understanding

of the changes that have taken place

The historical development of trade unionism in Ghana can

be conveniently treated as falling into three separate phases.

The first phase is that period of time up to the beginning of

a definite "Western involvement" in labour movements and
^, .

generally includes any of the enceavours of early traditional

and loosely structured economic organisations* It is only

since the early year3 or this century that Labour associations

akin to modern trade unions have been known in Ghana, since the

problems of the relationship between employer and employee uld

not arise wit>.in the largely self-sufficient traditional

organisations, iixpatriate commercial and industrial activity

did exist from the late nineteenth century, but often much of

the necessary labour had to bo imported from Liberia and from

%

1. See Chapter VI.



elsewhere along tue coast, since the inhabitants of the Gold

coast colony and of Ashanti were avers© to such organised

employment • When they uiu leave their traditional occupations

it was usually to seek education ana compete Cortfaefew available

clerical job3 in government service. There still exists a

stigma attached to unskilled and semi-skilled work, but a more

obvious explanation is that individuals aole to make a reasonable

living through a rlcultural pursuits such as cocoa far..ing were

unwilling to sacrifice their independence in order to undertake

heavy physical work in the mines and other industries. With

the auvont of the railway and the improvement of communications

generally, the villages lost their isolation and there was a

weakening of trie customary authority which bound crafts-sen to

tue local community. The earliest combinations were in the

form of Gullus of such skilled craftsmen.

The seconu phase begin* with the realisation oy tne British

colonial Government of tue potential political ana economic

importance of cue growth of labour organisations In Ghana,

niroughout the British Colonial Territories, this can oe dated

from the early 1030a and me circulation of tne so-oalied

"xassfield memorandum" oy Gidney ..ebb (nord fassfield), who was

oeoretary of otate for the wolonies in the second .uaoaur

administration. This ;iemorandum was in tno form of a guidance

to Colonial Governments on the treatment and encouragement of

1# . or an anthropological explanation of this see H.J.
Herskovitz, The human Factor in [hanging .Trioa (London,
196B), page 400.



nascent trade unionism, This second phase was one In which

the trade unions in Ghana took on a definable form, as

uistlnct from that of the prior period where they were mere

tribal or craft groupings, or ao_ toe movements which arose

to cope with particular e conomic situations, it was in this

period of development ai3o that external agencies,such as

the international Labour Organisations and countries ether

than the Colonial power itself, began to interest themselves

In influencing Ghanaian trade unionism. At this stage, what

had been an internal indigenous movement became something more

than this. Until then, trade union3 a3 such cannot really

be held to have existed In anything but the most crude form,

Since the growth of trade unions and wage earning

employment generally arose, not as in the West with the

transition of old forma of production to now, but rather with

the growth of altogether new forms of employment, this is a

algnifleant factor in this particular phase of development.

The third phase in t e development of trade unionism

began with the ending of Colonial rule, or more precisely,

dated in Ghana from the passage of the Industrial Relations

Act in 1958. In this last period the Ghana trade union

movement broke away both from the remnants of its traditional

form as one sort or another of economic security grouping

and from that produced by the colonial situation, and took on

a totally different aspect which, though owing something to its

previous forms, was in many respects entirely new. It is in

this period that trade unionism in Ghana takes on a form very
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different froso the type of organisation sfcich can bo called a

"trad© union" in the British sons©, that; is, primarily ucvoted

to the economic interests and well-belog of its .aembers. It

becomes instead a politico-economic organisation, also called

a traue union, but whose main object is not concerned primarily

with the well-being of its members but with the good of the

State as a whole. The latter type of traue union (for it still

must be called a trace union), taires on what may be a highly

responsible role as the industrial wing of the forty or of the

Government •

There are thus three phases of development, the

traditional, the formative and the post-Independence. I now

propose to examine them In turn.

2. i-.arly. Co-operative novomenta jn Ghana.

Can we fine traces of indigenous socio-economic organisations

existing in hana in the period before trade unionism as such

existed, and before Britain began to foster its rovth ?

There are two schools of thought on this, and to a great extent

the argument turns on whether one can call the early economic

groupings which did exist, "trace unions" or not. Thomas

Hod-kin, for example, suggests that the tendency of African

ware earners to form combinations for their mutual benefit,

existed in British and French West Africa well before the

Metropolitan Powers initiated programmes to help and encourage
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trad© union ■ rowth 1. ho quotes in support, on© of tho moat <

interesting and earliest reports on nascent trade unionism by

Major Orde-Browne which was contained in a paper on the labour

situation in British West Africa written in 1940, and indeed

Orde-Brow © had a certain amount to say about indigenous

economic organisations. But he does argue the continuing

importance of the tribal structure and adds that

"The objects and scope of trad© unionism are
not fully unuorstood, ana tsany of the fallacies
and misconeopt ions characteristic of the first
half of the nineteenth century in Britain undergo
a curious resurrection, Quite inappropriate
purposes art; contemplated as, for Instance, the
.roup who were a;Jtious to form a trade union of
ilohaomeclans. The line of demarcation between ttie
activities of a trade urilon anu those of bodies
such as friendly societies, insurance companies
or political organisations, is not understood." 2

Kodgkin suggests the spontaneity of .i'rlcan trade unionism,

an argument which will be developed further below.

Tho opposing argument is that African trace unions

©merged entirely as the result of the efforts of the left

wing post-war governments in Britain and . ranee in pursuing

their colonial labour policies. Typifying this contrary

%

1. T.L. hod Kin, Nationalism In colonial ufrlca. (Muller, 1950),
page 126.

2, G.C, St. J. Orde-Browne, Labour Conditions in i-mst
A ■ rica. {Crad 6277, 1941) •' o'e© p * 86 '£"£ below •
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belief, the Secretary General of the French CGT, Albert Bouzanquet,

echoing the paternalistic colonialism of the French in their overseas

territories at the time, speaking in 1948, said that "trade unionism

in the colonies must function on the same lines as in the mother country

since it is copied from that model". "Unions", he went on, "exist only
1 2

because they exist in the mother country". Roberts also holds that

the socio-economic organisations which existed prior to the late

colonial period and before the Metropolitan Powers interested themselves

in the labour problems of the colonies, oould no more be called trade

unions than could the craft guilds in Britain prior to the industrial

revolution.

It is certainly true to say that many of the so-called unions

which existed in Ghana before the Second World War were hardly

recognisable as such, but this does not presuppose that such organisations

as did exist were not the fore-runners of unions. The truth rests

partially on a matter of definition of terms, the precursors of modern

trade unionism were oertainly operating in Ghana well before the

Colonial Government and individual British unions began to take an

interest.

In part however, both the above theories have a certain validity

in that the early, externally inspired, unions found their grass-roots

1. Quoted hy &. Fischer, 'Syndicate et Decolonisation'
Presence Afrioaine. (October I960-January 1961).

2. B.C. Roberts, Labour in the Tropical Territories of the
Commonwealth op. oit. Page 6 etc.
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support in the same way and from the same groups as did the truly

indigenous organisations« The local tribal or village branch

of a union, or the neo-tribal economic group in a detribalised

situation, would have much the same form in the early stages -

similarly employed workers gathering at the local meeting placo

or "chop-House" much as the early friendly societies and unions

in Britain met a3 "Lodges", in noil-conformist meeting places,

or public houses rather than at their places of work. This wa3

for two reasons. First of all, the employers in urltain as in

Ghana would in all probability not permit such gat {-©rings on

their premises, and secondly, the purely "trade union" aspect

of these organisations was but one part of a series of functions

which might include a range of social services as well as

having political motivations. Thus Orde-Browne»s remark

perhaps shows a lacK of understanding both of the process of

development, and of the vagueness on the "line of demarcation",
in his failure to appreciate the Owenite universality of the

functions of these early organisation*, as much in Britain

as in West Africa.1
It is important here to realise that the constant process

of migration to the urban areas, and of detrlballsation, is

fundamental to this development.2 Migration tends to be of

two sorts. Firstly, there is the short term migration to

tii® towns, tii© seasonal migration of mainly male workers, after

the harvest and in the rainy season, when there is little

employment to be had in local subsistence

1. cf K. Little, West African Urbanisation : k Study of
Voluntary Associations in ooclal whan-el (G.U.P., 1965),
pp 56-59 and 144-145. "

2. See page 43, above.
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agriculture. Secondly, there is the long-tern flow to the towns which

is of a permanent sort, contributing to the increase in the urban

population. Reasons for migration are obvious, but inolude the

unremunerative character of agricultural work and the attraction of the

town as a centre of civilisation with definite material benefits

available. Migration between villages is unoonanon.

X
Banton in his study of town life in Freetown considers the sooial

adaptation of immigrants into towns round three particular tribal

institutions, the tribal headmanship, the voluntary association, and the

household. It is the second grouping which has partioular relevance to

this present study, and trade unions,though Banton does not mention them,

presumabXy oome within this group. The family and the tradition of

Ohiefs are adaptations of the traditional institutions, "but the
2

associations are a new form of sooial grouping learnt in the towns".

As will be seen below, this is not the strict truth, sinoe many

voluntary organisations have existed well within the framework of

tribal society.

Banton makes a further important point whioh has universal

application when considering the prooess of detribelisation :

"The Temne immigrants (to Freetown) may oome to set
greater store by their membership of trade unions,
political parties, the profession of Islam, whioh
they share with members of other tribes, and to
emphasise African Solidarity in opposition to
Europeans, instead of Temne solidarity in opposition
to other tribes." 3

1. M. Banton, West African City. (O.U.P., 1957). Ch. XV .

of. M. Kilson, Political Change in a West African State; A study
in the Modernisation Process in Oieira Leone. (h.U.P., 1966) -
pp. 106-110.

2. M. Banton, op. oit. Ch. XV.

3. M. Banton op. cit., p. 19.



From the analysis which follows, it will emerge that the origins

of trade unionism in Ghana can be traced to four separate souroes.

Firstly, there were roots in the indigenous co-operative movements and

tribal structures of pre-industrial life. Secondly, there were the ad hoc

groupings which came into bein^ as the result of some economic misfortune.

Thirdly, there were the unions which came about as a result of the

oolonial situation, and lastly there were those organisations which

almost entirely took their form as a result of other external

influences. This latter will be dealt with at a later stage.

Firstly, guilds, occupational groups, and craft organisations often

on a highly localised or village basis, are found in most parts of

Ghana\ The question of whether or not guilds were the forerunners of

modem trade unions has frequently been debated in the British context.

There is in this instance, a certain similarity between British

experience and the Ghanaian colonial experience. The v.ebbs view was

that there was nothing to suggest a close organic link between the unions

and the earlier guilds and while on the one hand, the function of a

trade union is to proteot and represent the interests of its employee

members, the guilds, represented only the interests of individual

craftsmen. However, there are definite and obvious functional

similarities between them, quite apart from whether one is a direct

descendant of the other or not, as they both exist in order to represent

economic Interest groups, and to establish certain conditions and rules

of behaviour among themselves. This point is demonstrated by the fact that

1. A.W.Cardinall, The Gold Coast. 1931. (Aocra, 1932).



up till now, both unions and flourishing guilds in Ghana exist alongside

one another, though cross-fertilisation of ideas has been unavoidable.

The Guild of Goldsmiths in the Gold Coast is one such example.

It function#^ and still does,more as an employer organisation,regulating
suoh things as apprenticeship laws, wages and prices. It was formed

in protest against the Gold Mining Protection Ordinance of 1909.'1'
Discussing such semi-tribal and family associations as the Guild of

Goldsmiths, the 1911 Gold Coast Census said that they "are not
2

dissimilar in object and methods to a modem trade union". The

Goldsmiths Guild, very strictly run and ruled by a council and a

tribunal "professed to regulate wages, to make laws concerning apprentices,

to guard against unfair competition, and to settle disputes among the

craftsmen."^ It was in fact a guild and not a trade union as we

define it, since it was merely interested in the economio well-being

of its individual craftsmen members, to all intents an employers'

organisation. There were other guilds and occupational movements existing

for most of the skilled trades in Ghana, and groups of blacksmiths and

woodworkers appear with funotions not dissimilar in many major respects

to the guilds in Britain, prior to the Industrial Hevolution.

1. 0. Kitoning 'History of Trade Onions in the Gold Coast* a lecture
given at Akropong, Ashanti 1952, cited by iCimblo, op. oit. page 44.

2. Gold Coast Colony Census of Population (Accra, 1911).

3. Gold Coast Colony Census, op, oit.

4. The Gold Coast Carpenters' Association dates from 1910.
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This is not meant t© argue a very wide comparability with early-

British experience alone, but rather with a phenomenon found fairly

frequently in most parts of Western Europe, and to some extent in the

United States. The Low Countries and Germany produced many comparable

federations of Sraftsman which functioned in order to maintain standards

and regulate employment in much the same way as the Guild of Goldsmiths

did in Ghana. These organisations in their localisation and

traditionalism were certainly craft-guilds, and not trado unions as we know

them.

In Africa today the difference is that guilds are still found

alongside modern unions in every class and occupation. Among the Yoruba

in Nigeria, for example, hunting is so specialist that those who work at

this do nothing else, and barter their kill for other commodities. They

form guilds whose members work in ooncert under the direction of a leader,

who tends to command considerable respect. The guilds from various

areas form associations, which provide for the division of the hunting area,

and mutual hunting privileges.1 Society organisations are also very

common throughout West Africa, and are either based on religious (generally

seoret) or economic bases. Again, Yoruba traders, for example,belong to

guilds, which necessitates the payment of a fee, and the acceptance of the

rules of the guild. If an individual attempts to carry on a trade of a guild

without being admitted to membership, he can be fined and may have his
2

goocfc confiscated. Such indigenous trading organisations are of course

1. Daryll Forde. Habitat Economy and Society, (idettthen, 1934) > p. 156.

2. ibid. p. 163
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not confined to Africa, and can be found in many underdeveloped societies."'"
Many of the earlier Guilds in Ghana, despite a fairly independent

existence, do seem to have come under the control of the existing native

authorities. Roper points out that the guilds about Accra were registered
2

at the Native Court ©f the Ga Manche. The second grouping of organised

labour in indigenous ©hanaian society which has contributed something to

the form of modem trade unionism is that of momentary or _ad hoc

movements whioh rose to cope with particular hardships or economic

injustices and whioh just as quickly disappeared once the crisis passed.

There are plenty of examples of spontaneous movements of this sort in

every country throughout histoiy, as the Webbs have pointed out.^ But can

some short lived movement of this sort properly be called a trade union ?

The Webbs said that these "workers' revolts", possibly against oppressive

employers, could not be so called, 3ince it was only when the ad hoc

arrangement was given some organisational structure and some degree of

continuous existence to cope, not just with one instance or grievance but

with several affecting the same group of people over a period of time, that

one could say a trade union existed.

The influence of the Creoles, settled in Freetown, and to a certain

extent in Liberia, did produce early twentieth century examples with a degree

of continuity in working class activity. The tribal peoples were, in

general, in opposition to the Creoles who sought politioal superordination,

1. Daryll Fordo, Habitat HconoBiy and Society. (Mettthen, 1934)» P« 215

2. J.I. Roper, Labour Problems in West Africa. (Ponguin, 1938) p. 50.

3. S. and B. Webb, History of Trade Unionism (Revised ed. 1920).



but ori the other hand they found ties with Oreolo trade

unionists in working a ainst their employers. One group, more

or less independent throughout, were the "literates" who, mainly

in the junior ranks of the civil sei»vice, were free from ties.

The purely tribal based group soon lost its significance in

urban society • In Ghana, Wallace Johnson," a oreole, does seem

to have organised a "proper" trade union of mine workers in

Obuase in 1934, which as a result of a serious mine disaster

there, was formed to press for oefcter safety conuitiona and to

help the bereaved relatives of the many victims, hut many

examples in Ghana prior to the beginning of the Second World

War were hardly more than temporary strike committees. Similar

examples are found all over West Africa. The Sierra Leone

1. For a discussion of the emergence of Friendly Societies,
and 'Companies" (Complns) in Sierra Leone, see M. Banton's
West African dltv. op. cit., esp. Ch. II (p.163). here
also one finds discussion of the various political,
religious and economic forces which draw the various tribes
together, through increasing consciousness of shared
interests. The role of these Compins seem to have been
primarily for funeral and other purposes, but also for
other forms of mutual aid, and for entertainment purposes.
A further function in some of the societies was to assist
capital accumulation. The member contributed a weekly sum,
maybe 5/- and then drew a large sum every six months when
his turn came (op. cit. p. 186). Such companies may,
depending on the extent of their mutual aid functions,
become almost Indistinguishable from traue unions. That is,
except that they are not based on the principle of like-
employment. See also H. hilaon, Folitical change in a
»est African Jtate, op. cit.

2. Wallace Johnson, the veteran Sierra Leone trade unionist's
views wore mainly verbally expressed during frequent
discussions with hira. See appendix B.



Workers' and Railwaymens strikes in 1926, anu the Thies-fi ,er

hallway Workers * strikes of the previous year,where unions

formed for the duration of the action and then dissolved, are

cases in point**-. Another example is found just after the First

World War when workers in French West Africa were organised into

short-lived "amleales" and engaged in work conflicts in the

docks of Cotonou and Abidjan until they were granted the wage

increases they wanted. Wallace Johnson holds that none of

those involved in the strike committees or in the formation

22. fo°c unions in Ghana at this time had had any contact with
Western Unions, and indeed, scarcely knew of their existence.

This endorses liodgkin's opinion referred to above. In

opposition to tills view, as early as 1921, the alu boast

vensus A©port stated that the trade guilds were "under the

influence of agitators and of what the more literate members

have read of the modern Trade Unions" and

"have assumed in some cases a different character.
Organised strikes are not known in ^ccra even
amongst the unskilled groups such as cooks and
washerioen. With the exception of Fishermen and
Goldsmiths these Guilds are not of ancient origin
and as a rule concern themselves with the
regulation of such matters as apprenticeship and
wages". 2

Wallace Johnson said that they were hardly "unions", and had no

real members ip list, nor rules, but there tended to be a small

1. T.L. Hodgkin, op. clt. pa o 125. There was an earlier
strike in Sierra Leone in 1919 on the railways. It viae
well organised, judging by the reports of the Administration,
which forseeab.^- attributed it to organised outside
influences.

2* Gold Coast census 1921 (Accra, 1921).



committee which by raeetl c from time to time kept the organisation

together. *hatever else, this would seem to show that trade

imlonlm,pr a o.fie thing like It, is a fairly natural form of
organisation in any society which has to cope with situations

which affect the members of that society as a group.

Apart from these Guilds and the ad hoc manifestations

mentioned above, in Ghana and elsewhex*©, there were few

organisations which could be called truly indigenous to V/est

Africa. What can be properly r carded as unions for the first

time appear to have cow® into being entirely as the result of

the colonial situation. These were types of organisation

which began to appear in the period after the i irst World *ar^>
with the forfoation of groups of predominantly junior African

Civil servants, government employees, railway workers and

teachers, which for the purposes of the present analysis are

categorised within the "formative phase" of devolopoont. This

Is because they were not necessarily influenced, apart from

their mere existence under colonialism, by pressure external to

Africa.

The Influence of organised employees in the Public sector

can be shown to have been one of the main determinants of the

form taken by early Ghanaian trade unions at least up to the

1. Wallace Johnson recalled forming the "Temporary Outdoor
Officers Union" of African Customs Officers in Sierra
Leone in 1813, and another short-lived Clerical Workers
Union in 1914 which organised a strike over wage-rates.
Lee Appendix 3.
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be .inning of the Second world War. In the history of their

growth in the Public Sector, one can find early references to
1

wage disputes involvln members of the Gold Coast Public

Works Department, first in 1919 and again in 1921. In April

1921 the Artisan^ and Labourers Unior? (almost all Public

Employees) of Accra, held a strike of mechanics over wage

reductions and peneral labour conditions, including a demand

for a seven hour day and free hospital treatment, which gave

rise to a court case rather similar to the British Tolpuddle

Martyrs Case in 1834. The Union itself had no status, and

the strikers were heavily fined^. Th^Gold Coast Railway

Workers, also basically a group of public employees, organised

a further strike in December of the same year over ay

reductions, but to little purpose s. Yet another example

was a Gold Coast Civil Service Union which was founded just

after the First World War with the object of promoting "the

x-jelfare and interests of native members of the Civil Service".

1. It is usually and unfortunately the case that the only
contemporary mention of such Public Sector unions Is
when they dispute or strike.

2. That same year, the Regulation of Employment Ordinance
attempted to bring labour legislation up to date; the
master and Servant Ordinance, which had survived since
1893, was then repealed, see Roper op. cit. page54.

3. Departmental Reports, (Puolic Works) 1921, cited by
Rimble, op. cit. p. 44.
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This, after 1938,beeame the Association of African Civil Servants.^
The growth of anions of Public Employees and these

Disturbances cam© during a period when, as will be fully discussed

elsewhere, the colonial Government was on the one hand wishing

to encourage the growth of responsible labour or ganisations,

while at the same time trying to ensure that in no way uiu they

become too "political" or otherwise get out of control. This

duality of purpose the "benevolent-paternalism" of the Colonial

Government, led to an odd stop-go tendency to trade union

development in Ghana between the Wars. This process was

exaggerated by the equally ambivalent attitude o1 the employers

and the traditional chiefs.

Much of the vigour of the trace union movement came from the

public servants who were, of all the sectors, moat influenced

by this duality of attitude of the government. Kimble writes

that the "
"Government clerks formed the largest single
employee group; they were certainly the most
articulate, arid during 1918-21 the grievances
of those who were civil servants became an

important political issue. Owing to their special
status and quasi- nropean habits, they were
particularly vulnerable to rises in the cost of
living. There seems no reason to doubt their
claim that in eight years the purchasing power of
tne pound had fallen more than 50 per cent. " 2

It Is fairly obvious that most of t .ese Civil Service

Unions and leagues of public employees were generally short-

1. Wallace Jotmaon (interview on 1.2.64). It, like similar
organisations in Gambia anu Sierra Leone, was prompted
by low wages and rising prices after the Great War. There
was a separate union of European Civil Servant .

2. himble op. cit. page 45.
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lived manifestations as well, throwing up ad hoe coi >ltteea

formed to deal with particular economic grievances. It is from

this group, however, the organisations of junior African

colonial civil Servants, that the impetus was to come just prior

to and during the Second 'dorla war. The teachers were another

group which added another articulate and educated group. They

homed a Teachers' Association under VoVermont auspices in

1926, and by 1927 there were sixty two branchesx, It was

really only with such organisations that conditions existed which

were suitable for tho formation of stable trade unions. The

industrial and economic background which permitted the rise

of trade unions in Britain were for the most part lacking, and

while the craft guilds played a part, it was from these public

servants that the main inspiration came They alone benefitted

from the necessary constancy of employment, wage levels and at

least an elementary education, which were essential to

Ghanaian trade union development.

There is at least one exception to tills , eneralisation, tne

associations of Motor Drivers. Wallace Johnson recalls

organising a Motor Drivers' Union in Accra in 1934 for a purely

political purpose. Its rain object was to convey workers to

1. Kimble op. cit., page 116.

2. Civil Service salaries were generally raised after
1934, which toned down the move to have collective
action in the public lector.
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the polling stations during the district elections of that

year in successful support of Kojo Thompson's "Mar oil Party"

against the flit© "Ratepayers* Party". But Wallace Johnson had

by then, as he admitted himself, spent several years in ±ioscow
and nondon. So hero we get the beginnings of direct external

trade union ideas ana influences^-. The ashariti -iotor nrivers*

Union - in existence by 1050, anu possibly founded in that

yoar - had aims of til© 1© al protection of members, standard¬

isation of rates and certain safety standards, and survived up

until 1953. It organised two successful strikes in 1950 aimed

at increasing transport charges, but collective bargaining was

not one of the reasons for its formation. By that stag© it had

a reputed membership of over eleven hundred.^ It is interesting

incidentally to note that this union had roughly the sa © basis

for the collection of dues as does its .aoueri>6ounterpart. They

were around sixpence per working day, an . were generally

collected at the town "lorry parks" - the termini for passengers

1. See appendix 13. Johnson was in Jos cow in 1931-52
and was also In touch with some members of the British
Labour Tarty, and also Liberals like Re inald Brick ©man.

2. doe a.B. Davidson, article In Indus trial ana Labour
Re lotions Review, Vol. Vll, Uol 4 (July 1954) 'Labour
relations anil"ttrado Unions la the Gold >oast'.
These ik>tor Drivers' Unions apparently "existed as much
for the adjustment of differences between the members as
for mutual protection, ana were to some extent involved
in price fixing", p. 539.
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and goods. This, with a union entrance fee of a shilling#

indicates a very high income for the drivers at that time.

Today payment of dues is still known, but as the town collects

the lorry park fee, the drivers do not feel obliged to pay

dues as well, and the present day "Teamsters' Union" gains

very little revenue in this way.

While true unions are by definition institutions of the

industrial age, an industrialisation almost entirely lacking in

Ghana prior to the Second World Car, such groups of individuals

as those .iontioned above, particularly the public servants, were

certainly the forerunners of modern unionism. This can, with

certain reservations, be compared to the situation pertaining

in Britain prior to the Industrial devolution, with regard to

the general level of mass employment and to the degree of

urbanisation. But Africa, with its Background of colonialism,

has many new and different factors which makes too close a

comparison valueless. The most important difference from the

Ghanaian point of view was that, during the period of development
of trade unions, there were large industrial countries poised,

external to the area, waiting to extend their influence over

trade union development. The uesire to extend influence was not

the prerogative of the colonising power alone, and these

competing external agencies comprise the fourth determinant of

the form of modern Ghanaian truce unionism, ono which will

bo fully studied in a separate section below.*

1, See also Chapter V
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We can finu from this early period in Ghana large xjumbers

of examples of an indigenous capacity to form socio-economic

organisations, most of which can hardly be called trade unions.

They either took the form of friendly societlos, which i^ere

really insurance schemes, such as those formed among craftsmen,

seamen and woodworkers, of which the latter group's main

object was to have the "insurance of a decent burial'1,1
A further small type of economic group was of the variety

t O
of the Gold Coast Food-Sellers Union,'5 really a small

marketing organisation more than a friendly society or a

trade union.

By the late 1930s, there were these three types of

organisations in existence. There wore the guilds of

craftsmen or the friendly societies which existed 011 a

regional or tribal basis; there were the groups which formed

only to improve one economic crisis or objective} there were

1. K.A. Jusia, Social durvey of Sekondi-Takoradl.
(Published by tlie Crown Agents i'or the colonies on
behalf of the Government of the Gold Coast, 1950)»
busla also describes a number of associations among
market women - e.g. The oread Sellers'Union anc the
Foodstuff sellers* Union • which altogether not examples
of trade union activity, illustrate a capacity for
organisational activity of a purely indigenous kind.

2. Hodgkln op. clt. chapter IV, Part II.
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the unions which existed as the result of the colonial

situation, the teachers, the railway workers and the

African Civil Servants

To these three "root" determinants will, as has been

said, be added a fourth at a later stage which is entirely the

result of external transplantation, the trace union brought in

and adapted by various Western and other influences to meet

the needs of African labour.

1. The pattern was similar in Nigeria, though there wore
a few Associations of the latter type In Nigeria which
appear to have achieved a greater degree of stability
and effective militancy than was the case in the Gold
Coast. Gee Yesufu op. cit. Also Appendix H.
The pattern was, however, very different In some
tropical areas - e«g. the Woet Indies - where plantation
and estate labour formed tiie basis of the trade union
movement and where there appears to have been an earlier
development of a modern class consciousness.
See O.N. 'helps, The ,11se of t he Labour Movement in
Jamaica. (Institute of Industrial Relations, ierkeley,
heprint' No. 167).
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3. Brit la h colonial Policy and the Rise of Trade Unions in Ghana.

The second phase In the development of trade unionism

in Ghana began with the realisation by Britain of the potential

political and economic importance of lubour organisations in

that territory. Tula Was the formative period in the history

of trade unionism, when the external arid institutional

influences in the colonial environment became more marked.

This section is concerned with the growth of the unions during

this period, particularly with regard to their recognition by

the Governments; the nature ami content of the other external

influences is treated separately.

Until the end of the hirst "world War there was little

legislation beyond ensuring a certain rudimentary legislation.

Tills is hardly to be xjonuered at, since legislation, even in

Britain, was still in its infancy, and was subject to such

disagreement there^that for the Governments in the colonies to
take any lead would have been remarkable indeed. But as early

as 1052, some Ordinances, such as the one which provided for

the enrolment and regulation of canoeraen, anu laid uown a

schedule of payment, uld exi3t. "Regular employment was

virtually unknown before 1874",^ though the Basle Religious

mission had encouraged or anised African enterprise and

established industrial workshops in the 1050s.The Gold ^oast

1» Kimble op. clt. page 10.

2. Kimble op. cit. page 8.



Census of 1911 talks of labour movements ana guilds "not

unlike the modern trade union", 1 a .d during the First World

War a Government Central Labour oure&u was established, to

assist in the recruitment of labour mainly for the .-nines, while

Provisional Advisory Boards were set up at the sane time, to

help in arbitration and in setting conditions of work. These,

too^were mainly concerned with African rain© labour, but in

practice they do not appear to have been very active, since

they came into being mainly as a result of the demands of the

British War effort, and peace reduced their value to the

colonial Government. The rise in prices in the immediate

post-war years, caused a great deal of industrial action through¬

out the Territory, and forced the problems of labour on the

attention of the olonial Government. In 1920 for example, after

a series of strikes for higher wages, the Gold Coast Government

took an important step by helping negotiate the settlement,

thus going so.as way towards accepting responsibility for general

labour conditions2. A year later, an "Ordinance for the

Regulation of limployment"'5 was introduced which was intended

to help safeguard the rights of employees from dismissal without

due cause. This did not,however, stop a roup of Accra artisans
who arranged a strike in 1921, from being heavily fined.

1. Gold Coast Colony : Census of Population. (Accra, 1911).

2. Roper op. cit., page 53.

3. The existing "Master and Servant Ordinance" of 1893
was then repealed.
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The growing deraand for raw materials from Jest Africa

and the foundation in 1019 of the I.L.O., wore further

incentives to the development of a colonial Labour Policy.1
The latter, with its aim of focusing attention on Labour

conditions in the colonies, forced not only Britain to be

cautious of international criticism. With the advent of a

Labour Gov rnment in 1924 and again 1; 1929, came further

i petus for reform, with the sotting up, with the help of the

TUG, of a series of Commonwealth Labour Conferences, which

were attended by trade unionists from the colonies. Ghana,

however?diu not participate until over a ueoade later.
The swift economic progress which ca.ie to much of west

Africa during the twenties caused a rapid growth of urbanisation

in Ghana, but th.l3 general prosperity meant that trade

unionism made very little advance, and moat of the spontaneous

movements which did occur wore hindered by an absence of all

but the mat rudimentary organisation. Cut with the advent of

the 1929 collapse in prices, and the subsequent Great .depression

which hit the West African raw-material producing countries

especially severely, came rising social discontent. Civil

Service and other wages for native workers in Ghana were

reduced in 1930, and this, along with the rising unemployment,

much encouraged the trade union movement at the very time that

Britain was intent on improving its colonial labour policies.

This coincidence of internal and external factors contributed

1. See B.C. Roberts - Labour In the Tropical Territories
of the Commonwealth"" (U. of London, 19C4), Chapter Vfl.



to the permanent establishment of various trade unions throughout

Ghana. The British Colonial Development Act of 1929 played a

large part in this, since it allowed for the setting up of

Labour Departments in all the colonies, and for the appointment

of Labour Officers, who among their other duties were to

assist colonial unions to establish themselves on a firm

organisation footing.

Up to this time there was nonetheless throughout British

West Africa, consiuerable hostility to the growth of any

labour legislation, or indeed to any organisation of native

workers. This hostility came not only from the expatriate

employersl but also, ana sometimes even more forcefully, from

the native administrations and the traditional chiefs. The

latter had been, after all, the major guides of all social

activity and as late a3 1940, Nana Sir Ofori Atta, a prominent

chief himself, typified this belief in a sneech,attacked the

unions during a debate on the Trade Union Ordinance^saying that

"they were not necessary, and ... it was enough ... that the

position and duties of a chief require that he shoulu concern

himself with every phase of life of the community."^ This had

1. There are some indications that expatriate employers in
West Africa held the opinions later expressed in a statement
by the Transvaal Chamber of Mines in November 1946 that :
"It is the opinion of the Gold Mining Industry that trade
unionism is against the best interests of the tribal natives
employed in the mines. They are not yet sufficiently
advanced for trade unionism, nor do they themselves want it".
The accusation was that the Government were wrongly forcing
the pace. Quoted by H.E. Luyt, Trade Unionism in the
Afr1can Coilonies, (Johannesburg, "1949).

2. Quoted by George Padmore in his The Gold Coast
Revolution, (Dobson, 1952).
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In fact been very ranch the case, since all tribal labour both

communal and private had been regulated by the chief and his

elders. This, as Roper says,-'* extended to their reflating

movement of labour into and out of the village, craft

apprenticeships and the settlement of labour disputes.

To a great extent this hostility was further due to an

often unjustified belief that, the new union loaders were both

ineffective and inexperienced, so much so that it frequently

happened that formal and informal groups of workers put

forward their grievances to the employers rather through

their tribal loaders, especially in areas where detribalisation

was not too m&rked. The tshanti iotor drivers'Union up to the

time of its strike in 1937, puts its grievances to the

Government through the nsantahene.2
Generally speakin , Britain was ahead of Prance and Belgium

in her colonial labour legislation,3 though the administrative

awareness of tor labour problems in British West Africa was

probably only forced hone after the Pasofield Memorandum in

1930. This important document's was said, urged the "controlled

encouragement of native trade unionism" ana from then on, in

the eyes of the Government at least, trade unions took on more

legal status. Inspired by a growing awareness within Britain

1# Roper op. cit. page 23.

2* Report of the Gold coast Labour department (Accra, 1938-9),
The Asantahcn© i3 uing of the Aahanti tribe.

3. for a useful comparative discussion of the haoour Policies
of Britain, Prance and Belgium, see loan Jdavles s
African Irauo onions* Penguin (1966) Chapter 2.
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of the responsibilities of Colonialism,

"in this circular, the then Secretary of State
expressed the view that in territories where
no unions had so far been formed, it would
suffice ii simple .legislation on the lines of
sections 2 arid 3 of the 1871 U.K. Act (34 and 35
Vict. OL. 31} were enacted, and further suggested
that the legislation should provide for the
cotapulaary registration of traue unions.
As regards territories where the movement had made
aoiiio headway, lie asked tue Governors concerned
to cause the existing legislation to be rev levied,
to ascertain wnether it was suilicient in tne
present circumstances. " 1

While this was a welcome initiative, it appeared at the

sane time somewhat paternalistic. GIdriey iebb (lord Passfleld)

believed that the colo rial unions should be compulsorily

registered with the Government whose job it was to "guide,

supervise and direct them".2 Yet thi3 point of view is

understandable when one realises that with the rise of modern

industrial, raining and farming sectors in trie Ghana economy,

came the neod to find more secure ways of coping with labour

relations, to ensure, from the colonial government's point of

view, that tuoh workers' organisations as did arise were

added along "correct"3 lines and within the fra owork of its

control. 3ut on the other hand, in many ways, British policy

seems to have, in an enlightened way, lias toned the process by

recognising unions before they existed in any strength. The

Pass fie Id Memorandum by suggesting that lei islation in the

1. Labour Supervision In tho Colonial Empire? Gol. Ko. 185, Para
£<3 (ifM0 ib43"H

2 . Facafield Memoranda op. clt.

3. i.e. In accordance with British practice.
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territories should provide for the compulsory registration

of trade unions, and by caning that where such legislation

existed it should be reviewed to make cure it was adequate in

the current oircu stances of trade union development, can be

interpreted as an attempt by Webb both to aiiticipate developments

and to encoura ;e the development of social change along a

prescribed route.

Despite this, progress towards introducing the minimum

legislation requirements was slow; ana though in li.30 the

Labour Government set up a Colonial Office juabour committee

'with members also coming from the mini try of Laoour, which was

charged with drafting Labour iegulufciona in terms of tue x.n.u.

henventions, by 1037, of the British west nfrican Colonies only

Gambia had a trade union Ordinance as such^. The process a

adapting existin labour legislation was also slow but fairly

consistent nonetheless, up to the beginning of the oeconu worlu

War. The International Conventions on forced Labour of 1020, and

the recruiting of Indigenous Workers Convention of 1936 among

others, were automatically incorporated into the existing labour
p

legislation."' In the years 1137 to 195b a series of circulars

war© sent out to Governors suggesting that a reasonable amount

1. Labour* Supervision in tuu -olonlai. ..tapire ; column lo4, para
2F.
It is interesting for reasons of economic viability tuat
Gambia, the first in this and in other social reforms,
shoulu be the last to gain independence.

2. Roper op. cit. pare 58.
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of til© "increasing amaterial prosperity should be passed on

to the workers in the territories concerned in the form of

improved social services",1 «ud that there should be a more

rapid and efficient development of labour departments than there

had been in the past# Following on this, from 1937 onwards,

officers either from the Ministry of Labour or from the

existing colonial administrations were appointed with, the duty

of fostering trace unionism and improving industrial relations

generally.^ A proper Labour department was created in 1930 out

of the old Labour Bureau, which had functioned mare as an

s
Employment Exchange.

In order to have a more knowledgeable basis for the

improvement of labour administration in these colonies, .;ajor

0. St. J. urde-Browne, a former Labour commissioner

in Tanganyika and, thereafter Labour adviser to the Colonial

Office, was commissioned to produce a report on labour conditions

in West Africa• Up till this time, practice and policy were
an

conducted very much on^au hoc basis, and the nabour "legislation"A ""1

such as it was, consisted in the raain of a series of memoranda

and written recommendations, with little obvious consistence,to a

great extent due to the large degree of freedom given to the

Colonial Governments, and to the very different stages of

1. Labour Bupervislon in the Colonial Empire;
column 184, para's. 2'& 3.

2. Labour mepartaunt heport, (nccra 1938-39).

3. ibid.



development in the various parts of the Empire." i'he Orde-

Browne report was published in 1940 ^ and had conaiuerable

effect on colonial labour policy from then on. Orue-Browne

could say that wiiile trade unionism was in its infancy in the

Gold Coast, certain unions were flourishing such as the

Ashanti motor Transport Union, the Golu coast Hallway nfrican

workers' Union, the .African Civil Servants' association, a. id other

small groups were in the process of formation, no notes that

the "Chief Inspector of Labour is taking an interest in these

developments ana will give them such assistance and advice as

may be possible." as yet, however, the leadership lacked

experience or effectiveness, and so Informal and formal groups

of worxers put forward their grievances through their tribal

leaders in areas where detribaliaation was not too marked. "

"An interesting alternative to these modern methous of

organisation exists in the slxape of informal groups of workers

under tribal leaders; the unsophisticated tribesman fines

great difficulty in expressing himself through an alien leader,

so a headman from his own people makes an acceptable mouthpiece

i.i This system ... is of course inapplicable to the
3

detribalised worker from the south of the country ... "

1. This gives tt±e researcher a considerable problem in
establishing or explaining the trend of development in
British colonial Labour Legislation* The result is bound
to be an incomplete patchwork since the documentation is
so scanty. On the Colonial Office approach to economic
problems, see 3. Biculescu: Colonial Planning. A comparative
Study (Allen & Unwin, 195Q). This is compared with French
and Belgian practice.

2. labour conditions in ..e.ct, frlca (CAD 6277: 1941).

3. ibid.
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In 1940 inspired more by the War than by Orde-Browne*s

report, a Colonial Development and Welfare Act was passed in

London which stipulated that no colony would receive any

assistance until it had passed legislation protecting tae

rights of trade unionists to combine. Despite the other pre¬

occupations or the time in which it was drafted, it was

remarkably farslghted in the assistance programme it outlined

for colonial economic development, as a result of pressure

from a group of Labour A.Is, the clause on trade union

legislation was written into it, waieh not only provided for

the legal right of association, out also stipulated that,

whore aid was granted, any ensuing contracta must include a

fair wa-e clause. Those conditions gave the colonial Office

for the first time, a proper means of pressure on the

Ooionial Governments to ensure that Labour Legislation reforms

were carried out. This was to set the tone for the next

deoade, and was very much behind the drafting of the 1941

Trade Union Ordinance in Ghana.

The ovulation of British policy briefly set out in the

above section must be read with the understanding that the

Colonial Government followed a policy, as far as the process

of detribaliaation ma e possible, of ruling through traditional

ciileftains and making use of local institutions • This policy

of "indirect rule" propounded especially by nord Lugard in his

1. b.C. Aoberts, op. - it. 187.
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governing of Northern II - ria, was from time to ti > atte pted

In Ghana, though some of the ideal conditions for its success

•fere not present. For example, there was not the .situation,

as in Northern Nigeria, where the Traditional Rulers were of a

different society or culture from those ruled. Further, there

were conflicts embodied in this policy which obviously stemmed

from the discrepancies oetween the objectives of oritain and

those of the traditional societies. The more oovious

discrepancies included the fact that the very presence of the

imperial power negated the traditional Independent entity of

the tribal unit. Secondly, the Government interfered in internal

matters, such as in land use and stooling and de-stoo lit; chiefs,

which greatly contributed to the breakdown of the tribal system.-1-
Thirdly, the attempts to modernise Gold Coa3t society led

invariably to the breakdown of existing patterns and introduced

or developed new, less controllable groups and leaders. Thus
in the Gold Coast this process of indirect rule had little

validity, but none the less the attempt to jet "Imperialism
on the eheap"^ is a factor that has to be coiiSidered, and its

ifsiportanoe certainly emerged during the debate on the 1941

ordinance when some of the chiefs took a strong stand for

preserving the traditional institutions.

different opinions have been advanced to explain the

change in colonial policy with respect to trade unions in

.iritish ..'oat Africa. The modern sector was of course rowing

x, oee for example h.A. ousia, The Position of trie -hlef,
London, 1951).

2. - to use artin Alison's pliraae in Political Change in
a '..'est African State. (H.U.P., 19667^
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larger and there was a belief among administrators and political

leaders alike that it was necessary to find some legitimate and

peaceful means of resolving the labour disputes tost were bound

to occur. There was also the fear that in the absence of

"legitimate" unions, the leadership of the workers might be

tuken over by people who were more militant and who3©

objectives woulu be primarily political. As was said earlier,

Britain was, despite her slow and ad hoc approach to Labour

problems in her colonies, well ahead of France and Belgium

in this field. This was to a great extent because of the

metropolitan system of government in the French colonies,

where ail organisations, including the unions, were based and

run from France, thus allowing local conditions the more

easily to be ignored. With regard to Belgium, her labour

policies were, to say trie least repressive, being mainly

dictated by business interests. The case of the bongo is too

well known to require further discussion here.

A further reason for Britain*s lead was simply because

British Trade Unionists were very much drawn into the process

of developing colonial labour policy within the framework of

such organisations as the Commonwealth Labour Conference, and

the colonial Office Advisory Committee mentioned above, quit©

apart from their own individual efforts in providing trade

unionists as advisers.



4. The 1941 Gold ..oast r^'a^v onion Orela&hcti.

As with other colonial territories, there are two uiatincfc

aspects to Jritish influences on the formation and development of

Trade Unionism in tue Gold coast# da the ono hand, the role of

the Grit is a Government in recognising and encouraging their

growth can be examined, and on the other, tne activities of the

British TUG and of individual British unions such ar. the liUH

in fostering unionism from an "unofficial" angle iiave equal

relevance A At tidies tue two st roams of influence seem to

merge, yet while this was seldom a deliberate policy, the TUC

often had the support and encouragement of the British Colonial

Office,^ The 1941 Trade Union Ordinance,with its regulations for

the registration and running of the unions, was certainly an

attempt by the ,/ovem.ent of the time to faster too development

of trade unionism in tne Gold Coast. But this raises t e

question of why it was introduced then and not earlier or later,

and also on what basis were the. rules lain aown that it

introduced.

The partial answer to the first question is that unions in

Ghana, having gone through a stage, (as in 19th century Britain)
of having been repressed, and having also passed through the

phase where they were tolerated but no more, were now advanced

1* See Chapters IV and V below, pp. 164, and 180.

2# This is obvious from a reading of Labour department
Reports of the period.



enough for the Government to wish actually to foster their

growth, admittedly it can be argued that British colonial

legislation was more than permissive from the 3t rt, indeed from

before the unions themselves existed in any strength at all.

This was certainly not the case in other parts of best Africa,

and in the French territories, the right to strike and bargain

wa3 really only finally accepted in 1946, with the legal status

of unions finally formalised in the "Code de Travail" of December

1952. This is comparable with the 1940 Colonial Development

and heIfare Act which legalised the right of association and

the right to strike and picket in the British Colonies.

A further reason for the ushering in of much legislation

at this time, (though not universally valid, since it did not

play quite such an important role in the French colonies), were

the political pressures existing in the metropolitan countries.

On the one hand, the Socialist parties and the unions in the

metropolitan countries ^ deserve considerable credit for

bombarding Colonial governments with propaganda, and organising

pressure groups in support of the rights of the native African

workers. These pressures contributed greatly to the reforms

which were brought in at the beginning of the Second World

War since they brought to light the benefits of encouraging

unions and collective bargaining, as one of the best methods

1. i.e. Britain and France. There were also Liberals like
Sir Sidney Oliver, a former Governor, who was much
involved in Labour Questions in the colonies. Also
the British unions played a part.



of maintaining contact with the colonial workers. A second

factor was of course the attitude of employers to ti.oir .frican

workers which under the more severe colonial re imes •*- proved

of enomoua importance • Employers were, of course, both ublic
and private and the former, that is the governmont, in the main,

led the way through introducing self-iitposed legislation to

effect the rates of pay ana conditions of work and many other

ratters. Normally, with conditions laid down for government

workers, civil servants and teachers, the private employer was

obliged to follow 3uit, even though his hand was not forced by

actual legislation. In all this, the strength of the trade union

became of fundamental importance. A final Impetus was that

imparted by the enforced "modernisation" brought about by the

Second Jorld War, and the recruitment of troops from the West

African labour force. In addition, rising prices and the

resultant discontent made such steps all the more necessary.

The situation as applied to Nigeria was very similar.

Tiiere, a Prude Union Ordinance was passed in ltd j, a ain In

anticipation of the process of development a/id of industrialisation.

Like the British Act of 1871,it gave legal protection to tne

unions, but unlike that Act, it .ace their re istration

compulsory. This, according to contemporary views was in

line with British experience, and in the light of that

experience appeared "sound", in the underde velopod situation

where it was applied.^

1. i.e. Belgium and Portugal.

2. For Sierra Loone see M, Alison: Political change in a
rtest nfrlcan dtute op. cit. See Also Appendix If."



These factors above were the main reasons for the

introduction ana content of the 1G41 Ordinance. As was the case

elsewhere, tt.e now legislation hao to cope with the structure
of existing societies exaggerated by the colonial practice of

indirect rule. The latter system which gradually ©rroued with

the advent of urbanisation, still left some vestiges of

traditional power such as the social control which many of the

chiefs exercisod. I quoted elsewhere ^ Nana Sir Ofori ntta, one

of the most influential chiefs of his day, objecting to Trade

Union leaders having any way over tt.e social well-being of

individuals from his tribe, since it was the duty of the chief

alone to look after every phase of the physical well-being of

his subject.2 By so saying Ofori Afcta was also objecting to the

fact that Trade Unions should be made legal under the terras of

the Trade Union Ordinance, and that their legislation should be

with the District Commissioner ,nu not with the native authorities.

Opposition to Trade Unionism in Ghana was thus greatly an

internal phenomena

1. -'age 32 above.

2. Quoted by G. Padmore, The Go la ,,oaat Revolution
(Dobson, 1952), page 77.

3. Ofori Atta was also of course objecting to the rise
of the young men, t*e "upstarts" who might challenge
traditional authority. He objected in much the same
way to the National Congress (1920-30) movement, and
its Intelligentia leadership.
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The ueaire of the Gritish Colonial Government to ensure

"correct" development of Trace Unions is implicit in tu© speech

by the chief Inspector of Labour when he moved the second

reading of the Trade Union Ordinance on the 20th of February

1941. He aaid

"In the Gold Coast we have people with a genius
for collective bargaining and organising, and
a number of associations are already In existence.
There are the .lotor Drivers' Union, Postal Agents'
Union, Engineers * Union and several others which
are probably trace unions. When this bill comes
into law these unions will be made legal and an
endeavour will be made to educate them anu see that
they develop on the right lines." 1 Le went on to say,

"I was very anxious that we should not encourage
any organisation which would be hostile to the
native autixorities";

an indication of the desire of the iQvernment not to

antagonise traditional rulers.
o

The Ordinance itself had four major points. Firstly,

trade unions could be established by five or more members of

any occupational group. Secondly, any such group had to submit

to the District Commissioner (always an expatriate) and thereafter

to the Registrar for Trade Unions, a copy of its rules and

regulations, arid had to satisfy him that its activities came

under terms of the Ordinance. This, of course, was freely

interpreted later by the colonial Government when political

1. The Gold coast Legislative Council jJebatos ; Colony
Less Ion, 1941. laoue'Ho. 1. p. 43.
The vaxue loaded words "correct" and "right" implied of
course, a political "correctness" and avoidance of
improper and subversive activities, out of keeping with
the required apolitical unionism.

2, Labour Department Report (Accra, 1941-42).



activities, under the guise of trade unionism, were considered

inadmissible. Thirdly, the unions had to keep accounts and

have them audited axid inspected by the appropriate authorities.

This too was an effective re, ulation in a situation where any

ability to keep such financial accounts was infrequently found,

fourthly, any "legal" union.and its members was unable to be

prosecuted for conspiracy of "action in restraint of trade,

the so-called right of association". While thi3 later clause

seemed to allow for the freedom and liberation which trade

unions in Britain had hud to fight for over many decades, in

fact, when this was put to the test, especially when political

undar-tones were suspected, the actual right to strike was

frequently called into question.

The passage of this Ordinance also was a sign for the

expansion of a trend of assistance from Government and trade

unions in Britain. But it did not ir-nediately cause an

increase in trade union activity, and despite the background

of unionism in the old ..oust in the *308, and perhaps partially

also as a result of the War, the membership and number of trade

unions remained small.-*-

In recent years there has b<: en much criticism of the

methods adopted by the Colonial Government to help establish

trade unions under this Ordinance and the honesty of its

actions Is doubted by the "anti-ImporMlsts" . According to

the ordinance, any five persons, by subscribing their names to

the rules of the union an complying with the provisions of the

1. The Trade Union (Civil Servants) Order Mo. 19 of 1041
authorised the registration ol1 Civil oerviee unions.
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Ordinance, could form a truce union. 'This encouraged the

Riushrooralng oi" countless e.uuli unions. Thus, according to the

critics, the workers re-.ained divided and at the mercy of the

employers. Further, as the chief employer was the Government

Itself, through the Labour Department, the latter was able to

forestall any attempt by the workers to build up their own

unions by presenting then with the trappings of unionism without

the reality.

It certainly can be argued that the organisation of unions

horizontally instead of vertically Into "house unions" would

have enabled the movement to reach maturity far sooner than it

did do. But how possible was this, since trade unionism was a

new iuea V There was no experience of Industrial life and

problems, nor any deep understanding of the management-labour

conflict and the advantages to be obtained from workers'

organisation on a large scale. While it was comparatively a

straightforward matter to bint', together the workers of Individual

companies who already had something of a common identity, It

can be argued that it would have been far i,iore difficult to

encourage, at this stage, the idea of national organisations

catering for Identical or similar occupations throughout the

country. To do this would have required a vast programme of

education and the services of numerous experts. fyen if the

cost wore not prohibitive and even if suitable personnel had

1. This was the line adopted after Independence
by the C.P.P. pres3.
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boon made available, there would a till have been the problem

of poor communications which, besides hampering efficient

nation-wide organisation, woulu also have prevented the early

establishment of the iuea of common identity wiiich woulu bo so

essential to such a scheme, The Labour department, faced as

it was with these poor communications anu depending upon a

few tievoteu unci energetic officials, took the more practicable

course of instilling the habit of combination among workers

on a local rather than a national level, with no obviously evil

intent, but rather with the understanding of the greater

administrative efficiency that woulu result in the prevailing

con itions.

But as this Chapter has shown, the groundwork was now

done, i'he right of es tab lis toeat, within certain political

limits was confirmed. The Colonial administration had

become aware of its responsibilities, anu it now turned to

codifying them*



CHAPTER III

TRADE UNIOK DE»' ELOPfriEtlT Ai-'TER TEE

1941 ORJIMAHOE*



The number and the total memo©rship of the unions remained

small even after the passage of the 1941 Ordinance, partially as

a result of the War# The western Province motor nrivera * Union

was one of the only four unions registered in 1942, and in 1943,

there were still only that nut iber, with the others being the Cooks

and Stewards Union of Ashantl and Northern Territories, the

Central Province Motor drivers Union and the Go It Coast Hallways

Employees Union. The latter was the only one that survived any

length of time as an Independent union though the two Motor

Unions combined in 1960 with another, registered in 1947, to

'orri the Gold Coast Motor Union.

The unions which were established in this period were small

and most of them had less then 50 members.**' Moreover, they were

highly unstable# They had very little financial strength and

many disappeared shortly after they had beenjformed. The Labour
Division of the Department of Trade and Labour reported in 1954 that

from the passage of the Ordinance up until the end of 1954,

there hau beei^A total of 113 unions registered#^ Of these,

nine were recorded as being "'defunct", one "dissolved",

fourteen "inactive", twelve as having their "certificates

cancelled", and a number of others had formed amalgamations.

This oniy gives the situation as at the end of 1954, but in
%

previous years the fluctuations were just as striking.

1. The response in Nigeria, where a similar Ordinance had
been passed in 1938 was much more rapid, ftoper op. cit.
p, 60. See Appenalx H.

2. The most recent be in.. tue 'Caule and Wireless Employees
Union' at Accra with 16 paiu-up members. Labour department
deport. (1954-55).

3* See Table G# on Trade Union Membership.
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ilany unions encountered serious, if not insuperable,

problems in m&lntalnin/- adequate financial records and minutes,1
and the employment of full-time officials was out of the question.

Moreover, the sis of individual unions varied substantially

from year to year,2 and in these circumstances, sustained trade

union work, needing a fairly stable Income, became almost

impossible. The funds of even the largest unions were meagre,^
thus the typical pattern was small, unstable, financially weak

unions.

As few unions were uzfuble to employ full-time officials, 4
there was considerable dependence on the Laoour department

officials who were meant to provide vice to the Unions. In

1942, the colonial Office recruited to the civil Service a

British trade unionist, Mr I.G. Jones, rtto assist in the

building up of sound trade unionism in the Gold ^oast and to

instruct workers in tne principles of Industrial ne -otiation."

lie eventually became Commissioner of Labour, finally leaving Ghana

1. R.B. Davison, 'Labour Relations and Trade Unions in the
Gold Coast', Industrial and Labour Relations levlaw, Vol.
7, No. 4, July 1654, p. '894.

2. The Gold Coast Railways Employees Union, for example, one
of the most militant and stable of the unions, was reported
as navlng 2,842 paid up members in 1945, 5,560 two years
later, 5,789 in 1948, and taen following the 1950 strike,
membership fell ueiow 1,000 in 1851 and below 750 in 1952.
By 1954 it had picked up again to 2,855.

5, The Gold Coast nines employees union, by far the largest
union in the country at the time, prepared to enter a 100 day
strike in 1955 with a cash balance of £571. Douglas Kiramer.
op. cit. p. 210.

4. Employers in Uigerla not. infrequently refused to bargain
with unions led by outs leers.

5. Labour Dupervision in tue colonial ..moire (ILDO, 1943).



in 1957. i'U; Gha. cv for, .er (controlled by the Ghana TUC), in

its issuo on larch 1957, said of i-Ir Jones : "He will be long

remembered in tho Ghana Truwe Union Movement as on© from the

ranks of the workers of Jritain who nursed cud brought tho Ghana

labour - overont up to it3 present standards. Our present status

arid influence in the affairs of the nation will long remain his

memorial in Ghana." This statement was made at a time when

criticism of Hritiah trade unionism ana hostility towards the

Labour Department was already very much a part of i'UC policy.

Such dependence gave rise to a certain paternalism which

i.ay have had some good effect, hut inevitably meant that the

relationship at that time, between trade union and Government,

was more intimate than that which occurred during the development

of British trade unions.

Moreover, the unions themselves tended to be either

'company unions* or 'employer based' unions where the mtmlir r~l~i 1 x'

was drawn from all or part of tho employees of a particular

company - or else they were unions of Government employees,

while this type of union was not so common nor so 'company-

controlled' as they wore in the Congo, or in the dhodesi&s, where

settler-employer 'paternalism' was a very dominant feature, in

Ghana it did put another damponer on the scope of union

activity. -*■
It was pointed out In Chapter 1 that at any time it could

be assumed that half tho workers were in the 'modern sector' and

more than half those in large establishments. The importance of

tue government as an employer gives several more reasons for the

1. For further discussion of this and other weaknesses of
unions see chapter V* p. 197*



relations between Government ana unions being different from

those in Britain - and in general accounting for the close

relationship between them. i?'irst, the official advisers wore

put into an anomolous position due to their uouble loyalties,

though in general they seemed to manage extremely well.

Secondly, the government was the wage setter in the economy

because of the size of the public sector. inully tae wages

both in overnment and private sectors were much affected by the

awards of official Commissions and Arbitration Boards,1

These factors put the Government/Employer/Union relationship on

a very peculiar footing, yet there is little to suggest, despite

this, that the Government did not divide its functions with

remarkable impartiality.

Despite the above, there was a considerable upsurge in

union membership at the end of the War. It has sometimes been

suggested that this was due to an increased oolitlcal awareness

of returning ex-servicemen who hao served overseas, but more

importantly it reflects the, general growth in the 'modern

sector' of the economy. Whatever else, the end of the War

brought in a new phase of interest in trade unionism by the

Colonial Government. This was underlined in a despatch by the

secretary of state for the colonies to the Governor of the Gold
p

Coast in 1846 when he wrote :

1. Yesufu says in Higoria "...periodically every major demand
on the part of the workers for wu e increases or reviews sinco
the war has been sett lea, not through collective industrial
machinery, but by special committees. Commissions or by
arbitration." op. clt. p. 59. See a,iso his Chapter 1.

2. Quoted by K.K. Luyt, in Trace Unionism in African colonies
(Johannesburg, 1949), p.l™ Despatch of Oct.10th 1946.
This was true in other parts of British west Africa;e.g. in
the Gambia, wage increases and awarus were dealt with by the
. inistry of Labour, The Joint Industrial Council(representing
companies and Chambers of Commerce) ana the unions- lointlv.



"I have no doubt that It la already generally
appreciated by colonial Governments arid their
Uenior Officials that the development of the
trade union movement In the colonies has for
many years been a cardinal feature of British
Colonial policy, and that It la the wish of
His Majesty's Government to see the trade union
movement In the Colonies supported and developed
to the fullest extent that local circumstances and the
varying degrees of social advancement in the
communities concerned, admit. "

2. The development and Political Activities of the Giu a
Labour 'Movement;' 19'4&-l9l>5. lr '

In 1945, the many small unions in Ghana joineu together in

a very loose framework called tne Gold eoust Trade Union Congress

(GC'fUC) which was recognised by the colonial Government and had

declared sympathy with the convention copies' Party. The first

Congress was held in September of t hat year, mainly on the

initiative of the Hallway Workers Union. From the beginning

there were 14 registered unions In it with, a palu-up membership

of aoout 6,00c . Its constitutlon was based on that of the

1. loan Davies.' book : Afric an Trade Unions. (Penguin, 1966)
has a useful general discussion oi" 'African Unions aud
Politics in the Colonial Period - see Chapter V, page 95.

2. The Convention Peoples' Party was from 1943 the major
Political party in Ghana# Led by Kwume Nkrumah, its
main policy was towards getting immediate Independence.
For a political background, see 1). Austin x roll tics
in Ghana (1946-196 o), op. cit.
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1
British TUC, and it was from its foundation affiliated
to the British TUG. Its main concern in the initial years was

with labour natters and the welfare of Its members, rather

than with political affairs and the independence movement.

However, curing the early part of 1940, growing dissatisfaction

with the manner in which the Colonial Government was handling

the problems of rising prices, coupled with growing nationalist

a itation, led to riots in Accra and other major towns.2
it is certainly worth going fully into the causes and

circumstances of these first "national" industrial conflicts

in Ghana.

The role of trade unions, or of trade union members

in these riots is not well-documented,3 but the report of

the Labour Department for that year says :

1. The first Trade Union Congress was established in 1943,
but the relationship between the central Organisation
and the members was very weak with very little money
at its disposal.

2. Bee D. Austin op. cit. Also Lkruraah, biography (CH 8).
Also D. Apter, Ghana in Transition, page 169 ff.

3. Bee Appendix G.
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"At the beginning of 1943 it appeared that there
was a general desire among industrial workers
who were In employment, for a period of peace
In order to consolidate and enjoy the benefits
they had gained in 1947. The more responsible
traae union leaders encouraged this feeling and
it was largely oeeaus© of this that industrial
workers generally took little part in the
disturbances which arose in nccra and trie .astern
province during February. Only later in Lurch were
the trade unions involved to a limited extent by
the action of certain leaders in Ruraasi and aekonui
in the endeavour to exert pressure on the Government
for political purposes." 1

The report goes on to say taut the Willingness of the Government

to meet the TUG averted the possibility of a general strike

which had been threatened on the 10th of March.

In addition to those political activities, tacre were two

major strikes in the period, by the Mineworkers and by the

Hallway Unions, in pursuit, among other things, of higher

wages. The Labour Department in its Report praised the miners'
leaders for the discipline shown by their union,2 as a result

of which this particular strike was more or less free of

disorderly incidents. Discontent, however, was fairly wide¬

spread in the mining industry as a whole, stemming from the

1. Report of the Labour Department (Accra, 1940-9)r page 9*
Tt . ocs on 'to' s$~ f?lv Grades' Union Congress gave evidence
before the Commission of Inquiry (into the political
disturbances) on a wide variety of subjects, some of them
unconnected with the normal functions of Trace Unions.
Political Activity In the trade union movement may be said
to have started at this period and gathered momentum
throughout the year. One of the less desirable developments
from this natural Interest In political matters has been
the tendency of certain trade union leaders and in
particular those of the Railway Employees» Union to
attempt to exert pressure on both Government and the *
judiciary in cases whore trade unionists or political leaders
are Indicted before the Courts for offences against the
criminal law».

2. 3.J. Slay, The Gold Coast Mines Employees Union ,

(Gtockwell, 1§56). — ' *



fact that during the *far^employment, had been reduced, with

the result that the miners had been unable tb campaign freely

and effectively for higher wages. The union involved, the

nines Employees Union, which had been formed in 1944, had little

standing with the employers, and there were two strikes during

1945 at the Ashanti Goldfields. In the short run the strikers

gained very little, but after the Union had been officially

registered in September 1945, it successfully campaigned for an

official enquiry into work inconditions in the Industry. The

result was the appointment of fir Justice Gorman to act as

arbitrator in Ghana's first industrial arbitration case, and

the enquiry found in favour of the miners and against the chamber

of .lines.

The Gorman award was followed by a review of civil Service

salaries in Ghana by the Harrarin Committee in January 1946, axid

thereafter the Korsah Committee reviewod the wage rates of

unestabiished Civil Service workers in February 1947. These

three awards did something to quell the ulscontent in the .lining

and public, sectors which accounted for a very J.urge part of the

wage earning, population.^ However, not, all was well, and

there was mounting discontent, aggravated by the numbers of

returning servicemen for whom there were no jobs reauil/

available.

The Labour Department was becoming more and more concerned

by the political activities of the unions, as is clear from

the comment in the following year's report :

1. See Chapter 1. p. 41 also Tables L. and F-
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"The tendency shown by eertain trade unions,
particularly those In the government industrial
departments, to attach more importance to the
attainment or political objectives by throats
oi" strike action than to the constructive
organisation of their own internal economies and
the advancement of their members' interests by
patient negotiation and the improvement of standards
of education, employment ana social security.
The unremitting efforts of the Department to build
up negotiating and consultative machinery In Government
Departments and commercial and industrial undertakings
have, too frequently, met with suspicion and active
opposition from tnu Trade Union Congress and from
some of the larger unions."!

From tiiis it i3 evident that the Public Section employees were

making much of the runnin , especially in the more political

aspects of the movement.

In the legislative Council in July 1949, the "Officer

Administering the Government" in the absence of the Governor,

delivered a warning to trade unionists. He said that his

complaint was not aimed at the "TUC and the trade unions (for

I claim that we understand each other already) but at those who

^ay consciously or unconsciously be seeking to weaken the

constitutional position ana rights of the Congress and the

Trade Unions by misleading; their members *" no went on to say

that he directed his remarks "at those persons who put the

Workers1 well-being second to personal politics." ilore

definitely, dealing with public sector employees, to said that

1. Labour Department Heport (ncera 1948-49), page 6. The
Labour department In a Creech-Jones .iemorandum of 1946
had been further charged with promoting good Labour
Relations. See description in J.I. Roper and R.3.
Davidson, The Labour and Trade Union Ordinances of the
Gold Coast" Went' African Affairs Pamphlet,''No. 15, (T951).
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"a government employee participating in a strike voluntarily

terminates his employment." ^ This move ushered in a period of

harsh Jovermental attitudes to labour disputes which frequently

seemed to camouflage whether the strikes that followed had

political or genuine economic bases.

In Jauu .rr 1950, t: or was a >.;v..r;..l stri, ,or what the

Labour Department called a "partial" eneral strike. There has

since been some discussion as to the real political content of

the strike. Hodgkin wrote that "sometimes general strikes

have been undertaken with a Utopian, Owenite enu in view, 'to

disorganise tae whole fabric of the old world, and transfer, by

a sudden spring, the whole political government of the country

from the aster to the servant.' The Gold „oast general 3trike

of January 1950 was essentially a strike of this sort, called by

the Gold coast TUG in support of the Convention Peoples' Party's

campaign of 'Positive Action 2 and demand for 'Self- overnment

How' ; a strike which was politically useful to the GPP, but

left the trace union movement seriously weakened.1'

likrumah's * own account presents a slightly different picture;

1* Legislative Council Debates. 1949. Issue No. 2, July 12, pages
6 - 7.

2. "Positive Action" was a proposed programme of non-violent
resistance in the Ghanai image, to force the British
Government to grant independence•

3. no ;kin "Uabionaliam op. cit. chapter 4.

4. By then undisputed leader of the CPP.
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"
. • a dispute had arisen betx^oen the Meteorological
Employees Union and the Government. Negotiations
between the two parties broke down, and the
meteorological workers appealed to the TUG, who
sympathised with them and indicated their readiness
to give their support. It was agreed tnat if the
demands of the ...eteorolo; ical Employees Union were
not accepted, the TUG would declare a strike.
The threat of a strike at this particular time
increased the popularity of "Positive Action".
When I realised on my return that ail chance of
settling the dispute had broken uown, I made an
attempt to intervene to see if 1 coula settle it,
but this was not accepted by the Government*
By intervening however, 1 succeeded in ray Intention
which was to postpone a strike at that particular
time, as this might have endangered the success of
"Positive Action", if and when it came into
operation." 1

This would see,; to indicate taat in this case, the trade

union leaders jumped tue gun.2 It was two days after the strike tuat

Nkrumah called for "Positive Action", "The response of the

people was spontaneous. The political and social revolution

of Ghana had started."3 There is no obvious reason why

Nkrumah should have played down hi3 initiatln; role, so one must

assume that, whatever the reasons, the trade union loaders

precipitated the crisis.

1. Kkrumah • Autobiography, page 115.

2. Uennls ^ustin op. cit. pa e 89, footnote, quotes Sir H.
Saloway in an article "The New Golu Goast" in
International affairs (Oct. 1955 p. 47) "Hkruraah
publicly called off ^Positive Action" (and) tried hard
to get the Trade Union congress to call off the General
Strike, but the TUG no longer had any control over the
men. "

3. K* Kkrumah, autobiography, (Kelson, 1957) page 115



This uisput© with the African civil servants, used as an

excuse for political action was, however, of long standing. As

early as August 1S4Q, observers employed by the Aeteorological

Department presented a petition to the Government over some of

their grievances. The Government investigated the matter, and

in October of the same year, replied rather negatively that

"conditions of work were favourable anu could not be altered".

« In the following year, the same group of workers formed

a union. After applying for registration as a trade union but

without waiting out the probationary period, they approached

the Labour Department in ,.ay 1949, with the same grievances

they had produced the previous year. According to the Labour

Department, they were in the middle of considering the serious

implications of the case when the union "presented an ultimatum,

couched in uncompromising terms and went on strike", on the

5th October. The Department, in its Report for the year, claimed

that the workers showed total disregard for "the essential

principle of industrial ne otiation, via., that arbitration may

only be resorted to after deadlock has been reached in

negotiation ... this left the Government with no alternative

but to take disciplinary action" wuich took the form of dismissing

the workers concerned.

The result was that the TUG threatened to strike after a

series of fruitless moetin s between them and the Government.

At midnight on the 6th of January 1950 a partial general strike

1. Labour Department Report (Accra 1949-50) pages 7-8.



was called which lasted until the 20th of January. The

i.ineworkers played no part in it, but the Laoour .department

described it as a complete failure, which was hardly a

justified claim. The Government for one thing, had to declare

a State of Emergency from the 11th of January until the 6th of

march. On the day the strike itself endea, several trace union

leaders, including John Tettagah 1 were arrested, and Nkrumah

also went to jail.

The dismissals from trie meteorological department were the

excuse rather than the cause of tne strike, behind it lay

important political events such as the resignation of Nkrumah

from the UGCC in tne previous October and the subsequent

publication of the pamphlet on Positive Action, which threatened

strikes and boycotts .2 The Ghana Representative Assembly which

met on the 20th of November 1949 in Accra "the first of its kind

ever convened in the Gold Coast, attended by over eighty thousand

people, representing over fifty organisation ... was,

according to Padmore, called by the CP? "in association with the

TUo". iikrumah says that the TUC's role was somewhat less

important : "I called together the Ghana People's Representative

Assembly ... The Assembly demanded immediate self-government•" ^

x. Tettagah from 1945 till the coup remained the most ardent
extreme Left wing union leader, and probably one of the most
forceful and best known unionists in Africa.

2. Wallace Johnson (interview, 1/2/64). ^

3. G. Padmore, History of the Gold Coast, op. cit. p. 72-73. -
4. Nkrumah, Autobiography,p.113. But Dermis Austin op.cit. p.89,

(f(6otnoto)say's: "It was difficult to draw any clear distinction
between the TUC and the CPP: H.P.Nyemitei,for example, was
president of the Meteorological Workers' Union and assistant
general secretary of the CPP: but Anthony Woods, Pobey Biney,
and Turkson Ocran were leading figures in both the TUC and the
Sekondi branch of the CPP who liked to Interpret the nationalist
movement in simple Marxist terras, and thejr constituted a small
•left-wing' trade union section of to party."
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On the role or the TUG, the Labour Department roportou

that on the 6th of January, at a meeting with the TUG anu the

Joint Provincial Council of the Chiefs of the Gold Coast, two

proposals were put forward by the TUG which had nothing to do

with the uispute in question. One demanded the withdrawal of a

circular issued by tne Government which coneerneu the political

actiities of civil servants, and the other demanded i. mediate

Dominion dtatus for Ghana# Accor dnr; to tne i-abour .department,

there was nothing to indicate that any of these points had been

discussed by the unions or put to a ballot.

It emerges clearly from the above that the TUG was

concerned with political, rather than with industrial objectives

and that the leaders, with their strike, precipitated the

be inning of Positive Action. What does not emerge is how

much this move was supported by the union rank-and-file. The

Labour Department claimed that the strike did not at any time

involve a major percentage of the workers una went on to say :

"There is no doubt that the essential core of
Trade unionism in the Gold Coast is worthy of
very high praise, considering the immaturity of
Its existence, for the understanding and sense
of responsibility to its members, anu to the
general public which it displays. The policy of
the Government in encouraging the trade unions and
emphasising the importance of free collective
bargaining between employer and employee hau proved
a sound investment. "

"A strong ana responsible trade union movement
which can only be created by the experience of
voluntary collective bargaining is of paramount
need In the Gold coast/ 1

1. uaoour Department deport (Accra, 1950) page 6.



The Governor, LIr ..anion Clarke in a speech to the Legislative

Council described his actions and went on to rive the official

viewpoint :

"In case any doubts still remain on the point, I
wish here to state categorically that the Trades
Union Congress had no mandate for a general strike
and cid not call a general strike. No trade dispute
had been deolarou to exist between any of its
constituent Trade Unions and the employers. The
Trade Union Congress had been warned that in these
circumstances, strikes would be illegal and these
warnings were repeated to all Unions, from the start
of the first strike, the executive of the Trades Union
Congress appears to have gone into liquidation.
No reply could be obtained to any communication
addressed to it, ana no contact could be made with
the majority or Its members, from all the evidence
at present available, it seems clour the strikes
that have occurred, have been engineered by certain
members of the Convention People's Party who had
gained positions of influence on the Trades Union
Congress ocecutive Committee and on the committees
of various of the Unions, and that they were brought
about in pursuance of cue Party's policy of "positive
Action", and for no other reason whatsoever.
These are well-known tactics advocated and practised
by Communists and others whose aim it is to seize
power for themselves by creating chaos and disrupting
the life of the community which they propose to
dominate." 1

It should be borne in mind in assessing the degree of

support for this political action, that there had been a

consistently high degree of grass-roots support for the CPP.

To balance this however, It is significant that thenineworkers,

the largest union in the country, took no part in the strike.

There were also at this stage, some trade union leaders who

questioned the wisdom of subordinating collective bargaining to

political action, even though they mi ht well have approved of

that political action in general terms. The political and the

Legislative council nebatec, 19 Jan. 1950. pp. 2- 7.
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trace union goals wart* popularly i lentifl.G with tL national

goal, and iu woulu have boon very difficult indeed to have

opposed these objectives, even if any particular union leader

had so-wished. ^

I have dealt with this particular strike and the events

wulch surrounded it in considerable detail, since it was the

first large-scale industrial dispute in Ghana, and also because

it indicates the increasingly eviaent political motivations

behind the leauership of the trace union movement, that of the

anti-colonial struggle, with independence as the ultimate

objective, iilxat is not entirely obvious, is whether the union

membership was, of itself, primarily concerned with this

political goal, or whether the nationalist leaders were merely

using tne unions as a weapon. In any event, the outcome was t e

s ame.

The history of the next few years of the Ghana Labour

movement is very much one of the central trade union

organisations. There was a continuous series of splits and

a. .algamationa brought about as much by conflicts of personalities

as by ideologies.

by 1S51, axi even more overtly political group was formed

by a number of CPP leaders newly released from prison. These,

along with some of the workers who had lost jobs us a result

of the 1649 strike formed the "Gold Coast Unemployed association"

(GrCUA) which they called a trade union. This organisation was

ttmtmtmm* I — >m mm >-i nmsmwi

#

1. Gee description by the Jsputy Go;.: .iss loner of Labour,
J.G. Heigham, in1Indus trial delations in the Gold coast1 -
Bulletin of Inter-African Labour I. iltuto (Nov. 1955).
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considered necesswy, because the GwTUG w&ts olamed by some

sootions of tae trade union moveaent for naving beon responsible

for tli© abortive nature of the strike and for failing to support

those who had lost their employment as a result of it.

Agitation for their re-employment was Just as great a factor

as the political ones, for the formation o the GClu.

The GCUA he let its first meeting at Sekondi on the 13 th

of April 1950. Its principal supporters wore the hallway Traue

Unionists of Lekondi, ana its founder was l.h. kuuah.

Attempts to get the dismissed men re-employed continued into

the following year, and in February 1551, two convention

People's Party members of the Legislative council, Anthony Woode,

the ex-General Secretary of the GCTUC, and Pobee Siney, gave

t;,elr sacking to the new movements. In June of the same year,

Kkruraab promised the Accra branch that lie would do his beat to

help the worxers get reinstated.

humah remained President of the GCUA from April 1950 to

June 1951, and in August 1S51, it changed its name to the

Ghana federation of Trade Unions •*- (G.F.T.U.) on which date it

hold its Inaugural Conference. The true political significance

of the now organisation became clear when Anthony Woode, a

Communist, declared that the object of the GFTU was to become a

1. J.3. Heigham, 'Industrial delations in the eolu uoast',
Proceedings of the frd Annual conference of the Jest .ifrican
Institute of Locial and hconomic aesVarch. " '{Uuiver'aity
coHer© oi i'badan, IVbV-.) p ♦ I'd-15



militant political force to "oppose Kkruraah and any form of

Imperialism" (sic). The G#F.T*U. made steady headway by

attracting labour, particularly in the Western Province.

From the start, Nkruraah attempted to promote the fusion of the

GFTU and the GoTUG, but his overtures were finally rejected by

Kumah in November 1951, on which date, the GFTU changed its

name once again to the Ghana Trade Union Congress (GTUC).
At the tine of its Inauguration it consisted of seventeen

affiliated trade unions. It was not recognised by the Government,

arid all its members were of the extreme left-wing of the CPP,

This did not give it much concrete political support however,

since the CPP were still backing the GuTUC, from which the GTUC

hoped to attract members. Nkruraah continued to keep tire door

open for negotiations between the two bodies. The former TUG mean¬

while licked its wounds and began to build up its for. er centres

of power.

The Government, in March 1950, introduced and passed an

"Ordinance to amend the Trade Union Ordinance of 1941rtlv;hich
concerned the rights and obligations cf unions wishing to set

up a political fund. Henceforth, contributions to any political

fund would be made only by those members of the union who

specifically contracted in. This compared favourably with

legislation in Britain, and was passed without dissent. Those

who contracted out could do so without becoming ineligible for

the benefits of union protection. Finally the Ordinance

Parliamentary Session 1950. Issue No. 2 (March 2, 1950).



stipulated that the unions which wished to set up a political

fund must have it approved by ballot at the union's Annual

Conference. The colonial Government was evidently becoming

increasingly worried by the political motivation of the trade

union movement.

The situation at the time is b63t illustrated by pointing

out that the rival Congresses were most openly divided by their

attitudes to the International labour organisations, with the

GCTUC affiliated to the JCFTU from 1951, and the newly-formed

GTUC aligned with the W' TU. The GTTJC gradually took a harder

line, and became more militantly political and anti-imperialist.1
The attitudes of tha3© two groups to the international

organisations, is fully discussed in chapter Vlll below.

Having', considered the history of conflict among the

central trade union organisations, arid before goixgon to look

at the relationships that existed between them and the

Convention Peoples* Party up till Independence, it is perhaps

useful to look individually at two of the most important of the

early unions in raox'e detail.

The first of these unions was the United Africa Company

Workers Union which was formed in December 1945,with the

express function of representing the employees interests over

1. The President of the GTUC was I.A. Kumah, ana then General
Secretary Aquah Robertson. J.H. lens ah 'was one of the ten
man Executive Committee. Anthony wood© was given a
pre-eminent position as "Leader of the Congress,"



certain anouolios in a UAC pension scheme. By the beginning

of 1947, The Union had branches In the 16 UAC organisations

throughout the country, the Accra Union Branch alone having

some 400 members with funds of over a hundred pounds - a

considerable wealth for the time, 'Jhis union hold its first

congress in Accra at naster 1947, a meeting attended by 20

delegates from the 16 branches. On the 4th of April these

delegates formed the Gold Coast Uao (African) Staff Union, which

was registered a3 such in April 1948. By august of that year

the total membership stood at about 1,500.

In 1949, the UAC Management suggested the setting up of

a Joint onsultative Council, Some union members feareu that

tills would lead to the victimization of representatives, but

eventually these fears wore overcome and the first meeting of

the Council took place in January 1951. A full-time Cecretary

was appointed in 1951, and full-time Regional Secretaries

in 1955. An intensive and successful campaign for funds

during 1952 enabled the union to buy its own premises, which

made it the first union in the GoIt Coast to acquire premises

of its own. At the end of 1956, the paid-up membership was

2,500 with another 1,200 non-paying. In 1S58, the management

agreed to the introduction of a "check-off" system, as a result,

paid-up membership reached the three thousand mark.

Tiie General Secretary of the U.A.C. Union, 3. Larbi Odam,

played an Important part in building up the Ghana TUC in its

early days. But after 1955 both he and his Union broke away

from it, after critics of the Union claimed that it wasatool



of management and did not really represent the workers• This

l^ter criticism was in all probability fair. The Union

depended very much on the management for its continued efficient

existence, and the .laria ement wore careful not to antagonise

it too much, to avoid driving it back into the arms of the

TUC. It is interesting to note that current criticism of the

Union was that it was further weakened by poorly informed

membership, and that the UAC Management had no difficulty in

keeping the organisation satisfactorily divided.

A very different type of organisation was the Ghana

« lnes Employees Union. It was registered in 1945, but as was

seen in Chapter 11 it had a long history dating well before the

Second World War. In this later period its strength depended

very much on the character of its President, .Daniel Foevie, who

made It a very strong force within the various national trade

union organisations that came and went. The Labour Department's

deport for "1948-9 for example, stated that "The Dines

Employees anion is the largest "Union in the country, and it

haa also pursued a more consistent arm responsible policy than

certain of the otoners, possibly because there wore few changes

in its leadership."-^

1. Labour Department Report, (Accra, 1943-9.)
Dec"also G» MacDonald, Report on Conditions of
Mining Labour in the Northern Territories of 'the
liolc" Idast.' Mfhe' Rosa Imtlfcute, lu'52).
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An investigation into conditions in the mines known as the

or. .an Tribunal was set up in 1949, {.x Justice Gorman had

already found in iavour oi' the miners in 1945 -*•) a;iu as a result

of its firming®, a joint national Negotiating Ooramittee was set

up in 1950, with representatives oi' both the Union and the

Gtiamber of lines represented on it. This Joint negotiating

committee had a fairly successful history,2 with one break In

November 1955, when the miners struck for a total of a hundred

days. About 24,000 men were involved, arid it is still the

longest strike of the country's Industrial history."^
Thee© two unions, plus the various civil oervice unions,

accounted for most of trie organised labour force in the country.

To a great extent they pursued their own Individual policies,

ut more and more t.-ey found the political pressures in the

country difficult to resist, anu they too became closely

involved in the anti-colonial movement. Again tne next period

of trade union history revolves round the relationship between

the central TUG1a and the Convention Peoples' Party under

Kkrumah's leadership.

1. aq above p. 106.

2. See • Labour Administration in the colonial Territoriesi
icport. (Colonial Office, 1950).

3. B.J. Blay, T'ne Gold Coast lines employees Union ,

(XIfracorabo- toekwell, IsBoTTJ Also see
Gold Coast finis try of Labour and Trade, Report of
the Gold coast .fines Board of enquiry. (Accra, 1056).



1
5. delations between the GTUC and the GPP.

In raid 1952, Kkrumah proposed definite steps to subordinate

organised labour to the CPP. He proposed the formation of a

Workers Bureau within the GPP to bring together the leaders of

the GCTUC and the GPP. Woodo, Uiney unci kumah wore all on the

. orders Bureau Council, though wooue continued to hold the

belief that the GTUC should remain independent of the GPP, arid

he was backed by most of tlx© GTUC leadership in this view.

On the other hand Kkrumah viewed with disfavour the

GCTUC's renewal of its affiliation with the lu: 'ft ana spoke of

his dislike of affiliation either to it, or to the L'iTj, But

by the Spring of 1953, the GPP and the GTUC be pan to co c

increasingly together, even to the extent of snaring office

facilities, though : krumah continued not to commit himself

beyond continuing in his efforts to unite the GTUC anu the dGTUC.
2

Fro... 1952 onwarus, hkrumah, assisted by ho jo Potsio,
hud been trying to form a "Committee of Workers-organisation"
to brin about the mer er, out matters came to a head in ..ay

1. • 3, when Kkrumah., who had, if anything, beer, favouring the

GTUC, attacked doode for concealing the affiliation of the GTUC

to W TU, while Woods in his turn attacked Kkruaah for supporting

t o GTUC. Hkruraah rallied the CPP metibera of the GTUC and

Woobe was roundly condemned, and it was under these conditions

that the GTUC and the GCTUb agreed to amalgamate in July 1953.

1. See Chapter VI for a more theoretical discussion,

2. Later (19G5) ,;iaiater of foreign .i d. a.
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The GTUC anu tno GoTUC, to a great extent due to the efforts

o the .department oi Labour, agreed to this merger. The iminediate

result was an attempt to subordinate the new organisation to the

CPP#^" Under the terms of the amalgamation, the GCTUC undertook

to aisaffiliate from Ic. TU> , anu at the conference at which the

merger took place, it aid so in the following terms, which

have since become somewhat typical of the Ghana TUC.

"Whereas, it la known that the ICFTU is a breakaway
International Labour Organisation, Inspired by
Ai.erica anu Great oritain, which is still the colonial
Exploiter of the cold Coastj whereas there Is
abundant evidence that the function of the ICFfU
has been hostile to world unity awon workers; whereas
it la apparent that the establishment of the West
African Information Centre In Accra and the support
beln given by the Congress to the Centre has
already broken the unity of the work rs of the
Gold Coast and is causing confusion which is only
to the advanta -e of capitalism.

Whereas it is known that the CIO which is the
spearhead oi the ICFTU in America, support.*? the
ruling clique in making attacks on the workers and
opposes unity between Negro and white workers, and
the Grit ish TUC which is the spearhead of the
IoFTU in the British empire supports the denial of
freedom to the Gold Coast and did not raise uny voice
in protest to the massacre of Gold Coast patriots Ir
cold blood by Mr Inrray,^ although they were v- ry
influential in the then Labour Government# Be it
resolved, and it is hereby resolved, that the Gold
^oast Trades union Congress, disaffiliates from the
International Confederation of Fr e Trade Unions and
take no interest in the present hostile international
atmosphere, and bo independent in all things but
neutral in nothing affecting the destiny of the
workers of the Gold Coast, (sic) "

The new amalgamation was to keep the nam© GCTUC. From

then on the GPP had fairly effective control of it and the trace

1. Wallace Johnson, (Interview 1/2/64).
2. a police Guperintondont in charge of riot jo lice when

some uemonstrators were killed.
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unions as a whole, out the price they had to pay was the rift

of a substantial number of posts in the new organisation to

ex-GTUC people.

In October 1953, John Tettegah who had been a member of the

GTUC became the Secretary-General of the new organisation in

succession to Turkspn*Ocran who wa3 removed because of alleged

Communist attachments, axxd Woode was also suspended from the

Party,^ Kumah withdrew his support from Woode and his pro-

WFTU group and henceforth pledged his loyalty to Nkrumah. The

office-bearers of the new reformed GCTUC were, as President -

P.E. Tachie-Menson, Vice President - I.K. Kumah and General

Secretary - J. Tettegah. The latter was formally elected full-

time Secretary of t he united TUG at the 11th Annual Conference

in September 1954.

The new GCTUC which had disaffiliated from IGPTU^now found
itself accused of being infiltrated by a Coramunist element.

Nkrumah. denied this, pointing out that the new organisation was

not officially affiliated to the Communist WPTU. It emerges

from all this that there were, and had been for some time,

three clearly defined groups within the Ghanaian Trade Union

movement and the newly formed GCTUC was no exception. Pirst

of all there was the pro-We3tern group led by Larbi Odara, which

was in favour of non-political trade unionism and sought re-

affillation with the ICPTU. . This wing encountered 3trong CPP

1. Woode was charged among other things with having
attended the Vienna meeting of the WFTU in March 1953.
Austin op. cit. page 170, (footnc >,)
Also "Wallace Johnson - (interview, 1/2/64.)



opposition on both counts, and was oven then significantly

email, because of Its lack of anneal to tho "nationalists"«

•ocondly, there was the ex-GTUG -roup led In practice by Woodo,

who even after his suspension, was in favour of V/FTU affiliation

and was extremely opposed to Hkrumah. Finally, there was the

CP? group -which denounced the 1CFTU continually, but was not

as left-wing as that group led by Woode.

In February 1954, the first group, despite its size,

nnaced to win the day,and the CP? was unable to withstand the

rowing pressure to reaffiliate with ICPTU. This found formal

expression in a resolution by the General Council of the

GGTUC on that date, and Nkrumah hesitantly gave his agreement

w en faced at the same time with opposition from the Woode

faction. The eclslon to reafflllate was ratified by the

"GTUC Annual Conference in September 1954,1 and Tettegah himself

ecar.e a representative on the llxecutlve Board of the ICFTU.2
On a more practical note, the TUC at its annual onventious

began to turn Its attentions to the structural weakness In the

Ghana trade union movement as a whole. The major discussion

revolved round the multiplicity of unions, and at the eleventh

Annual Convention held in Accra in 1954, a committee under the

chairmanship of I ,"r.. Lu .ah, then a vice-chairman of the TUC,

1. Labour Department deport (Accra, 1955).

2. See J.3. He if-;ham, 1 Industrial Relations in the Gold coast * -
bulletin Inter-African Labour Institute (Nov. 1955).
Leigham was Deputy ooiuTlTssToner of Labour.



divided tue seventy-five unions then in existence into

"operational groups" in an attempt to get .-.ore cohesive

action. 1 oHoning on this initiative, a number of

amalgamations took place voluntarily, and mora broadly based

or anlsations were formed such as the National building ail

Construction Workers Union, the Union of Distributive, Retail

md allied Workers, and the Local JoVermont employees Union.

Jut from then on, little was done to improve the structure of

the unions until October 1956, at the 15th Annual convention,

when the congress resolved to dissolve all affiliated unions, and

to form a single national structure.1 from then on, there was

another pause until the 1953 Convention at Cape Coast.

4. 'fne 1953 Opllt In t..o T,TUC.

ilie dismissal of I'urkson-Ocran mentioned above was out

the first act in a turbulent period. Allegations were being

made by various unions that the TUG leadership was behaving in

an undemocratic manner• Correspondence between TUG and unions

was becoming rather 3 harp with the minimum of courtesy on the

part of the TUC.2 The uneasy equilibrium in the ICTUC was again

destroyed in 1955 over tne issue of whether the Trade union

1. See Ji'flclal Record of the iarllataentary Debate or., the
1958 industrial Relations" Act. 1st Series, Vol. 12 Col. 545.
See also R»B. Davidson, 'Labour Relations In Ghana',
Annuals of the American Academy of Political arid Social
science. 'tharcK. T9o7) page lsS.

2. Wallace Johnson had some of tiiis correspondence
in his possession.



Love.i..ent sLouie be independent or dominated by the Party,

eventually, on 16th .-.pril, 1955, after eons icerable rumblings

below the surface, t'< e situation erupted.1 The President

adjourned a meeting of tae General Council following the refusal

of a member to leave after he had been ordered to do so.

bombers considered the President*s action to be out of order, but

lie refused to return to the meetIn* and was supported by the

General Secretary. Or. 17th April 1S55, Tette; ah,who was a

loyal Cf'i man,was dismissed by the General Council of the

QCTVC for"violating the authority of the Congress" and he was

replaced by Joe hoyor. Tachie-rienson re.;aineu as President,

despite his politics. The new man,Leyer,was a non-political

trade unionist who believed in trade unionism for its own sake.

The General Council of the GCTUC was further divided over the

issue of a federal Constitution for Ghana,und in practice for

some time the General Council .cot in two separate halves.

On April 20th,Tettegah apologised and ashed to i*e reliistated.

he explained that ne had been rulsjbd by his interpretation of the

Constitution into remaining loyal to the President instead of

the Governing Council which was the governing authority of the

TUG# Tiie GPP section voted confidence in the leadership of

Tettegah and Tachie-Menson, but the s upporters of the I-FTU

voted a, ainst the CPP, as also did the pro-Woode faction. An

attempt to obtain an injunction against i'ettegah, who was GOTUC

representative of ICFTU and the ICQ, failed.

1. Ashantl Pioneer. (Kumasi, 13th April 1955.)



On Hay 7th a Meeting of the General Council held in Accra

ended Ir. uproar with the police being called in to restore

order. The eetine was convened jointly by the President and

the Administering Council, but the President did not attend.

, o sent a telegram from kuinasi saying that he was Indisposed.

JVC. Sburey (3rd /ice-President), who took their Chair, stated

that no observers were untitled to be present. After considerable

argument, the observers were ejected, but some ..ade repeated

attempts to force the door. Heated argument then took place in

the council hall as to whether Hinutes of the previous meeting

should be read. 'hen a member moved the suspension of the

reading of Minutes there was general uproar.* There was every

indication that fighting was about to occur am; Larbi Odam

(UAC Union), on the instruction - so he claimed - of the Chairman,

telephoned the police. Their arrival further infuriated

members, but after a short struggle they were made to return to

their homes. Shortly afterwards, aeent&en members of the

Council held another meeting - this tine at GPP Headquarters.

A vote of confidence was passed in favour of P&chle-ilenaon and

Cottegah, together with a resolution recom .ending the

dissolution of the Administering Committee. On Hay Oth Tettegah

nonetheless resumed work as General Secretary.

There then commenced an extremely confused period, with

Xette -ah being: recognized by some sections of the labour

movement and not by others. On way loth throe members of the

Administering Committee instituted a civil action at Accra

1. Prom various Newspaper deports of that date.
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.-.la trie t magistrate's Court for an Injunction to restrain

i'ettegah from 11 hold in;.;; himself out as General jecre-ory, and

interfering with the property and entering the office of the

On nay 12th, Tettagah flow to tiruosela to represent V/est

-'rica at the fourth world Congress of toe 1CFTU, to be followed

by t..e 5oth session 01 the ILO at Geneva# on Hay 26th the

uourt orderou fettegah to cease acting as General secretary pending

the hearing of the case# On the 26th, the administering

Co mmittee nominated its own representative for the Geneva

conference, but on June 7th the Government refused a request

for travel facilities as it did not feel it woulu be justified

in replacing Tettegah "with another workers' delegate nominated

by any section of tue TUC wuile the matter is subjudice1
On August 27th tne wourt decided tnat the plaintiffs were not

sufficiently representative to bring the ction. On his return

to ncera, Tettegah was recognised as the leader ol the trade

union movement, not only by the majority of the unions, out

also by the Government and tue Idfi'U. In fact, it could with

truth bo claimed that it was Government and IcPTU support which

enabled i'ettegah to maintain his position.

Chile it is understanuaole tnat tue GFjP should take tills

opportunity to entrench its position within the labour movement,

it is perhaps not so apparent why the IUFTU, through'Its local

representative, should also have sided with ti e move towards

1, Ghanaian Tinea (10th June, 1S56).



r politicly dominated TUG while at the same time removing Its

support from, arid losing the confidence of, some of the more

moderate leaders. At the time, It may have appeared that the

alternative was to hand the movement over to Communism. This

was perhaps an incorrect assessment and the result of this action

was that a number of the more moderate leaders (including those

who were sympathetic to the British and American patterns of

trade unionism) were prevented from exercising any further

influence outside their own organisation*

By September of that year, the split in the movement was

so manifest that there was a Trades Union Congress centred in

Accra and dominated by the CPP and a second larger Trades Union

Congress centred In the Western Province dominated by Woods,

'.'he GCTUC Annual Conference which took place in October 1955

increased the split. It had been intended that the 1955

Conference be held in ekondi - Takoradl, but this was now

altered to Accra. Hi ;ht of the Western Region unions claimed

that this was done so that CPP influence could he more easily

brought to bear, and decided to hold their own conference in

Sekondi-Takoradi. There were still the three definite groups,

two of which were dissatisfied with CPP domination, firstly,
t: ro were the above ei t unions led by Woode, approximating

to the old GTUC. This "roup, which was centred on Sekoridi,

adopted the title of the Congress of Free Trade Unions. It

disaffiliated from the TUG In January 1955, The seconu t roup,

Including the Gold coast ineworkers Employees Union and tho

13 iC Employees Union, also ' isaffiliated, but stayed independent

of Woode * a group.
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The UAC Union mave as its reasons :

"(1) That there are far too many irrem'l.initios
in the administration of the TUG which are
caused fch.roui h the continuous non-observance
oi tuo rules of the TUG by the present officers.

(2) That the pros©lit officers iuva by so doing made
it i -possible for any compromise to be reached
on the disagreements on the irregularities
existing.

(3) The the TUG in politically dominated. "
This group contained the majority of re istored workers

and was largely non-political. 1
The remainder, which stayed with the headquarters in

Accra, continued to call itself the GCTUC. The Accra part of

the conference expressed its confidence in the President and

eneral Secretary, and expelled those Western hegion loaders who

had maintained their independent attitude. A courtu >u letter

was sent to the TJAC Union expressing sympathy for the UAC

wor ers whs "would suffer hardship through the tion ; their

loaders." It also stated that consideration of any request

to re-affiliate would be subject to the trial of S.Larbl Odam

(Secretary of the UAC Union) for his "misdeeds". Pro . time to

time the UAC Union initiated negotiations to produce a

1. For a short time this group called itself "Congress of
Pre© Trace Unions" and allied itself to the Aafcional
Liberation .iovement (HLTl) the official opposition to
tne opi. - U.a.g. I.otc on fno .reseat situation la the
Cold Coast TUfc. * {Accra", 1253). ' '



reconciliation, ut these always ca-.o to nothing because of

the TIJC's denial of the UAC Union's right to retain it

chosen leaders. It represented fewer workers than hood©'s .roup.

It did, however, enjoy recognition by the CP? Government, and its

president regained Tachie- enson with John Tettegah as

hecrotary-Treasurer. The alliance between it and the Convention

Peoples' .arty was cemented at the 1955 Annual Congress when

a resolution was passed which stated :

" Ghereas it is a historically established fact
that trade unionism is inseparable from politics
and fu ther that the political set-up determines
the freedom with which the Trade Unions operate,
whereas in the Gold Coast the Convention Peoples'
Party is in the main and in our view a workers'
party, consl-ering the bulk of its membership is of
the working population, the 12th Annual Conference
in session resolved to appoint a committee charged
with the responsibility of writ in. out an alliance
with the GPP with a view to encouraging national
unions to seek direct affiliation with the view
to maintaining the CP? as a Socialist Party. "

The first group mentioned above continued from then on

to try to undermine Bkrumah's popularity a..d to ain control

of the GPP, Prom the time of the split, the Vf'TU took a

corail .arable interest in a'ooue's faction. It initiated a

programme of training visits and summer schools a: also helped

organise the Congress of Free Trade Unions. 'This situation of

a three-sided Trade Union . ovensnt dominated the entire latter

part of the second phase of development in Ghana, and continued

very much the same until Independence .

This chapter has described tea development of trade

unionism in Ghana during tne last years of colonialism, a

period during which the earlier, almost entirely British
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orientated ana assisted structure became eroded. It

pointed out the importance of trie large Government Sector

In the early paternalistic colonialism, and later, as the

new nationalist movement became more powerful, it has

indicated why this contributed to the high political content

of the unions* for this process to become complete,

independence was necessary, but it was, nonetheless, well

advanced before March 1957*



CHAPTER IV

THE GHANA TRADE UNION MOVEMENT

SINCE INDEPENDENCE

*
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With Shana independent fro® Maroh 1957, cams the third phase in

the process of development. It was a period dominated at the start by

the rivalries between the various factions over what for® the new trade

union struoture should take. On one side were the defenders of the

inherited tradition, on the other, those who demanded a new model more in

keeping with the new national aspirations. One of the first moves was for

the Sold Coast Trades Union Congress (GCTUC) to adopt the name of its old

rival, the Ghana Trades Union Congress (GTUC). The new GTUC's main

objectives were to consolidate the Trade Union organisations in Ghana

under CPP control and, in addition, to make the Trade Union Movement an

agent in Ghana's foreign policy. For a short time after independence, the

extreme left wing part of the trades union movement under Woode became

increasingly isolated and Woode himself received no government appointment.^*
More important organisational and structural questions new began

to replace the earlier bickering; and the question of which model of

trade unionism it would be appropriate and practical for the unions in

the new Ghana to follow, to a great extent camouflaged the inter-personal

vendettas that had plagued the movement before 1957. Even prior to

independence and especially at the Thirteenth Annual Congress of the GCTUC

in October 1956, there had been outspoken criticism of the existing

framework and structure of trade unionism. The model provided by the

British was condemnsd as being "too complex to operate." At this time it

was agreed that the Israeli Histadrut would provide a better example on which

1. Much of the material in this Chapter is based on Press Beperts, and
on the evidence of I.T.A. Wallace Johnson. Much of the rivalry is
also illustrated repeatedly in the Parliamentary Debates of the period.
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t© baa© independent Ghanaian trade unionism, and at the Thirteenth

Congress, the following recommendation ®f the executive Beard explaining

the reasons for the choice of this model, was adopted t

"Despite all our efforts there are still too great a
multiplicity of Trade Unions in a small country like Ghana
with a population ef only 5 million. must no?/ positively
consider the feasibility ef merging the various registered
trade unions into the Trades Union Congress so that Congress
can become a negotiating body. Departments can be created
and a centralised Executive t© direct our affairs throughout
Ghana. Our experience is that the present structure has
become too complex to operate. We must turn to something
like the General federation ©f J 'wish Labour in Israel
(HISTALEUT). This is a new nation and we must build trade
union machinery that can hasten the building of socialism
and raise the standards ef the working people. The British
system of Trade Unionism suits an industrialised and
capitalist state like Britain or America. I* our view it
is an lmposter (sic) on Ghana and not suitable for us." 1
" Congress must consider the feasibility of sending
a Trade Union Study Mission to Israel. In our present
financial position Government must finance this Mission which
is ef tne utmost importance to our building a socialist
economy and nation. Congress views will be appreciated on this
issue and this is the only way by which we can overcome our
present shadowy position. "
" Also, if Trade Union Finance 13 concentrated into a
single pool, labour will be in a position to supply the
trained personnel which is needed to guide the labour
movement in the difficult days ahead, " 2

la May 1957, the Executive Board therefore agreed that John

Tettegah,^ the General Seoretary, should sake a study of various

centralised structures. This he die during the following months, paying

1. Eoport of the 13 th Animal Congress of the GUTLG. (October, 195b).
2. Ibid.

3. For a brief Biography of U.K. Tettegah see JR. Legal,
Political Africa. (Stevens, 196l), pe 258.
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1 2
special attention to the Histadrut arid, the DGB of Germany. In

October 1957 the Secretary visited Israel t® study trade union methods.

This very much suited the policy of CPP which was to try to achieve a

monolithic structure under control of the Party, a structure which

embraced the entire labour ferce.^ The suggested adoption of the Histadrut

model fitted in with this and in addition gave an excuse te the Party to

get rid of the section in that trade union movement whioh still believed

in a non-political trade unionism. In May 1957, h.K. Foevie, the

General Secretary of the Sineworkers' Union, resigned from the GIUC

General Council in protest over this issue, but despite this and other

protests, Tettegah's visit was followed in January 1958 by another large

GTUC Study Mission to Israel.

At the 14th Annual Trades Union Congress held at Cape Coast in

January 1958 the Party continued te crystalise its actions. Tettegah,
\ 4

drawing on his experiences during his Israel visit, proposed

constitutional changes which included the oonsolidatien of the existing

trade unions into 16 large organisations* He also proposed that the

payment of dues should be made directly to the Central Organisation which

would then redistribute the money to each individual union according te

1. See Appendix D.

2. See Appendix b. The D.G.B. Records in Germany have not proved
of rnuoh value to the researcher.

3. ?er a contemporary discussion of Labour Structure in the period,
3ee A. Hauser, 'A Note on Some Labour Problems in Ghana,' -
Bulletin of the Inter-African Labour Institute. (November, 1957),
Vol.17., Bo. 6.

4. Fully reported in hi3 A New Chapter for C-hana Labour. (GTUC, 1958.)

5. See Appendix A. and B.



its size. Nathaniel Welbeck, who was Minister of Labour at the time

and despite being a strong Party man, said that any amalgamation of this

sort must be voluntary and not imposed by legislation. This was, of

course, supported by Fosvie and his followers who in any case believed

in a Trade Unionism free from Party oontrel. But despite this it was

Tettegah's ideas that were developed in the "new Structure" of the
in

labour movement, which was ushered/later that year.

With regard to the search fer a new model, the Israelis were not

slow to back up the Ghanaian move. It is difficult without a full

discussion of the entire Hist&drut system te see the full amount ef the

similarities between the two systems, but the centralising influence is

certainly great. Tettegah, returning from the visit in October 1937

said t

"The responsible position that Histadrut has played
in the development of the state of Israel has enhanced
the dignity of labour. Trade unions are no longer
regarded as agitators fighting always for wage increases,
but in Israel the dignity of labour is supreemo, and 1
membership of the Kistadrut is an honour to be coveted."

The move at this Congress and the implementation of the "New

Structure" which followed it, derived something from the West German
2

Trade Union Federation (DGB) as well. It also had sixteen unions in

its organisation . Tettegah spent three days in May 1957 with the

DGB in D&iseldorf, and Frankfurt. He reported that :

"Although the German Trade Union Movement functions
in a highly industrialised sooiety the structure is
more co-ordinated than the weak federal structure of
the British T.U.C. The DGB situation allows a great
deal of autonomy to the 16 individual unions. They are
for example allowed to carry out their own negotiations
and to conclude collective agreements. The DGB is the
co-ordinating machinery for the general ta3k of fixing
Trade Union policy with regard to the political situation.
It acts a3 a propor spokesman for the whole of organised
labour in Germany." *

--------------- Labour
1. J,K. Tettegah A New Chapter for Ghana/op. cit. See also Ghanaians

Salute Israel by A.A. Symo. (Guinea Press, 1957).
2. See Appendix E.
3. J.K, Tattegah A New Chapter for Ghana Labour op. cit.
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Xettegah went en to say that :

"In Germany as in Ghana, there is no constitutional
relationship between the Socialist Party and DGB but this
does not prevent the German Trade Union Federation from
co-operating to the full extent with the SPD which
represents the Sooialist members of Parliament, loyal to
the whip of the SPD. This is a parallel position to what
now obtains in Ghana in whioh the Trade Unions, although
they have no constitutional alliance with the C.P.P.
co-operate with the Party te the full extent and thousands
of our members regard the Convention Peoples Party a3
the Political wing of the Labour -oveaent. Of course,
no one can drag away the Trade Unions from their socialist
friends and we see in the German experiment a shining
example of how fruitful this co-operation can be, used
in improving social leg&ation in furthering the working
condition of the workers." 1

The Congress itself adjourned for some time to receive a Report

from its Standing Order Committee, which was to take ever the affairs

of the Congress until a further Congress could bo held, and was to

oanvass the views of all the unions on the Tettegah proposals for

reorganisation. In fact what happened seems to be that the Congress

adopted the new organisation in prinoiple, but deferred a decision

as te the details. It appears also that the opposition that did exist

to the proposed centralisation, was te a great extent concerned with

matters of detail and not of principle. But there were some mere

ooncrete misgivings. First of all, there was the rigid nature of the

New Structure which fixed the number of national unions at sixteen. This

would not permit unions which formerly catered for a variety ef trades to

maintain their separate identities. A "house union" which decided

to affiliate, would have its membership absorbed into the new unions

by their individual occupations; the habit of loyalty to the ©Id leaders

1. Appendix g.
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would be broken and these latter could be dispensed with if they

maintained an independent attitude at variance with the wishes of the

TUC. Secondly there was the centralisation of power in the hands

of the Executive - especially the General Secretary. The Executive

Board would consist of the Seoretary and sixteen members elected by

Annual Congress; the Chairman was to be elected by the Executive Beard;

nine Executive Secretaries would be nominated by the General Secretary

and appointed by the Exeoutive Board. Although each union would be

considered autonomous, the Executive Board would have considerable pewer

to intervene in the affairs of any individual union. Finally there were

misgivings over the extent to which funds would be controlled by the TUC.

The ultimate complaint was the introduction of a check-off system through

which subscriptions would be paid directly to the TUC which in turn would

pay back $Q/o to the individual National Unions.

Despite the above, it looked as if it was mainly going to be up to

the unions to implement these decisions, Welbeck, then the Minister of

Labour, in addressing the Congress said that he presumed that the changes

necessary to bring about the reorganisation would be voluntary, and

"it was not the intention of the unions to seek Government legislation.

This would indeed be exceeding the powers of the Government.""1'
fettegah, the General Seoretary, in his speech, made it clear that

he considered the adoption of the new Constitution as inevitable. As a way

out of financial difficulty, pending the adoption of a check-off system,

he suggested that a loan be obtained from the Government. Much emjjhasis

was laid on relations with the CPP :

1. Welbeck was quoted by the Ashanti Pioneer on 28th January 1958.
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"Per the benefit of the British Press and those who
talk flippantly around the world and in this country
without knowing the facts, it 13 important on this
occasion to explain eur relationships and friendships
in the Ghana society. During these years of our struggle,
our relations with the Convention Peoples* Party have
been ideal and typically friendly and constructive. You
know the leaders of the Party and the leaders of the Ghana
Labour Movement have long been comrades in arms. Over
these years our relations have been so oloae, our
objectives so identical that there has never been the need
to emphasise the difference between the CPP and uhe TUC..
In fact, there is only a division of labour between us."

The General Secretary in addition had;for a long time, maintained
a public hostility towards the Labour Department. He took the opportunity

to continue the feud:

"I know tnat we still have t© get a show-down with the
silent hands in the Labour Department who sire sometimes
so voluble in their sympathy for the welfare of Ghana
workers and those who see no good idea in any new
revolutionary changes. «e do not want t© be bothered
with Cambridge Essays on imaginary ILO Standards, with
due emphasis on voluntary associations. Of oourse, some
©f those people have no experience except from Ruskin,
and we can appreciate their difficulty to grasp the real
feelings ©f the working people who are in the shoes and so
know what changes they desire to make." (sio) ^

In reply, Nathaniel Welbeck, the Minister of Labour, defended his

department and made it clear that he was not going t© be rushed or

browbeaten. He emphasised that although he favoured the establishment

of large unions, the Government should not legislate to enforce this; it

oeuld only advise, bn toe question of "check-off" he did not oommit

himself except to say that if introduced it must be on a "contracting in"

1. Proceedings of the^ 14th Annual Conference of the GTUC (January,1958),
2. Proceedings ef the 14th Annual Conference, ©p. cit. 'Buskin*, i.e.

Ruskin College.
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basis. I!is speech was received with mixed feelings, but the general

opinion was that the TUG had suffered a reverse at the hands of

Government.

Over the next few months there were many statements and counter-

statements of intent which have little relevance here, sinoe the final

upshot was that the Government brought in the Industrial Relations Bill

to Parliament in May 195&. Before going on to look at this new Act

it i3 perhaps of interest to note the numerical strength ©f the unions

as a oaokground to the criticism that existed of the prevailing system.^
Bearing in mind what was said in Chapter 1 about the suspeot

statistical standing of the membership figures of Ghanaian trade unions,

by 1944t there were 11 registered uniens with about 400 paid membership.

By 1946, the figure had risen to 24 unions of some 10,976 members.

In 1950 there were 61 unions with 28,170 members, and in 1952, 75 unions

with 351129 members.^ The Annual Report on the Labour Division

of the Ministry of Trade and Labour 1^55/56 gives the following account :

1. See Table G.

2. Trade Unions by Membership Groups 1955/56 (from Labour Division Reports).

Membership Group Total Number of Unions

5000 and over

under 50
50 - 250
250 - 1000
1000 - 5000

12
38
21
7
2

3» See Table G
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"As at 31st March, 1956, 128 Trade Unions had
boon registered during the period 1942/56.
Of these 9 had amalgamated with other unions,
1 amalgamation was pending, 20 had had their
Certificate of Registration cancelled, 4 had
dissolved and one had become defunct. Twelve
new unions were registered during the year. Of
the 91 unions remaining In existence 53 were
active (of which the membership figures of 49
were known to the Labour Division) and 38
unactive (of which the membership figures of 31
were recorded.) The total membership of the 80
Unions for which figures are available was
67,173 which is 23,081 greater than the figure
for the previous year."

By Independence at the end of 1957, the TUG claimed that

72 of its affiliated Unions had a membership of 154,000.

2. The 1958 Industrial Relations Act

The Industrial Relations Bill was introduced into

Parliament by Kojo Botsio, the Minister of State, in May 1958.1.
It was significant that hathaniel Welbeck, who had been Minister

of Labour, in the light of his earlier criticisms, did not

Introduce the Bill. It was finally passed on 31st December

1958, and from then on the Central Committee of the Party had

the power to do terrains what unions could exist, to call any

strike Illegal, and to revoke any collective agreements.

But those who supported Ukrumah's determination to gain firm

control of the unions under the Party, had still to compete

!• Ghana Parliamentary rebates. May, October and December 1958.
It is discussed briefly in 'The Mew Industrial Relations in
Ghana' by D. dimmer in Industrial and Labour Relations
Review, Vol. 14. (1960-£T77
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with a group of veteran trad© union leaders who opposed this

control, and these latter launched into strong criticism of the

Act as being contrary to the ILO Conventions.

It is not clear what happened between the January congress

and the introduction of the Bill. One reason for the change

round was that Ako Adjei had succeeded Welbock as Minister of

Labour. Introducing the Bill, Adjei said : "ikperienoe in

other countries has shown that this is an efficient form of

organisation and the workers have therefor© decided to adopt it

as the best suited to their needs Speaking later in the

debate, he said, that the TUG "representing the unions had

appealed to the Government for this new structure, to give it

legal recognition."

The Industrial Relations Act was finally transformed into

what has been called the "New Structure" of the GTUC which was

Inaugurated in April 1959. The major objective of this Hew

Structure was to control rather than to represent the workers

and to bring all organised labour in Ghana under the control

of the CPP. There were four major features of this move.

First of all, there would be only one Union to each Industry,

twenty-four in all. There had admittedly been a proliferation in

the past of small unions and there was a consequent need for

1. See Ghana Parliamentary rebates Vol. 12, 1st series,
©specially column' 557 if'.'11
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amalgamation.-*- The 1941 Ordinance allowed any five persona

to form & trade union, which led to the mushrooming of

countless small unions and this, according to the critics, left
o

the workers divided against employers. But against tixis, in

the amalgamation process, of course, many of the Unions which

had opposed the GPP were abolished.

The second feature was that union dues were to be

compulsory. The right to contract out was later repealed in

19G0, The actual rate was set at £s. per month, payable by

eaoh Trade Unionist to tne Central Organisation, and employers

were required to deduct the sum from the workers1 pay and send

it direct to the Union. The third provisionals that the

Government had the right to decide the structure and composition

of each of the unions and to have absolute control over their

finances. Finally, it was laid down that employers could only

negotiate with a union which was "official" under the terms of

the Hew Structure, and it was an offence to negotiate over rate

or conditions with any person other than a recognised union

official. This latter proviso was emphasised and strengthened

in the Amendment Act of July 1959.**

1. Roper in his book (Ch.6), op. cifc,, written in 1958 before
the hew Structure,wa3 very critical of the old proliferation.
of small unions.

*

2. See Appendix A for a note on the more detailed organisation
under the Mew 'Structure, organisation charts, and a
breakdown of the Internal management and structure of a
trade union. See alsoj A New Chapter for Ghana Labour
by J.K. Tettegah (Ghana T.U.C. 1958).

3. See below Section 3. The complete Act is set out in
In the Cause of the Ghana Workers. Chapter I, (G.T.U.G.
1961
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A compulsory system of conciliation and arbitration was

introduced at the same time whieh meant that either tne employer

or the union could ask for the services of a conciliation

officer, the unions application being made through the TUC.

Such an officer would then be appointed, but If he failed to

get an agreement, an official of the Labour Department would

take over. In the event of even this being unsuccessful, either

party could ask for the dispute to go to arbitration, a

decision which was left to the «inlater# Thereafter, when

four weeks had elapsed, and no agreement had been reached, the

parties could then, but only then, resort to a 3trike or lockout.

On no account could an unregistered union engage in a strike.

These regulations on the face of it, aid not appear to

oo/istitut© a wholly bad step, and it was fairly widely

welcomed by both sides of industry. What was provided by the

"hew Structure" was, In the worua of the education and Publicity

department of the TUC, "an elastic system of negotiation and

conciliation which makes strikes almost unnecessary#"

Certainly, not all the features of the "Hew Structure"
could be held to be objectionable, but from then on,the new TUC
came completely unaer the control of the Government. For

example, one minor clause was that the Government had control

over the TUG's funds, and could freeze them if required, or

if they veto misused. The 24 recognised unions, later reduced to

16 by the Amendment Act,^ were thus at the mercy of the

1* Appendix A. Annex 1.
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Government, through th© Mini®tier of Labour, which could also
decide their composition and vary tueir number at will.

The Government also had the power to proscribe any local trade

union branch ana to certify particular unions as havLug the sole

right to bargain with particular groups of employers.^
It is interesting at this stage, and before going on to

look at the implementation of the legislation, to note how the

Convention Peoples' Party went about presenting the Bill, and to

see to what extent the United Party's opposition to it was

effectiveThe minister, Ako Adjei, in introducing it, gave

one of the first explanations by the Government of what will be

called the "Industrial Wing" concept of the trad© unions functions.

In giving "maximum protection to the rights of the workers"

commensurate with the "smooth running of the industry", the

Government'a socialist policy of support for the workers in all

their legitimate claims was co-ordinated with its desire for

economic expansion and financial independence. The unions must

work in co-operation with the btate, and the TU'C in oein, given

greater power, must also submit to certain safeguards to avoid
misuse of that power. This, according to the Minister, was to

ensure that the TUG could not act "contrary to the interests of

the workers they represent."

1. Gee two brief but useful articles on the Act in
West Africa (January, 1959)•

2. The opposition claimed that they had not enough time for
full discussion, that there was no warning of the debate,
and that the Government forced an early closure
(Parliataentary Leoatca, Ghana Official deport, Vol. 12,
1st "aerics"The Unliked Party never had any real foothold
in the trade union movement, even in days of the
pre-indepondence schism.
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Ako Adjei than moved from discussing alms to outlining

the means, especially to the part of the Bill dealing with the

certification of the Unions for the purposes of collective

bargaining. He stressed correctly enough, that the employers

were faced all too frequently with a large number of small

and unstable unions which were unable to guarantee any

contract with tbera.^ It would be clangorous if an employer

were allowed to choose the union with which to deal, and so

the Government's intention was to issue a certificate which

would state that the union concerned was "an appropriate body

to conduct collective bargaining on behalf of the class of

employees that will be specified in the certificate." Included

at this stage were Instructions to employers about deducting

union dues, permitting meetings on company pretaises, and listing

the classes of employees, especially civil servants, who were

not ellgiDle to form unions but who could bargain through

agencies.

criticisra from the Opposition was forseeable, and high¬

lighted the main issue of the evident power of a minister to

add or delete from the list of recognised unions without

reference to the Union or even to the TUC. Under the existing

legislation, a certificate could only be withdrawn if there was

evidence that it had been obtained by fraud, or if the Union
became defunct, or if it was formed for the pursuit of

illegal objectives. rihia latter meant that it was arguable

1. Vide Algeria (and Britain) today. See Appendix H.



how much extra political power tee new 3111 was providing since

the colonial Government, in its day, made strong us© of the

"pursuit of illegal objectives" clause for any union it did not

approve of. Admittedly, the new legislation 1 went further

in allowing for the TUG as a whole to be suspended if it took

action "not conducive to fcne public good." The relationship between

the TOO and the Convention Peoples» Party was a second major

basis for criticism. The Opposition claimed that there was a

lack of distinction between funds to be used for the norma!

union business of collective bargaining, and funds for political

purposes. One of the TUG's aims a3 stated in the Constitution,

was to "uphold the aims and aspirations of the Convention

Peoples' Party, through financial arid organisational support in

its struggle to create and maintain a socialist state in Ghana."

The Opposition,of course, thought it Improper that ail trade
union members should be required to contribute to the political

activities of the GPP. The existing system provided for

special and separate funds for political purposes which only

applied to those members who "contracted in" to the political

levy.

The Committee Stag© of the Bill served to indicate that

in addition to the official opposition there was not to be

altogether full support from the unions. There were still

strong groups within the movement Which were doubtful of the

benefits reorganisation would bring. It is difficult also to

1. clause Vlllj Parliamentary bebutea. Vol. 12. 1st
Series. column* '&&T. '
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a330ss whether or not the union leaders involved in proposing

the opposing of the Bill were supported by a Majority of their

members. The Opposition cam© especially from a minority of

trade union leaders who had been influenced by the British

Colonial tradition that the trade union movement should be

independent of the Government. The major unions, whose leaders

were of this view, were the two Hallway Trade Unions and the

United Africa Company Union. It would, however, be wrong to

attach much weight to the opposition to the Hew Structure and

moat of the unions the.solves aaom to accept It; without any real

complaint.1 From then on, the identification of the Government

and Party with the "interests of the workers^ became ever more

frequently expressed,

nonetheless several of the weaknesses of the old structure

can be considered removed to the benefit of the Trade Union

Movement as a whole. First of all, as it has been extremely

difficult to get workers to attend Trade Union meetings, an

alliance with the political party meant that there was an

additional attraction. Secondly, there had been in pre-

Independence days, far too many weak and badly organised Trade
f

1. See however 'Complaint presented by the I.C.F.T.U.
against the Government of Ghana' - to the I.L.O,
1.1.0. official Bulletin (Supplement) Vol. XL1X.



Unions# Thirdly, tne Trade Unions had a severe shortage of

funds, a situation which the amalgamation and the general

implementation of the now structure was to do away with. With

consolidation of the trade union movement into sixteen national

unions, it ia certainly arguable that each union was from then

on in a stronger position to bring pressure to bear on behalf

of its members and for a few years thereafter the union leader¬

ship appeared on the whalo to perform its functions fairly

properly by helping to redress genuine grievances.1 But some

of the benefits were rather submerged by the restrictions which

the now legislation brought in.

Host importantly, freedom to fight for better working

conditions, including bargaining for increased wages, and with

the ultimate right of withdrawing labour, were not always

entirely clear. In practice, rom the New Structure up until

the coup there were hardly any strikes and remarkably few

labour troubles. This may well have been because the provisions

of the Industrial delations Act included a clause about

"workers who incite others to strike without going through the

proper procedure of conciliation and arbitration, are liable

to prosecution#"2 No workers were prosecuted for some time,

but in December 1959, following a short unofficial strike by the

Hallway Workers, Krobo Edusei, who was then Minister of Trans¬

port and Communications, was quoted as having said that

1# For a list of Collective agreements ne otiated to 1061,
see In the Cause of the Ghana Workers (GTUC, printed
has t Berlin," 1961).

2# Parliamentary Debates Vol# 12. 1st series# clause >jCa.
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"She entire Hxeoutive of your Union would have been arrested

and detained under the Preventive detention Act if you had not

called off the unconstitutional strike you sta ©d some time ago."

3» The Industrial Relations Act Amending Blll3 of 1959-60.

The 1959 Amending Bill sought to tidy up the situation after

the passage of the 1958 Act. There wers still, for example, some

unregistered unions which, though not members of the TUG,

continued to negotiate on behalf of some groups of workers. The

Government was determined to bring this state of affairs to an

end,^ and these unrecognised unions were given two months in

which to amalgamate or dissolve themselves. This was a strong

attempt to ensure that the previous situation of a large number

of small unions, did not reappear, firstly for reasons of

Industrial efficiency, but more importantly because from a

political point of view, it was very much easier to control a few

large groups. At that time the most important offending union was

the United Africa Company Bmployeos Union, and it is significant

that its leadership was politically very much opposed to the

CP?.

A second Industrial Relations Amendment Act was brought in

in late 1960, which was rushed through by the Government with

hardly any warning and no time for debate. The major purpose of

the Bill was to gain even more central control over the unions,

but it also established the Union Shop, and attempted to bring in

legislation to speed up the arbitration procedure.2 Behind this

1, Debate on 5rd August 1959. Second Heading 25th August 1959;
Parliamentary Debates - first Series, Vol. 20, Column 904 ff.

2. 3ee Appendix A.
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3111 lay several months of trouble in the TUG and union organi¬

sation between the Party men, and those who either belonged to

the United Party Opposition, or were strong believers in the

freedom of the movement from Government control. From then on

there was no opportunity for union members to avoid paying dues,

and ©very worker was obliged to be a union member. Employers

merely deducted dues from the wages of each employee and sent

them to the appropriate union headquarters, where there was no

differentiation over who contributed to the political fund. One

Party il.P. Miss as amanay, spelt out the consequences. She said
that the Bill

"... makes it possible for the officials of the
various unions ... to be controlled by the
TUG", and went on

"... some members of the unions are going about
making false allegations about the Government.
1 think it is true to say that the TUG Is the
GPP, and the GPP is the Government, and that la
why some officials of the TUG should not •••
spread false news about tho Government.
How as a result of this Amendment, the officials
of the TUG branches will be controlled by the
TUG, and fchej will take instructions from Accra
and will therefore behave." 1

The Minister winding up the debate, summed it up :

"... The TUG is an amu of the CPP ... that being
the case, the TUC is also a branch of the
Government ... and in consequence (of the
interests of the workers being aynonomous with

„ those of Bkrum&h's Government) no Industrial Bill
caxi be introduced against the Interest of the
workers of this country." 2

Parliamentary Debates. 1st Beries, Vol. 20, loth August, 1959.

2. Ibid, cf. 3, Fitch and llary Oppenheiraer. Ghana: End of an
illusion. (Monthly Review Press, 1966). Prom t'hb authors
pfarxist viewpoint, Kkrumah's Ghana was not a socialist
state, and in the *6Gs, the C.P.P. was not a mass party,
corruption in it and in the unions, led to the alienation of
the masses, See also Bru.ee 'ffi» Milled., The Political Role of
Labour in Developing countries, (The Brookings Institute,
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Tha final seal on the take-over came the next year when Nkrunah

tore up his union card at a public meeting, and announced that in future,

membership of the CPP was "sufficient" for the workers.^ Since

Independence, for better or for worse,along with the experience in other

sectors, the TUG had become an arm of the Government.

2
U. The 1961 Sekondi-Takoradi Strike.

The ushering in of the Now Structure, the amendments to the

Industrial halations 4ct, and the take-over of the TUG by the Party and

Government, did not entirely mean the death of free industrial action.

In September 1961, an important series of strikes involving thousands of

dock, railway and other workers in Sekondi and Takeradi was called, the

overt cause of which was the introduction ©f & budgot which imposed

compulsory savings schemes and taxes on industrial workers who had,to date,

been fairly exempt from taxation.

1. In pril 1959, J.P. Meyer had said "The TUC and the CPP are one.
This is not without precedence. The British TUC and the Labour
Party are one." Dr Nkruaah, in his speech on 9 July I960,
re-emphasised the closer ties which were to link the unions and
the state. He said "The workers are for the state and the state
for the workers and thus they are working for themselves. To
achieve the maximum results and prove that public enterprises can
be successfully run, the Trade Unions must assist in increasing
productivity and the national consciousness of the workers. "

2. Sinoe this was written another version of this stozy has
appeared in 'Government versus The Unions ' , The Sekendi-
Takoradl Strike. *p. 67-118 in Gwendolen Carter (ed).,
Politics in Africa : 7 cases. (Harcourt-Brac$£966).
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There were several other factors contributing to the 1961

strike. One was that some measures in the budget of that year

increased duties on the important trad in/;; commodity of cotton

cloth and imported clothing. A further reason was that well-

publicised increases in the pay for Cabinet Ministers and Menabors

of Parliament did nothing to pacify the workers in their attempt

to get higher wages• A final point was the belief among the

trade unionists that John Tettegah, who was nov? a member of the

Cabinet as well as the head of the trade union movement, was no

longer a free enough agent to be able to bring pressure to bear

on the Government for higher wages.

This has to be seen in the context of the Governments

position as the biggest employer In Ghana. Nearly half of the

people in paid employment wore Government servants and if one

includes the municipal workers, then the fiure was well over

half. Private employers in Ghana also resisted the workers *

demands for higher wages by taking the line that it was in the

country's interest for private firms to -keep in step with the

Government. Nkruraah had tried to check the unions earlier in the

year, and in his famous "Dawn broadcast" on uth April he said :

"This i3 not the time for unbridled militant trade
unionism in our country...At this stage 1 wish to
take the opportunity to refer to an internal matter
of the Trades Union Congress• It has come to my
notice that dues of 4s. per month are being paid by
some unions, whereas others pay 2s ... 1 have therefore
instructed ... that union cues shall remain at 2s per
month." 1

The strike began on the 4th September among the hallway

Workers, spread to the Port Workers, and then to the hallway

Workers in Pumasi and later Accra, and for some time the

railways t^ere completely paralysed. As a result of a mixture

of threats and promises, some returned to work

1. i.e. a cheek on possible strike funds.
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after & week, but seat of thee held out until the 22nd. On the 9th,

the Government declared a limited State of Emergency, and President

Nkruaah who was in the middle of a tour of the Soviet union, returned to

Accra an the l6th to try to persuade the men to return to work. When the

emergency was declared, the Government announced that the striking

workers would be dismissed unless tr.ey returned to work, within the next

ton days, and on the 11th, about a quarter of the striking railway

workers returned to work.

The Government further aocused the workers of intimidation and

sabotage and imposed a curfew in Sekondi-Takoradi on the 14th of September.

When the President appealed for a return t© work on his arrival, the

strike leaders replied that they would not go back until they had some

guarantee from the Government that it would review its budget. Nkrua&h*s

view was that :

"If the Railway Workers disagreed with the policies
of their constitutionally-elected Government, they had
every right to make their views known ... through their
Members ©f Parliament ... or the TUC, But what is the
nature of these supposed grievances which have prompted
these workers to take this illegal and disgraceful action ?
They object to the compulsory savings scheme, to the
monthly deduction of income tax and to the Government's ^
taxation policy as a whole, in fact to the whole budget."

Thus far at any rate, the economic aspeots of the strike appear

to have been at the fore. However, financial and other pressures caused

a general breakdown, and nearly all the workers had returned by the

22nd of September.

What lay behind this strike apart from the obvious objections

to the new taxes and other factors mentioned above ? A brief attention

1. Quoted by Austin, Politics in Ghana, op. cit. p. 401, from
Gluma Today. 27th Septomber, 1961. For further description
of the political background, see Austin,op. cit., pps. 400-401,
and 404.
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to some of the other issues involved serves to indicate that there were

far-reaching polltioal motivations as well. It is, however,very difficult to

da more than guess at some of them, since by reason of there feeing only *

Party-controlled press, and press censorship, it was only by an amount of

field research in Takoradi among some of the strikers, that some picture
ha3 emerged.

There was certainly at a later stage in the strike,attempts by

opposition groups, particularly the United Party, to prolong the

situation and play the strikers for political ends. They were,however,

fairly slow in making the most of it, and by the time that the Government's

indictment of it as a "wider oonspiraoy" was more justified, most of the

workers had decided to go back to work. From the first, of course, it

was not a purely industrial affair, intended as it was to bring pressure

on the Government to modify its Budget policy. At first there was a

degree of sympathy from both the TUC, which, while calling for a return

to work, did say that they would investigate their grievances, and from

the Party press,which admitted that there were some reasons for complaint.

The Party press began by being sympathetic to the strikers, saying that

the budget was the fault of the bureaucratic inefficiency left over from

colonialism, but gradually got tougher with warnings about returning or

losing their jobs. This probably came with a fear that to acknowledge the

strike,might be construed as an admission of weakness. Eventually, the

Western egional Commissioner was quoted as saying that the strike was
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"
a deliberate attempt to undermine the State."'1" It was finally

branded as a political plot which attempted to reduce the power of

"foreign capitalists." It did however definitely develop almost to the
' f 2

size of a "counter revolution's* Tettegah called it, and some of the

leaders in Takoradl still admit to using it as a vehicle for their

opposition to the Convention Peoples' Parly and the trend to one-party

government. Dr J.B. Danquah and Joe Appiah, as leaders of the united

Party, were uocused of complicity in the strike, and there is eveiy reason

to believe, no matter how true this acousation was, that it would have

helped t eir interests. Needless to say, the "Imperialists" were also

held to have some responsibility, but this is more indicative of a general

trend to cry this throughout the developing Socialist economies,to distract

attention from domestic problems.

The aftermath of the Strike carve early in Ootober, when the TUG

announced that its Executive Board would take over the running of the

Union of Railway and Harbour Workers for a period of six months. The

TUC, throughout the 1961 crisis, operated on two levels, as part of the

regime's apparatus of control and, almost in 3pite of itself, as a normal

Ghana Timea. September 13th, 1961. See also B. Fitoh and Vary
Oppenheimer; Ghana ; End of an Illusion. (Monthly Review
Press,1966). Here the Sekondi-Takoradi strike is seen as an
attempt by the Imperialists to overthrow a Socialist Government.
The authors see the background to the C.P.P. takeover and suppression
of the unions, the imposition of "Labour aristocrats", and the drop
by 15, in the real wages of the workers as a result of the 1961
Budget, as indications of a non-existent revolution, which the
workers were called upon to defend. To these authors, Ghana was
not socialist enough, and the unions in their privileged position,
did not perform their functions in a proper socialist way.
cf. Bruce H. Millen: The Political Role of Labour in Developing
Countries (Brookings Inst. 1963, pp. 75-76.

2. Tettegah had been General Secretary of the TUC since I960.
D.K. Foevie was the Chairman.
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negotiating body. On neither level did it do very well. On the 23rd of

October about a dozen officials of the Industrial, Commercial and General

brkers Union who had taken part in the strike were expelled, and the

Sekondi-Takoradi Branch of the Union was disbanded. Some twenty other

politioal and union figures were arrested under the terms of the

Preventive Detention Act. This was explained by Tettegah : "By allowing

tneaselves to be used by foreign agents and subversive politicians,

the detainees have forfeited and misplaced any confidence reposed in

them by the rank and file, and are no longer entitled to any sympathy of

the Trade Union Movement, and must be so condemned.""'"
2

On the 11th December, the Government issued a White Paper which

talked injterms of "terrorist tactics backed by industrial disturbances"
and went on to paint the whole episode as a political manoevre, one of

a series linked with attempts to assassinate the President. It was

run by political figures who "met frequently for the purpose of planning

industrial action as a means of overthrowing the Government, and by

June of this year had succeeded in establishing close relations with

some influential members of the Railway and Harbour Workers Union.

Two of the political figures implicated,Dr J.B. Danquah and Victor

Owusu, were supposed to have provided funds so that the local 'Market

Women" could be shown to have provided "free" food to the strikers,to

show that it had "popular support". Control, according to the report,passed

entirely to the hands of the Opposition politicians when the industrial
«

1. Ghana Mews gency Report. October 10th.

2. Statement by the Government on the Conspiracy
(Accra, white Paper No. 7/61).

3. See Statement,op. oit.



leaders of the strike found that they had been hoodwinked and

coulu not defeat the Government in such a manner. it finally

accused one of the strike leaders i\ir W.l-i. Grant of admitting

freely that the intention was to overthrow the Government.i
the truth probably lies somewhere between* The twin towns of

Gekondi-Takoradi, populated by different tribes froai those in

Accra, along with the Ashantl in Kumasi, were Ion,- opposed to

the Government whose major support came from the Accra

conurbation. it is therefore not difficult to oncerstand that

political pressures were very much to the fore tfcircughout.

The strike was the last major attempt until the 1066 Goup

at organised opposition to the bkrumah regime, it had some

economic roots, but political reasons were the real motivation.

While it failed, it demonstrates once again the overriding

political nature of the unions, and that political commitment

rather than any desire to strike for collective bargaining

purposes was behind it.

By the time of the first biennial congress of the TUC held

in Kumaai in march 1962, the problems engendered by the Takoradi

strike had been forgotten or suppressed,and the movement in
p

Ghana had t rued even more into a major political organisation.

1. field study shows that ilr Grant was a local organiser
of the Opposition United Party.

2, Mr Wallace Johnson (interview of 1/4/64)• See also
Towards Kkrumahism (T.U.C. Report on Doctrine and
Orientation) presented by J.K. Tettegah (Kumaai, March,1962).
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The Congress ©merged as a mere propaganda rally with hardly any

matters for decision before it, though there was a strong under¬

current of feeling on major issues affecting the degree of

independence of the TUG. This was the first conference to take

place since the hew structure was brought in in April 1959.

Any comaent on the role of the trade unions in the State

was submerged under discussion of the evils of colonialism, neo¬

colonialism, imperialism and monopoly capitalism. There was

practicully nothing in the way of an Agenda, only an ad toe

timetable ana there were no previously circulateu resolutions

of any substance. In sum, the whole affair was planned not as

a congress but as a propaganda rally. Nkrumah's speech set the

tone. He talked of the Government formed by the Convention

Peoples' Party as being a peoples' government,and that therefore

tin interests of workers war© well enough catered fox* by tae

Estate, The trade unions therefore tod a different role from

that of trade unions in a capitalist society, and trade unions

and their officials must discard their colonial mentality and

methods arid remember that they were not struggling against

capitalists but should spearhead the effort to raise productivity

and production. Leadership of the trade unions and the

leauers especially, must inculcate into the working people the
love for labour and increased productivity. The trade unions

must assist in explaining the socialist policies which the

Government were pursuing to assure their members that they

would be of ultimate benefit to the workers. Party officials

and trade union officials should work hand in hand in raising
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the ideplogical consciousnoas oi' the workers.

Among the points raised by the imnual deport presented by

Tettegsh,were discussions on national production competitions,

an incentive wages scheme which was to be reviewed annually,

speeding up of the training of Ghanaians for management and

key technical posts, continuo s ideological training programmes

for trade union leaders, union branch executives to bo

renamed traae union committees, further union amalgamations

and the division of commercial and industrial workers' unions,

national trade unions to derive tu© whale of tneir incomes

from a central fund administered by the headquarters of the TUU

instead of receiving a fixed percentage of uuea, and dues to

be increased on a alining scale. All these points put forward

in the congress by 'i'ettegah were unanimously adopted and came

into force automatically on presentation, Discussion of the

Report took precisely twenty minutes. After a promising start,

the outlook was bleak.

Prom 1962 until the military Coup which removed Bcrumah

from power, the history of the labour movement in Ghana was

distinguished by few significant events. The GTUC was a major

wing of the Government machine, working closely with the
1

AATUP Secretariat and the .bureau of afrioan affairs, and

1. A c.l.P. organisation for the training of "African
freedom fighters" in Accra.
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there was a consequent decline in tue importance on the one hand

of the Individual unions, arid on tm other of tut Ministry of

Labour. Significant in this was that while Tette&ah as the

Secretary General held cabinet hank, (though m lost it when

Kkrumah saw him as too much ol* a rival 1) the Minister of Labour

did not.

It was a period also when the State was very much involved

in its programme of Nationalisation, which included both the

larger expatriate and indigenously-owned inedustries aud

tracing concerns. xceuaations of past exploitation of the

workers was oao of the main planks justifying this operation,

hut the unions played little pert in this process, except us

willing members of mass demonstrations in supprt of government

policyAt a later stage, the TUC old turn to attaching the
Administrations of these new fublic hnterpriaes and state

corporations, which in the maixi, being run by civil servants, had

perhaps tended to expect the same employer-employee relationship

as existed generally in the rublic nervioe.

in February 1964, there was some unauthorised industrial

trouble in a.ccra, Haemal ana Tsucoradi* This took the form of

a short-lived strike by employees of a hrltiah-owned

engineering firm, which was called an Unauthorised demonstration11

by the Government-controlled press.3 It was quickly disowned

by the two unions concerned 4, and the TUC decided that those

1. When ho turned hi> full attention to the oecrefcary-General-
shlp of AATUF, ho was replaced by S.b. Magnus-Geor.; ;e.

2. The mass demonstration was a coat ion feature of t..e period.
3. Ghanaian Tines ♦ (2©th February, 1964).
4. The industrial, Commercial and General Workers Union,

and the Timber and woodworkers Union.



''officers concerned in tue two unions should bo expelled for

not using the machinery proviaed for by the Industrial iielations
1

Act, to deal with such disputes ♦" Shis was duly carried out.

Again in May 1964, the TUC felt it necessary to taae

some of the heat out of their members grievances by going

through the motions of protesting to the Ministries of Labour

and Trade, concerning labour costs and redundancies. Discontent

was widespread among the workers for those reasons, but any

"demonstrations" were branded as political and against the

interests of the at&te. The TUC in order to contain this wide¬

spread movement of discontent, and possibly also cecause the

then secretary General of the TUC, 3.D. Magnus-George, felt in

a strong enough position via a vis the discredited minister of

Trade,A.Y.h. hjin, (who was currently bearing the whole brunt

of ttjfi unpopularity of the Governments economic policies which

had led to rocketing cost of living, and scarcity of food)

issued a statement critical of the policies loading to

redundancy, though directing the complaints mainly to the

private sector. It announced that j

"in an effort to protect the interests of its members

the TUC is submitting proposals to the Government to take

steps to offset any hardship on the workers" (sic) ^.

1. Ghanaian Times, (29th February 1864).

2. Ghanaian Times. (11th may 1964). Magnus-George himself
was purged 'in"Augus t 1964, and replaced by J.11. Ampah,
another hostage to the Governments unpopular policies,
most of the decretarles-General of the individual unions
resigned at the same time.
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Tills statement was accompanied by one in the Ghanaian

Tinea of the same date, to tho effect that the approaches to the

Government had revealed "that allocations for essential goods

submitted by iraporters had been met and that there was no

justification whatsoever for some employers to ueci&re workers

redundantThere w«*re no other obvious results of this move.

Generally, and apart from tho above, the unions and the

TUG were little in the news durin. this period, dhat the

workers felt is only occasionally glimpsed at, between the lines

of the government-controlled press. There was no obvious

starvation, but urban employment was high, and tne move back to

the countryside was pronounced. The „orkers Briguue, mentioned

earlier, took up some slack, which probably postponed the

growth of organised opposition.

There was one further isolated event which caused some

individual unions briefly to rebel. This was the introduction

of a national Provident Fund in 1965. hmployees contributed

15 per cent of their weekly wages to this and employers paid

at a 15 per cemt rate, But the initial protests - to trade

unions, employers, to the various ministries, gradually changed

to reluctant acceptance. The cost of living had continued to

increase, and whilst manufacturers had in general, not been able

to pass on their 15 per cent in the form of higher prices, cue

to price controls, auu world market prices,*2 the opportunity

had been taken to reduce labour and cut costs by not replacing

1. ibid. Government import controls were so strict and roal-
adminisfcered, that for some months, virtually nothing
carae into the country.

2. i.e. mainly in cocoa.
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wastage, and discharging excess labour which it was previously

politically expedient to carry.

during 1965, a further uevelopment was the decision to

cut the sixteen existing unions to only ten.* This was

proposed on the grounds that the existing structure was 3till

too complex and expensive. It never fully came into operation

before tho coup, though it was promulgated in the 1965

Industrial Relations Act, which also laid down new regulations

with regard to collective bargaining, and as to who could

negotiate. It set out strict penalties for failure to enter

into negotiations.2 The Act in addition set up a new Unfair

Labour Practices Tribunal 2, consisting of five members, to

investigate complaints relating to strikes and lockouts. This

too had no opportunity to get into gear before the coup d'etat.

Throughout this period the Ghana Laoour hovesent had only

brief contacts with the British TUG though it had been

affiliated to it from 1945 onwards, by the tiae of Independence,

the Trade Union congresses of Britain ana Ghana were hardly on

the best of terms. Ghana resented what it considered as th

British paternalistic cola rial tendency to give auvlce on

Trade Union matters.

1. These were; The lineworkersj The Teachers and Educational
Workers; The Agricultural Workers; Th© Industrial,
Commercial, and catering Trades; The Posts, Transport and
Karatime Workers; The Constructions and Woodworkers; The
Public services; The Railway Workers; The Hospital-Workers ,
and The local Government Workers Union.

2* Industrial Relations act. (Act ho. 219} 1965, section 8.
3. Ibid. Section 31.
4. See also Gh. V, p. 181,and also a good discussion in B.C.

Robertsi Labour in the Tropical Territories of the
commonwealth. (U. of London, 1964.) especially Ch. V, p.146.
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One major point ol" conflict vt&s over the "hew structure"

of the Ghana Trace Union congress, in 1059 w>ir Vincent Tewson,

the General Secretary of the Gritlan TUG, wrote to jiikrumah

as follows :

"It has been brought to my notice that a report of
a speech made by you in Sekondi Included a
reference to the British TUG."

"The report says • •• Br Hkruraah told the Trade
Union loaders that ... the TUC Hew otructur© was

goverraaent-eponsored and he personally supported
it. The British TUC, which had fought for
similar cnanges, had not achieved such recognition
as the workers of Ghana had ... "

"This report, if correct, would indicate that you
were under the impression that the British TUG
would support legislation such as the Ghana
Industrial delations Act if it were introduced
into this country. I wish to make it clear to
you that such legislation would be In conflict
with our basic operation as a Movement fro© and
independent of government (irrespective of party)
and would b® resisted here by our whole Movement*"*

This quotation from Tewson's letters 3howa the basic

difference between the two structures. The British TUC'a

General Council reported in September 1959 at some length on

the situation In Ghana. It says :

"The General Council took special note of this
development which represented a departure by
th© Trad© Union Movement of an ex-colonial
territory in the Commonwealth from the conception
of independent Trade Unionism held in this country
**, The Geci-»etary General wrote to Dr Ikrumah to
inform him that the British TUC would not support
such legislation if it were introduced into this
country since it would be in conflict with the
basic operation of the Movement, as a movemerit
free and independent of government*" 2

1, GTUQ (typewritten) deport (April 1959). copy told by
.Ir 'Wallace Johnson.

2. British TUC General council Report (September 1959)
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The past three chapters have examined the development of

trade unionism In Ghana in terms of the political environment,

without proffering any taoral judgements, or suggesting what

should be the ^proper" goals of the unions. This has, in the

.main, been associated with the cont set between the TUG, and.

individual unions and the Party. Too often of recent, the

alternative to involvement with the Party was non-involvement

in politics, while in fact,the anti-colonial nature of the early

unions did not stipulate that they were particularly unique to

the GPP. There certainly viae a division among the leauership

of the unions over the form of political leadership, just as

there was a division over the function of the unions. To see

the unions as entirely within the GPP framework la to mlajudge

the situation. This clearly emerges when one distinguishes

between the actions of the unions in the anti-colonial struggle

as against on© or other party group internal to Ghana.

What these three chapters have illustrated is the

historical influences that acted on the development of Ghanaian

trade unions, how they arose, why they arose when they did

and^ssistod in the anti-colonial struggle in the way they did, at

least up to Independence, when they found thoir new role in

co-operation with the State. This is enlarged upon in the
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following chapter. It has emerged that these unions "new In

a very different manner from those In Britain. f£he conflict

between twe traditional, and the process of modernisation

existed in Britain of course, but riot that between the native

society and the Colonial regime, a conflict that has had

considerable influences on their development.

On the other hand it was far from being all conflict,

and the Colonial Power and the metropolitan unions ave a

great deal of assistance at an early star:©, indeed almost before

the unions actually existed. While we have soon that early

socio-economic groupings and nascent unions did exist prior to

the Second World War, it is probably true to say that most of

the unions which appeared from then up at least until the mid-

fifties, would either not have come into being at all, or would

have petered out very quickly without the help of the Colonial

Government and its Labour department in overcoming difficulties

of administration and tribal barriers. But conflict there was,

with the unions as one weapon against a colonial government,

but a government which was also the trend setter, and the

employer of at least half of the Kodern sector in the Ghanaian,

economy. Conflict finally there was, as was mentioned above,
between the aodern ana toe traditional, tbo union loyalty or
loyalty to tribe or chief.
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CHAPYSH V

ANALYSIS 0? TUB PROCESS OF DEVELOPMENT

1. Introduction.

In tne previous chapters the historical development of trade unionism in

Ghana was examined in some detail. The present chapter seeks to analyse

more precisely the various influences which had a hearing en the

development, in an attempt to answer the questions of why the trade

unions rose when they did and took the fern they did during the period

under study.

I distinguish two categories of influence. The first of these, what

I have termed the internal factors, includes such considerations as the

economic environment in whioh the unions emerged. For example the growth

of a money economy is one sine que ncn of trade union development anywhere.

Another relates to the increases in urbanisation with the concurrent

acceleration of social change. The second category of influence concerns

those external forces emanating from the West and elsewhere under the

aegis of colonialism itself and equally from these agencies opposed to

colonialism. Western patterns of trade unionism for example were imported

through the medium of metrepelitea-trained leadership and in a wider

context by direct and indirect contact with ether foreign trade union

organisations and the great Internationals, the W.F.T.U, and the I.C.F.T.U.

In the formative period, the influence of the union structure of Britain

was of major importance, but sines Independence, ether external agencies

and the union movements of third countries played a much larger part.

Included in this is the influence of what 1 have called the institutional

factors.
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This Is at first sight somewhat similar to what pertained in

nineteenth century Britain, namely the attitudes ef Government and employers

first of all in combatting the rise ef trade unionism, and later tolerating

or even encouraging Its development. Here it is interesting to note at the

outset, the lack of the typical tripartite situation of workers,

employers and government in Ghana. But frequently in the colonial situation

the latter two worked as ene, and even where this was not entirely the case,

in the minds of the trade unionists they were one, whieh was all that

mattered.

2. Internal Economic and Social Factors.

In the modem period, trade unions have become a mark ef social progress

and industrial achievement within a state, and this has contributed greatly

to their rapid emergence. This process has been accompanied ey the desire

of the newly independent governments to keep them under their control,

with aims which are first and foremost committed to the national interest.

Stimulated by increasingly large measures of self-government, political

parties prior to independence earns to recognise the advantages and added

strength that control of trade union organisations would give them. Both

these points are of particular relevance to Ghana. On the other hand,

the trade union movement was net only used to further the campaigns for

independence, but also to give expression, especially in Ghana, to

international policies such as the Pan- African idea \ It is within this

pelitleal framework that the following is relevant. But before these

objectives can be fulfilled there are certain basic prerequi3lt os ef trade

1, See disoussion, Chapter Vlll below.
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union development. I have isolated some which are of universal application,

and which had equal place in the growth of trade unions in Britain in the

late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

One first precondition is the growth of a money economy and the

consequent emergence of a sizeable wage-labour force. Concurrent with this

is the general acceleration of economic activity. A money economy means

money wages, which in turn create a market for new goods and commodities

at an international level. This toads to lead te a more stable wage labour

force within which trade unionism can thrive. These necessary conditions

began to appear to an appreciable degree in Ghana in the years between the

Wars. Again economic individualism and more highly developed concepts

of capital accumulation, land tenure and employment come into being.

This tends te weaken communal and lineage responsibilities, which in

turn makes the individual more vulnerable to economic exploitation. The

trade union comes into being as a natural replacement for the seourity

afforded ley traditional society.1
With the growth of a money economy comes the realisation of the

Ghanaian wage earners that the betterment of their own economic well-being

and status is best achieved through co-operation and collective

bargaining, with a common generally expatriate efcomy. This appreciation

is exaggerated by comparisons made with the salaries and living

conditions of the colonists, and by the growth of international

comparisons generally, though admittedly discussion of black-white wage

differentials did not arise in Ghana until after 1945. In the odd

instances elsewhere where African and White workers did the same jobs,for

1. See M.J. Herskevita, The Social factor in Changing Africa op. cit. p.400.
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example in immediate post-war Frenoh West Africa, the wage differential

could be as muoh as ten times, and this was therefor an extremely

effective tool, especially when used in France itself by African and

Socialist deputies in the National Assembly. There was little similar

campaigning in Britain for the right to higher wages for Africans in British

West Africa, due to less centralised administration of our colonial

territories, and in any case there were hardly any eases of Ghanaians and

Europeans doing the same jobs until very much later. The change from a

subsistence eoonosy, assisted in the main by the British Colonial

government, tended to widen the range between economic prosperily and

security, and gave in consequence further scope for grievance. These

grievances couldjin modern conditions, be most easily dealt with by

communal activity, through the use ©f unions, which were given strength

and direction by having money wages to pay for education and organisation.

Secondly the degree of urbanisation, industrialisation or concentration

of production in farms, faotories and towns, the degree of large-scale

entrepreneurship and of better communications is fundamental to the

development ef trade unions. Collectivisation into towns and in production

units, allows for this necessary communication between sizeable numbers

of wage earners for the first time. This raises the question : is the

degree of unionisation proportional to the degree of urbanisation. Almost

certainly it is, especially if one includes, as a determining factor,

the degree of communication, for both urbanisation (collectivisation and

commercialisation) and communications are neoessary for a trade

unionism hoping to oope with modern ciroumstanoes. The strongest unions,

in the Frenoh as in the British colonies, were as we have seen in the

towns - Dakar, Cotonou,, Lagos, Freetown and Aocra - nothing much

existing in the hinterlands.
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In Ghana then© wore, however, two exceptions to this

general rule. First of all from 1934 onwards unions appeared

round the expatriate-controlled mines and other exploitive

inaustries such as the timber extraction concessions which

began operating about this time. These establishments provided

the necessary prerequisites, namely collectivisation into units

or groups of units for communication purposes, and also the

unity of economic interest of those concerned. The second

exception were those workers employed in communications them¬

selves, the Motor Urivers, who had a union from 1931, and the

Railway Workers Union which had a national structure (as far as

the railways extended nationally that is) with well-supported

and Informed union branches, from tue late thirties, here again

the conditions of ability to keep in contact and a similarity of

interest were fulfilled.

A third factor concerns the strength of traditional ties.

This could either have a beneficial or retarding effect on

development. 12x1sting ethnic patterns may make trade unions

superfluous in coping with the problems of insecurity, so that

the friexidly-society type of organisation proves unnecessary even

In modern conditions, But in a new urban environment thi3 will

seldom be sufficient, when it is necessary to campaign against

modern forraa of government or employers. Trade unions replace

the tribe and family, and have to cop© with the whole range

of economic necessities forth© members. They may become a

combination of friendly society, insurance company and trade

union, looking after the sick, running savings schemes and

even educational projects, as was the case with some of the
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earlier Nigerian trade unions. The almost "Owenite" belief in

trad© unions as multi-purpose organisations which were intended

to replace the traditional tribal societies by attempting to

meet the whole range of the workers' needs, suggests, as was

discussed earlier, that this was not in the first instance simply

an attempt to copy contemporary Western trace union patterns. But

as trie experience of early trade unionism in the Gold Uoast showed,

while this belief in "one-big-unionism" was current in the

beginning, increased specialisation quickly followed.

Tribal ties on the other hand may seriously weaken the unions,

and the existence of tribal rivalries may make it easy for

employers to break strikes organised by unions with a one tribe

membership, by calling in workers from other tribes, as happened

in strikes involving the nshanti in the post war period.^ The

tribal factor is an extremely important one throughout, and needs

constant emphasis, and even strong national unions used the

existing structure for fn ir own ends. The Ashanti Motor -drivers'
Union for example, up till its strike in 1937, continued to put

all its grievances to the Government through the Asantahene and

other local chiefs.2

The general level of economic prosperity or depression,

fourthly, is a universally important factor in trade union

development. Workers will combine to cope with general or

particular conditions of adversity, but in fact, will be

strongest in a buoyant or inflationary situation. When

1. cf Nigeria. See Appeauix It.

2. See Chapter IT
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production is booming, the desire of employers to avoia strikes

is favourable to trade union demands for better pay and conditions

of service. While as a general statement this probably holds

good, it is very difficult to substantiate in statistical terras.

To strike in boora conditions is not always recauneratlve in

West Africa due to the very elastic nature of the labour supply,

especially in unskilled or semi-skilled occupations, Though

skilled workers will tend to have more continuous bargaining power

even where there is considerable depression, in Ghana there was

always a reasonably educated reaerve-army available for strike¬

breaking when the need arose. This is still true today with

the presence of the large numbers of underemployed middle-school

leavers referred to above. Outside Ghana, similar problems

faced the trade unions, as was exemplified by the 1955 pre-"Code

d© Travail" strike in Conakry which was broken by calling in

replacement workers from Senegal, and even using a group of

transient fishermen from Dahomey, because of the weaknesses of

West African unions in this roapeot, and uue al3o to their

inability to provide the necessary strike funds, they have been

wont to employ the token (and as a coxisequenc© usually well

disciplined) short-periou stoppage, to show their disaffection.

The Ghanaian unions employed the lightning strike technique on

numerous occasions during the early fifties. This method

causes maximum inconvenience to employers with minimum harm

to the strikers.

Finally, the sisse and distribution of the wage labour

force, as determined by the degree of urbanisation will be

important for the developraexxt of the unions through
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providing effective numerical strength, sufficient facility of

communication and the necessary funds* We have seen what a

small percentage of the total working population unionised

labour may be, but if reasonable numbers are grouped within a

fairly small geographical area, then the process is greatly

assisted. The strength of unions in the southern parts of

Ghana, especially round the mines and in the cocoa and timber

producing areas, illustrates this obvious tendency,
V

The above environmental factors along with the other

sociological conditions uiacussed in the Introduction, are

enough in themselves to explain the rise of trad© unions in

Ghana as simple and natural combinations of workers which

form to cope with certain economic situations. There are of

course many other conditions within the area which will influence

the type of organisation which eventually emerges, and these

perhaps should be given a place with those listed above. In

many situations, just as Important as tribal and geographical

divisions is the level of experience and education of the

working population.^ A certain minimum level of the latter is

required to ensure an efficient and viable trade union

organisation and leadership, and to retain a check on individual

leaders' honesty of purpose and practice, It is certainly

difficult to give weight to these factors, and many are

frequently not as real as they are apparent. Success in the

1. See Section 4, below.
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long run aay be hindered or denied by personal ambitions and

rivalries much as would apply to any organisation anywhere•

3. External influence on the development of West African Trade Unions «

In the years Immediately preceding the second World War,

various external Influences quite apart from that of

colonialism Itself, began to make themselves felt on the social

and political organisations which existed In Weat Africa at

the time. With regard to trad© unions in Ghana, this section

shows what form these external forces took, where they originated,

and what they hopea to achieve by the expenditure of large

amounts of money and resources. Having discussed the methods

by which they influenced the development of Ghanaian trade

unionism and what their objectives were, I go on to analyse

their successes and failures. As the major agency is that of

colonialism itself, incorporated into this will be a

discussion of the relevance of the transplantation to Ghana

of British trade unionism. Whereas in the older industrialised

countries such as Britain, trade unions and the procedures for

conciliation and arbitration which come with them, evolved

through many decades, in Ghana, as has been seen, they are

for the most part a quite recent growth. Something of the

British experience, though as will be demonstrated, this may

tend to be Irrelevant or misplaced, has been transmitted through

the medium of the Colonial Civil Service, the presence of

British and other Expatriate management and the more deliberate
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presence of British-based trade union advisers. The following

section discusses these and other agencies in more detail. The

array of such external forces active in the trade union field

is fairly large, and the object is to attempt to categorise the

major groups.

It is argued that trade union organisations in under¬

do \e loped countries have been materially affected by these

extra-territorial forces to a degree which has often been

underestimated. Proceeding on the assumption which is supported

by much of the literature, that trade union organisations

are an essential part of the development and that they may

be a major guide to their nation's political future, it is

hardly surprising that countries ana organisations from out¬

side those whose union organisations are to be influenced, have

devoted a substantial amount of money and effort to their

labour programmes. It becomes immediately obvious that one

must from the beginning take issue with Rostow in this

particular context when he argues that "movement along the

road of modernisation will be determined in each society by

unique factors in its history, culture and ambitions which a

society outside can only Influence marginally".2 One must

admittedly distinguish between the long and the short terra,

but Rostov's thesis no matter how generally intended, would

1. J.P. WIndmuller 'External influences on Lahour Groups
in Underdeveloped Countries' from Industrial and Labour
Relations Review (1963). See also Zack A. Labour Training
In "jeveloping Countries (Pall Mall).

2. W.W. Rostow ^Address to Fifth World Conference of Sociology''.
(1962) - quoted by Windmuller, op. clt. p. 97.
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seam to contradict the facts in Ghana where external forces

very obviously have played a large and continuing part# George

lodge also maintains that the external Influences are of more

importance than Rostov? admits

The initiative for influencing trade unions in this way

has not originated solely among external forces, and the

desire to establish control of the Ghanaian trade unions wa3 of

course limited by the above mentioned internal conditions. But

since the possession of a trade union organisation has become

a mark of social progress and a sign of industrial achievement,

help will be accepted where help is offered. This was

especially true of Ghana both before and after independence«

In the context of Mkrumah and the 0.?.?«*a interest in having a

model trade union organisation which, in the main, was committed

first and foremost to the national interest, and only secondarily

to its own self-defined goals, a large variety of agencies were

allowed to influence and assist in their varied way3*

But in the end It can be shown that while external

interests and internal needs have to some extent complemented

each other, it is the outside influences that have played the

major part in moulding the present structure of Ghanaian trade

unions. The experience of those countries which are now fairly

industrially advanced is very similar. European trade unions

certainly borrowed or shared each other's experiences and

1, G.C. Lodge Spearheads of democracy, (Harper, Howe, 1962),
p, 13. For a Marxist view of this book, see Spark
(1st May 1964, Accra) Mo, 73.
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Ideologies In shaping their character and th ir relations with the

state, the employers and the political parties. Similarly, they

came together in international solidarity movements to foster a

continuous interchange of ideas.^ This ooviously large amount

of mutual influence among these now advanced nations in their

trade union affairs, naturally extends to the developing

countries as well, and Ghana was no exception in this process.

It is difficult to assess the degree which early external

influences among the developed nations affected or determined the

ideologies and structures of their own national trade union

organisations. In some cases, it might well be argued, as by

Rostow, that the internal political and economic circumstances

were ultimately the deciding factor in shaping their character,

but even if we accept this for the long run, the difference,

when we come to deal with Ghana is that there was neither the

government nor the labour organisation whloh eoula guide from

an internal source, the growth of trace union organisations by

means of organised, sustained and well-financed pressures. What

unions existed were therefore very much at the mercy of external

influences.

In was In the inter-war period, as has been seen from

Chapter 11 of this thesis, that trace union organisations in

Ghana first became the objective for guidance and control among

1. See li. felling 'The Knights of Labour in Sritain 1880-1901'
in Economic History Review Vol. 9 {Dec. 1956), for a
description of U.S. influence on European Labour. Also
L. Watillon, 'The Knights of Labour in Delglum' -
Institute of Industrial Relations (California, 1959) :
s". 3« levine. industrial 'IWIa£'tons" in Post-'Jar Japan
(Illinois,1958), page 6^.
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external forces. What were these Influences 1 I distinguish

three separate groups, which came at different stages in the

development process, ana have,of course,not yet finally proved

their degrees of relative superiority. Firstly there were these

forces stemming from the colonial situation. Secondly, there

were those which came from "third" countries, such as the

United States, the Soviet Union, and Israel. Thirdly, and

perhaps in the long run this may prove to be the most powerful

influence of all, there were the pressures exerted by the

international labour organisations, and associated bodies. These

divisions are of course not rigid ones, and for example most of

the important national trade unions of the developed countries

are affiliated with one or other international bouy through

which they channel much of their labour assistance to under¬

developed countries. But at the same time, many of them also

act individually whether in consultation or co-operation with

their own governments.

4. The colonial Influence.

Certainly the first and most positive influence was that

of Britain itself. This whole subject was discussed at some

length in the Historical Section above.^ Its influence on

trade union development was channelled in a wide variety of ways,

1. Chapter 11 to IV.
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by moans or tao Government itself, Its labour advisors, by

expatriate employers and by individual unions in Britain.3-
It might be convenient therefore when speaking in general terms,

to further sub-divide into governmental and non-governmental

influences. The activities of some national trade union organ¬

isations such as the National Union of Mineworkers, equalled or

even exceeded the efforts of the Government, though of course

not all of them felt compelled to participate. In countries

other than Britain which have a single national trade union

federation, this organisation has frequently both the duty and

the franchise to operate abroad as the executive agency of the

governments international labour policy. In the case of

Britain there always has been some need for independent govern¬

mental efforts since the policies of the trade union movement and

of the government or party in power do not necessarily always

reflect each other. But there are in fact very few cases in

relation to Ghana where there was not a broadly similar objective

in international labour policy, and co-oporatlon rattier than

competition between the Government, the TUG and individual unions

has been the rule. The Government's colonial and international

policy towards Ghana has normally been based on complementing the

TUC'a actions no matter what has been in power. The phenomenon

ia even more obvious in the United States, where American

Government and the AFL-CIO work In active and effective co-oper¬

ation, in their attitudes for example, towards the I.C.P.T.U.

1. For a discussion of France's practice see J. Meynaud and
A. Salah-Bey,- he Syndicalism' Afrlcaln (Payot,1963).



The earliest signs or this in Ghana were in 1930, when

lord Passfieldf as Secretary of State for the colonies in the

second Labour Administration, suggested to British colonial

administrators throughout the Kmpire that the growth of trade

unionism in the colonies was desireable per se. and a legitimate

feature of industrial and social development. The "Fassfield

l-.emorandura" is an excellent starting-point for any consideration

of external influence on trade unionism in Ghana. The British

model was, at that stag©, held to be the best suited for the

purpose, just as the unions of French West Africa were to be

structurally modelled on those of France.**- A study of the

growth of interest of Britain and France In traae unionism in

their dependent territories shows as was seen in the preceding

chapter that in both cases there was a realisation of the

importance of trade unions before any real organisations of
*

workers existed. The metropolitan countries' roles were

natural in the colonial situation, but the reins ware not to be

loft entirely in their hands.

In the non-Governmental field, it is again not surprising

that British patterns of trade unionism in both structure and

or anisatlon, were adopted in the main, since the object was to

cope and bargain with British patterns of capitalism and employment.

The structure of unions, from local branch to national union,

and to federation of unions on both horisontal and vertical

patterns was entirely based on the British systcra. The .British

1, Be© I.P.Oonidec 'The development of Trade Unionism in
Black Africa' - Bulletin of the Inter-African Labour
Institute (Kay, This' uas a dismiss ion o'f the
links between French unions and those of her colonics•
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T.U.C • maintained a continuing liaison with the OTUC * and

individual unions, and it often furnished a service of experts,

financed small scale training programmes, and gave scholarships

to trade unionists to go to educational institutions such as

Ruskin College. But individual trade unions in Britain, such

as National Union of Mineworkers, also played a prominent and

independent role in for example helping the Ghanaian union of

ilineworkers in both its financial control and organisation,

5. The Influence of Third Countries»

But Britain was not to be left alone to influence the

Ghanaian trade union structure unhampered. i-'or a variety of

reasons, philanthropic or self-seeking, third parties began

to enter the scene just prior to, and more extensively after,

the Second 'World War. From the moment that Russia began to

look outward, African trade unions became an Important object

of attention, ofton for purely political reasons, The United

States concurrently or as a result, also began to take a similar

interest. Other countries entered the field at a later stage,

notably Israel, Egypt and West Germany.

1. See Chapter IV, Section 6. Also a fairly full discus Bon
in F.T. Be Vyver»a Tnc Transplantation of grade Unionism
to British Colonial^'&frlca '(Uuke University. 190S) ~

2, At a later stage, it. was in Ghana, if anywhere, that
Russian patterns might have been expected to have been
adopted. See Chapter VI ♦
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Until the nineteen fifties, Communist influence in Ghanaian

trade unionism was negligible, but with the growth of nationalism

and the move towards indepenuence, along with an increase in

travel and educational facilities in eastern Lurope, a new

interest in Communist ideas was ensured. This process was

assisted by the JFTU and the Communist Party of Great nritain .

There were certainly Communist or hast European interests

before this, ant as early as the 1930s, trade union leaders such

as Wallace Johnson of Sierra Leone, were being trained on

special courses in .oscow at the University of the ^ast. The

Soviet Union also understandably sought to influence the

shaping of trace union movements in Ghana Itself, through

local loaders and organisations, in order to safeguard its

political and economic interests abroad, as much as to

extend its ideological beliefs. With initially quite

modest results, the Soviet Union established itself, with the

assistance of many Ghanaian Political leaders,1 as a

considerable influence in Ghanaian trade unionism for about a

decade. The ideology of the C.P.P. was of considerable

assistance in this respect.

From the end of the war, the other large victorious powers,

especially the United States, entered the field as well, and

began attempting to rive direction to the trade union movements
2

in West Africa. The United States Government has a declared "

1. On the Hussion Interest in African Trade Unions, see
Protocols of the Red International of Labour Unions,
Hoscow, 1928} j also G. Licbtblau ' •'frjbe'"'Gommunls't' Labour
Offensive in Former colonial Countries' industrial and
Labour Relations Uevlew,(April, 1962).

2. See G.C. Lodge, Spearheads of Democracy (Harper, 1962).
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policy of "atrengthoning free democratic trade unions, to raise

standards of living through, improved labour -managemonfc

relatione*" To implement this, it had a vast programme of

educational and training schemes, and in the period up till

1962,there were hundreds of visits to the U*3. of one kind or

another, by labour leaders from Ghana. Thereafter,Ghana's

anti-American policies became so marked that such invitations

were neither proffered nor accepted to any great extent. Again

technical assistance to the Ghana Labour Lepartment, labour

attaches and advisors in the U.S. Embassy in Accra, loans and

grants to individual trade unions, these were the media of

influence of the United otates government, aimed not entirely

selfishly, at promoting efficient organisations as well as
1

American political influence In Ghana. This process too was

eroded al ter 1962* Also from the United States of America,

the AFL-CIO, assisted by some of its constituent unions, started

an active program© including direct financial assistance to

individual Ghanaian unions, ex change visits of trad© union

leaders and other educational ventures. The recently established

American Institute for Free Labour Development, an AFL-CIO

propaganda agency is now, post-coup, again taking a close

Interest in Ghanaian trade union activities.2

1. For a view on what tu© U.3. has done and a houlu be doing
see A. Zaek Labour Training in Developing Countries, op* eit.
11 et seq* Dee also Paper by Lack * Trade Unions and the
Development of middle Level Manpower*• Paper presented
at First International Conference of Afrlcanlats (Accra,
December 196 2 )#

2. cf. Latin America in R.J. Alexander ♦Foreign and Local
Influences on L&tin American Trade Unionism* in R.L.
Aronson and J .P. Wlndrouller, (eds): Labour Management
and -Economic Growth '(New York, 1954'J"; —



Important In the list of the developed nations which have

guided the efforts of African trade unions especially In Ghana,

as was shown in chapter W , is Israel's lilstudrut. It

developed close links with numbers of trade union leaders after

the ushering in of the "New structure" in 1958.x, Tettegah

and others mad© frequent visits to Israel up till the time of

the 1966 Coup, and the GTUC adopted many of its practices,

as befitted the desire to have a highly centralised organisational

structure within the otate. Hlstudrut'a Afoxsian Institute

for Labour Studies, which obtained quite a lot of its finances

from the AFL-CIO, enabled it to a ivise on the structure and

co-operative enterprises for trade unions after the "New

Structure" - a rather ironic use, in the short tern, of

American finances.

The West German Federation of Labour (LGB)again,became

an increasingly prominent source of assistance to Ghanaian trade

unionism. Its structural organisation, which,Ilk© the Israeli

one,was to the Ghanaians appeallngly centralised, caught the

attention of Ghana's trace union organisation and government

especially when that country started thinking in terms of a one-

party State. Ghana's adoption, after 1958, of the sixteen

union structure for the trade union movement appears,to a groat

extent,to be based on the DGB pattern. It is politically

1. So© also Appendix D. and chapter IV.

2. Leo Appendix ll; also chapter TV page 136. Information
on the DGB's involvement Is scanty. The D.G.3. Records
in Germany have not proved of much assistance.
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interesting that the Israeli's and the Germans have spent so much money

and time on Ghanaian and other trade union organisations throughout

Africa. Both of these countries feel it of supreme importance so to do

Because of their very much single-handed rivalries, the one with the Arab

states, and the other with East Germany. Their opponents have in

general terms Been notably unsuccessful within the trade union movement,

all the more surprising Because of the generally extreme leftwards-

looking policies of the recent leadership in the African States concerned.

A final point has to he made here. In recent years, following the

example of the industrialised countries, much of tho "external influence"

is coming from within Afrioa. The Ghana TUC, throughout the early

sixties especially, advertised itself as relevant model for trade union

organisations in other African countriee. Unilaterally and through the

AATUF* in which it played a leading role, it attempted to set up trade

union groupings or to dominate already existing ones whose ideological

outlook harmonised with its own.

An even more exhaustive list of national trade unions with

programmes in Ghana and the other countries of West Africa would not

rofleot a large number of communist orientated bodies. The reasons for

this are several: first of all, the communist trade union organisations

tended to have a rigorous division of functions. Again, the control

exercised ever contacts with foreign countries and the trade unions

within them, led to sore centralisation in labour activities through the

WFTU, as part of overall communist foreign policy. As a result the

WFTU in Ghana has a history less hampered by the conflicting activities

of its affiliates than is the case with the ICFTU. This, up to the time

1. See Chapter Vlll below.
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of the 1966 Coup was becoming less and less so; the East Germans, the

Yugoslavs and the Czechs recently appeared to engage in independent and

even competitive policies* More recently the position of the Chinese

Confederation of Trade Unions had a character just as devious as its

Government has within the communist bloc, and with it esuoh depended on

the prevailing state of Sine-Soviet relations. But it, even at the peak

of Nkrumahism, had a negligible influence on trade unions in Ghana.

6. The Influenoe of International Bodies.
""

al
Thirdly, there are the internation^labour organisations, most of whom

contribute a major portion of their resources to the underdeveloped areas.

There are three major international trade union organisations in this

field. First there is the International Confederation of Free Trade

Unions (ICFTU) together with its administratively subordinated regional

body working in Africa, (AFRO), and the closely associated International

Trade Secretariats (ITS) which are groups of national unions related by

industry or oooupation. The World Federation of Trade Unions (WPTU)

the communist labour organisation, is its opposing force. The trio is

completed by the International Confederation of Christian 1 Trade Unions

(IFCTU-C1SC), smaller and poorer, yet still professing a global

jurisdiction even in West African areas where the Islamic faith

predominates. It has had very little following in Ghana at any time and

is in consequence disregarded in what follows.

The weakness of these organisations in their vulnerability to charges

linking them with the commercial or strategic interest of one of the major

power blocs, partly accounts for the rise of the independent regional type

1. To cope with areas where Islam holds a strong position, this
organisation's title was changed from "Chrbtien" to "Crsyant" - i.e.
"believing" workers, in 1958.
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of international labour organisations in West Africa. Xiao All-African

Trade Union Federation (AATUF) with its Pan-African aspiration^, matches the

African Trade Union Confederation (AXUC) which seeks orientation store

closely with the West.*
Outrunning all the above, the International labour Organisation (ILO)

stands out as being nest significantly concerned with the development of

trade unionism in underdeveloped countries. Its establishment in 1919

as an instrument to achieve world-wide industrial progress, was aimed at

the development of a minimum standard of international trade union policies.

The international influence which the ILO has exercised since the Second

World War at any rate, has played a major part in shaping the trade

unions of the emerging nations. Using its international Conventions,

especially those relating to the freedom of association, the ILO exerted

moral pressure en the governments of member countries to conform, or at

least appear to confirm to international standards of conduct towards trade

unions. Ghana, even at the height ef the purge of the unions,was careful to

pay lip service suppert to the ILO Conventions. The ILO has been successful

partially because it has no bias towards any particular power bloo and

partially because some of the mere restrietive countries like Ghana have

been held in cheek because they have ratified conventions which are

commonly thought ef as signs of political maturity. With its International

Institute for Labour Studies as further assistance, the ILO has, most

important of all, exerted its influence as a result ef a general belief

in its objectivity and its suooess in avoiding tec close an identification

with any particular social or economic system. The Ghanaian trade union

movement seldom turned to attacking the ILO, though over several years,

the ICFTU unsuccessfully brought complaints against the Government of Ghana

1. These organisations are discussed in mere detail in
Chapter Vlll.
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before the ILQ, alleging the monopoly of the GTUC, the enforcing of union

membership, interference in the Internal affairs of the GTUC and other

matters with regard to the treatment of the unions and their members within

Ghana.'1'

7. The Objectives of External Agencies.

The objectives of the above-mentioned external agencies in spending

large amounts of money and resources On Ghanaian trade unions are many.

Basically the intention is to propagate a model, to create technically

proficient organisations which will assist economic development, and

probably most important to achieve political objectives through the

infusion of an ideology. The mechanics of trying to bring about these

objectives consisted,in the main,in spending large amounts of money and

in operating large-scale training projects. The form and approach varied

from period to period depending on the agenoy in question. In some, a

long term programme for training Ghanaian trade union leaders was adopted,

in others, at the opposite end of the scale, a simple bribe was more

likely to aohieve the objective. It is difficult to judge to what relative

degree these forces had a noticeable lmpaot en countries suoh as Ghana whose

industrial system became the objeot of concerted efforts to alter its

existing structure and ideology. Except where systems paralleling that of

the Soviet Union emerge, as they did to seme extent in Ghana, the results

achieved are not always noticeable, probably beoause the forces of

tradition and habit under the colonial system proved mors decisive that the
2

attraction of new models.

1. See for example ILO Bulletin (April, 1966) Vol. XL1X No. 2,
2. See J.P. Windmiller 'External Influences on Labour Groups in

Underdeveloped Countries'. Industrial and Labour Relations Review (1963).



The pattern was that the leadership of trade unions in Ghana was either

western educated or influenced,from the very beginning. The British TUC gave

numerous grants for training trade unionists in Britain from the immediate

post war years onwards. Siaka Stevens, the veteran Sierra Leone trade

union leader, was the first sponsored hy them to go to Ruskin College, and

the present Secretary General ©f the STUC, B.A. Bentum was another candidate.

Individual British unions such as the National Union of Vineworkers ^ had

similar programmes of training at their British headquarters. Certainly it

was generally hoped that in Ghana,local editions of the British TUC would

emerge, exercising guidance independent of government of political party.

"Third" countries on the whole were most interested,in the pre¬

independence period,in the fact that since Ghanaian trade unions were a

fundamental part of the move to political and economic development,

influencing them might well guide the nation's political future. Seldom

was the assistance and advice given in a disinterested manner, nor was it

so acoepted, and the result was a far from smooth pattern of development.

Only in part were "philanthropic" motives the real ones. The British

objective, however, either through the medium of the Colonial Government,

through the TUC or individual unions, was to bring about teehnioally sound

unions based on the British model which could oope with British patterns of

Capitalism and employment. The mistake was that the model was not sufficiently

pliable to fit in with conditions peculiar to Africa. Similarly, though in

a less oo-erdin&ted manner, with Prance and the Freneh possessions. The

Catholic, Socialist and Communist metropolitan-based unions competed to

ensure maximum efficiency in their branches.

1. See the ILO's African Labour Survey (Geneva, 1958) page 223.
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Alongside this model-building and acting as the driving force, the

transplantation of an ideology was the major objective. Concepts of the

internationalism and dignity of labour, of Marxist and Communist ideas

sympathetic to Africans in their colonial environment, had their effect,

as had the beliefs ef the British and French Socialists and in the

latter country's Catholic parties. Without entering into any ideological

controversies theaaelves, the African unions came involved in conflicts

entirely foreign to the African situation. In the AGF, for example the

presence ef the metropolitan-based P.O. (Force Ouvrier, the anti-

Communist Socialists) the CGT (Confederation General® de Travail - mainly

Communist biased) and the CFTUC (new CATC,1 the Catholic er "eroyants"

union) might have caused certain disunity. But, in fact, in the \frioun

context, there existed a great deal of co-operation between these splinter

unions which proved impossible in France. The events in Congo Brazzaville in

1962 which resulted in the overthrow of Abbi Youlou testify to this

oo-eperatien. Such disagreements based on metropolitan conditions were

rare in Chans however.but are interesting for comparative purposes. What

did emerge in Ghana was conflict on the wider ideological issue of the

freedom of the unions acting qua unions, or as the industrial wing of the

C.P.P.

Thus the various power blocs were primarily motivated by political and

ideological wishes, and this has also tended to be behind the rules of the

ICFTUb and WFTU, » despite their protests to the eontrary. The ICFTtJ: has

certainly been on ardent supporter of the rights of trade unions unfettered

by governmental and party political ties. The perhaps ntfive belief that

this would work in countries such as Ghana any more than that unions

anywhere can be free from politics, has however doomed much tfae ICFTU's
more philanthropic approaches to failure,

1. From July 1956.
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The International Labour Organisation has Managed te steer an admirable

but lone course, remarkably free free ties, and dedicated te the interests of

the workers themselves. Ideology, apart from this belief in unfettered

unionism, has been subsumed by the genuine and generally aeoepted desire

to promote technically proficient organisations capable of coping with

particularly African problems, The 110 resolutely refused te be drawn into

any political or partisan controversy in the field of trade unions and

industrial relations activity in Ghana, as the cases brought to it by the

ICFTU proved.

In conclusion,it is impossible to find any single motive for this

interference in any particular oaso. The two major goals were the

philanthropic wish to propagate a model which would create a proficient

trade union organisation,and,more ubiquitously,to put forward an ideology

favourable to the motivating country or organisation. The latter was

obviously always a key objective since in it is included the determination

of various alternative courses of economic and political development.

8. External Agencies - their suooessos and failures.

Having examined what these external agencies hoped to achieve, It is

perhaps useful to conclude this section by analysing the relative successes

of the various forces which competed with each other to influence Ghanaian

Unions. Much of this discussion must revolve round the effectiveness of

the transplantation of what 1 have called the "Westminster Model" of

trade unionism.^ This latter title must be understood to include a model

1, For a discussion of this as regards to Government generally*
see 'Westminster Export Models : The Legal Framework of
Responsible Government* by S.A. do Smith in the Journal of
Commonwealth Political Studies (November, 1961).
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of trad® unionism stemming from in© experience of Britain. "Westminster"

is more suitable, especially in the British context,than perhaps the "TUC -

Great Russell Street" model, since most of the initiative case from the

British Government through the Colonial Offloo and the Ministry of Labour,

and the little that did come from individual unions or the TUC in Britain

was normally channelled through the Government.

Looking first at these Governmental influences described above, it must

be appreciated that in even one of the oldest of the industrialised

countries such as Britain,there are constant industrial relations

difficulties, despite the fairly high level of leadership and discipline

in the unions. It is therefore hardly to be expected that such a system

transplanted in tote into the very different conditions prevailing in Ghana

oould last long or work well. Perhaps the most surprising thing is that

so many of the British concepts, at least with regard to the lower levels

of the trade union organisation,have stayed, and that given this

expatriate heritage, the union system worked at all. In the long run,

the area's own experience must shape its own soheme of trade unions and

industrial relations.

\dapting social or political institutions and organisations from one

environment to another tends to be difficult,and the results are

unpredictable. The structure of these social and political Institutions

and organisations under Colonialism were often exported in their original

form, complete with detailed functions and goals, because as George

Pischar has pointed out,* the original form of the organisation oonoerned

is considered by the Coloniser to be the most appropriate one. He calls

this the attitude of 'absolutist universaliaa* and points out how

1. G. Fischer 'Syndicate et Decolonisation', Pr&aenoe Africaia.
(Cetober, I960.)



prevalent this belief is throughout the political field. Trade unions

are no exception and British policy has certainly in the wast been

partly based on the belief that it was possible to export the

"Westminster model" of trade unionism (or Government) to Africa, and

then to expect it to work. This slowly changed and there were signs

from the early 'fifties ©f a more realistio approaeh. A Royal Commission

set up to deal with Hast Africa in 1955, eventually conoluded that

"the attempt to encourage the growth of trade unions on the British

model, is likely for some time to come, to represent an expenditure of

effort which might be employed more effectively in other directions."*-
In attempting to propagate the Westminster model,the British were

doing something which other metropolitan countries were guilty of as well.

Communist trade unions certainly attempted a like model throughout the

world, but that does not mean to say that they were prevern any more

affective. There were Just as many obvious though different weaknesses

in trying to transplant any institution from the Soviet Union to an

underdeveloped West African country, as there were from the West, This

point of discussion is crucial to this question of the relevance of the

British model. Obviously structural form and functional behaviour are
2

cius»Hy related. But, the degree to which tfcey are so depends or a

large number of interrelating factors, and it is relevant to the success

of the transplantation whether the model itself is a precise and

1* Bast African Royal Commission Report (1955*55) K.M.S.O,
This point is also made by Fischer op. oit.:in Civil Service
phraseology, these are strong words.

2. Fischer op. oit.
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specific tiling which in this case it is not, and again, the force

and persuasion with which it is sold in to its next context is

important. The resultant transplantation may bo successful or

not according to the skill, attitudes and resources of the organ¬

isation or country atteraptln the task. Success will also be

curtailed, since no one force was allowe to war] in a vacuum

and each had to compete with others vitally opposed to it and of

course, most importantly, there was opposition from the unions

themselves. For Britain there is no precise model, rather there

Is an imprecise ideal which, iven an often uncoordinated trans¬

plantation process, in part answers the question of the relevance

of the British model, by explainin why it in enoral failed.

The conclusion from this must be both ©neral and imprecise.

If we look for success in terms of how like our own system are

trie unions of Jhana, then we may certainly believe that we have

failed. Any success lies in the fact that some of the original

has re ained, even though it is not always and immediately

recognisable. The understanding must be that the Ghanaian

situation has dictated many severe and unique changes, making

it impossible to explain the situation in British terms alone.

What aiid how fundamental these changes are, a; how we should

approach the new for 4 of trade unionism that hue emerged* la

discussed at length elsewhere.1 In sum, the British model has

relevance when attempting to understand the emergence of

development of Ghanaian unionism, but is not enough in

Itself to allow a full analysis.

1, See Chapters vT and 7ll below.



9. Weal-Tiesse3 of African Trade Unions

From the above analysis la it possible to draw any precise

conclusions about the structure of the trade union organisations

that finally emerged, especially in isolation to their inherent

strengths and weaknesses ? Is a strong trade union possible in

the circumstances prevailing In Ghana, anu has this even been

realised ?

Let us look first at the question of tribal structure as a

barrier to cohesive trace unionism. The presence of tribal

groups presents an Ingrown carrier to cohesive trade unionism

on a national scale, arid examples were shown of entirely

tribally-based unions within one particular type of employment,

dven when urbanisation loads to a breaking up of the traditional

ways of life, tribal and village loyalties frequently remain

string, so much so that certain occupations are closed to

people from certain tribes, even in the modern sectors of the

economy. This in the past has led to even less obvious reasons

why strong unionism has not been possible especially in the less

skilled occupations, uue to tire availability of strikebreakers

from other tribal groups, who might be only too glad to meet

the request of employers for reasons not only of new employment

possibilities but also as a result of tribal rivalries.

Shis was successfully done during the Longshoreaaenfs strike in

the Gold coast during 1950 when stevedores from Jahoraey were

brought in in large numbers by the shipping companies.

Other examples of this were given in Chapter 11.

This leads on to more political reasons for the weakness

of trade unions in the context of the problem of regionalism

within a country. In Ghana the division of the country into
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separate regions for administrative purposes where the unioxxs

had to treat with different native authorities aid not facilitate

cohesion. As a result of this and of the remaining tribalism

one can in general terras extend the argument and s ay that

there appears to be a relationship between the political

structure in the country, and the strength of the trade union

movement. This is illustrated by comparing Ghana and its one

strong nationalist movement, the Convention Peoples' Party, with

the situation in Nigeria up till independence where there was no

one political party in the majority. In the latter most social

and political organisations including trade unions, xrere split

by regionalism.Even after independence there ware two major

"national" trade union movements in Nigeria, the Trade Union

Congress of Nigeria and the Nigerian Trade Union Congress, the

former supporting a; d supported by the ICETU, and the latter

by Ghana and AATUF. In Ghana the GTUC and the C.P.P. as was

seen in the historical survey, worked most of t he time in

close co-operation. There were of course exceptions to this

general rule, and from time to time the N.L.M. had some
tra

opportunistic support from the^dl.tlonal trade unionists. The
argument here is that a strong and unified nationalist movement

will lead to an equally unified trade unionism. Where

factionalism is rampant in politics, this will almost certainly

have Its effect on the trade unions as well.

Although there v/as a tendency for workers not to take

unions too seriously, there was a general realisation that

the T.U.C. must become involved with the political struggle

TI For a good discussion of the effect of several strong regional
parties on national unions, see T.M. Yesufu, Industrial
.delations in Nigeria op. cit. especially Ch. Vlll.
&ee also Appendix H.
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for Independence• The enemy in both cases was the same - the

"imperialist" European. The senior civil servant and the manager

of the commercial firm were highly paid expatriates with a

culture and a way of living alien to Africa. The Ghanaian,

whether he was a politician or a labourer, had a unified

primary aim - the removal of the foreigner from the position of

power. But that was the aim in the early stages. Later, and

once it was realised that the struggle for freedom was

approaching a successful conclusion, the political problem

changed its character. It was no longer a question of how to

get rid of the European, but of who was going to replace him.

The C.P.P. with its comparatively good organisation had

captured the imagination of the workers and was accepted with

few exceptions as the "Workers* Party".

There were some, at the second stage, who objected to any

direct alliance with the C.P.P. Some had alternative sympathies

with oti.er political groupings such as the United Party.

Others were reluctant to see unions accepting any political

commitments. The consequent unrest was aggravated by the

scramble for personal power anu the result was a further

weakening of the abric of trade unionism in its early form.

Few members of the trade union movement had any real qualifications

for the job, and advancement was achieved by playing on the

ignorance of the workers. Enthusiastic speeches proclaimed

workers* rights, denigration of rivals by accusations of

"imperialist" or "communist" sympathies as befitted the mood of

the moment, and uncertainty arid suspicion was created through

misleading statements in the Press. As was seen, coalitions
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took sections of the membership with them and formed rival

unions, Energy which should have been devoted to building

union organisation and training full-time officials was

squandered on the struggle for personal supremacy, an easy

task in a situation where illiterate membership allowed for

corruption of power. All these things led to trade unionism -

for political reasons alone, becoming or remaining weak and

disorganised.

Turning now to the economic reasons for the inherent

weaknesses in the trade union movement in Ghana, a basic cause

is simply that large scale development is comparatively new, and

trade unions have not had sufficient time to get over their

teething troubles. Again, as has been stressed earlier, trade

unionists are only a small percentage of tuo total working

population and though they do in general constitute a better-

educated £lite, they still are not necessarily conditioned to

coping effectively with tie creation of such organisations.

It becomes very much a matter of the existence of the "right"
attitude of the workers to their unions.

In societies in which the mass of the people are

accustomed to wage earning, and in which they depend upon

regular paid employment for the necessities and luxuries of

life, the trade union is an insurance against unfair

discrimination and a weapon to be used in the fight for higher

standards. It is in the workers' own interests that he should

support and strengthen the union. In Ghana, however, there



is not yet thi3 sense of urgency about the need to work.

The family system ensures that if the worker loses his employment

he can return to his village until such time as something else

turns up, and in many cases he is able to fall back on

subsistence farming. Increasing urbanisation and desire for

the products of European civilisation, however,are increasing

the desire for permanent, well-paiu jobs, but at the moment

there is still perhaps an overall lack of a sense of urgency

and need for unions for these reasons. The worker, although tie

i .ay be willing to receive protection from the union, tends not

to be very ready to pay dues, he has little sens© of

responsibility towards the union and is not concerned to keep

in good standing with it, and the unions accept this in the

knowledge that for prestige purposes, non-paying me jabera are

better than no members at all. The knowleci e that he can still

exist without a wage leads the worker as an individual and as

a union member, into somewhat irresponsible acts which weaken

his case, lie is quick to go on strike, and the fact that the

union has no strike fund does not matter in the short term,

since the family will provide. The argument that a union needs

to build up a strike fu.,d is not effective when campaigning for

payment of dues, a result of tills attitude is, of course,

that managements are slow to show respect for, or confidence in,

workers• organiaations.

Again this Inherent lack of support for unions is made

more serious by the fact that a lar e percentage of labour is

migrant. All statistics relating to migration in ..est

Africa must be treated with suspicion, but, as was said in
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chapter 1, if allowance is made for unintentional exaggeration

or misinterpretation of questionnaires, they can still provide

a fairly accurate picture of a general trend. Why uoes the

vast migration process affect the strength of the trace union

movement ? first of all, it will lead to an unstable membership

as a result of Waving a fluctuating labour force. Secondly,

it will work against an increase in skills due to lack of

consistency. This makes the union bar aiming position very

much weaker, since the worker may not be home-based but may

depend entirely on the employer for the season of his

eiaployraent • Thirdly, the habits of migration allow for a

preservation of tribal allegiances, though thl3 may, in certain

circumstances, be useful where unions are tribally-based.

Overall, in an inaustry such as tne mining one, where in the

late ♦'fifties as much a3 forty per cent of the employees came

from outside Ghana,"1* (a proportion which, while probably being

much improved, will still be very large today,2) the

resuj.ca.nt 'weakness in the labour movements is very noticeable.

The rapid turnover is one determinant, the inexperience,

illiteracy and apathy of the rank and file is another. That

individuals have been able to use their positions as union

leaders for personal advancement at the cost of weakening their

organisations, that they have been able to misuse funds without

1. 'Hotea on migrations into the Gold boast': J. Houch# op. clt.
See also Chapter 1, p. 43.

2. See Appendix h. and p. 43,



questions being asked, that they have been able to make wildly

optimistic promises and then conveniently forget thorn, is an

indication of the inexperience of membership. Inexperience has

combined with illiteracy to delay the growth of a rank and file

conscious of its own responsibilities and capable of determining

the acta of its loaders• Apathy prevented it making any

serious attempt to overcome these difficulties, especially in

a situation where knowledge of the basic principles of trade

unionism was lacking• Tribal language differences made

difficult the dissemination of educative literature, una union

officials still had at times to converse with members through

an interpreter. Poor communications made personal contact with

local branches additionally difficult. The lack of basic

education prevents the rise of walX-inforued leaders from

the ranks, and officials are therefor very often still obtained

from outsiue the particular trade or industry. These, more

often than not, have onl^ a sketchy knowledge of practical

economies and trade union organisation, and some are leaders

in two or three different unions• 3ut this aid not necessarily

create any conflict of interests under Nkrumah as they were

first and foremost servants of the TUC/CPP.

The need for truce union education has been recognised

as the main way out of these difficulties, uuca ener y has

been expended in the past with little practical success,

despite officials of the Labour department spending a great

deal of time on courses and .iving lectures. For some years

the .vxtra-mural -department oi the University of Ghana aid
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useful work by providin lecture courses ami schools in trade

unionismfthough this was hampered by the antagonism of the TUC.
The 10FTU, as was said earlier, also attempted to give

instruction but again uiaagreement with the TUC prevented

anything substaiitial being achieved* The TUC itself through

the Corkers educational Association provided lecture courses,

but results were never impressive due to the dubious quality of

the tuition. Many union officials have travelled abroad on study

courses in Israel, Germany, the United States and Sritain.

Some students found their way to Huskin College or American

Universities, liut tne trace union movement did not obtain any

obvious advantage from the training received by these people,

hither the student was already indoctrinated with suspicion of

the "imperialists" or, if he accepted the instruction provided,

he was no longer acceptable to the TUC. In the latter case, he

was shunted on to minor tasks or ejected from the trau© union

movement. Latterly, i'or example, Huskin College was more or

less, a proscribed institution in the CPP's eyes.

now far then can fcraue union organisations In Africa be

said to have been assisted or influenced by outside agencies

providing training schemes ? On the face of it, the real

lessons of unionism, the ability to negotiate and combine for

mutual advantage, are learnt in the factory or plantation and

not in the lecture room. Most prominent African Trade union

leaders have risen only on their own practical experience, the

danger being that formal training may produce leaders both

unropreseiatative and divorced from reality. Pes bite the above,
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a basic knowledge of techniques is useful, and if successfully

imparted, may be spread over a wide area. But a3 Zack has

pointed out ^ the main weakness of labour* training programme in

frica is that they have too often been glorified tourist

trips, and concludes that only training on the ground can have

real value.

But organised labour training such as that indulged in

by the ICFTU can become highly suspect,and political overtones
tend to lap other objectives. As Zack says ** with regard to

the U.S. policy, "trade unions are important politically
because of their potential for teaching responsible democracy

to the most influential segments of the j*©w nations." But in
fact he believes that government participation in, or support

for union education is only acceptable if it does not

restrict trade union freedom of action.

All these difficulties are to a great extent due to -

a .d are themselves the cause of - one particular factor, the

lack of finance. Poor organising ability led to wastage of

funds, and ignorance and apathy of members enabled

unscrupulous leaders to misuse collected dues. Collection

of dues was and is hampered by the reluctance of members to

accept the full responsibilities of membership. In turn,

1. A. Zack, Labour Training in Bevelopln ; Countrias. p. 26
et seq. Bee also J.H. Beading, *Training for Trades in
West Africa, ' Corona : (August, 1961).

2. Zack, op. clt. p. 13, mid developed throughout the book.
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lack of funds meant that suitable caiidldates were not able

to take extended courses, and it was not possible to employ

sufficient full-time of-ioials with the task of touring the

country to maintain and increase contact with members, to

organise recruitment campaigns, and produce propaganda to

encourage payment of dues * Transport facilities were poor, _

but few unions could afford to provide their officials with

vehicles. Office equipment was lacking, as were the offices

themselves, and it was not unusual for the local union leader

to carry hi3 "office" about with him in a suit-ca30. Letters

were written by \and, and the circularisation of members could

only be undertaken on rare occasions. Attempts were frequently

made by the TUC and individual unions to produce magazines and

Information bulletins, though these usually collapsed after

two or three issues through lack of finance. The The itself

was never much more financially stable than its members

since very few affiliates paid uues to the Congress, This

was one reason why it was so anxious to bring in the Mow

Structure, since up till then, it only kept going through aid

from the Government. Finally, lack of finance meant that

the possibilities of strike action in any serious way was

limited, though with a high percentage of migratory workers

and those who could easily return to subsistence-living, this

was not as real as it was apparent.

In conclusion, and overriding the above social and

economic reasons for the position of trade unions in Ghana
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is the fundamental question about the attitude of the

Government. This relationship between Government and union

is the subject of Chapters VI and Vll. Trior to independence

the position was clear cut where generally speaking the

division between men and management was highlighted by their

different languages, cultures and colours, but since

independence the Union's autonomy or lack of it, was never

quite so obvious, hone the less, the categories ox' influence

are quite clear. Both internal and external factors were

important in the resulting form that the trade union movement

adopted. Though in the early stages the unions that existed

were very much at the mercy of external influences, the

stage of development was soon reached where internal political

and economic conditions ensured an entirely individual pattern

oi1 structure and function very different from that pertaining

in the west.



An analysis of the

influance control
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The purpose of this chapter is to examine, in the context

of the relationship between the trade union movement and the

movement for national independence, the emergence of the

resultant extreme form of Political Unionism. Drawing on the

material given in Chapters 11 to IV, it asks why the trade

unions had such a high political content and goes on to analyse

the various means of influence and control available to the

Convention Peoples* Party, to bring the unions to the stag© of

being an almost entirely political appendage of the Party. Some

of these means were deliberate and carefully planned, but often

more important in practice, were those innate factors of a

unity of outlook and purpose stiarad by both Party and unions.

Hor was the influence entirely a one-way flow, and in many

respects what influence there was, came as much from the unions

to the Party as vice versa, thus modifying and limiting the

degree of control. I distinguish five factors which are

particularly important in this process. They are leadership,

which will often be shared, organisation { including the

structure of command and communication which will also often

be joint), membership, common funds, and finally ideology.

It will be useful first of all to look at the economic

background to the emergence of political power in this situation.

In the first place the Influence of trade unions or of any

economic interest group, was not the sole economic factor behind

the rise of nationalism, and forces which contributed to national

economic growth, to the rise of a money economy, to the economic

viability of independence and to the degree of expatriate business

control, played an important part in the effectiveness and

speed of development —
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of political life. Jut the diverse and often complex roups

which existed for some basically economic reason wore important

in both the early and later stages of Ghana's political

development. They not only acted as pressure groups, but were

one or the only organised sources of party funds.

These groups included co-operative organisations based on

com.ion-trading, production or geographical ties, such as the

.association of Women market Traders in Accra; professional or

semi-professional associations or friendly societies with a

mainly economic ralson d'etre, such as the Ghanaian Union of

Teachers and the Civil servants' Association; and thirdly,

there were the traue unions. These all came into existence, in

the main, to foster their own economic well-being, but this aid

not mean, especially with a politically orientated leadership,

that they left to a later stage their concern for the well-

being of the dtafco as a whole, and most of them, from their

inception, considered their nationalist activities to be

predominant.

It is seldom easy to distinguish in any precise way

between socio-economic and political forces working within a

otate, especially since under colonialism most economic

objectives can only be gained through political channels. The

trade unions in Oritain were "political" too, and campaigned

mainly through Parliament for the introduction of better

working conditions and wage levels, for national insurance

1. See also a.G. Hopkins, 'Economic aspects of political
.Movements in liigeria and the Go la Coast 1910-1939' -
article in The Journal of African mistory /ol. Vll iio. 2,
(1966) paBeTSyr "
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schemes and humane factory legislation, but first and foremost

for recognition by employers and government - the legal right

of association.1 In Ghana, even the simplest strike over

wages tended always to be thought of as "political", by the
J

colonial Government. It is not therefore unreasonable that

union leaders began to think of it as a political weapon.

Much of the activity towards betterment of social and

economic conditions,and for the right to exist, has therefore

been camouflaged by the fact that Ghana's trade unions, by

their very nature, were invariably and primarily concerned v/ith

assisting the nationalist struggle for inaependonee. The

birth of the Convexit ion Peoples Party with the help of the

unions was in part a desire to replace the employer/enployee

struggle, by the anti-colonial one as the major objective,

and though to a certain extent these two conflicts were one and

the same the latter was the one emphasised.

In addition to the above, with the growth of a wage-

labour force cane the natural desire for co-operation which

was well utilised by a nationalist movement. Nkrumah very

cleverly used the unions in this way following on his break¬

away from the UGGC in the early Fifties. The unions in their

turn managed to be very much behind the political-economic

programme of the political movement, ensuring their own best

interests in the process. They orientated the Party leaders

(where leaders were not in fact shared) to thinking in terms of

1. cf. A. Flandersarid II.A. Clegg, The System of Industrial
delations in rltaln. (Blackwell, 1^56), p. 18b.
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gaining control of the means of production, while providing

funds for the organisation of the movement in the process.

The struggle against (European) employers was easily

transformed to the struggle against (European) colonisers.

The trade unions* part in this resulted as w© have seen in the

GPP becoming more than a political party and rather a national

political movement.-*-
Given the peculiarities of the African labour situation,

a

where industrialised wag© labour is likely to be/very small

percentage of the total employable population,^ were the

unions of much real assistance ? ./e have said that they had

certain weaknesses due to the lack of education, dispersed

nature, migrant characteristics, and overall subsistence-level

standing of the population. But the vast majority of the

population were unorganised and unorganisable, and this must be

remembered in speaking of the influence that unions exerted.

In comparative terms, such eaknesses had little relevance

therefore, and while organisation may have been poor, and

the numbers involved s all, the unionists were nonetheless as

much an 6lit© and significant group as could be

1. for a brief discussion in similar terras, see L.K.
Trachtman , 'The Labour Movement in Ghana, a study in
political Unionism.» nrtlcle in ■Jconotnlc development and
Cultural Change* Vol. X, (January, 1962) page 103.
Also G.A. Lynd, The politics of African Trauo L dp-ism,
(Hew York, 1967) arid cf. A.J, Berg, 'The economic Aas'is
of Political Choice In Trench *est Africa1, American
Political Science jjeview, (i960) page 591.

o)
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A strong trade union is after all one that can achieve

its own objectives of better conditions of work and increased

real wages rates for its members through its own actions,

either by bargaining or by striking. The inherent weakness in

Ghanaian unions sprang from such limiting factors as the

inability to pay the necessary strike funds.a They thus had

to look for less regular methods of ventilating grievances.

One was through the straight-forward political demonstration,

another was the token strike lasting long enough for the

disruption of the enterprise, yet not long enough to put the

unionists to any great financial hardship. Combine the two and

one has a strategy which could be brought into play with

little or no planning and which was quick and effective. Over

and above the advantages the token strike had of speed and

surmounting the problem of 3trike funds, there were two

further factors which made it extremely useful for political

purposes. It ensured that there was a good turnout, good

strike discipline which might otherwise bo lacking, and it did

not allow the employer time to get round to employing the

ready supply of strike-breakers which tended to be generally

available, should a strike be in any way

1. This view is of much more importance than Serg and Sutler
make out in Ch. 9 of Political Parties ana national Integration
in Tropical Africa by J.3. Coleman and C.G.Roseberg (eds),
(U. of California 1964) p. 340 et seq, Tuey 3ay that "What
is striking about the political role of Labour Movements in
the countries of Tropical Africa is th ir failure to become
politically involved during the Colonial Period, their
limited political impact when they did become involved, and
their restricted role after independenceThe latter point
is justifiable, out the others can haraly be substantiated,
at least with regard to Ghana.

2. 3ee page 205.
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Having seen that there are common interests which binu

together the Interests of the unions an- the nationalist

movement, what are the more detailed structural and ideological

moans whereby mutual influence is built into the system ? She

party will firstly bo able to utilise or share in union

leadership* In many cuse3 the political leader and the trade

union leader x^ill be one anu the same person. Settegah and

Wood© and, later, most of iikrumah'u henchmen, the "veranda

boys"2 of the middle and late 'fifties, had had trade union

connections* Shis is a feature common throughout Africa, since,

especially in French Colonies, political experience except

in trade unionism might be hard to find, if not expressly

forbidden# Sekou Tour£ of the Guinea COT, Dr Endeley of the

Cameroons CPHC, Felix Kouphovet«*3oigny in the Ivory Coast,

Abdoullay© Diallo in Mali, and Cyrill© Adoula in the Congo were

all members of the a*le ^llte which later provided the

political leadership. In Jrltish Africa there were many

similar figures such as Tom H1 hoya in Kenya, Joshua K' lioiao

in Rhodesia anu Siaka Stevens in Sierra Leone.

1. The same was true in French .Vest Africa. See J. xleyrxaud
and A. Salah-Bey, Le syndicalism Africain (Payot,1963)
Chapter 111. section 1.

2. A term of abuse, later turned into a status symbol - i.e.
those young men with no work or homes who sler>t on the
verandas.
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With the possible exception of Stevens and Abdoullaye

Diallo, none of these figures were "true" workers, cue in the

main to a lack of skilled labourers as a source for leadership.

It exaggerated a trend unknown and unthinkable in Europe,

of the leadership being, by virtue cf both education and

experience, quite separate from the masses in its approach,

fhe Unions, quite simply were a means whereoy individuals
coula come to political power. The other way to this political

power was through teaching or through the (Slite class of the

junior African Civil dervice. To enter the .tatter, there was

a high education and "acceptability" barrier and it was in

consequence in the fcruue union tnat the would-be African leader,

lacking formal education, found the backing and necessary

training. This shared leadership demonstrates one reason why

the unions from the outset were open to 30 much political

pressure both internally and internationally. Whatever their

background, these leaders were politically interested to a

degree not found elsewhere, and their leadership in turn

conditioned the nationalist movement in its attitude to the

economic gains from independence. Eventually, after independence,

the trade union leaders ana the political leaders were, and

had to comprise the same people.

In this context it is difficult to understand why Jerg

and Sutler, though they admit the impressive list of trade

unionists in high political office,! claim that tue labour

1. derg and Butler op. cit., p. 361.
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movement has not been a prolific 3ource of political leader¬

ship. They argue that leaders such as those mentioned above

often had other Interests and allegiances as well. Thi~ is of

course true, since uniona>as was said, often were merely a

channel for political advancement* but their importance

regains for precisely this reason, because they were party

militants as well, does not uetract from the importance of their

union leadership. It merely acids strength to the present

argument of the usefulness and frequency of shared leauership.

After leauership, a seconu factor essentia.! to the

development of a political movement is or.anisation. The

structure of command and tixc channels of communication were,

In practice, shared to good advantage both by the unions and

the CP? through use of common information, accommodation and

individual activists. Until Independence there was no question

of the GPP forcing itself on the trado unions, since they did

not have the strength to do so. It was a matter more of the

trace unions either being fully in sympathy with the Party, or

at least not wishing to expend energies in open conflict with

it. The inter-involvement was on a voluntary basis anu common

services, offices and staff meant that not only was this le3s

expensive where funds were scarce, but more important, the

trade unions were, despite their many fault3, probably one of

the best organised anu articulate groups anu therefore a perfect

structure for political education. The GTUC wa3 also helpful

to the Party as a channel of information, even though it

only tended to function well during crises - as it did durin

the 1950 strixe. In practice, regional secretaries of the
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CPP were often also office bearers in the local unions, and,in
some cases, the union leaders were automatically on the CPP

Regional Assembly Committees, especially in Ashanti, where

the opposition was strongly based.

In discussing; organisation, the structural strength and

the length of time a union has been in existence must b©

considered to have some bearing on its effectiveness. One

cannot argue, however, that a long heritage of militant

unionism always leads to militant nationalism. Labour unionisa¬

tion in Senegal, for example, (and in other parts of French

West Africa) was in some ways more advanced and more militant

than it was in Ghana at the time when nationalist movements

were beginning to ©merge. But in the long run, this militancy

was not always transferred to the nationalist movement for

independence. What is the explanation for thl3 ? The

difference lies in the fact that in Ghana, the Convention

Peoples* Party, in its structure, was more a movement than a

party. Unlike its opponent the Rational Liberation Movement,

(later to become the United Party), the CPP was moulded by

Hkruraah out of a vast range of subsidiary organisations.

Youth Associations such as the Youth Study Group in Accra,

ex-servicemen*s organisations, the market women, the young

radicals such as Kofi Daako*s League of Ghana Patriots, along

with traditional movements such as the Asafo Companies

(traditional warrior groups) joined the mainstream party

activists and the trade unionists, in supporting the CPP and

in helping to expand Its network of subsidiary
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organisations. The unions were one of the two most widely

spread of these, the co-operatives such as the United Ghana

Farmers1 Council, were the other, as Apter says,*1, "By the

action of the government, which consolidated the trade

union movement and instituted an automatic check-off system,

and by the action of the Party, which made Tettegah an

Ambassador extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary, with

an office in the new GPP building in Accra, the TUG was

transformed Into a vanguard movement for the building of

2<kruraahism" • In Senegal on the other hand and in French

^frlca generally, the Party was almost entirely one of

"elites" - t«.e chiefs and religious leaders - rather more

comparable with what happened to the United garty in Ghana.

These groups did not feel the need to cultivate the unions, and

the unions felt no sympathy with them. The result of those

or unlsational bonus in Ghana after independence was a

natural extension of the colonial situation in that the GTUC

was given representation on the national sxacutive of the Party,

with the right to send a specified number of delegates to the

national Congress, and the Secretary Generalship of the TUG

became one of the key posts in the CPP organisation.

1. Political Parties and National Integration in Tropical
Africa. J.u .' Coleman 'arkT "c.G. Hoseberg (eds). op. cii.
page 294 (Ch. by D, Apter).
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"Hence a dual organisations prevails: the party
branch with its executive, the constituency, and
the regional or anisatlon with its executive and
secretariat reach out into each area; the functional
organisations, particularly the union locals and
co-operative associations cut across the
geographically based party units." 1

With leadership and organisation, the memborship of trade

unions anu Party Is a closely rex&tod third factor, doth the

unions and the Party suffered froni great instability of

•entership due to" migration and to the other causes mentioned

elsewhere. 3ut the unions perhaps if anything, suffered less,

due to the binding force of a common economic interest^anu
their members, among the best educated arid articulate group,

and having a built-in desire for economic gain and for a co¬

ordinated effort to achieve this, were a reaay muue channel for

political education and indoctrination.

The type of membership, or rather the type of union was

also important. The compactness of government-employee unions

in the fifties, for example, meant consi -enable influence

internal to the administration, and on the attitudes of the

British government. Union membership was less useful where, with

snail membership the numbers of unions themselves were large,

cut on the other hand a few members of skilled or semi-skilled

unions could well have much raore effect than a vast, loose

membership of unskilled workers.

Fourthly, funds and the sources available for obtaining

them are crucial to a modern party and trade union wishing to

1. D. Apter op. cit. (Coleman and Roseberg) page 300.
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to campaign against wealthy colonial institutions, be they

private employers or governments• Unless there or© individual

wealthy backers (and wealth, even indigenous wealth, tended to

support the status quo) or foreign sources of revolutionary

funds, organised labour may be the main or the only stable source

of such money. It will get its finance from dues, which can

bo used by the Nationalist movement,^ either because there are

conjoint party/union funds, or because there is some sort of

direct political levy tied in with union membership. The CP?

imposed the direct levy system from the mid-fifties onwards,

and one of the most obvious ways in which union funds were

utilised by it was through trade union and political bulletins

and newspapers. The "Ghana Worker" was one such paper. Other
l|

countries had similar publications, as with "Le Proletaire in

Senegal, the "Bulletin des Travallleurs des Pays doloniaux",

(both CGT publications, the latter an Inter-colonial newsletter)

or the large number of publications associated with Wallace-

Johnson throughout British West Africa. Up until independence

therefore, It was very much a case of the unions helping the

Party through financial contributions. Thereafter, the

process was reversed, and likrumah's Government subsidised the

GTUC to a considerable degree, so that?'could play the internal

and international role required of it.

1. Berg and Butler say that contributions were
small (p.363) but the amount must be considered
In relative, not absolute, terms.
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Over arid above all the foregoing, the Ideology finally,

which the Party and the unions 3har©d and thus to a great extent

the strategies which they adopted, were in an Important

position in this catalogue of influence. The degree of
1

commitment to policies and party overrode every thin else.

Unions must be politically active by their very nature, but in

Ghana they also had to adopt programmes which accorded to the

colonial situation. Where a union failed to do this it

conflicted with the nationalist aspirations of its members,

and it was this to a great extent which led to the frequent

conflicts between the GTUC and the CPP. At a later stag©

this meant that when the GTUC became more determinedly

nationalistic the contact it had with the British TUC fell awuy.

Such a move was a further step towards adoptin an ideology

which was free from etropolitan influence and more in
tune with the political movement.

Most African leaders, from Nkrumah to Senghor, have said

at one time or another that it is the essential duty of the

trade union to help the politicians implement tneir programmes.

This is taken as meaning that the unionists must be closely

allied with the ideologies of the party, so that they can

act as activists or as suborulnate organisations which

realise that nationalist economic objectives can best be

1. 3erg and Butler op. cit. page 541. They appear to
produce evidence that refutes their own case - that there
was no serious union involvement in pro-independence
politics (page 351).
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in 1956 on his return from Israel, he foresaw a properly

organised trade union movement, "with a general staff capable

of taking decisions and manoeuvring with monopoly capital in

securing for the workers economic independence in an

independent Ghana."Economic and political objectives were

utterly intertwined.

The flow was not all one way and the GPP not to pay a

price when it transformed the TUG into a auxiliary organ of

the party. In order to bring about the new political and

social way of life it was campaigning for, it tied trace

union membership to this goal unuptot through party loyalties

alone, but through the organisation and loyalty of members to

a basically voluntary organisation. To ao this satisfactorily

it had in turn to give the unions a status within the party by

allowing the TUG representation on the GPP executive. This

meant that not only was the union politically affected, but also

that the party had to pay attention to the economic objectives

of the unions, such as the betterment of working eoncitions in

comparison with European standards of living.2 The policies

of party and union once united, it was a simple step to the

sta e of trying to influence through propaganda or to win

political advance through collective bargaining. Strike action

also proved to be most effective in getting a message across

not only In the colony but also In the British Parliament.

1. J.K. Tettegah GTUC annual Congress deport (1956).
quoted by B.C. Roberts op. elt. page 50.

2. J. Meynaud and A. Salah-Bey P'onaemerits Idoologiques du
Houvement Syndicalists Afrlcalne (Pari3. 1962).
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The abovo shows, in conclusion,why and how the unions wore

of importance in the development of nationalist movements unu

that a natural unity of outlook and purpose existed between them.

Not only was it the numerical strength of membership that was

of use, but also it was a membership that was organised, that

had funds at its disposal and that had a leadership which

shared the Ideology and nationalist beliefs with the party.

These enforced a very high degree of mutual dependence.

Finally, since to a very large extent the Cf? was Nkrumah,

it Is interesting to note how he himself saw the role of

Trade unions, in relation to the Party :-

"I have actively encouraged since the beginning
of our struggle, the building of a virile and
responsible trade union movement because I believe
it is necessary for the great exercise of the
industrial and economic reconstruction of our

country."

"The Government which is formed by the Convention
Peoples' Party i3 a People's Government - indeed
a government of tfcse people - free, strong and
independent, pursuing a socialist pattern of
reconstruction. The interest of workers i well
cared for by the State. The trade unions,
t erefore, have a diff©rent role from that of
trade unions in a capitalist society."!

Much of what has been said above conflicts with the views

p
of nerg and Butler already referred to. They argue the

failure of the unions to oecome politically involved, and

their limited impact even when they did so. The preceding

1. Speech by Hkrumah at the opening of the first Biennial
Conference of the GTUG (Kumasi, 26 March 1962)•

2, Berg and Butler op. cit. p. 365
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chapters arid indeed their own material refutes this. Through

this chapter, the emphasis has been on the pre-independence

situation, arid relations with the Nationalist Party. After

independence as has been 3een, the relationship was much

clearer and more one-sided.-*- It then became an enforced

relationship brought home to the unions through a mixture of

rewards, threats and in the final event by legislation.

1. See Chapter IV.



CHAPTER Vll

NATIONAL PLYING ANL LABOUR

POLICY IN GHANA.
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Earlier chapters huvo given the historical framework

within which the union- came into their own, and described

how Governments both prior to and after independence adapted

or adopted policies to utilise and control their activities,

drawing on this material, this Chapter discusses the

divergence between theory and practice in labour matters, -

what actually happened in the context of the Nkrumah

Government's political objectives, as opposed to what was out¬

lined in the various National Economic development Plans, and

from tliis to suggest the possibilities for, ana the requirements

of a realistic labour policy in such a situation. It will

demonstrate that,as foreseen In the 1964 National Plan,

conditions do exist for a high degree of governmental direction

in labour matters, but that there is, judging from past

experience, a requirement for strong adaiinistratlve and

political leauersulp, If it is to be successfully carried

tlirough. It doe3 not seek to duplicate the conaiuerable

attention given by economists to the position of labour In

economic development 1 though the findings, in giving paramount

Importance to the "political will" required, put many of the

purely economic arguments in second place. It will demonstrate

that the nuts and bolts of wage negotiation and collective

bargaining between employers and employed had little place In

Government policy, Phe need for collective bargaining

1, See for example V/• Galenson, (ed) Labour in economic
Development. (Hew York, 1959) also chap'ter lo oiJ I." Davies :
African Pratie Unions. (Penguin, 1966).
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procedures was often written into Plans, but the actual free

play of market forces had been abandoned.

Under these various plans, the role of the trade unions

is relegated to one of exhorting their mecabership to accept the

proposals of the planners, especially in mobilising support

behind a wages policy and restructuring employment in the

economy, in order to achieve higher productivity. In the

light of the various theories of the labour movement discussed

in the Introduction, this allots the unions very much a second-

class role, and co-operation with the State becomes an entirely

one-sided relationship.

The formulation of labour policy in Ghana has to be seen

in the light of the dual position of the Governments

control over the labour force due to its predominant position

both in determining labour legislation, and equally as the

largest employer in the State, v/ith regard to the former, the

minimum wa e legislation, for example, which was introduced

into Ghana in June 1960, resulted in the general level of wages

not only in the public sector but throughout the whole economy

being shifted sharply upwards, ana it also had the consequence

of significantly increasing the registered number of unemployed.

1. This was the first legislation of its kind in Gliana, though
it had been proposed on previous occasions, anu had applied
for some time in the retail trade. The minimum rate was

6/6d per day, (except in agriculture where it was much less)
and it meant something like an additional shilling a day
on the pay of unskilled workers. Gtuuy of contemporary
Ghana : Vol, 1 op. cit., page 137.
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This points only too clearly to the influence of such a

Governmental measure on both incomes and on the size of the

total employed population.^
The dominant position of the Government as a large

employer secondly, Is shown by the Census Report for 1960>

which demonstrated that the public sector in that year

accounted for thirty-eight per cent of total wage employment.
2

as a percentage this has been increasing steadily.' A word

of caution is however necessary in order to avoid over-

stressing the position of the public sector. It is relatively

easy for statistics to be obtained for Government employment,

but as was noted in Chapter 1 it is very much more difficult

to get reliable private employment figures. The result is

probably that the public employment figures tend to be too

high,but reliable trends can nonetheless be indicated. On the
other hand, of the higher cate ories of employees in the labour

force, a very much greater percentage of them are employed by

the public sector. In 1960, an estimated 83 per cent of

the professional and technical classes were in the public

sector. Probably as a result of this, the large private

employers and oven many of the saaller ones in these categories,

are generally forced to follow Government wage rates.3

1. Study of contemporary Ghana: Vol. 1 op. cit. page 137.

2. ibid p. 125,

3. Questions of Wage Policy in Ghana (1962). Report by Prof.
J.M. Isaacs/IL0 Publication. Gee also Survey of high Level
Planpower in Ghana, 1560. Published by Ministry of
Information, (Ghana, 1961)•
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For the above two reasons alone, government influence

especially in the higher occupation*in the labour market is

vory large.^ As this is especially so with regard to wage

rates, the result la that wage questions have become as much

of political as of economic debate. The emphasis on the high

political content of a wares and labour policy is therefore

highlighted once a^aln.

Before turning to what was recommended in the various

National development Flans and comparing this with what

actually happened under Hkruraah, it is worth reviewing the

objectives of the colonial Government with regard to Labour

policy, 'which the Nationalist Government later was to inherit.2
The underlying trend was one of liueral-paternalisra, for

example In encouraging trade union development, while at the

same time ensuring that such development was contained within
3

the control of the Colonial Government. Yet the legislation

tended, as was seen in Cliapter 111, to be at the same time

permissive, rather than obligatory. A union could bar ain and

strike, but only within certain set limits. This it knew,

just as it knew that if it overstepped these limits,its

continued existence could well be threatened. The development

and Pelfare Act for example introduced the principle of

1. Some limits on this influence are suggested in the Study
2L Contemporary^Ghana. Ohp. 6, p. 138. It suggests that
smaller firms will ignore government rates, especially
outside the towns, where, in any case, rates in local
government do not conform to pay in Central Government•

2. See W» Birmingham ' The -conomio development of Ghana' .Ch.jT
of Flanning - Growth in .tich auu Foor countries, u •Birmingham
and A.G. Ford (eds) (alien & Unwin, 1966).

3. ii.J. lierskovitz. human Factor in Changing mfrlca. op. cit.
page 400.
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registration and supervision •L, which was not in keeping with

Oritish practice at home, where there was no question of

registration nor of governmental supervision ox internal

adminiatration. In Ghana this was therefor intended as a

mainly political check on the development of opposition, and
it resulted in all union activities and organisation being

acceptable to the Government - the argument already 3tated of

ensuring development along the 'tight" lines,2 though it in

practice, might admittedly also mean more effective

negotiating machinery, better training for efficient and

responsible union leadership and adequate organisation from

the very lowest "shop-floor" level, since there was also quite

obviously a strong element of organising labour to achieve

greater efficiency in output.

This was the inheritance, and in the early years of the

IJkrumah Government, tne policy objectives were much the same

with regard to labour. It was in the methods adopted to

achieve these objectives that the great changes appeared, though

to a great extent much of the system of control and supervision,

inherited by the National Government, was auopteu. Hardly

to be foreseen by the Colonial administrators, tine limitations,

for example, on arbitration aim on the right to strike, were

gladly accepted and expanded by the single-party state that

followed. In practice, even after the passage of the 1958

1. African Labour Survey. (Geneva, 1958)IL0 pp 223-226

2. See above Chapter 111, p. 95* Another term often used is
"sound lines" cf. Sierra Leone Labour Department Heport
(Freetown, 1949) para. 13$.
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Industrial Relations Act, it took some time before grass-roots

atructures and attitudes changed. Certainly not all the policy

motives behind the act and the subsequent, less uemoeratlcally

adopted legislation were wholly bad, and a3 dimmer says 1
the new pattern should not be regarded as an aberration. The

existing structure was extremely confused and there were very

large numoers of small unions which made even attempts at

collective bargaining difficult. The "New dealers" had some

justification when thoy argued that th existing framework was

"too complex to operate" in the circumstances, and that one

union for each inuustry was a reasonable step towards

simplification. The real motives, however, apart from a

conscious wish to break away from the British structure, were

quite clearly nothing to do with labour policy as such.

Nearly every step was aimed at cementing the unions to the

C.P.P. and to the State. Measures such a3 making collective

bargaining with licenced traue unions obligatory for private

employers, practically abolishing the right to strike and only

allowing officially approved unions to exist, were part and

parcel of this policy.2
The stated economic basis for these highly limiting

moves can be summarised by saying that strikes and labour

1. D. dimmer, 'The New Industrial Relations in Ghana1
Industrial and Labour Relations Review. Vol. 14 (1960-61).

2. For a useful discussion of Collective Bargaining in
English speaking African countries generally, see
Ct apter 4 (I) of 3. C. Roberts and L. Greyfie" de
BeELlecombe op. cit.
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disputes were liable to impede the economic development of the

country and therefore were undesirable per 36, and in any

case, politically ... "As the Government are a Socialist

Government based on the votes of the masses the needs of

labour will always be in the forefront of their policies."1
In the end, the unions, as Chapter IV showed, were

political organisations tied to the Government as an Industrial

wing, bent entirely to the service of the State. This was

done by not only making all trade unionists members of the

C.P.P. but also by obliging all wage earners to be trade

unionists. As will be seen from Chapter Vlll, a further

motive was to extend and s ti^engthen Gliana's role overseas

through the jpedium of the All African Traue Union federation.

Little was said about Incomes or wages policy or the

more bread ana butter aspects of collective bargalxiing.

Labour policy amounted to keeping labour politically controlled.

A policy of wage restraint, where It existed at all, was

pursued on an entirely ad hoc basis. The nuts and bolts were

little attended to, 3ince In this political environment they

were irrelevencies, and the vagueness of their definition in

Government documents must be seen in part as a deliberate act

of policy. The doubt that the administration would have been

up to coping with a Labour policy must also exist however,

given the economic and political instabilities

existed in Ghana.

1, Ghana Parllamexitary Jebates. Vol. 12, No. 13. Col. 550.
December ltth WSfl).
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2, The Possibilities for an Incomes Policy - The ocveiopment
Plans.

In the light of the above and of what actually happened,

on© is forced to ask whether it is practical or possible to

have an incomes policy in a country at Ghana's stage of

political and economic development. Are the fluctuations

In political and social stability such that this becomes too

much of a luxury, and if not, how does one explain the

divergence between theory and practice when it came to

implementing a wages policy in Ghana.

The major problem as Turner points out, 3- is that the

country is underdeveloped. Lest this seem facile, it has been

demonstrated that while standards of admlnistratlon are high

for Africa, the;, are 3tlll not high enough, nor is control

widespread enough to make even what does exist, workable.

At the saiae time, because of the poverty in international

comparative terms, there Is an admitted concurrent and natural

desire by the Government to try and remedy matters by taking

control of economic planning. Ghana has had several National

Plans, the last one being in 1964. In every case they were

drafted with considerable expatriate advice, (the earlier

ones by Western economists, the latter by advisers from the

socialist countries) and in every case they were never really

1. II.A. Turner. Wage Trends. Wage Policies and Collective
Barraining: The "problems of Underdeveloped Countries -

(University of Cambridge bep. of Applied Leonoml c -
Occasional Papers, 1965).
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put into operation. They included labour policies and

attempts to relate prices to incomes. Why were they not

implemented ? It wa3 in the main both because of the lack

of an administrative infrastructure capable of carrying them

out, and more Importantly because of the generally politically

unacceptable belt-tightening involved. Economic priorities

wore dictated quite clearly by the mooa of the moment, be it

as first class dual-carriageway from Accra to Tenia (on iJhich

there were few cars to run) or be it a policy of ad_ hoc wage

restraint, or of generosity, whore Ministers or the

President folt appeasement was necessary, or that displeasure

could be risked. No underlying reasons other than this can

be seen from a study of wage and labour policy in the post-

independence period.

Economic Planning, a3 was said in Chapter 1, dates from

the 1919 Guggisberg Ten Year Plan, but neither it nor the next

one of any consequence, the Ten (later Five) Year Plan on 195J,

said anything much about the problems of the Labour market.

They were based on a series of, in the main, unco-ordinated

"sectoral targets" and though they contained recommendations on

training and Africanisation of the skilled-labour force^ It

was not until the second Five-year plan of 1959 * that any

montion was made, for example, of increasing employment

1. With Sir Arthur Lewis as Sconomic Adviser. See also
the Report by him Industrialisation and the Gold Coast.
(Accra, 1953).
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opportunities In the modern sector.1 Even here the plan was of

little practical use, In that It contained no estimate of

expected population rise over the period, nor of manpower

resources, nor any real assessment of how to achieve

full employment. A inore detailed formulation of any

comprehensive labour policy had to wait for the 1964 Seven

Year Plan.

An intermediate study was the 1960 Survey of High Level

Manpower in Ghana ^ which demonstrated clearly, though in a

fairly limited context, how great the scarcity was of highly

skilled workers, notwithstanding the very large wage

differential between them and the unskilled workers• It

estimated the requirements for the country over a five year

period and suggested that these requirements could be met, given

advance planning and efficient use of scarce man-power resources.

1. One measure adopted by the Government at this time in
order to counter the rapidly rising level of urban
employment, was the formation of the so-called "Workers
Brigade". It was created on military lines, and this
"array of the unemployed" was used by the state as labour
for road building and other public works. The workers
were given uniforms, their keep, anu a very small
allowance. See P. Hodge, 'The Ghana Workers Brigade'.
British Journal of Sociology (June, 1964).

2. Published by the Ghana Ministry of Information, (Accra,
1961)# For a study of Trade Unions anu Middle-Level
manpower, see A.M. Lack, 'The Unions and the development
of Middle Level manpower'• Paper presented at the
First International Conference of ^frlcaniats#
(Accra, December, 1962) . '
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It assumed that these requirements having been fulfilled by

planning and good management, the most serious manpower problem

would not be one of shortage but of low productivity. It

criticised the lack of planning and co-ordination of

policies to develop and conserve high level manpower to the

best advantage of the economy ana recommended that a

manpower Bureau be established, to suggest policies and

co-ordinate the activities of the Government through a

Manpower Development Flan. Assessing the need3 in various

sectors such as engineering, teaching and agriculture, it

recommended a programme of scholarship to encourage the best

students and also a nation-wide training programme in the

fields where there was a particular shortage.^- It aid not

discuss wage policy or salary incentives at all.

This Survey highlighted once again a major difficulty

discussed in Chapter 1,in that statistics of the numbers of

workers in this class of occupation in no way tallied with

the similar tables prepared in the 1960 Population Census,

which latter produced very much higher totals. This is

important since the 1964 Flan used the Census figures, while

the Survey certainly seemed to be the more accurate.2 For

1. See IL0, lieport to the Government of Ghana on the
Development of the employment and manpower information
programme' (Geneva, 1965 ).

2. Study of contemporary Ghana. Vol. 1, op. cit», page 151.
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example, the results obtained from the two sets of figures in

the Plan period show a required increase in high-level man¬

power of 100/i using the Census figures and of nearly 300$ using

the Survey figures. The target,as set out in the Plan,might

just have been feasible in that to increase the level by

100$ might be possible in seven years. 3ut it is likely that

the Survey figures are more accurate, and in this case a 300$

required rise within the same period was entirely out of the

question.

Finally, before turning: to a detailed discussion of the

1964 Plan it is worth briefly mentioning the 1962 Isaacs

Report on "Questions of Wage Policy in Ghana."1 While its

major recommendations were incorporated into the 1964 Plan and

will be discussed at a later stage,2 it was here for the

first time that a wages policy was seriously considered in

Ghana. The Report usefully highlighted one or two interesting

facts, for example that t^ere were large wage differentials

within the public sector between central and local government

in the same jobs, and it also showed that in the smaller

private concerns, wages might differ enormously from the norm

to similar occupations in large firms, and might not even

conform to existing minimum wage legislation. It set out the

main difficulties of adminiatration and implementation in

adopting a wage policy, points which were all taken up by the

1964 Plan.

1. Professor J.E. Isaacs op. clt.

2, See page 237, below.
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One other useful point which the Isaacs Report

discussed was the startling range of wage differentials through¬

out the country. By means of a series of international

comparisons over a wide range of occupations it showed that the

Ghanaian figures gave by far the highest differentials

especially between skilled and unskilled workers. It might

be difficult to substantiate some of the comparisons used,

but suffice it to say here that the Report certainly did indicate

a very definite tendency on the above lines. This immediately

suggests that there wa3 enough incentive built in to the wages

structure in the country to attract workers to the higher 3kills,

but often unfortunately the emphasis seeros to be wrong, for

example, between the skilled and clerical workers where as is

discussed in the latter part of this chapter there Is an

Incentive but in the wrong direction.

The Report unfortunately rather set too .mch store on

the dominant position of the Government as an employer for

the reason set out at the beginning of thi3 Chapter.

Writing at the peak of the Ukrumah Government's power It

suggested that nearly all wage decisions In the Government

sector would be followed automatically by private employers.2
The Importance of the Government as a wage leader has been

emphasised throughout this thesis, but it appears ovorstressed

in this particular Report, partly as a result of the tendency

for Government employraent figures to be exaggerated duo to

1« See page 226, above,

2# Study of Contemporary Ghana : Vol. 1 op. cit. page 138.
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bettor statistical coverage in the public sector, and also

partly because the statistical material available tended to

cover only the larger private concerns, whose position

politically if nothing else, forced them to follow the

Government lead.1

3. The heyen Year Development Plan.

It will be useful at thl3 stage to examine in detail what

Ghana*s 1964 3even Year .development plan^ said with regard to

labour and wages policy. It was a flan which never was put

into effect, first of all because of its complexity anu the

lack of a necessary administrative infrastructure to cope with

its implementation, anu secondly for obvious political reasons

culminating in the overthrow of Kkrumah in 1966. What it said

about Labour policy is worth studying however, in that

despite its obvious practical failings it was as considered

and useful an exercise and also one of the best construct d

available to date. It was, In addition, freer from political

propaganda than any other Government document of the period.

Chapter 7 of the Plan concerns Education, Manpower and

Employment. It estimates that in the period 1963 to 1970

the population of Ghana would grow from 7.2 to 8.6 million,

during that period 1.3 million young people would enter the

labour force, of which six hundred thousand would be required

to replace the natural wastage In the existing labour force,

leaving therefore about five hunored thousand fox1 whom new

1. ibid page 138.

2. Ghana Geven Year development Plan. (Accra,, 1964).
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employment opportunities had to be created. This would entail

expanding the labour market by approximately 3 per cent per

year over the period. This was quite apart from taking into

consideration the .erlous unemployment and underemployment that

already existed, especially in urban areas, and a major

objective of the Plan was that of full employment.

Against this background, the Plan highly optimistically
called for the absorption of these new workers,in the main

into industry anu mouernised agriculture, and it laid particular

emphasis on the question of training and re-training not only

in the high and middle-level employment groups but also among

the unskilled and a ricultural workers. Implicit in this was

tii© understanding that it would be necessary to encourage labour

differentials, especially among the high and middle-level

employees,2 and for this reason it called for an intensive

training programme to ensure systematic upgrading through the

means of incentive payments and in-service tralnin* programmes.

This was recommended a ainst the background of a labour force

where only 4 per cent were employed in so-called "high-level"

occupations and about 16 per cent in "middie-level" occupations.

1. The Plan rather begs the question by matching the
estimated Supply and Lemand for Labour. The rapidly
rising supply Is one reason why the Plan attempts too
much, and as Lillick says - "the labour supply in
Ghana could, therefore, be regarded as a source of
weakness, for, given the Governments objective of full
employment, it is on© of the factors which has required a
plan so ambitious as to subject the economy to the
severest strains," Study of Contemporary Ghana: Vol. 1,
op. clt. page 150.

2. See L.N. Goodwin, F.W, Goodwin and W.F. Haddau (eds)
The Hidden Force: Skilled Labour in developing Countries.
which reports the International Conference on middle-
level Manpower (puerto Rico, 1962).
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This was compared with something like 50 per cent in those two

categories in more advanced economies. If these targets were to

be met therefor thin would have meant increasing trie percentage

in middle and hi'-h-level occupations from 20 per cent to about

26 per cent over the oerlod, involving the tr- ining of over half

a million workers to fill jobs in these cate ories. The Plan

therefor set itself a very considerable task, and in addition,

there was the burden of the fact that slow rates of growth in

these categories would almost certainly continue, due to the

length of training required an- also because of the slow rate

at which members of high level occupations could be absorbed

into the economy. This was a result of the fact that, in

general, as the Plan itself recognised, each employee at this

level required an estimated five supporting technicians to

make tils employment worthwhile. The same problems also had

to be faced, but to a lesser extent, for those employed In

middle-level occupations

The general require..out of the whole Plan was to try to

ensure that by 1970 the gross supply of trained manpower would

be substantially in balance with demand, but it wa3 emphasised

that the most important hindrance to this happening was that,

without direction, the labour force in Ghana would not be able

to fill the jobs or stratify themselves in the way that a

more experienced labour force woulu. In was therefore

necessary to review supply anu demand in each individual

1. See A.M. Zack 'Trade Unions and the development
of Middle Level Manpower' op. clt.
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category of employment to try to correct these imbalances.

It was appreciated that such imbalance would not only affect

the economic stability of the country but also its potential

for growth, unless a suitable Incomes policy was both worked

out, - and, more importantly, that it was conslatently applied*

By saying thl , the Seven-Year Plan at least laid down the

basis for such a policy, and it ave as the two main objectives

economic growth, and increasing the productivity of the labour

force. The former objective was a factor of a situation where

only some 20 per cent of the working population worked for

wages and salaries. Economic growth entailed an increase in

this proportion, with the eventual goal of nearer the 80

per cent of the total labour force in developed countries, an

80 per cent taking say, 75 per cent of National Income. In

ttiis context, the Heport had this to say s

"It is Important to recognise that the 20 per
cent of the Ghanaian labour force who work for
wages and salaries earn far more on the average
than the 80 per cent who do not work for wages
and salaries. In the rural areas of Ghana during
March 1961, earnings per worker ranged from
£ G.35 in tli© Northern anu Upper Regions to about
£ G.106 in the Brong-Ahafo Region. Since wage
earners have a guaranteed minimum wage of £G. 101
per annum it is evident that the exclusion of wage
earners from these figures would show that the
non-wage earning section of the working force earns
on the average not more than one-half of the
minimum wage earned by the raore unskilled labourers
in Ghana. This fact must profoundly influence
wages policy for many years to come".1

The differential between wage earners and self-employed

as we have seen causes a large inflow to tue former from the

latter group. The Plan did recognise this and saw the

!• Gliana Seven Year Development Plan op. cit. page 166.
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necessity for regulating the relationship between ware rates

In the modern sector, ami also "earnings" in the non-wage

sector, to allow job opportunities in the modern sector to

koep pace with the migratory process and avoid the urban

unemployment with its political and economic dangers# The

Plan also appreciated that

"the average wa e of labour determines how far any
given volume of aggregate investment is able
to provide employment opportunities, The hi her
the average wage rate is set, the smaller the
ability of the wage-employin sector to offer
employment opportunities. An excessively high
wage rate therefore iiiay benefit the labourers who
are employed at any one time but it works against
the interests of those who are trying to enter
the wage labour force. On the other hand an
excessively low average wage rate loads to
inefficient use of labour, which Ghana cannot
afford, because in the final abalysis this
country is relatively under-populated and roust
husband her labour supply very carefully'.'1

With regard to tire second objective of increasing the

productivity of the labour force,2 the authors of the Plan,

wliile accepting that the level of education and the

availability of training facilities set an absolute limit on

the potential productivity level, did realise how powerful a

strong wage-structure is in regulating the use of available

manpower through encouraging people to improve their skills by

a reward system of wage differentials. The wage differentials

1. Ibid p. 166. This of course is a very long term view.
See Study of uontempory Ghana : Vol. 1, p. 150.

2, D.P. HacAleese reviewing II.A. Turner's book (op. cit.)
in the hconomic Bulletin of Ghana , Vol. IX (1S65) argues
that the unions should, in the national interest,
concentrate on increasing output, rather than devoting
energies to sectional interests. Free trade unionism
might not be responsible in this - therefore political
authorisation becomes necessary. This was the standard
Hkrumahist view point.
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throughout the country were rather optimistically regarded as

sufficient for the purpose. Rather surprisingly the Planners

also said that the rewards for similar skills in wage employment

throughout the economy were already substantially uniform, due

to the existence of the collective bargaining system, (which

as we have shown, hardly existed) and al3o, (and if this

argument is true this must bo held to be the major or only

reason,) because of the widespread tendency for both the level

and structure of wages to follow the pattern in the iublie

Sector as the largest in the economy. Having said this, they

suggested that the major exception to this was in public

enterprises and other quasi-Governmental agencies. It

recommended that this be corrected immediately without elabor¬

ating on the sources for this rather odd statement, which seems

difficult to justify. While it argued that the differentials

were in general sufficient, it did qualify this by admitting

that the existing structure underpaid certain technical skills,

and the Authors rather support Turner's argument 1 in

suggesting that the wage relationships between job3 requiring

technical skills (i.e. skilled artisans) and white collar jobs

should be reviewed to encourage the former.

The Authors also advocated a scheme of payment by result

to increase productivity, by ensuring that earnings bear some

1. H.A. Turner op. cit. page 22. He suggests that the
traditional practice of paying the lowest paid clerical
workers at a rate higher than that of the skilled
manual worker should be gradually erroded.



relation to actual output. This practice within the economy

was at the time only reasonably well practised in the building

.nd construction industries, in retailing and in the extractive

industries. Once again this had fallen down in the Public

Sector, since, while the wage structure was well adjusted at the

initial entry into employraent level, this wa3 not automatically

followed up at later stages within any particular grouping, and

therefore tended not to be related to performance on the job.

The Authors tended to advocate the system of payment by

results without emphasising the drawbacks• Such a scheme only

works firstly where the individual can increase hl3 eariiings

by his own efforts (i.e. not limited by technological or other

considerations)• Secondly, the job had to be capable of precise

definition and the worker's performance able to be measured by

the management. This of course requires a high degree of

record keeping and of clerical work which would have certainly

been difficult to achieve in Ghana at least in the initial

stages. Thirdly, the management would huvo to be of

sufficient quality, and supervision at shop-floor level would

also have to be competent, something which,as the Planners

recognised, was lacking at this stage of development. If

these conditions were not fulfilled, the individual worker

could be penalised by such factors as the incompetence of

management and thus the objective would be nullified.

Fourthly, the education of the worker to a level whereby he

realised that the incentive wa3 built-in, was by no means a

simple prerequisite with re, urd to individuals coming into
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wage employment for tue first tine.

Such schemes were proposed in the Plan, but in general,

the pros and cons wore not fully discussed. One concrete

proposal was -kat in order to establish the norms of labour

productivity, a National Productivity Centre was to be sot up

to hblp bring job differentiation to some degree of order by

defining occupations, norms, gradings and other details. This

to some extent, would, if fully brought into practice, have

made a scheme of payment by result something .ore of a practical

proposition.

One alternative method of introducing higher labour

productivity through the wage system was briefly consluered.

This was to relate earnings to overall results such as the

profits of the enterprise concerned. It was wisely dismissed

by the Authors of the Plan as being ineffective in an under¬

developed economy, since the enterprise might have its
'

i

success or failure entirely governed by markets, price controls,

etc., which wore quite outside the control of individual workers

and therefore no incentive to them. This method of bringing

about higher productivity in the labour market could only be

by ensuring a scheme of profit-sharing along with a minimum

level of earnings, this ensuring that in a declining sector,

the individual would still bo above the subsistence level.
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4. Wa;:,e Policy.

Given that a wages and incomes policy had to be brought

in to increase productivity and the rate of economic growth,

the Plan set a rather hesitant tone by saying -

"Decisions will be taken about wage levels and
wage structure from time to time. These
decisions will always seek to protect the
interests of the workers and the farmers in the
distribution of the national income. But the share
of the nation1s wealth which accrues to the people
is not measured only by the wages and other incomes
they receive. It is also influenced by the amount
of public services that is available to them and
by the prices that they pay lor t^ goods which they
buy. It is an essential part of the socialist
philosophy of the Government that the need for an
adequate level of public services should not be
sacrificed to the demands of individual interest.
A share of the national income must be secured to
the state sufficient to allow it to provide for the
population as a whole what is considered to be an
adequate level of public servicer in J 1" ht of
the given economic circumstances of the country and
the ultimate objectives of Government in the
modernisation of Ghana."1

It went on In a vague way to suggest ways of relating

prices to incomes and to say that the Government intended to

bring about an Increase in the standard of living not merely by

paying higher Incomes, which could be nullified by movements in

prices, but also by keeping down prices of essential consumer

goods, in particular food prices. It was planned to allow for

an increase in the level of nutrition (a fundamental factor in

increased productivity) without any significant increase in

outlay on food. Similarly such things as rents were to be

controlled. The section on prices generally was so vague and

1, Ghana Seven-Year Development Plan, op. cit. page 169
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imprecise that it is difficult to aae how it could be

administered, especially in conditions at that time where black

market transactions were almost the norm.

furnin
^ to the machinery for implementing a wages policy,

the flan suggested that the management of a realistic wage

policy designed to achieve these objectives, required a system

which was not subject to the haphazard and erratic influences
%

that " overn wage movements in so many other economies".

By this it must be read that the Authors were also talking of

Ghana, though in the political circumstances they wore too

polite to say so. It is in phrases like this one that the

political conditions prevailing at the time can be read. The

Authors therefor proposed the formation of a National Wages

Commission of three independent members who would ■'* out the

wages structure and wages policy in the light of general

economic considerations, in particular with re arc to economic

growth. It was recommended that they consider particularly

the questions of the national minimum wage which had been in

operation since July 1960 and of the wage structure as it

affected the inter-relationships of "a limited number of

selected grades in the semi-skilled, skilled, technical,

executive, ad"inistrn.tive and professional levels and the

determination of minimum arid average payments standards under

a system of payment by results."2 The Planners were thereby

attempting to get something off the ground which might

1. Ibid page 170.

2. Ibid page 171.
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conceivably be impartial, and be a little sheltered from

political hazard.

The difficulties of servicing such a Commission wore

appreciated and it therefore recommended that the Division of

Employment and Manpower in the Office of the . fanning

Commission would assist the Commission in Its -work. This

particular body was to a very large extent composed of

European Advisers. There was, of course, in existence the

network of Public Employment Centres, which were mainly

concerned with the registration and placement of unskilled and

middle level workers. The new functions of the Employment

Service were seen as coping also with all skilled and highly

trained workers• Ore further recommendation was the formation

of a Central Employment Office purely for high-level, technical

and professional personnel.

Finally the Employment Service was to be responsible

for collecting information on labour market conditions, and a

beginning was certainly made on this, at least so far as

regarding finding some suitable 3taff to operate it was

concerned. It did for a short time work in co-operation with

the Labour Department and the Central Bureau of Statistics,

and it began to collect and analyse information in order to

try to gauge manpower requirements.

The role of the trade unions in the machinery was

described as follows
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"In a developing country, the trade union movement
must carry a heavier responsibility than unions
in maturer economies for promoting increased
productivity and hence economic growth. The Trades
Union Congress has been made joint founder, along
with 'Government and employers, of the National
Productivity Contre. Union representatives will
be expected to point out the probl :s that stand In
the way of higher productivity, to tunc part in the
search for solutions to these problems, and to
propagate an. win acceptance for these solutions
at work sites, In the factories and on the farms#
In carrying the message of productivity to tee
Individual worker the congress will by teaching
him at the same time that Increased hap iness and
prosperity for the individual Ghanaian is dependent
on increased productivity." 1

The Congress was apparently therefore supposed to play a

crucial role in getting the National Incomes Policy off the

ground through advancing the material prosperity of its

members, while also maintainin an adequate level of employment.

lore importantly, in reality, it had to mobilise ^ . port

of labour behind the Incomes Policy. In this it was exhorted

to assist in bringing in tue now wages structure through getting

now wage differentials accepted, along with the many other

wage and employment relationship which would have to bo

radically altered. In addition, support for now production norms,

new skills, payment by results, and other Incentive schemes

were also to be canvassed by the unions while at the same

time, rather wishfully, they «nlo expected to continue with

their "traditional responsibilities for negotiation and

1# Ibid page 172# ^ee AI30 A#H# hack 'Trade Unions and
the development of middle level manpower' op# cit.
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implementation of collected bargaining agreements

This latter ref <• -er.ee to collective bargaining was mere lip-

service win ow dressing* It was not really foreseen by the

Planners that free market forces would or should operate in

this way.2
These were the main recommendations of the 1964 Plan.

To suggest that it failed is of course not quite correct,since

It was never to any real extent put into action. Dven if it

had been, and even given a more stable and less volatile regime,
the difficulties to be surmounted would still have been

enormous. It would not alter the basic probletaa of under¬

development, the enormous dependence on the cocoa crop, the

problem of population growth, of migration, of subsistence

agriculture, of lack of sources for internal revenue, and

above all the growing problem of unemployment and under¬

employment. Ghana is fortunate in many ways, but she has

insufficient growth in the modern industrial sectors to absorb

the labour surplus from tie traditional sector to the extent

required.

1. Ibid p. 172. Turner op. cit* page 34 describes collective
bargaining as a "sacred cow, the merit of which is more
generally asserted or taken for granted than objectively
examined •'* he u rvviewer ot his study: TUP. KacAleese,
writing in the ^cononic bulletin of Ghana. Vol 1A (1965)
agree—it lias little practical place in wage determination.

2. The exhortation to the unions was contained in a

pamphlet: The Tasks Before Us, issued by the G.T.U.C.,
(Accra, 1965). ' ' '
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Even within the relatively small wage-earning section of

the coranunlty, when the Planners talked about wage differentials,

they old not give enough attention to the fact that these may

bear no relation to the relative qualifications of the

Individuals, nor to the degree of scarcity in the market. Pay¬

ments raay and frequently did depend on such things as personal

requirements and relationships to the employer,1 and even

within one class of employment they may in consequence be of

different, completely random levels. This frequently

meant that any question of incentive payment, so important in

any country wishing to improve skills, had no relation to

individual productivity. To 3ay, as the Planners diu, that

rewards for similar skills were substantially uniform, was

demonstrably untrue. The sine qua non of a wages structure

would be to create these differ ntials and incentives out of

what is, today, a highly random relationship in even fairly advanced

sectors of the economy.

These problems are fundamental but equally so are those

of an organisational nature. The rudimentary and unused

nature of collective bargaining procedures, due to the fierce

political nature of the Nkruraah Government's limitations on

their effectiveness, was admittedly coupled to a minimum wage

system, but this too was, after its initial impact, ^ more

1. H.A. Turner op. cit. page 46.

2. See aoove page 225.
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or leas ineffective due to the gradations of underemployment

at the bottom of tie labour strata. Minimum wage legislation

really only applied to the Public Sector, and to a certain

extent to the large expatriate firms, thus benefitting those

already favoured sections of the community, to the further

detriment of a sound or more realistic system of differentials.

The question arises in relation to the introduction of a

national minimum wage, whether wages should be kept as low

as possible in order to encourage labour intensive

production, thus absorbing the maximum number of people in a

population with a high proportion of unemployed or under¬

employed, On the other hand, should the minimum wage, as in

Ghana, provide at least adequate nutrition, as a prerequisite

of higher labour productivity, anu along with this, allow for

the fact that ware employment should be permitted to grow

only as fast as jobs can be created. This requires certain

administrative pressures perhaps through the trade unions,

to persuade people to stay in the non-wage sector of the

economy. The latter policy for Ghana seems to bo the better

one In circumstances where there is no land scarcity, anu

subsistence living does not involve the hardships found in

other parts of Africa. The effectiveness of a policy

designed to try to keep people in the non-wage sector might be

in doubt however, since a minimum wage policy will, of itself,
create such large differentials as to continue to attract

people into the urban areas where there are at least

possibilities of wage employment.
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In the last two years of the Nkrumah era the lack of

regulation was coupled with a fairly rapid inflation,^ but

despite this, political pressures allowed for littlo or no

sensible wage restraint or any attempt to begin with some of

the Plari*s recommendations • Some months before the Coup,

an I.h.F. team had demanded some restrictive measures however,

before it would consider shouldering any more of Ghana's
considered)le international debt burden, and there were signs

that this external pressure might overrule internal political

expediency. This is not to argue that a more widespread

system of wage regulation would have helped, or will help

in any major way without the additional conditions mentioned

above. Indeed to foster such would, in all probability, only

distort further the existing imbalance betweon the various

sectors of the economy, particularly between the urban and
O

rural laoour forces. This the Planners realised was

especially dangerous, as such distortion, in increasing the

differential between wage and non-wage sectors, would add to

the unemployment caused by inter-sectoral mobility.

What then is required, given the dominant role of the

Government not only in determining wages in the Public Sector

but also in Influencing the Private Sector ? The need is

certainly for a set of simple and deliberately constructed

principles, which car. be effective in both public and private

1. See Chapter 1, page 33.

2. See above page 240.
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sectors in relation to the prevailing sta e of economic

development. These principles shoulu allow labour productivity

to rise faster than real wages, provided that the standard of

living, and perhaps money wages rise sufficiently for the

purposes of achieving higher productivity through incentives.

Secondly, it 3hould try arid restrain any further tendency for

wage differentials to grow any greater, and such differentials

sboul be more precisely tied to 3kill, and not to historical

accident or tribal favour. This must also be extended to ttie

differentials between the modern and trauitional sectors of

the economy as well, though it could only admittedly be

accomplished by a deliberate political act,since free market

forces are unlikely to produce any such reconstruction in the

forseeable future. 3ut in educationally status-conscious

Ghana, the difficulties inherent in altering the status of

learning requisite of a clerk as opposed to an artisan, suggest

a fundamental educational programme to change attitudes before

this could happen,1 The public sector could perhaps help, anu

rather contrary to what Turner argues about the barriers

created by ignorance on the supply slue, Information is easily

transmitted due to the high degree of geographical and inter-

sector mobility of labour in Ghana. Also necessary would be

1. "How could one justify the relative pay scales of
the clerical officer (£G 175 - 325) and the artisan
£G 175 - 325). In both cases they would have the
same standard of literacy (middle school) but the
artisan would have had in addition five years training
as an apprentice. " Isaaca Heport op. cit.
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more precise and uniformly applied legislation on wage limiting

and minimum wage levels, since as has been demonstrated, the

collective bargaining 3ystera in view of the vast "reserve

ar.py of the unemployed"1 - or unueremployed,woulc too eusily

lead to exploitation. inally, there is the need to introduce

new labour frora the traditional non-wage sector of the

economy only as and when required. This would benefit both

the economy as a whole, through chocking urban employment,

and also the wage-labour force generally, by assisting in the

stratification and improvod conditions for those already

employed• ,

In conejlusion, under kkruraah, and indeed under the new

military regime, conditions did and do exist for Government

direction in matters of wage and labour policy, much more so

than Is possible in the freer employment structure, and loss

dublic-bector-orientated Western economies, given of course

an efficient enough administration to carry it out.

Certainly there was little allowance made for collective

bargaining anti free play in the labour market, and therefore

the function of the trade unions in this field was and is

completely abandoned. But there exists an overriding

requirement for a strong political leadership, backed by

union support, to allow a labour policy to be successfully

implemented. Given the recent British experience, this is no

surprising conclusion. With all the theory and expertise

available here, an incomes policy cannot evon be begun to be
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Implemented without the political will and political

ability to convince the unions of the benefits of such

a policy in order to ensure its effectiveness.



CHAPTER VIII

Trade unions in Ghana: Their Involvement in the Pan-African iield
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This chapter looks in more detail at Ghana1s involve¬

ment with pan-African trade union movements. It particularly

concerns itself with the Nkruraah Government's support for and

leadership of, the All African Trade Union Federation (AATUF),

which, at first seen as an entirely African labour organisation,

later became a political tool of Ghana's foreign policy, fitting

in with that country's belief in the trade union movement as a

component of the national Government.L By examining the

debate among African trade unions over the question of affili¬

ation to non-African trade union internationals, this Chapter

also highlights the basic reasons for the lack of unity among

African unions ana gives a comparative picture of the position

of trade unions throughout Africa in relation to Ghana's pre-

1966 attempts to dominate the field.

To understand this involvement with the various pan-

African trade union movements, it is necessary at the outset,

to look at the history of Ghana's relationships with the

major labour internationals both in the colonial and post-

I. The sources of information in this chapter co .0, in the main,
fro.,, i'irst hand interviews, personal attendance at con¬
ferences etc. There has been little satisfactory study of
pan-African trade unionism to date. See however relevant
chapters in loan Davies op, cit. .lenaud and Salah-3ey op.
cit. and C. Legum's Panafricanism. This chapter, in an
earlier form, was presented as a paper at the Institute of
Commonwealth Studies (U. of London) Seminar on pan-africanism
on 2hth November, 1965, °ne of a series conducted by Dennis
Austin.
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independence periods. Under colonialism, the Gold Coast

trade unions had few external contacts outside those which

existed with Britain itself, at least until the early fifties.

Before that,contacts that did exist were maintained with, or

through the Gold coast Labour Department, the British T.U.C.,

and, to a lesser extent, with individual British Unions, such

as the National Union of Mineworkers. The Labour Movement

in Ghana was affiliated to the British T,U.C. from as earl^
T

as 1945» but the link was somewhat tenuous, and the real

involvement outside Ghana did not come until the late forties

and early fifties when the three large international trade

union organisations, the International Confederation of Free

Trade Unions (ICFTU), the World Federation of Trade Unions

(VVFTU) and the International Federation of Christian Trade

Unions (IFCTU) - this latter to a much smaller degree -

began to compete for the favours of the Gold Coast workers,

2. Pre-Independence Ties

Ghanaian contacts with the WFTU grew slowly, and one of

the first brief contacts was in 1947 when the latter organ¬

isation organised an African Trade Union Information Con-
2

ference in Dakar, Nothing came of this Conference, and

further progress in relation to Africa generally was halted

by the split in the International Trade Union Movement, which

led to the foundation of the ICFTU in December 1949*

Relations between Gold Coast trade unionists and the new

1. See Chapters I, III and V.
2, ,F,T.U. Information Bulletin, No 13-14 (duly» 1947)*
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V,i- TU started straight after the schism and revolved round the

figure of Anthony Woode, a Ghanaian Marxist, who was imprisoned

for his part in the 1950 strike in Sekondi. Following on the

strike, when the Gold Coast TUC was accused of incompetence,

and an organisation called the Gold Coast Unemployed

Association was formed, the latter, calling itself a trade

union, established further contacts With WFTU again mainly
T

through the agency of V oode.

In 1951>1»K. Kunah, another left-wing trade union leader,

asked the WFTU for recognition and help, and formally applied

for affiliation for his break-away Ghana TUC^ In April 1952.

During that year the British Communist Party sent a team out to

help organise the GTUC, but further Communist links came to an

apparent halt in August 1952,when Wkrumah's Cabinet ordered a

ban of vvFTU and other Communist publications. Despite this,

two major unions, the Gold Coast Maritime Workers Union and

the Timber Workers Union, sought help at various times during

this period from the VFTU. Further slight contacts with the

WFTU were provided by the French-African unions which were

allied with the Communist Confederation Generale du Travail

Unitaire (CGT). The latter organisation arranged a confer-

1. See Chapter III page 115.
2. See Chapter III, page 114.
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conference of pan-African trade unions in Bamako in October

1951, which was also backed by the 1ISFTU. The KFTU had,

earlier in the year, tried to hold a similar conference in

Douala, in the Cameroons, but the French authorities refused

them final permission."

..ith regard to the ICFTU, the Ghana TUC and the CPP had a

rather casual and opportunistic attitude. It was an ally

when needed against Poode and his faction, but it was dis¬

carded from time to time as the situation allowed. After its

foundation in December 19^9, the ICFTU started sending del¬

egations to plead its cause in various parts of Africa. One

went to Y.est Africa in 1951* and thereafter the ICFTU with the

blessing of the French, held a conference in Douala, in arch

of that year, to which the Gold Coast sent a delegation. That

conference recommended certain steps in regional co-operation,

and as a result, a V.est African Information and Advisory Centre

was set up in Accra early in 1953# under the British trade

unionist, Albert rammerton. It organised trade union train¬

ing courses and a number of West Africans were sent on courses

to Brussels in the years that followed. The Gold Coast TUC

affiliated to the ICFTU in July 1951, and was represented on

I. V. .F.T.U. held a Conference in Paris in January 1951 to
discuss Panafrican Trade Unionism. bee lor a Pan-African
Trade Union Conference pamphlet published by W.F.T.J.
(Paris, 1951)
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on the Executive Board from 1953 onwards, with a short break

from August 1953 to February 195^ due to internal conflicts.

As a result of the location of this Information Centre,

Accra was an obvious choice for the first African Regional

Conference of the ICFTU which was held in January 1957, just

before Ghana's independence, £»&V& li teen. aiX'ican countries were

represented, and four others sent observers. Accra was

beginning to establish herself as a centre, and Nkrumah himself

opened the Conference. In his opening speech* he warned that

while he supported free trade unionism, and welcomed help from

outside, African unions should not blindly copy what had been

done in Europe and America. The Conference recommended that

various Kegionai committees should be set up, for North West,

South Fast and Central Africa. Despite the criticism that fell

on the shoulders of the ICFTU since Ghana's Independence, it is

perhaps fair to claim that this Conference and these Committees

were really the beginning of the pan-African trade union move¬

ment. But the strong start provided by the creation of the

ICFTU West African Kegional Organisation suffered a setback in

1959 when Ghana, as the strongest organisation in ICFTU in the

area, stated that the proposed West Africa Committee should not

I. 'Ghanaian Times'(291b January,1957)•
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be formed until the ex-French African States had an opportunity

to join. She went further than this by suddenly disaffiliating

from the ICFTU early in 1959» giving as the reason that affil¬

iation to any of the three trade union Internationals was a

disruptive element which African workers could no longer afford.

The IFCTU's interest in Ghana was marginal, since its

essentially Catholic bias had little appeal in British V.'est

Africa as a whole. Its main support came from the French

African States, and its existence was one reason way up to

independence, contact between French and British African trade

unionists was slight. delations with organisations such as the

ILO also existed^" but these were, in the main, conducted through

the Colonial Government's Labour Department. finally Ghana did

have certain links with the International Confederation of AraD

Tr .de Unions after it was formed in March 1956, but it was by its

nature, excluded from full membership or association.

3» Ghana's Role in the Post-Independence Moves for a pan-
African covement^*

Quite apart from the restrictions on international contacts

imposed by the Colonial Government, there was, more simply, little

incentive in Ghana to create or take part in the work of any

international bodies until independence had been achieved.

1. Ghana was a member of the I.L.O. from May 1957. See
Chapter V, page 189.

2. for the classic view see George Padmore, Panafricanism or
Communism (London 1956)
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There were,however, considerable unifying forces at work in the

French West African States, a factor of the administrative unity

of the area, ana of the fact that for Metropolitan political

reasons,the three major French union groups competed for support

in their Colonies.

Ghana had, however, tatten some bixaterai steps in meeting
trade unions from other British West African countries, in an

attempt to get some sort of integrated programme of action, and as

the first West African State to gain independence, she was in a

good position to take the lead. Contacts with some of the

Nigerian unions, for example, go back as far as 1950, and the

Nigerian trade unionist W.0. Goodluck was active in Ghana in the

years 1950 to 1954. A planned All-African Conference of Trade

Unions intended for Accra in October 1956, which was eventually

abandoned through lack of support, gained revival of interest

during the 1958 All African Peoples Conference (AAPC) in Accra.

In West Africa, however, only Ghana was independent at that

time, so it was understandable that while the idea of an All

African Trade Union. Federation was conceived there, little action

was taken to follow up the recommendations that were made. Thus,

three years later at the First Conference of AATUF in Casablanca,

the Report of the Secretariat which had been set up, had to admit

that little had happened in the meantime. The countries con¬

cerned were too busy trying to gain their own political indep¬

endence to concern themselves with new external alliegances.

The AAPC's Trade Union Committee did, however, give certain

expression to the idea of trade union unity in Africa, by
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drawing up a series of detailed proposals, which led to the

First Preparatory Conference of AATUF which was eventually held

in Accra in November, 1959*

But the AAPC was not alone in seeking unity, and the French

African states also had taken steps in this direction# In 1955»

Sekou Toure the leader of the traue union movement in Guinea, with

the help of Houphouet-Boigny the Prime Minister of the Ivory Coast,

broke away from the Communist-orientated GGT and formed the

Confederation Generale des Travailleurs Africains (CGTA). The

CGTA in turn formed the nucleus of the Union Generale cies

Travailleurs de l'Afrique Noire (UGTAN), which was founded in

January 1957# A meeting of the latter was convened in

Conakry in January 1959 by Sekou Tour^ to consider Proposals1
for the founding of a more widely based Union of Negro Workers,

which would Include workers from Anglophone states,

Ghana was itself affiliated to UGTAN, and at the January 1959

meeting John Tettegah was elected First Vice-President under Sekou

Toure" as President, but any practical results of this link between

Ghana and UGTAN were not obvious, rather in keeping with the

results of the Ghana-Guinea political union. In any case by 1959»

UGTAN had almost no support outside Guinea due to the latter

country's deteriorating political relationships with the other

I, Report of the General Congress of UGTAN. (January 195'f»
Presence Africafire)'. Although" UGTAN included many
Communist unions, its driving force was African Nationalism,
and it sought no affiliation with existing Trade Union
Internationals.
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trench African countries, especially encouraged by the schism

between followers of Sekou Tours' and Houphouet-Boigny.

The French African Influence at this stage was still fairly

strong however, due to the long tradition of interstate trade

union co-operation in the French Colonies, which had been

assisted by the three metropolitan union groupings, the CGT, the

CFTC and the Force Ouvriere. While the CGT group had formed the

basis of UGTAN, the CFTC formed the Confe'deration Africaine des

Travallleurs Croyants (CATC) in July 1956,* and the force Ouvriere

formed the Confe'de'ration Africaine des Syndicate Libre (CASL) in

February 1953. All three became structurally free from their

parent organisations to varying degrees after independence.

There were also moves in the Arab-African trade unions, and a

conference of Arab Trade Unions was held in Cairo in April 1959.

These separate meetings suggest that the time was politically ripe

for such moves, since at that stage, there was little if any con¬

tact between any of the organisations concerned.

Yet one more step has importance. Representatives of trade

union organisations in Ghana arid Nigeria met in August 1959 in

Lagos, in the hope of establishing a Federation of West African

I. The CATC later formed the basis of the Union Pan africaine et
iialgache des Travailleurs Croyants (UPMTC) set up under Gilbert
Pongault as Secretary General at Brazzaville In January 1959*
(Also referred to as the UPTC.) See Chapter III of
J. Keynaua and A. Salah-Bey, ae Syndicalism Africain.
(Payot, 1963)
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Trade Unions to cover English, French and Portuguese speaking

areas of lest Africa. This bilateral step was very rauch out of

tune with the mood of the Ghana trade unions at the time and in

the event, little came of it.

But it was round the AAPC's activities that the main impetus

can be seen, and right from the start, Ghana had a large share in

the plan. The Organisations "Steering Committee" met in October

1959 1° review the current developments, and to fina means of

giving expression to the earlier recommendations. Its Secretary-

General, Abaoulaye Biallo of Guinea, asked the Ghana TUC to con¬

stitute a "Convening Secretariat" for a preparatory conference of

the federation in Accra. This first Conference was held in

November of the same year, and was fairly successful from Ghana's

point of view, despite the fact that its timing conflicted, perhaps

deiiuerately, with the ICFTU'e Regional Conference being held in

Lagos.1
In setting up the machinery of AATUF, it was decided that the

Headquarters should be in Accra, thus giving Ghana a large initial

advantage. The Committee elected to carry out the wishes of the

Conference, was a more representative one than any which appeared
2

in AATUF meetings thereafter. There were nineteen members which

1. The ICFTU were accused of trying to sabotage the Accra meeting
as a rec:.: It o; t.'..is conflict of dates, but as the chairman
of this AFRO Conference was Tom M' Boya of Kenya, ana Ghana
was still wooing him, current criticism was muted. The
decision to hold this meeting was taken without reference to
AAPC or its chairman, (see C. Legum, anafrlcanism op cit page 84.)

2. The committee of the Preparatory Conference was composed of
the Ghana TUC, Nigerian Labour Movement, Gambia Workers Union,
Sierra Leone Council of Labour, Uganda TUC, Union M arocaine
de Travail, Egyptian TUC, OGT of Algeria, ana the UQTAN.
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number could be increased depending on new affiliations to the

federation, As well as the general committee, there was also

a seven-man Secretarial Bureau elected, with, as .'resident,

ben Seddiq of Morocco and six "Secretaries" including Joe-Fio

Meyer from the Ghana TUC, nbdoulaye Gueye and Seydou Diallo

from UGTAN and 'A.J.L, Goodluck from the Nigerian TUC, The

Bureau was meant to meet every two months on the initiative

of tne President, or more often if circumstances warranted.

It was charged with certain tasks to do witn organising the

Congress, which included the preparation of reports, collect¬

ion of funds and propaganda on behalf of the Congress. In

order to function,the Preparatory Secretariat had to have funds,

and founding Member organisations were asked to contribute,

but wrth an almost entirely negative response. Ghana

stepped in with a commitment of £10,000 from the GTUC,

mainly because it was the host organisation. Thus there was,

despite the apparent impartiality of membership of the various

committees, ooth the headquarters in Accra and financial control

there as well. It was not,therefore^surprising to finu that
the expressed doctrine of the movement was, almost from the

start, in terms of "the compelling need for unity and thenec-
essity for carrying out tne liberation struggle of the African

workers, independent of tie forces at variance in the Inter¬

national Trade Union Movement."1

I. "African Unity" was the major policy of Nkrumah in inter¬
national affairs. From the Keport of the Activities of the
Secretariat, presented at tne first AA'TUF Conference. Much
of the information in this section comes from this Feport.
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The foundations having been laid by the Accra Conference

of 1959> a further step was to be another "Constituent

Congress" planned for Casablanca in Hay of i960. Eventually

however, this was never held, ana there followed a period v

during which it became fairly ouvious that there were very few

countries which were In any way interested in furthering the

cause of trade union unity, AATUF was iater to argue that

"it was at this crucial moment tnat the enemies of pan-African

Trade Unionism began their intrigues anu subversion by every
r

conceivable means." It was in this light that the holding of

the above-mentioned African Regional Conference of the ICFTU

was in Lagos just a few days before the 1959 Preparatory

Conference of AATUF, was considered. Other examples were

frequently cited of a plot to halt the advances of Labour unity.

Yet AATUF was able to sympathise, and said that it was natural

that unions which owed their continued existence to suusxstence

from International trade union organisations, would have by

necessity, to follow the dictates of their benefactors.

AATUF Reports contribute other reasons for this slow

development towards unity. It was argued that under the

cjlonial situation, African Unions were compelled to accept

the unwanted paternalism of the metropolitan unions, and to

affiliate to these unions. Then there was the problem of the

International Trade Union Organisations, affiliation to which has

been the major stumbling block to unity right up till the present.

I. Ibid
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Initially, it appears that there was much argument in favour

of complete non-affiliation. As has been pointed out, the

connection either with the ICFTU or the Y«'f TU would, it was held>

lead to splits within Africa which were not relevant in the

African context. In addition, the "enemies" of African trade

union unity were accused of "exploiting the basic cause of

division by deepening the ideological gulf between the two

groups". "The obvious aim of these enemies is often to de-

neutralise the pan-African trade union concept by making its

advocates parties to the conflict."1
With the failure of the proposed AATUF conference in hay

I960 in Casablanca, but with the decision to call a further

Preparatory Conference taken, Ghana decided that nothing was to

be left to chance. John Tettegah of the GTUC, having attended

the Steering Committee meeting of the All African Peoples

Conference in Ear-es-Salaam in November I960, went on a whistle-

stop tour of trade union organisations in Africa, to gauge their

feeling and win their support. He paid special attention to

supposed "moderates" such as Tom M'Boya of the Kenya federation

of Labour, and the two signed a declaration reaffirming their

support for AATUF. They agreed that AATUF should not be aff¬

iliated to any of the Internationals, and both further agreed to

"recognise the right of each National Centre (the KFL and the
2

GTUC) to decide on its international relations."As Legum points out

1. Ibid.
2. C. Legum, Panafricanism op. cit., page 35
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it was not a position that Tettegah maintained for long. About

the same time, the ICFTU convened another African Regional

Conference, this time in Tunis, to discuss the problem of re-

groupment of African labour, and as a result,it was held by

AATUF to be a further attempted sabotage of their own efforts.

They need not have worried, since it in fact achieved very little.

The second Preparatory Conference of AATUF was eventually

held in Accra from the 2nd to the 4th of December I960.

Abdoulaye Diallo, the Secretary General of the All African

Peoples Conference, covered the financial aspects with a grant

from the latter's funds of some £2,000. Eighteen African

trade unions were represented by some thirty-five delegates.

Its achievement was instructing the Secretariat to work out the

details of convening the first Congress of AATUF in Casablanca.

There were to be two final Preparatory meetings of the

Secretariat before the whole movement could finally get off the

ground. The Preparatory Secretariat of AATUF held an extra¬

ordinary meeting during the All African Peoples Conference in

Cairo in January 1L961, and decided to meet in April in Conakry

to finalise arrangements for the inaugural conference. They

met under the chairmanship of the President Mahjoub ben Seddiq

of the Moroccan UMT. The Meeting was opened by Sekou foure' who

spoke in general terms of the philosophy of the African Labour

Movement, and the role of trade unions in the struggle for

liberation. Apart from this outward show, the meeting got

down to some serious work and prepared a detailed programme

I. The material in this section comes from the AATUF
Secretariat Report.
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for the Inaugural Conference which was finally set for the

25th to 28th of May 1961 in Casablanca. Its sponsors were to
T

be the "Foundation Members", and each of them could nominate

six delegates. A Mandate Commission was set up which was to

sit in Casablanca before the start of the Congress to decide on

the status and number of other trade union organisations which

might turn up. The power given to this Mandate Commission was

thus potentially large, but in the end, it was decided that there

should be a general appeal to all trade unions in Africa to part¬

icipate. Morocco, the U.A.E., Guinea, Mali and Ghana each

offered £6,000 for the running of the conference, and a further

£61000 came from the All African Peoples Conference, The

technical arrangements were left in the hands of the UMT of

Morocco, the Ghana TUC, and Guinea's CMTG. A list was also

prepared of which international and other trade union organ¬

isations should be invited as observers. Special invitations

were issued to Sekou Toure as President of UGTAN, and to the

Labour Attachees of foreign Embassies in Morocco. The stage

was set.

if. The First Conference of AATUF»*~ May 25th - 30th 1961

The first Conference of the All African Trade Union

1. The UMP, Ghana IUC, UGT Algeria, UNT Egypt, CMT Guinea,
(UGTAN), UNT Mali, UGTAN, UGT Tunisia.

2. In French speaking countries AATUF is known as the
Conference Syndicale Pan-Africaine (CSPA).
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Federation was finally held in May 1961 in Casablanca, under

the Chairmanship of ben Seddiq, Secretary General of the Union

Karocaine du Travail (UMT). From the first, there was little

question that the unions which were present did want to found

AATUF, but that was where the agreement ended, and it is worth

going into some detail over the debate since it shows that the

major stumbling block was the question of affiliation to the

Trade Union Internationals. Even the moderate ben Seddiq who

at first was in favour of allowing the separate National Unions

to decide their own affiliation, was later prevailed upon to

follow what was to be the unwavering Ghanaian line of not

allowing any allegiances outside Africa. He had been an

important figure in ICFTU, so it was fairly understandable that

he should have begun by trying to resist moves in this direction.

When the Conference finally opened after many disagreements

behind the scenes, there was an equally large amount of public

criticism on questions of organisation from those delegates who

had not been in at the formative stages. Their main accus¬

ations were of prior rigging, based on the composition of the

Steering Committee which was, in their view, heavily weighted

in favour of the "Socialist" countries. A second complaint

was that there was no attempt during the Conference to adopt

Standing Orders, and there was apparently no fixed voting proc¬

edure. Finally, the composition of the Conference itself

was very heavily criticised. The actual choice of organ¬

isations invited was, it was claimed, biased in favour of
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those likely to support the preconceived resolutions, and

few pro-ICFTU organisations had received an invitation. In

fact several turned up, including the Uganda TUC, the Liberian

CIO, the Cameroon USLC and the Malagasy CMTC. Also there were

a few delegations from IFCTU-affiliated unions including the

Chad CATC, the Congo (Brazzaville) UATC, the Dahomey CDTC and

the Malagasy CCSM. These uninvited guests were at first only

given ooserver status, but later on, after pressure from two

prominent unionists, Borha of Nigeria and M*Boya of Kenya,

tney were allowed to uecorae delegates. This side issue was

further held to indicate the biased nature of the Steering

Committee.1
After an opening speech by Tettegah on the activities of

the Preparatory Secretariat, ana a historical sketch of the

moves leading up to the Conference, the delegates spent most of

their time listening to a series of reports of activities and

statements of aspirations. The tone of the Conference was

set by ben Seddiq in his Doctrine and Orientation Keport, which

seems to have consisted mainly of his own thoughts. Despite

his earlier hesitancy, his ideas as set out in this document,

laid down the foundations of the doctrine opposed to dual-

affiliation.

I. The Steering Committee was composed of Tettegah (Ghana),
ben Seddiq (Morocco), Mamadou Sissoko (Mali), Kaba iamady
(Guinea), Ahmed Tlili (Tunisia), Answar Salama (UAB),
Salem Shito (Libya), K. Haachou (Algeria),
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Tettegah's speech and tne one that followed it, that con¬

cerning the "Programme of Action" presented by Diallo Seyaou,

the General Secretary of UGTAN, set out between them, the

principles on which the opposition to external affiliations were

based. The latter speaker^having defined what were the major

objectives of an African working class, stressed the need for

his Programme of Action which would "raise the level of con¬

sciousness of the African worker", so that he could see his

plight in perspective. But the attempt would have to be made

within the framework of the different political ana economic

structures of the Member States, and would have to cope with the

continuing controls of foreign colonial and neo-colonial powers.

The trade unions role in this must be to help the state protect

what it had gained, and government of that state might, in con¬

sequence, wish "to direct the union in the general interest".

This was, in other words, an admission that there might be cir¬

cumstances when it would be necessary to limit the powers of
I

trade unions,but from within, not from without. He continued

with a bitter attack on those states, which,going under the

"mantle of independence, were really bound hand and foot to

Europe". In all, it was the cry that was to go out continually

from AATUF conferences thereafter, the African worker's battle

I. The strictures suggested v.ore not greeted with favour by
the delegates. Even the more extreme unionists - especially
from the supposedly mare "moderate" ex-French states had
everything to fear from state control of the unions.
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against imperalism, militarism, colonialism and neo-colonialism.

In this, the most immediate example of this was external affil¬

iations by African Trade Unions. In order to acnieve real

independence it was essential to combine:-

"L'absence d' une Organisation Syndicate Pan-

Africaine fortement structure©, en face d* un patronat

et d' un imperialism© monolytique, a diminue consider-

ablement le potentiel combatif du movement syndicate

Africaine. II faut crder un enthousiasme reel,

mobiliser les masses laborieuses autour des mots d' ordre

previa, il faut s» atteler sans retard a une formation

syndicate poussee de nos militants.""''
These speeches set the tone. The political objectives

against economic colonialism, against racial discrimination, and

for non-alignment; the economic ODjectives, for an African

Common Parket, and against any extension of the European Common

Market; the cultural objectives of preserving African cultures

"stifled oy colonialism"; the social objectives of "better con¬

ditions within the structure of unity and democracy". The

solution was to be reached through a common programme of action

and trade union unity on a continental plane. The report of

I» Kapport sur le Programme d1 Action, by Diallo Seydou. He
recommended a training college for African Trade Unionists,
a Newspaper "to carry the fight into every corner", and the
creation of a Committee of Solidarity to co-ordinate the
battle.
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the "Commission de la Redaction de la Charto"1 again discussed

this question of affiliation, but could not agree whether or not

disaffiliation should be a requirement of AATUF# The members

agreed that unity was incompatible with plurialism, and that

African trade unionism must be adapted to African needs alone,

rejecting external ideologies in the process. On general trade

union independence, the report stated that there should be no

restrictions on trade union freedom, and that Governments should

never interfere in the internal workings of the unions, - a very

different view from that expressed by Diallo Seydou. The report

was explicit however in stating that trade unions originating out¬

side Africa must be adapted to African requirements, criticising

those of some of the ex-French territories, where the African

unions were merely brancnes of the ,metropolitan ones. Finally,

in regard to international relations, the Committee were agreed

that non-alignment was essential, and that no foreign inter¬

ference in their affairs should be tolerated. v.hat they were

not agreed about was affiliation, and also how international

relations in the framework of the African trade union system

should be conducted.

I. The member of the Commission de la Redation de la Charte
included M'Boya, (Kenya federation of Labour), as
Chairman, Heymann (Ghana), Tlili (UGTT), Seydou (UGTAN),
Borha (TUCN)» Diallo (Mali), and also representatives of
the UGTA, UGTS, CNTG, UAH, and the UMT of Morocco.
They failed to reach agreement on theReport, thus
delaying its presentation. Looking at the composition
of the Commission, this is understandable. An interim
report was presented by Benslimane of the UMT.
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It was the problem of disaffiliation that was the main

stumbling block throughout, one group wishing to ensure the dis¬

affiliation of unions from all external organisations as a pre¬

requisite of membership of AATUF, while the other, the moderates,

considered that this was unnecessarily demanding, and that to

clarify the doctrine and objectives of AATUF was of much more

importance than any question of structure. The problem was

put to the Plenary Conference, at which the most important

speech on the side of the moderates was by Tom M*Boya who spoke

against severing the links with ICFTU. ie said that although

his organisation, the Kenya Federation of Labour, was a member

of ICFTU, he had not come to defend it, yet on the other hand

he saw no reason why they should leave it. It did no harm,

and had a Ion, record of doing good. He referred at some length

to a paper which was circulating, purporting to be a British

Cabinet paper, which ran him down. He "knew it for the lie it

was", designed to drive him to the other camp. But he was not

going to be driven unless he thought it would be good for his

country alone. In his attitude M1Boya was strongly supported

by Ahmed Tlili, of Tunisia, who argued that, while he was opposed

to union organisations being puppets of metropolitan unions, he

was just as much opposed to those who were under the control of

their respective governments. His own UGTT was a member of the

ICFTU and yet kept completely independent. There was no

reason why such membership should be considered neo-colonialist.

The ICFTU had no ideology but had principles of defending the
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weak and dependent territories at the United Nations. Why

was this so evil? He was of the opinion that disaffiliation

was a major problem, requiring intrigue and counter-intrigue,

which was endangering the whole opportunity of success. Tlili

received little applause, but he argued as a straightforward

unionist, ready to see the rc .-eon on both sides. Another

voice for the Moderates was Borha of the Nigerian TUCN who

said that affiliation also referred to contacts with the East,

the WFTU. He presumably referred to Tettegah when he said

that there was a so-called non-aligned unionist who was going

to Moscow straight after this Conference. What was the real

meaning of non-alignment if this could happen. His speech

was followed by Xaba Mamadi of Guinea CNTG, Boubakar Diallo of

the all UNTN and a large number of other speakers all critical

of dual affiliation, and wishing it abolished. Many tended

however to stress that disaffiliation must apply to both of

the world blocs. Djibo Bakary1 of Niger's USTN, appealed at

the end for calm consideration of this question which was div¬

iding the movement, and appealed to delegates to concentrate on

the future health of AATUF, an organisation which was in danger

of collapse before it had fully come into being.

I have gone into this debate in some detail, for it shows

that the question of dual affiliation was, from the start, the

most important stumbling block to unity. Ghana had, behind

the scenes, been extremely busy, and had fairly overtly, cir¬

culated a great deal of propaganda running down the opposition

I. LaterNiger's major opposition leader in exile.
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to the anti-affiliation move* M,Boya,8 experience was typical,

but Tlili, as might be expected, came in for much abuse. Both

openly attacked Ghana alone for its behaviour, and gained some

support in the process. The bitterness was such that by the

time of the final session, the only ICFTU-affili .ted delegates

present were the UMT and the UGTA. Nigeria and Tanganyika

deliberately left early, and in the end it was mainly a Ghana,

Guinea, Morocco, UAB group that passed the final resolution

which gave a ten-month transitional period for disaffiliation.

This was not a step likely to vin any of the less extreme

members into the other camp, as was proved by the events that

followed.

5. The Formation of A.T.U.C.

As is obvious from the above, AATUF was, from its foundation

at the 1961 Conference, so dominated by the Casablanca powers

and their demands on the fundamental question of external

affiliation, that the unions from the so-called "Monrovia

Group" of moderates, felt it necessary to tde some counter¬

action towards pan-African Trade Unionism. In consequence,

the concept of a new pan-African organisation was given shape

at an ILO Conference of "free" Trade Unions in Geneva in June

1961. At this meeting, the UGTS of Senegal was charged with

convening a conference of African Trade Unionists to be held

in Dakar during the following year. The main supporters of

this move were the Union General dee Travailleurs Tunisiens (UGTT),
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the Kenya Federation of Labour (KFL), and the Union Pan-

africaine des Travailleure Croyants (UPTC). Notwithstanding

the opposition from the Casablanca group to this move, the

Conference finally took place in Dakar in January 1962. Its

principal stated aim was to represent the African Trade Union

Movement more adequately than AATUF had succeeded in doing.

Representatives of forty-one trade union organisations
T

from twenty-nine countries attended, but though invited,

representatives of unions from the Casablanca Group did not

attend. Tettegah dismissed it as a "Puppet Conference of
2

International Imperialism." Despite the absence of the

Casablanca Group, there was still a great deal of disharmony.

The three major differences involved again the vexed question

of affiliation, the attitude that ATUC should adopt to AATUF,

and finally the question of the speed at which association to

ATUC should be forced. This disagreement alone showed that

it was in no way a "puppet conference", further, there were

many resolutions passed on anti-colonial themes, in support

of unity, and against racial discrimination which would have

been perfectly in keeping with any AATUF meeting.

1. Tunisia, the two Congo's, Niger, Upper Volta, Nigeria,
Mauritania, Malagasy Republic, Cameroon, Dahomey, Gambia,
Ivory Coast, Mauritius, C.A.R., Togo, Kenya, Tanganyika,
Senegal, Somalia, Liberia, Gabon, S. Rhodesia, n. Rhodesia,
Angola, Port.Guinea, Sierra Leone, Nyasaland, Libya and
Uganda,

2. Ghanaian Times, 9th January, 1962.
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Apart from basic questions of organisation^ which were the

main preoccupations of the Conference, perhaps the most fruitful

contribution was given by David Soumah of the Senegal CATC, in

his position as President of the Political Economic ana Social

Committee of ATUC, when he spoke of the necessity to change the

attitude of African unions from those of the Colonial era when

they had deliberately made excessive social claims out of pro¬

portion to the economic possibilities of the countries con¬

cerned. This had been done with a view to weakening the

fabric of coloniai exploitation. Now the unions should turn

to helping the state in its battle for speeding up economic

development. It was decided from the beginning that ATUC

would only recognise one trade union organisation from each

member country, a very sensible move in the situation that

existed in most African countries. It was a further expressed

aim that the Organisation of African Unity should have an

"authentic counterpart" in the African Trade Union Movement,

with, ideally, ATUC itself filling the role.

More important than the Inaugural Conference is perhaps,

how the movement emerged therafter. Most of its strength (as

I. A praesidium was appointed with members: Ahmed Tlili of the
UGTT, Borha of the TUCN, Abdoullaye Ba (UGTS), Lubembe
(Kenya F.L.-M'Boya's deputy) and Pongauit (CATC-Congo).
Mamadou Diallo of Gambia was elected President of the
Charter ana Statutes Committee, and Soumah of the
Political Committee, - the two workin_ committees or the
Organisation.
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with Ghana and AATUF) lay in support from the Senegalese Trade

Union Movement, with the exception of its office bearers who

wielded a slight and unsure power. ATUC always allowed its

members to retain their international contacts, though it had

no formal ones itself. It did however have a close working

relationship with the ICFTU, and to a lesser extent with the

IFCTU. The UPTC was represented in the ATUC Executive.

The desire for unity with AATUF appears on several

occasions to have in fact been thwarted by ATUC. In February

of 1964+, the ATUC Secretariat met in Dakar, a day before it
was meant to meet AATUF for joint talks in Algiers, and

eventually never turned up. On this basis AATUF seemed just¬

ified in its claim that ATUC was the stumbling block to unity.

6. The UPTC in Africa

The UPTC had since its formation in Brazzaville in oanuary

pursued an entirely independent line as a regional organ¬

isation of the IFCTU. It is worthwhile just briefly mention¬

ing its activities in the period. From its foundation until

1964, the UPTC was heard of but little, but at the end of 1963*

Gilbert Pongault, its Secretary General, callea a colloquium of

"free African trade unionists" for Brazzaville to be followed

by a conference in January 1964* This was in fact the Second

Conference of the u,TC. Support for the Conference was not

entirely from French speaking Africa, and Sierra Leone, Nigeria

the Gambia, Ethiopia, Uganda and Tanganyika sent delegates or
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observers. It was considered by AATUF to be a further neo-

colonialist plot to oe used to postpone the proposed joint

ATUC/AATUF meeting in Algeria, but it has emerged that the much

more likely reason for its revival was a move by Pongault and

others to break -y from the ATUC, and the control Senegal had

over the latter.

Pongault emerged from the meeting as a very competent per¬

former, and spoke at length of the real meaning of trade union

freedom, especially in relation to the one-party state. his

criticism of AATUF predominated the Conference. The UPTC had

sent delegates to the first conference of AATUF but had withdrawn

"disillusioned by the Intrigues". "The AATUF exists only on

paper", he went on, neglecting to discuss the material existence

of his own organisation. It was not AATUF alone that he crit¬

icised however, and ATUC also came in for the complaint that it

was ineffective and uominated by the Senegalese unionists.

Despite the vigour of the Conference, the UPTC in the follow¬

ing year haa little support outside Congo (Leopoldville), Gabon

and Senegal. In co-operation with the IFCTU and the French CFTU,

it carried out a reasonable training programme at several training

schools in Vest Africa which briefly gave it more standing than

either of its rivals, but it fairly soon virtually ceased to

exist; its headquarters in Brazzaville were closed in March 1965»

following a change of government and Pongault had to escape to

Leopoldville.
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7. The Division in the African Laoour Movement

There are various causes for the split that occured in the

African Labour movement following the conference, or more

precisely, reasons why at that stage the unions from the

Casablanca and Monrovia Group countries could never effect¬

ively come together, because it is meaningless to talk in terms

of a split between unions which never before had occasion to

co-operate. It was rather that the situation at the end of

the fifties was hardly right for such a pan-African move in

the political, let alone the trade union sphere. Most of

the states involved had just become, or were in the process of

becoming independent, and for thera there were too many pressures

in other directions. Newly independent African states, for

example, while paying lip service to the complaint that col¬

onialism had bequeathed them arbitaiy and unnatural frontiers,

(a view that has some justification) had tended to reinforce

their international political frontiers in a natural attempt to

create the concept of "State" and to give some form to national

identity. At such a juncture there was no immediate desire to

give up even the slightest amount of hard-won sovereignty, even

in the minor realm of trade unionism.

What one did get, however, were splinter groups from certain

trade unions, which feit they had had a bad deal since independ¬

ence, ana wno were iooKxng to extra-territorial commitments in

order to further their aims. Thus in many countries, vmile

the major trade unions were establishing tneir positions under
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their own independent governments, there were small groups,

calling themseives "representative", who took a large part in

budding pan-African movements.

Such "splits" as existed were thus frequently, but not

entirely, internal to each individual country, a product of

that country's political environment. But just as important,

were the groupings engendered by the emergence of new states

from their different colonial backgrounds, the different

language groupings, ethnic and religious differences, and

most importantly, political alignments. There was a natural

tendency for the majority trade unions to be only interested in

pan-African groupings if there was no suggestion of giving up

any sovereignty, nor any possibility of interference in the

internal workings of member organisations. They had to

consolidate their internal position first. The splinter

groups on the other hand, with the backing of one or two of

the large Socialist union-groupings, such as Ghana and Egypt,

were perfectly prepared to co-operate internationally. It

was with this highly political background that these movements

for unity came into being.

AATUF, with Ghana's backing, gave its full attention to

the splinter groups, and assisted what were, in the main, very

weak organisations, both financially and materially, so that

they could "achieve their freedom from foreign trade union

paternalism, and assert their right in determining their own

future."1 The Report of the Secretariat of AATUF states

I. Report of the Secretariat (AATUF 1st Conference, in Casablanca).
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that "much as we (the Secretariat) deplore the existence of

splinter organisations within the trade unions in Africa, we

accept the unavoidable situation as a historical necessity".

One of the dangers of such action on AATUF's part, or perhaps

one could say on Ghana's part, was that it brought down the

criticism not only of the established trade union organ¬

isations upon itself, but also the ill-favour of many

Governments, since these splinter groups frequently indulged

not only in trade union opposition, but also political oppos¬

ition. This was certainly the case in Nigeria, where

¥>. Goodluck of the Nigerian TUC, a small organisation com¬

pared with the TUCN, certainly was very much involved in

extreme left wing anti-government activities. Djibo Bakary

of Niger was another well known trade unionist and opposition

leader in exile.

Moreover, no-one even in the ATUC, openly at least,

disagreed with the concept of unity, though more often than

not it was lip-service support. There wai simply a straight¬

forward dislike of the way Ghana and AATUF were trying to

organise tilings. AATUF on its part could not admit that

there were certain properly constituted African unions and

governments opposed to its policies. Those who were

opposed were "neo-coloniallst organisations such as ICFTU",

who feared for their standing in Africa, and who, rather

than attacking themselves, diverted "the conscious fight of
the African working masses to internal conflict of interest".*

I. Ibid.
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Such statements were hardly conducive to gaining support from

the more moderate countries.

When AATUF itself examined tnoee factors which it thought

were the major ones contributing to disunity, it came to the

conclusion that "trade unions which h^ve risen to eminence and

power with nationalist political movements in Africa, are

assertive of their inherent consciousness in support of trade

union united action because they maintain latitudes which

correspond to the whole sphere of their political expression

and which are in harmony with the common aspirations of the

freedom movements of Africa."' Besides these revolutionary

trade unions, there were apparently others which though con¬

scious of the revolutionary moves going on, had "fallen prey

to hostile governments", and therefore were unable to declare

their stand. Finally, there could be isolated the worst form

of trade union in Africa, that resulting from the metropolitan

trade union influence, unions which were founded witii the help

of the colonialist unions, unions unable to exist without

external support.

Whatever the arguments, it is certainly true that Accra

was becoming a veritable sanctuary of trade unionists and

dissidents from countries whose governments were hostile to

pan-African trade unionism on the AATUF model. Ghana and

AATUF conjoint, reaped a great deal of criticism as a result,

becoming branded and linked equally with the Communist

I. Ibid.
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Internationals, ana the V=FTu. J The ena of the fifties and the

beginning of the sixties saw so many changes within Africa,

that they could not but help have an effect on the pan-African

trade union movement. If Ghana was so much in the fore, what

of the other members of the AATuF Committees? insight into

this is perhaps given by AATUF•s Preparatory Secretariat having

to communicate with President ben Seddiq in morocco in late

1963> to "express the urgent neea for reconvening a Preparatory

Conference". In fact, it emerged that ben Seddiq had more or

less nothing to do with the workings of AATUI between the two

meetings. It was run entirely by Ghana and by the dissident

exile trade unionists, who frequently were doubling as

"governments in exile". It is fair to say that,tnroughout

the period from its formation till the coup, without Ghanaian

support, AATUF would not have continued to exist. This is

proved by the immediate collapse of AATUF following on

Fkrumah•s downfall.

The most recent and only other AATUF Conference was held in

Bamako from the 10th to the lifth June 196^, ana has certain

relevance in a study of the recent developments in pan-African

Trade Union Organisations.^ The Conference was attended by some

I. The other organisation in Accra which worked closely with
A.A.T.U.F. was the "freedom fighter" training organisation,
the "Bureau of African Affairs".

£. The writer attended most of the sessions.
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one hundred traae unionists representing about forty trade

union organisations and about twenty-five separate countries,

at least six of which were "Governments in xile", with the

headquarters in Accra. From the start Ghana had the

Conference well under its control. John fettegah was pro¬

moted from Secretary to Secretary General, and the location of

AATUF'e headquarters for the future was agrees upon as Accra.1"
The detailed lists of participants and the minutes of the

discussions were not fully published but since it emerged from

Ghana news-agency reports (with no attempts at modesty) that

some sixty of the delegates had stopped off# for some days in

Accra both before and after Bamako, it would seem fair to assume
2

that the Conference had been highly weighted in Ghana's favour.

Indeed she was accused of having become fairly adept at organ¬

isation of trade union conferences, all of which were roundly

condemned by ICFTU as being at least "unrepresentative."

Much of the conference was given up to listing the political

objectives of the CPP in relation to colonialism, neo-colonialism

and imperialism with full attention to the situation in South

Africa and Southern Fhodesia. As became the custom, there were

1. "Evening Sews. 16th June 1964.

2. Ghaaaran Times 9th June 1964. The delegates also returned
via Accra. See Evening News (17tn June 1964).
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few resolutions of particular reference to trade unions as such.

Two interesting points did, however, emerge. First of all,

John Tettegah in his opening speech did appear to make a con¬

cession over the matter of contacts with foreign and inter¬

national trade union organisations. He made the careful dist¬

inction between AATUF members being affiliated to international

organisations, and their being allowed to co-operate with them,

but at the same time he stressed his long held belief that such

co-operation must come from the central trade union organisation

in the state. This centralised union body should be strong and

unique, for plurality of the trade union movement within a state

would only serve to continue the colonial policy of divide and

rule.
I

The second interesting point was an statement by AATUF

defining the role and position of trade unions in a one-party

state. The conference produced a resolution which defined the

role of trade unionist in three t^pes of African situations.

The three situations were countries, first of all, still under

the yoke of colonialism, secondly, under neo-colonialist or

reactionary governments, and thirdly those countries following

what was termed the "revolutionary road". Trade Unionists in

these three circumstances must behave accordingly. Trade

I. AATUF - Report of the Activities of the Secretariat - 2nd
Congress, June l96k> Also Policy Statement and
Orientation.(ibid)
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Unions, such that were allowed to exist, as they were not for

example in the Portuguese territories, must campaign by every

means available in order "to free themselves from their chains".

Under a reactionary or neo-colonialist regime (which might well

be one-party, presumably such as Senegal or the Ivory Coast),

trade unionists, if enlightened, must act much as under the

colonial situation, "waging war against economic exploitation

and rallying patriots to the cause".J
Consideration of the role of the Ghana TUC in the pan-

African trade union movement over the last few years of Akrumah's

rule showed that, self-styled as an arm of the ruling CP?, it

had become not only an executive arm of the Party internally

but also a vehicle for the expression of Ghana's foreign policy

in Africa. The GTJC's fairly full control over the workings of

AATUF added the influence of that body in Ghana's favour as well.

But Ghana's status and influence in the pan-African union move¬

ment was to a great extent conditioned by her political standing

in the OAU and in Africa generally, for the simple reason that

the trade unions of Africa had such a high political content.

In 0eneral terms this was true of nearly all pan-African or

national trade union movements, since tiiey were all, to some

decree or other, under government control or provided a prop¬

aganda platform and foreign policy instrument for special

I. See Evening hews l?th June 196**
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national interests. Some amount of restraint was and is

inevitable oven in those countries attempting to govern in non-

totalitarian ways, since in order to raise standards of living

and face up to the problems of underdevelopment, it is perhaps
a luxury to tolerate a trade union movement wuich is sectional

and unrestrained.

In sum, the pan-African trade union movements, like all

inter-African movements, tended to be entirely subject to the

dictates of the member governments.* The easiest way to

illustrate this point is to return to the debate on uual-

affill, tion, V.hy exactly did this idea caused so much division,

apparently out of all proportion to its real importance. It

was in effect nothing to do with trade unionism per sc. but was

a cover for a simple political argument as expressed at every

OAU meeting, on the question of different interpretations of

non-alignment. Thus the almost non-existent distinction made

by Tettegah at the AATUF Bamako meeting between "affiliation"

and "co-operation". There was no difference in practice

between the two terms certainly in terms of relationships

between AATUF and V.'FTU on the one hand, and ATUC and ICFTU on

the other. Both sides were arguing the principle of non-

I. It is interesting to compare A.A.T.U.I, with the Pan-
American Federation of Labour, re the political nature of
unions: see Charles VV. Loth 'The Pan-American federation
of Labour: Its political nature,' "The Western Political
Quarterly" pp 615 - 620 Vol, XVIII, September 1265-
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interference, AATUT condemning external affiliations as

extensions of the colonial situation, while ATUC used the same

principle in claiming that constituent unions should have

freedom to affiliate where they chose. 'erhaps o.ibo Keita

best summed it up in a speech in January 1963 when after re¬

ferring to AATUF he warned against "une autre e'spece df

assimilation", and went on to argue that the truly non-aligned

should not concern themselves with the unimportant question of

affiliation,but should rather concentrate on the attitudes and

trainin- of the trade union leadership,to avoid the latter

i-ecoming dominated by any external influences.

On this basis, what was the future for pan-African trade

unionism? This chapter has shewn that despite what Ghana or

AATUF, or Senegal or ATUC said, these two organisations were, in

the main, mere gaper tigers, each with an ill-defined and wispy

membership and an equally uncertain organisational structure.

This was demonstrated by the immediate collapse of AATUf following

hkrumah*s downfall, a combined result of mere lip-service support

from most countries and from unions which were more concerned

with putting their own very differently structured houses in

order first, coupled with a fact which sunk President hkrumah's

call for Union Government at successive 3AU meetings - simply

that no country, newly independent and struggling against

tribalism and disunity within itself, was prepared to sacrifice

even a small portion of its economic and political sovereignty.

Ghana's continued failure to have AATUF adopted by the OAJ as
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the "official" pan-African body was symbolic of these factors,

coupled with the awareness that since, as has been demonstrated

in this Chapter, nearly all national unions in Africa were one

way or another tools or extensions of government, the dangers

of domination and of an African inspired "neo-coionialism"

by the more powerful states were only too obvious.

I



CHAPTER IX

Recent .Developments: Trade

Unionism and its Prospects

Since the 1966 Coup
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The purpose of this Chapter* is to recount events immed¬

iately following the Coup of the 24th of February 1966 which

overthrew President Nkrumah. It discusses the moves which

culminated in the Feconstitution Congress of the G.T.U.C., and,

in conclusion, comments on the major problems facing trade

unions unaer Military Pule in Ghana.

following tne army Coup of 24 February, the principal

leaders of the d.T.u.C. including the Secretary General^
J, rU iiiapah, were taken into custody, and B.A. Bentum was

appointed by the national Liberation Council (Fi.L.C.) as

interim secretary-General, The appointment was neither under¬

stood nor popular at first because, from September 19«4# bentum

hau been a Minister in the Mkrumah administration. lie has

srnce claimea that throughout this period,ne was secretly

collaborating with the Chief of Police, Fir d. Hariiey, the

architect of tne coup, and as he was the only Minister not

arrested,his claim appears to be credible. His status as a

trade union leaaer was not in doubt, as he had been active in

tne movement for many years, and immediately before September

1964# he had been Secretary of the Agricultural workers' union

and Chairman of the executive Board of the G.T.U.C., posts from

which he had been removed by hkruraah when he sought an invest¬

igation into suspected financial malpractices by the u.i.U.C.'s

1. The source material for this chapter are ILG reports,
Newspapers, and the GTUC Reconstitution Conference Keoort.
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senior officials. More probably he was removed fax jciin^

insufficiently dedicated to the CPP*

Benturn announced that the priority tasks were to hold a

reconstitution congress as %eedily as possiole, to expose the

corruption of his predecessors in office, ana to re-establish

contacts with the trade union movements in neighbouring countries,

he then appointed a one-man Commission to investigate the finances

of the -.f.ir.C., but in April, the Commissioner was supplanted by

the Munifie Commission appointed by the h.b.C# It is not clear

whether Bentum had asked for the change because the evidence

being ventilated was leasing to puolic disorder, or whether the

•T.L.C. preferred the adoption of an orthodox enquiry under its

own control.

A heconstituti x. onference was arranged to be held in .ay,

but it was postponed, the main reasons being that the new draft

Constitution, produced by an eight-man committee appointed by

Bentum, was considered insufficiently democratic and because

the workers had not been afforded adequate opportunities to

study the proposals and offer alternatives. .here were also

suggestions that Bentum was attempting to steam-roller through

a constitution whic. would give him, as the potential Secretary-

General, a position of authority reminiscent of the hkrumah

regime and that he war, being imposed upon the G.T.U.C. by

the N.L.C. These criticisms were sustained by a campaign in

the Press inspired by members of the Unites Party (u.P.) who

had returned from exile or detention. They were naturally
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suspicious of Bentuai because of his acceptance of a

ministerial post uncier Mkrumah. In addition, there was

opposition from most of the national union and regional

secretaries of the G.T.U.C., the majority of whom had been

C.P.P. supporters, had been trained in Eastern Bloc countries,

ana had been appointed by Nkruraah. Finally, there was an

understandable division within the trade union movement

about the desirability of reconstructing the movement from

the top, the G.T.U.C. view, as opposed to starting first at

the bottom, supported by local and branch elections.

To resolve their doubts about the draft constitution,the

N.L.C. called in Sam Nettey who had retired prematurely from

the post of Commissioner of Labour when the Nkrumah Government's

catjustrnent of the labour laws to suit its policies went too far.

Under Nettey's guidance, what was considered a more liberal and

democratic draft Constitution was produced and circulated to the

unions. He was also able to satisfy the N.L.C. that the draft

did not conflict with the provisions of the Industrial relations

Acts of 1953 and 1965, which at that time had neither been re¬

pealed nor amended by the new Government.

A Mr. de Jonge, a representative of the International

Confederation of Free Trade Unions (I.C.F.T.U.) was sent in

Hay from Brussels, to help with the organisation of the

Feconstitution Congress, Concurrently Bentum seized the opport¬

unity afforded by the postponement to travel about the country

to present his policies, explain his relationships with the
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Nkruaiah regime and the , .L.C., and to clar ify the provisions

of the draft Constitution. He addressed mass meetings in all

the main towns and the success of his exercise became apparent

at the Congress which was eventually held on k and 5 June.

The delegates numbered i+0 members from each of the national

Unions. The expenses of the Congress were covered by a gift

of /10,000 from the I.C.F.T.U. which can be held as indicating

the way the wind was blowing. It was hoped that the entire

seven-man National Lioeration Council would attend the opening

session of the Congress, and that General Ankrah would open the

proceedings with a policy statement on labour ana social affairs.

In the event,most of the N.L.C. attended the ceremonial re¬

opening of the border with Upper Volta at that time, and ueneral

Ankrah, although he was in Accra, aid not attend, perhaps

deciding that it would be unwise to identify the N.L.C. too

closely with the TUC, but rather to emphasise the freedom of

the workers' movement from state control, and to remove any

lingering suspicion that the N.L.C. sought to impose lientum

on the T.U.C. The sensitivity of the N.L.C. on this last

poxnt had become apparent when, during the discussion about the

postponement of the congress, Ankrah made it clear to Bentum

that he was an interim, not an acting Secretary-General, an

impression which had become widespread.

The opening address was delivered on behalf oi the N.L.C.

by Bear-Admiral D.A. Hansen, chairman of the Greater Accra

Committee of Administration and nead of the Ghana navy. The
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The main points from the address,* which was taken as a def¬

initive statement of government policy, were:-

(a) The workers1 organisations which had been sub¬

ordinated to political control during the Nkrumah

era would now have full freedom to draw up their

own Constitution, to elect their representatives and

to organise their administration, activities and

programmes "provided they kept in mind the higher

interests of the nation."

(b) The N.L.C. would observe and comply fully with Inter¬

national Labour Convention No. 37 concerning the

freedom of association and the right to organise

(during the Nkrumah era the I.C.F.T.U. had com¬

plained to the I.L.O. about Ghana's non-compliance

with this convention, despite ratification).^

(c) The free labour movement should avoid political

involvement and ideologies and should be "non-aligned

in the real sense of the word."

(d) The Industrial Relations Act, 1965* (which, inter

alia, forbade strikes ana lock-outs while conciliation

procedures were being followed) was still valid and

firm. Steps would be taken to deal with workers who

disregarded its provisions.

1. Conference of Keconstitution report, (Accra, k April 1966).

2. ILO, Official Bulletin Vol XLIX No.2 (April, 1966)
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(e) Consideration would be given to winding-up the

private pension funds whose assets had been frozen,

to reducing the workers' and employers' rates of con¬

tribution to the National Provident fund and to

lowering the a^e of retirement.

(f) The National Advisory Committee for Labour would be

revived and would provide a channel for trade union

representations to the N.L.C.

(g) The trade unions should avoid actions which might

prejudice economic recovery and should encourage

greater productivity.

The Constitutional Rules and Bye-laws of the GTUC which

were eventually adopted unanimously by the Congress, were more

liberal and democratic than their predecessors. Their final

form reflected two important trends which characterised the

debates. These were to reduce the powers and influence of the

GTUC and its Secretary-General, and to lessen the risk of

political infiltration or domination. The first was acnieved

by giving more authority ana freedom of action to the national

unions both in administrative and financial matters; by in¬

creasing the powers of the Finance and Executive Boards, the

latter being enlarged by the inclusion of both the President

and Secretary of each of the National Unions; ana by limiting

to two years (renewable) the Secretary-General's term of office.

An attempt to acnieve the second was the insertion of a clause

which debarred tne Secretary-General and top officials of the

GTUC from holding office in any political party.
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The Congress adopted a "Programme for Progress" which

summarised the broad lines of the GTUC's future policies and

aspirations, and a number of resolutions which were saia to

represent the more immediate demands of the workers. although

there were several references during the discussions to the

considerable rise in the cost of living since 1959> and the

absence of compensating wage increases, there was no demand

for an across the board increase of wa6es and salaries. In

its place there were requests for a review of wages and con¬

ditions of service, and for reductions in the rates of con¬

tributions to the national Provident fund. It is interesting

to read of workers' representatives making a case for the re¬

duction of impositions upon employers, and refreshing that

the radical proposal to reduce the workers' contrioution

from 7i;o to ZiJo was amended to the more sensible fi0ure of

The important question of international relations en¬

gendered surprisingly little emotion or polemics. Despite

fairly obvious behind-the-scenes pressure from the ICFTU,

there were no resolutions calling for disaffiliation from

the Nkrumah-inspired All African Trade Union Federation (AATUF)

or for affiliation to the ICFTU. There seemed to be a

genuine feeling that the trade union movement in Ghana would

have sufficient problems within the country as to preclude

much extra-territorial interest, a welcome oreak with the

past. The Congress decided that the question of the GTUC's

future International relations should oe determined by the
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Executive Board. To students of Nkrumah's Ghana it is sig¬

nificant that the hackneyed subjects of imperialism, capit¬

alism and neo-colonialiem were not once ventilated.

The elections for the posts of Secretary-General,

Chairman of the Executive Board and five-man membership of

the finance noard, were conducted with an ostentatious dis¬

play of aemocracy in order, as the GTUC Public Eolations Office

said, to emphasise the transforation from the krumah era,

when elections were controlled, contrlvec or non-existent.

The memcere of tne i inance Board appeared to have been well

chosen on the basis of reliability and long service in minor

positions,rather than for more brilliant qualities. The

new Chairman, David gyir, had been active for many years in

the Kailway Workers' Union, ana since the coup, haa been

Chairman of its Executive Council. Benturn was elected as

Secretary-General,and the result was a complete vindication

of Bentum's policies and his approach to the reconstitution

of the GTUC.

The Congress aroused considerable interest in Africa and

elsewhere. There was no official delegate from the AATUJr*
but the acting Administrative Secretary, A.M. xssifu, w&.\

preee.'.i throughout. Invitations to the original (postponed)

Congress had been sent to all African National Trade Union

centres, the international trade union organisations ana to

I. aica continues nominally to exist.
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many other national trade unions. The despatch of invitations

to the actual Congress was timed to obviate the attendance of

delegates who might have engaged in subversive activities.

The foreign delegates, particularly the Africans, were

quoted as being much impressed by the orderly nature of the

proceedings, the freedom of speech allowed participants, the

sound organisation ana the democratic ballots.1 During recent

years the GTUC, as was said in Chapter VIII, had been regarded

with suspicion by many other trade union movements because of

its domination by the C ?, its propagation of Nkrumah's policies

and its links with the Eastern Bloc. The open demonstration

of new-found freedom may result in the GTUC being accepted

a^ain in Africa. The Congress placed Bentum in a strong

position, but he, and the GTUC, now have to face a number

of problems which will require careful handling if the organ¬

isation is to develop on peraissabls lines. Not the least of

these is the need for Bentum to consolidate his own position

and at the same time to avoid any attempt to dominate the

movement. He was appointed by the NLC and elected by the

delegates more because there was no obvious acceptable alter¬

native, than because he was the universally desired candidate.

The problems of finance, organisation and administration

also loom large. The GTUC was saddled with debts which were

saio. to total about a million pounds, although only a fifth

I. from Press Reports of the time.
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of that sum represented genuine indebtedness, the major part

being paper transactions, for example state loans ana subsidies,

of dubious morality. The GTUC's income from its share of

cneck-off, amounts to over .£12, GOO per month but its current

expenditure on salaries and rents absorbs the whole of this

sum,leaving nothing with which to clear its debts.

The GTUC was and is organizationally grossly over-staffed,

both at its headquarters and in the many regions, and many of

the staff are of poor quality. But the declaration of re¬

dundancies at a time when unemployment is rising* would not be

popular and in any event, would be counter to NLC policy.

Belated staff problems are the identification and control of

those members who were CPP stalwarts, and who, if retained,

might sabotage democratic development and the allocation of

work to returned exiles and detainees who nave jumped on the

GTUC band-wagon. Sooner or later the problem of the ex-

National Union, and Regional Secretaries must arise. Although

they were at first all swept into detention, it seems fairly

certain that several of them were not implicated in the

alleged conspiracy to assist .ikruraah's return, hence most have

been released. hilst they may have received training oehind

the Iron Curtain, there were many of them who were, nevertheless, -

experienced trade unionists. As the new GTUC lac^s such men,

I. - early 1967
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it may be useful if their services are not lost to the trade

union movement. Whether or not such people return, the

trade union movement will have need of trained and experienced

cactres and until any internal schemes can oe organised,this is

a field where help from overseas could be most beneficial.

The new conditions in Ghana create special problems for

trade union leaders. Under Kkrumah, strikes were outlawed so

there has been a natural reaction since the Coup for groups of

workers to strike for trivial reasons, to exercise their

freedom. Such actions are already declared as "not in the

national interest", and in the industrial field it will

doubtless be one of the tasks of the new GTUC as well to

"educate workers to realise that rights are accompanied by

responsibilities". Similar exercises will be required of

them in the employment field, particularly if unemployment

continues to rise as a result of the Government's economic

stabilisation programme, and in the economic field, to limit

demands for wage increases unrelated to increases in product¬

ivity, ana beyond the capacity of the economy to grant.

The GTUC is not at present equipped or organised to cope

successfully with the tasks which confront it. Bentum has

realised this* ana has made it known that he will welcome

assistance from foreign trade unions and other organisations,

provided the minimum of strings are attached. The financial

I. Ghanaian Times (June 1966)
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and practical help given by the ICFTU to enable the Reconstruct on

Congress to be mounted was much appreciated, the more so because

it was unobstrusive and therefore, it could be claimed, free

from political or ideological complications.

The greatest immediate need is the training of trade union

officials ana in workers' education. The GTUC has to this end,

set up a Workers' College with the assistance of the I.L.O.

and with promised support from the Ghana Employers Association.

The problem in this,as the new Government realised, was the

lack of suitably trained Ghanaian personnel. They wished, for

obvious reasons, to avoid employing expatriate lecturers, so

that there would be no repeated attempt by any one country to

gain a monopoly, with the consequent accusations of neo¬

colonialism, and interference in Ghana's internal affairs.

What has happened^however is that various countries have been

asked to sponsor short courses. Germany's Friedrich . bert

Stiftung for example, ran a three week course at the College

in the Autumn of 1967. In July the independence may appear

to have been somewhat jeapordlsea with the appointment of an

American, Er J.N. Gould as the College Principal.

In the present political vacuum the trade union movement

is, apart from the security forces, the only organised section

of the community. Given the right leadership, help and

guidance it could make a substantial contribution to economic

stabilisation and recovery. But it could become a barrier to
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progress and even become a centre for counter-revolution.1
For the present, it will be subject to and will have to accept,

certain limitations on political and economic activities, of

the kind mentioned above, ana the economic situation will re¬

strict the implementation of necessary improvements in wages,

working conditions and social amenities.

One might say that while trade unions and their leaders

usually prosper on the militant pursuit of their claims on

behalf of the membership, for the next few years in Ghana.this

will have to be tempered with an appreciation of national need,

and the leadership will heve to educate their followers with

the realisation that rights are accompanied by responsibilities

just as the 19o4 National Plan advocated. On present form,

they will probably be aided in this task by restrictions,

explicit or implied, imposed by the National Liberation Council.

Military regimes are habitually the opponents of trade union
p

movement; they ao not talk the same language and they do not

welcome the development of possible alternative bases of

authority.

1. The N.L.C.'s reportedly exceeain; ly sharp reaction to a
strike in late 1966, at the Ashanti Goldfields is
indicative of this.

2. ior a description of the role of the Military in African
States, see V. Gutteridge; Armed rorces in Lew States.
(O.U.P., 1962); and M. Janowltz. The Military in the
olitical ievelopment of New ..ations. (U. of Chicago,
1964).
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CONCLUSION
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This thesis has demonstrated that British concepts of

trade unionism as primarily an institution of the industrial

age, must be reconsidered for a developing economy, and that

trade Unions functioning for collective bargaining purposes

alone may be very much confined to the developed countries of

the West. Where political pressures are strong, and political

leaders are insecure, any organised body, (and the trade union

movement is, apart from the armed forces, the only major one

in Ghana) will have to remain under the control of the central

Government mac .ine, if it is to continue to exist. Otherwise

it remains a threat to the existing leadership. It is, in

consequence, unlikely that the movement in Ghana will throw

up, or return a leadership unconnected with the Government, and

its influence and role will continue to depend on the broader

developments in the field of politics or in the Army. None¬

theless, the trade unionist is very much a member of an elite

group in the community, by virtue of the fact that wage-earners

in . developin economy are themselves an elite. As such, he

has political aims and importance very different from his

counterparts in the British Trade Union movement.

This underlines what this whole study seeks to demonstrate,

simply that the political content of the unions is potentially

very much higher in Ghana than in Britain. As was sho.\n,

this stems from the tradition of opposition to authority which

grew up under the colonial system and which was so closely

allied to the political opposition following inde endence. It
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It was only natural therefore that the two sides of the

partnership should have remained together. In addition,

despite the British influence in the past, there is no reason

why the universality of any syBtem which the former Colonists

believed should be the norm, (any more than was the case in

the field of politics or in the structure of government)

should have been expected.

With only a few years of independence behind them, most

West African countries are faced in their internal economic

affairs with t - related problems. Firstly there is the slow-

rate of development caused by a severe shortage of both inter¬

national and internal financial resources, and secondly there

is a growing popular demand for a speedy transfer from a sub¬

sistence to a money economy. These two problems were inevit¬

able, and would have caused social difficulties even had the

countries remained dependent on the former metropolitan powers.

But independence has brought an aggravating factor into play#

Whereas formerly, the bulk of the African population was greatly

separate from the colonial administration as far as living

standards were concerned, it is now the turn of a new class

of educated, wealthy Africans, who may have not resisted the

attempt to increase their affluence out of proportion to that

of the mass of the population they govern. The former was

more easily acceptable than the latter, to the urban workers

and their leaders. Thus, modern trade unions in the new

Ghana and in Africa generally can, if allowed, play a large

part in the growth of an economic and social discontent which
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no longer is related to anti-colonialism. To a ne and

aspirin0 government, this is intolerable, and the result is

that possible unrest is met by totalitarian actions as with

hkrumah' s Ghana, firm authoritarianism as in Cameroon, or

strict paternalism as in Liberia. Today probably only in

parts of Nigeria and In Sierra Leone can the unions have some

severely limited freedom in labour matters. It is not too

early to suggest that the new re'gime in Ghana will have to

cope similarly with this threat.

A government is therefore concerned to give intense

application to the root cause of such possible disafiection

since,even where the unions are weakly led, they are potentially

attractive to anti-government elements, and the tendency has

been to move away fro:; diversionary and extravagant prestige

projects in to the less exciting fields of rural development

and social improvement schemes. Even Nkrumah latterly was

coming to realise this. In this plan of things, the unions

play a large role, if only because they exist. No country in

Africa has so far found it politic to suppress them entirely,

since they are, if nothing else, essential to the image of

progressive development, especially with countries seeking

foreign investment and wishing to give a picture of stable

labour and industrial relations. Despite the dangers of their

being an organised instrument of public discontent, they can

become a constructive force for good in any country's development!

by their capacity to formulate the real needs of a large part of

the population.
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Trade unionism arises oasically as a form ox o.^ocxiion

- ii4i, eitaer in- titutional iiite a hostile management or

government, or natural, iike economic adversity. in Ghana as

tuis tueois aas demonstrated, this role u~ an opposition during

the period from Independence until tne military Coup, became,

from one point of view, entirely suppressed ana erroded. from

another, it and uecoue unnecessary, ox. had been supercedea ay

the creation of a one-party, neo-socialist btate, where unions

worieu in co-operation with the dtate as a highly controlled

extra stimulant -a one higher productivity needed.

This thesis has argued that the trade union aas,too

sweepingly,been considered primarily an institution of the

industrial age. In fact, on tne one hanu, it is a social

institution which come;, into being as an insurance or protest

,.wai.a t adverse conditions experienced by any group of similarly-

employed workers, and its appearance taut can be held ~o be a

natural consequence of urbanisation and inuustrialisation when

these modern phenomena break down tne traditional ways of life,

but on the other hand, the Trade union is not just tnis, not

ju t a social institution that acquiesces an whatever social

e vironment it finds itself. It has been considered in Britain

as an instrument for helping on the emancipation of the working

class.. But the emancipation of the working class does not

begin and end with the factory, ana the 'Trade Union is very much

Concerned with questions of social and political environment.

This environment can be positively favourable, merely
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accommodating, or definitely hostile, to the idea of the

emancipation of the working class through the medium of trade

unions.

Accordingly the Trade Union can become an instrument of con¬

solidation and progress along a chosen line of development or

it can become an instrument of combat, depending on whether the

society is in favour or hostile to this idea of emancipation.

Here then, the Ghanaian experience. Under colonialism as

under capitalism, the Trade Union in its early stages was,in

the main,an instrument of opposition, combining its prime

function of organising labour for its own immediate betterment,

with the more political task of ensuring the emancipation of

the workers or.of those colonialised. The conclusions drawn

lead to the discarding of the idea that unions are primarily

institutions of an industrial age, but argue that they do,

especially in a Socialist one-party state, become instruments

of progress along a chosen highly political line of development.

But above all, they are political,and the Colonial Government

helped enormously in thisf^8S8er colonialism, even the most

straightforward strike or other industrial action tended to be

thought of as "political" by the Government; It is not therefore

unreasonable that the union leaders began to think of their

organisations as entirely political weapons.

With this said, the question remains how really practical

in British terms, trade unions are in a developing economy,

which does not possess the necessary infrastructure of

education and the political stability necessary for the
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formation of efficient :.con0^ic jrou„in0c. ")ne ... is that

unions in Ghana, a^ain talkinJ in V. esters terms, never really

functioned properly as mere workers* organisations negotiating

for better v.ge levels and working conditions, Certainly in

the earlier pre-war and wartiaQ years there was a certain

amount of activity which approximated to British trade union

activity, but this war on an ad roc nd short lived basis.

Certainly also since the early fifties, the main objective has

not hoc a peculiar economic basis, but one almost entirely

directed towards anti-colonial and other political activities,

and with a leader;hi , by virtue of both education and experience,

quite separate from the masses in its approach.

This leaves a continuing question about what arc the

"proper" functions of a trade union. This thesis demonstrates

that trade union functions in Britain such as gainin0 improved

conditions and higher wages, were not in the forefront in Jhana

either before or after Independence. This is not to argue

that these were in any way the sole objectives, nor that there

was not a high political content in unlonisn, in Britain, but

such things were considered as being among the proper functions

of unions in Britain. But now more "socially conscious

functions are being brought to bear on British unions to accept

the conditions of working more in co-operation with the state

in wages policies and in seeking national economic goals. Thus

there is no universally valid function for unions hero nor

elsewhere over time. But the Ghanaian scheme of working with

the State may well emerge as not altogether different from what
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is emerlin*; as the British pattern. V.itho.ut wishing to place

too narrow a view on the objectives in these two countries,

the differing roles British and Ghana unions had in the past,

on the one hand of seeking better conditions and on the other

ox overthrowing colonialism, nave been erroded. The repiace-

ment has something more in common than anything that existed in

the past. The only difference is that in Britain it has taken

a century for the unions to begin to think in terms of working

along with Government Policy, while in Ghana they were forced

into so doing almost from the beginning.
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Appendices.

A. A Note on Trade Union Organisation under the New

Structure, with Annexes 1 to 7*

B. A Note on Wallace Johnson as a source.

C. Pan-African Trade Unionism. - A Calendar of Events,

D. A Note on the Structure of the Israeli Hietadrut,

E. A Note on the Structure of the German Trade Union

Federation (D.G.B.)

F. Map of Ghana.

G. A Note on Sources.
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Appendix A

A note on the Trade Union Organisation under the New Structure.

This note, with its Annexes, describes in somewhat more

detail the national organisation of the Trade Union Movement

after 1958, and its relationship to the individual unions.

This description is contained in an Appendix rather than in

the main text, since, though important as background, a dis¬

cussion of the structure does not particularly contribute to an

understanding of the events that followed.

As was said in Chapter IV,there were, first of all, to be

twenty-four National Unions, later reduced to sixteen. These

are listed in Annex I to this Appendix. At the top of the new

TUC there was the Secretary-General, and his Second in Command

was the Chairman of the Executive Board. The Executive Board

was composed of the Chairman, the Secretary General, the Deputy

Secretary General and sixteen Members elected by the National

Unions and by the Regions, plus six other ex-Officio members

from the Secretariat Bureau, making a total of twenty-four.

The Secretariat Bureau included the eight Heads of the Depart¬

ments of Education, Publicity and Administration etc. (See

Annex 2.) In addition, there were Regional Secretaries of the

TUC stationed in the eight regional centres of the country.

Then there were the General Secretaries and Treasurers of each

of the National Unions, and, below them, Regional Secretaries

I. See: Constitution, Rules and Bylaws of the GTUC, Ratified,
April, 1959. (Accra, 1959).
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for each union. All officials were fulltimo and most of them

had, in theory, to graduate to their positions through the lower

ranks of the Trade Union Movement. The Chairman of national

Unions and Branch officials,were normally part-time officers
who had their other jobs. These officials were, and by 1958,
had been for some time, appointed by the Government, ana not

elected by members, a system which naturally caused some dis¬

content, since Party members were given preference.

The internal structure of the TUC and its relation to the

sixteen unions is given in Annexes 2 and 3 to this Appendix.

The double link with the centre which the unions in the legions

had,is also shown on the same chart. The Local or Branch was

linked, first of all, to the District headquarters of the

Regional Organisation, and then to the eight Regional Offices,

all of wnich,as was said,had members on the Central Executive
Board. But there was the second chain of command through the

National Unions as well, all of which, as is shown in the diagram,

had their Regional Offices, District and Local Branches as well.

The Individual Local branches were meant to have some autonomy,

but in practice this did not happen outside the immediate Accra

area, and most District Offices combined both the functions of

the Central Organisation, and of the individual unions. At

Local level, where there were only part time officers, there was

seldom any trade union activity, and it would be the District

Office,or latterly, the Regional Office that would take charge

in any problem or dispute that wasn't immediately referred to

the top-heavy Central Secretariat. Even very minor disputes
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about dismissals were either settled on a completely ad hoc

basis or were dealt with at the topmost level. In any case, as

moot of the local officials doubled as the C.P.P. officer -

since taey had perhaps the same office hut and the same type¬

writer, they had little to do with trade unionism except in

name. But even union-cam-political demonstrations would

mainly be organised at District or Regional level. A list

of the Regions, the towns where they were centred and their

Regional Officers after the New Structure is given in Annex ^

to this Appendix.

One of the objectives, as set out by the Inauguration

Conference of the New Structure in April 1959* was to maintain,
establish and assist Regional, District and Local Labour Councils

or Committees composed of respective Regional, District and Local

units and branches of unions,for the purpose of coordinating their

work, particularly with the intention of politically organising

the workers. These in the main, failed to get off the ground,

but their functions and their organisation are given in Annexes

6 and 7.1
Finally, with regard to funds, as was said in Chapter IV,

these came either from the monthly compulsory check-off, Y/hich

was enforced by legislation, or from Government grants. After

the New Structure, the TUC v/as given £25,000 by the Government

I. See J.K« Tettegah, Functions of Regional Councils of
Labour. (Accra, 196177
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to help its reorganisation, in addition to a further £100,000

for building the Hall of Trade Unions. After the initial grant,

it was intended that the check-off system would make the unions

self supporting, but such were the ties between the unions

and the Party, that any subsequent attempt to differentiate

between the funds proved impossible. The financial regul¬

ations of the TUC are given in Annex 5.
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Appendix A - Annex I

Membership after the "New Structure"

National Unions

Name

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13-

Union of Railway & Harbour
Workers (P.O. Box Takoradi)

Railway Engineermen's Union
(P.O. Box Takoradi).

Membership

13,000 •

800*

Construction & General Workers'
Union 18,000
Timber & Woodworkers' Union 16,000 •

Industrial, Commercial &
General Workers' Union 33,000 *

Municipal & Local Government
Workers Union 33,000 '

Mine Workers' Union 30,000 '

Government Clerical & Technical
Workers' Union 10,000 '

Health & General Hospital
Workers' Union 24,000 45

Transport w Telecommunications
Workers' Union 13*200^
Union of Catering Trades 3,000 t>

Public Utility 'Workers' Union 36,000
Teamsters & rivate Transport
Workers' Union 25,000 •

Union of Teachers and Cultural
Services 22,000

14.

15.

16. Maritime & Dockworkers' Union 18,000

Union of General Agricultural
Workers 40,000.

General

Secretary-Treasurer

J.A. Appiah

J.K. Omane

R.E. Dampnre

T.H. Lavies

B.T. Bartimeus

J.T.V. Kwegyir

D.K. Foevie

G.K. Mingle

V. Narh

P. Ofei-Henaku

E.A. Cowan

S, Asare

W.R, Otoo

E.B. Caulley

R.0. Effah

K. Amponsah-Tawiah
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THE TUC NEW STRUCTURE

ANNUAL CONGRESS

25-MEMBER -1-
EXECUTIVE BOARD

Appendix A
Annex 2.

SECRETARY GENERAL

Sixteen National Unions'

Individual Regional
Organisations

Individual District
Organisations

Locals

I 5
Permanent Executive"noard
With Nine Departments.

Eight T.U.C. Regional
Organisations

T.U.C. District
.Organisations

Locals
I
I

!• ' 0 Of' * , -4 • » w «. - ,

1. See page 315.
2. See page 319.

3. See page 321.
4-. See page 322.

— ———Indicates cooperation on a regional "basis.
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Appendix A - Annex 3

GHANA TRADES 'JHI ON CONGRESS

(After the New Structure)

Secretary General: John K. Tettegah
Chairman, Executive Board; B,K. Foevie
Deputy Secretary General : S.D. Dawson

Heads of Departments

Trade Union Department : J.N, Ebuary
Business Enterprise :

Education & Publicity
Department
Finance and Accounts

African Affairs Department: C. Heymann

Deputy Head (Economics) : S.K. Djanie
Administrative Secretary : G,A. Balogun
Eegistrar : A.A. loffatt

S,J. Anie

J.P. Addei

F.C. Campbell
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Appendix A - Annex 4

REGIONAL OFFICERS AFTER THE NEW STRUCTURE

Region Town Regional Officer

Ashanti Kumasi F.B. Asare

Accra Accra N.N. Morton (Acting)

Eastern Koforidua J.D. Thompson

Volta Ho F.F. Van Lare

Western Takoradi H.W. Mensah

Northern Tamale Kofi V/oode

Central Cape Coast F.E. de Veer

Brong-Ahafo Sunyani
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Appendix A - Annex 5

FINANCE 1
1. The funds of the Trades Union Congress shall be collected

through the appropriate voluntary check-off Legislation on

behalf of National Unions of Congress and be expended in the

manner laid down in these Rules and Bye-Laws.

2. Membership dues of every worker who is a member of a

National Union of the TUC shall be at least 2/- (two shillings)

per head per month.

3. National Unions in trades in which the check-off system

is not applicable, or whose membership is composed of self- •

employed members, may fix membership dues at levels as they

may think reasonable, provided that they are not lower than

2/- (two shillings) per head per month.

The collection of dues by the National Unions and the

collection of the revenue and expenditure from dues shall be

subject to audit control by the Executive Board of the Congress

which shall have the power to appoint the Finance Board to

effect this control.

5. The establishment of a voluntary check-off system, where¬

by Union dues are deducted by employers from wages and paid,

shall be an objective of the TUC ana its National Unions, for

the purposes laid down in Article II.

I. Article IV of the Constitution of the GTUC.
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continued Appendix A - Annex 5

6. Dues collected through "check-off" system unless other¬

wise directed by the Executive Board shall be payable by

employers directly to the following:-

A* Local Union •••• • • • • 1

National Union .. * * «• • • • • •« ifO/o

General Administration
and Regional Organisations
oi tne T• U• C• etc. • • • • «••• if^/o

B. The Congress shall open the following Account:

Solidarity Fund
Social Welfare & Insurance

7. Transfer of money accumulated in any of the funds referred

to in paragraph 6 of this Article to any other of these funds

shall require a resolution of the Executive Board by a majority

vote.
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Appendix A - Annex 6

I
The Functions of the Regional Councils

1. The Regional Council derives its power from the Executive

Board.

2# Being an integwl part of the regional framework of the

Convention Peoples1 Party, the Regional Council shall be most

responsible and co-operative with its Regional organisations

and related bodies, give platform to its leaders ana spokesmen,

stimulate attendance at party rallies, meetings, celebrations etc.,

distribute its publications, and assist all activities directed

towards the strengthening of the Party and the achievement of

its aims and aspirations.

3. The Regional Council shall co-operate with the Regional

and District Authorities of the Government, initiate and part¬

icipate in the various joint advisory bodies, assist in

handling and solving labour problems, and in the implementation

of labour and social legislation, support successful observance

of national holidays and celebrations, inform workers by addressmn

rallies, seminars and meetings of labour achievements, and so

forth.

The Regional Council shall assume responsibility for the

carrying out in the respective Regions of the policies laid down

by the Executive Board and its various Departments. Monthly

I. From A guide for Ghana Labour Officials, by J.{. Tettegah.
(Published by the G*u£, I960)
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continuation of Appendix A - Annex 6

reports shall be submitted regularly to the Secretary-General

or Departments or Offices authorised by him.

5. A comprehensive and practical programme of its work for

the coming year will be elaborated by the Regional Council

and submitted for advice and approval of the Secretary-General.

Plans and proposals within specific fields of operation will

be submitted to the various Departments concerned (for example:

budgetary yearly estimates to the Finance Board, educational

programme to the Fducation and Publicity Department, etc),

6. The Regional Council shall supervise and co-ordinate all

the activities in the respective regions, assuring regular re¬

porting of the Regional Organisers to their National Unions.

In order to avoid any confusion, emphasis must be laid on the

whole-hearted co-operation of all the TUC Staff in the Region

in regard to all the matters and interests concerning the

entire membership. Nevertheless, unnecessary interference

in specific matters dealt with by the National Unions shall

be avoided.
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Appendix A - Annex 7

Organisation1
7. The Regional Council shall form District and local councils

of labour, guide and co-ordinate their functions, step in with

all the necessary machinery to eradicate slackness and assist

in reviving even the weakest units.

8. The Regional Council shall make all the necessary arrange¬

ments for the visits of the Secretary-General to the Region

and put in maximum effort for their full success.

9. Frequent visits shall be encouraged to the regions by the

General Secretary/Treasurers of the National Unions, tfeads of

Departments and Organisers as to bring organisation to town

and village and have direct and regular contacts with the

rank and file. Emphasis will be laid on visits to rural areas,

whereby personal contact with the masses will be enhanced and

confidence in TUC strengthened. Trade Union organisations

ought by no means be confined to the municipalities, but must

by its very essence and spirit be extended to the villages

where there are Industrial workers as to stand at the grass

roots of the Movement. (Sic)

10. The Regional Council shall, directly or through District

Labour Councils and Branches, make efforts for organising the

unorganised workers and employees, assist in supplying of the

new Party membership cards, initiate membership cards drives,

set up "home unions," and until catered for by any national

union, effect the collection of Union dues and so forth.

1 . ibid.
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continuation of Appendix A - Annex 7

11. The Regional Council shall advise National Unions to send

organisers to the Region, where there is evidence of a compre¬

hensive number of tneir membership. In the case of a part-

time vacancy, it will be advisable to engage the services of

a part-time employed organiser, who is already reporting to

other National Unions.

12. The Regional Council shall be responsible for the regular

summoning of meetings of all the representative ana functional

bodies in the Region (Council, Committees),
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Appendix B.

Note on Mr I.T.A. Wallace Johnson as a Source.

Fir Wallace Johnson, the veteran Sierra Leone Trade Union

leader, kindly gave me several long interviews during February

aid March 196if, prior to hi; co ith in a road accident in nccra

in 1965.

He had studied in Moscow at the University of the East in

1951-32 with Jomo Kenyatta, and came back to Sierra Leone in

1932 where he founded what he called the first "proper" trade

union there,of African Civil Servants. He claimed however to

have formed a union of sorts as early as 1913» called the

"Temporary Outdoor Officers Union" of African Customs Officers.

But the union was short lived. At that time he haa no contact

with any external unionism. Later he had contacts with the

British Labour Party as well.

After a few years in Sierra Leone he was banned by the

colonial government, and went first to Algeria where he edited

a newspaper with Inamdi Azikiwi, and then to the Gold Coast,

where in 193^ he founded among other tnings, the Union of

Mineworkers in Gbuase.

He was a dedicated pan-Africanist, and one of the founders

of the International African Service Bureau and of the Pan-

African Congress, both pre- ar organisations whose function

and aims were the elimination of colonialism throughout the

continent.

He published large numbers of pamphlets and newspapers
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continuation of Appendix B.

during his life, mostly on trade unionism, notably the book

Trade Unionism in Colonial and Dependent Territories (19*4-6)

and he gave me access to many of his papers. It must be

admitted that much of his personal writing was rambling and

discoordinated. His library on African trade unionism was,

however,certainly unique, in a field where there is so little
written material, except Government publications, and without

his help and assistance, the earlier parts of this thesis

would have been ver. much more difficult to complete.
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(Map of Ghana)
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Appendix C

PAN AFRICAN TRADE UNIONISM: CALENDAR OF PRINCIPAL EVENTS

1947

March 1951

1952

March 1956

April 1956

July 1956

January 1957

January 1957

February 1958
December 1958

January 1959

January 1959

April 1959

August 1959

September 1959

November 1959

November 1959

January I960

ViFTU African TU Information Conference.

ICFTU Regional eeting in Douala.

ICFTU Regional Fleeting in Abidjan,

Foundation of the Confederation of Arab T.U.'s
(CATU).

Sekou Toure founded the Confederation
Generale des Travailleurs Africain (CGTA).

Foundation of CATC out of CFTC.

First African Regional Conference of
ICFTU in Accra decided to take steps to
set up AFRO.

UGTAN founded by Sekou Toure.

Foundation of CASL out of the F.O.

AAPC in Accra proposed foundation of AATUF.

Union Panafricaine et Malgache des Travailleurs
Croyants (UPMTC) set up in Lrazzaville.

Meeting between UGTAN and ICFTU in Conakry
to consider more widely based Union of
Negro Workers.

Conference of Arab T.U.'s in Cairo,

T.U.'s of Ghana and Nigeria met in Lagos to
discuss founding Federation of West African

T.U.'s.

Foundation Conference of CASL in Abidjan.

First Preparatory Conference of AATUF in
Accra.

Second Conference of AFRO in Lagos.

Plenary Meeting of AAPC in Tunis endorsed
the principle of AATUF.
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May I960

November i960

December i960

December i960

April 1961

May 1961

January 1962

June 1964

continuation of Appendix C

Postponed date of AATUF Conference in
Casablanca.

Third Conference of AFRO in Tunis.

IDO First Regional Conference in Lagos.

Second Preparatory Conference of AATUF
in Accra. (2nd - i+th)

Meeting of AATUF Preparatory Secretariat
in Conakry.

Constituent Conference of AATUF in
Casablanca. (25th - 51st)

Foundation of ATUC in Dakar.

AATUF Conference in Bamako (10th - lifth).
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Appendix D

A Mote of the Structure of the Histadrut

The Histadrut is the General Federation of Labour in

Israel, composed of 21 occupational divisions or unions. It

is not a precise federation in that it is built on inaivxdual

membership, and its central organs have theoretically unlimited

powers. About a quarter of the membership are of self-

employed workers, not belonging to any of the occupational

divisions, but usually members of Kibbutzim.

Dues are collected centrally, and the central organisation

allots funds to its constituent bodies. Dues are levied at

3 to l+s per cent of salary. The central power is that of the

Convention, whose membership is based not on the various

industrial divisions, but on a country-wide vote from a single

list of candidates. These candidates will, on the whole, be

nominated by the different Political Parties in Israel. The

same applies to the central bodies such as the General Council

and the Executive Committee of ilistadrut. The General Council

meets twice a year to decide on matters of principle, the

Executive Committee meets every fortnight to supervise the

Executive Bureau, which acts as a sort of Cabinet. Because

of its constitutional ties to the National political frame¬

work, the Histadrut is organised both to look after the interests

of the workers, and also the needs of the National Economy.

The Histadrut also runs a large number of industrial enter¬

prises such as Solel Boneh, which is the biggest contracting
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company in the country. Its Board of Directors are appointed

by the Histadrut. In sum it is very much more than a National

Trade Union organisation, spreading its interests as it does,

into every walk of life.
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Appendix E

A Note on the organisation of the German Trade Union

federation (DGB)

The post-war Founding Conference of the D»Q.B. was held

in Munich in 1949* It set up a Federal Congress which meets

once every three years. Congress members are delegates from

all the 16 industrial Unions, elected in proportion to member¬

ship. The Federal Congress, which normally brings together

about 500 delegates, elects a Federal Committee, representative

of the 16 Industrial Unions, which meets at least twice a

year. The Federal Congress also elects an Executive Board of

25, composed of one representative each from the 16 National

Industrial Unions and the 9 Permanent Executive Officers who

man the various Departments of the DGB. The DGB itself

maintains local organisations in the various Laender in

Germany and the same happens in the National Unions. The

Permament Executive Staff of 9 act as a Cabinet in carrying

out the day to day administration of the whole Federation.

The DGB recognised in its Constitution only the following

sixteen industrial unions:

1. The Industrial union of Workers in Building, Quarrying
and Public Works Contracting

2. The Industrial Union of Mine Workers

3. The Industrial Union of Chemical, .-aper and Pottery Workers

The Industrial Union of Tinting and aper recessing Workers

5. The Union of the Eailwaymen of Germany
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continuation of Appendix E

6. The Union of Educational and Scientific Workers
(Association of German Teachers)

7# The Union of Horticultural, Agricultural and Forestry
Workers

8. The Union of Salaried Employees in Trade and Commerce,
Banks and Insurance

9» The Union of Woodworkers

10. The Union of Artists (incl. Stage Variety, Film kaaio,
Musicians, Commercial Artists, etc.)

v
11. The Union of Leather Workers

12. The Industrial Union of Metal Workers

13. The Industrial union of Food, Drink, Tobacco and Catering
Trade Workers

1if The Union of Workers in Public Services, Transport and
Communications

15. The German Postal Workers Union

16. The Union of Textile and Clothing Workers

The Constitution allows the individual unions a great

de ree of autonomy in negotiating collective agreements. The

Unions also collect their own membership dues, allocating 12^

per cent of their annual income to the DGB for administrative

purposes. The dues amount to 2 per cent of salaried workers1

monthly earnings.

There is no constitutional relationship between the DGB

and the German Socialist Party (SPD). A study of the records

of the DGB in Germany with regard to its relations with the

G.T.U.C., have not revealed much material of value.
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Appendix G.

A bote on Sources

The Problem of sources is a considerable one, though

Ghana is certainly better off in possessing written material,

than most of her neighbours. The Public Sector with regard to

trade unions, tends to be oetter documented than the Private.

But Government Reports in the early years usually mention

unions only when there were strikes or other industrial unrest.

Union records where they exist, are rudimentary, intermittent

and often illegible, and seldom are they available in libraries,

though Accra's Pauaore Library and the University of Legon

Library vesome useful ..lAterial,

Thus Labour Department Reports sire an essential source of

information, and though by their nature they will be "partisan"

so also will be the memories of such Ghanaians still alive,

who were involved in the early unions. These latter were

hard to trace, since many of the prominent ones were not at

liberty during the latter years of Nkrumah's reign, when the

field work for this thesis was carried out, (See however

Appendix B on Wallace Johnson). Those at liberty tended

also demonstrably to have their recollections "blurred" or

perhaps guided by the then-present Nkrumah overlordship.

For the above reasons it is often difficult to establish

a proper flow of events, and there must be consideraole gaps.

For example, I have found no major written reference to the

important Rational Mineworkers Union in official and serai-
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Official documents between its foundation in 193k ana the end

of the Second V;orId War.

In addition to the Labour Department Feports, and the

literature noted in the introduction and Bibliography, the

most useful other sources are Legislative Council Debates j

and Ghana Parliamentary Hansards were also of use, especially

durin0 the periods when the press was controlled, and it was

only through thera that occasionally one would get the political

overtones to trade union conflicts. Further Governmental

publications indued the Blue Book for the Gold Coast (up

to 1937) and the Colonial Annual Reports. As a first

Class chronicle of events in West Africa, the London pub¬

lication West Africa is essential reading. The major news¬

papers, The Ghanaian Times, The Ashanti Jioneer (Opposition

until it was banned) The Daily Graphic and the Evening News

were also useful. The Bulletin of the Economic Society of

Ghana had some interesting material and reference is given

where appropriate in the text. The sources of Statistical

material were discussed in the introduction and in Chapter I.

The most useful material is now (1966) the publication of

Volumes I and II of A Survey of Contemporary Ghana edited by

Walter Birmingham and others.

As a final foot note, it is worth recording that I was

shown in a room in AATUF Headquarters just before the coup,

wnat I was told were 10,000 copies of a book by a Ghanaian
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trade unionist E.A. Cowan, entitled The Evolution of Trade
T

Unionism in Ghana. It was, on examination, a rudimentary

collection of quotes from GTUC publications and of speeches

by President Nkrumah and J.K# Tettegah. It was very badly

printed and had apparently not pleased the principals, so

that book was not published and had been condemned to be

burned. I managed to obtain a copy. Nothing of it has

been used in this thesis, but it indicated the sort of

second-hand material often available, and its probable fate

if it did not "conform".

I. Published by the GTUC (1965)
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Appendix H.

A Note on the Development of Trade Unionism In Algeria

Reference has been made throughout the text to concurrent

developments in other parts of Viest Africa. It is nonethe¬

less useful for comparative purposes to set out briefly as an

Appendix, some of the main phases in the history of trade

unionism in Nigeria.1 It is in no way meant to be a defin¬

itive list of major developments, but merely a description of

those events which assist in an understanding of the pattern

in Ghana.

Prior to 1939 in Nigeria, there were, in the main, unions

only of public servants, such as the Civil Servants Association,

tne Nigerian Union of Teachers, and the Railway Workers Union,

since the requisite pre-conditions, such as work-skills and

the incentives to organise were lacking outside the public

sector. A Trade Union Ordinance was passed in 1936, prior to

which, any group action in the furtherance of a labour dispute

was the suoject of legal action. This Ordinance, as in Ghana,

was in anticipation of the process of uevelopment. Like the

British Act of 1371 it „ave legal protection to r e Unions,

but unlike the British Act, it rnaae registration compulsory.

I. For an excellent study up to the early 1960*8 see T.M.Yesufu,
Industrial Relations in Nigeria (O.U.P., 1962);also F.A. ftells
and V .armin .ton, Studies in Industrialisation: .iigerla
and the Cameroons. (O.'U.Ph, 1^&2.)
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The Second World War, in quickening the pace of economic

expansion, and increasing the size of the wage earning class,

along with a growth in nationalist feeling especially in the

South led to the speedy growth of unions. Government policy

at the time, as in Ghana, encouraged the development of trade

unionism along the lines which, in the light of British

experience, appeared sound.

To assist in the orderly development of industrial re¬

lations, a Department of Labour was set up in 1942. Legal

provision was made for voluntary arbitration in industrial

disputes, and Government practice from then on, was to con¬

sult both sides of industry in labour matters. In 1946 a

separate Trade Union Section of the Department of Labour was

set up, to advise unions on administration and the education

of trade unionists. The British trade union movement assist¬

ed considerably in the development.

In the Post War period the number of trade unions rose

rapidly. While in 1946 there were 78 registered trade unions

with 27,000 paid-up members, by 1959 there were 280 unions,

with a quarter of a million claimed members. Though the

growth was substantial, it was small in comparison with other

countries in West Africa, and small trade unions proliferated

and still do, because of the size and Federal Structure of the

country, the lack of communications, and the lack of admin¬

istrative experience, (as was also the tendency with the

political parties). This promoted Craft unionism and bred a

chronic tendency to dissention. Even in the public sector,
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sectional organisation was common, again as a result of the

Federal structure of the country.

Since 1948, the Nigerian trade union movement has been

bedevilled by division between left and right wing factions.

Periodic reconciliations have been of a temporary nature only,

and have been repeatedly broken on the issue of affiliation to

the WFTU and AATUF on the one hand, and the ICFTU and ATUC on

the other. (This shows again how important is an understanding

of Pan-African trade unions movements in trying to analyse

national trade unionism).

The post-War history of the trade union movement in

Nigeria is more orthodox, but even more intricate than that in

Ghana, as a result of the various regional groupings in

Nigeria. Individual trade unions were first effectively,

if ©mewhat loesely federated in 1948, but by 1949, the left

wing of this organisation had broken away to form a rival body

seeking affiliation with the WFTU. In 1950, a partial re¬

conciliation took place, but the left-wing faction held the

power, and succeeded in getting affiliation with the WFTU,

This was short-lived, the extremists overplayin their hand

and disaffiliation took place in 1951, though individual con¬

tacts with the WFTU were maintained.

A new body was formed in 1952 under the name of the All

Nigeria Trade Union Federation (ANTUF) but it suffered from

the same tensions as its predecessor. Stalemate was more or

less preserved until 1957, when, as a result of a two-fold
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desire to curry favour with the government, and to break

individual trade union links with the ICFTU as the price for

affiliation of the ANTUF as a whole, it was agreed that affil¬

iation should be applied for. But the ICFTU rejected the

application, since ANTUF's executive was held to have formed

too many communist associations to be "acceptable". At that

time, rivalry between the anti-conmunist faction in ANTUF and

its communist controlled executive reached a peak, and five of

the right wing union leaders resigned as a result. This led

to the formation of a rival right wing body, which in 1953

obtained affiliation to the ICFTU.

Approaches by the decimated ANTUF for a reconciliation

were at first rejected, but at a conference in 1959 it was

agreed that a new comprehensive organisation should be created.

It was called the TUC-Higeria (TUCN), and its president was

from ANTUF, but all the officers were from the right-wing

opposition. So without status, there were substantial

numbers of disappointed left-winders to make mischief, and the

position over international affiliation was deferred.

The President of the new organisations pro-communist

tendencies, helped towards a split in the TUCN in i960, much

in the manner of its predecessors. A working committee,

suspended the President, then he suspended them. Finally,

the organisation broke in two, with the right wing keeping the

TUCN as its name, and the left wing becoming the Nigerian

TUC (UTUC). Individual unions chopped and chan ed between
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the two, but the TUCN increased its load. There was a

further attempt to bring the two sides together at a "Unity

Conference" in May 1962, but the only outcome was a temporary

change of name. The right wing TUCN became the United

Labour Congress (ULC), and the left wing WTUC beca e the

Independent'United Labour Congress (IULC), the break-down

coming, as in the past, over the problem of international
affiliation.

Meanwhile the independently minded trade unions were

growing impatient with the warfare between the two factions,

and in 1962 representatives of some thirty-eight of them

formed a new National Labour Unity Committee, and threatened

to form a United Labour Congress of their own, unless the two

sides made up. The membership of the independent unions

(142,000) in 1962 was greater than the combined membership of

the ULC (85,000) and the IUCL (48,500).

The NTUC/IUCL were closely in touch with the communist

VVF'TU, but at its inaugural meeting in I960 it decided to affil¬

iate, not with WFTU but with AATUF, and through AATUF came a

certain amount of trade union contact with Ghana. From

1958, the ANTUF (but not its right wing rival) had been sending

delegates to such things as the All African 5eoplefs Conference

in Accra, and the leader was a signatory to the declaration

calling for the foundation of AATUF. They later participated

in the preparatory stages of setting up AATUF, and the left

wing was accused of receiving money from the GTUC and the
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NTUC in order to favour AATUF, to the detriment of the TUCN.

The situation in 1963 was therefore that there existed the

ULC, (now recognised by the Government and affiliated to the

ICFTU) and the IULC (in covert association with the WFTU),

They represented the traditional ideological split. In

addition there was the IFCTU-backed Nigerian Workers Council,

and the break-away Northern Federation of Labour.

In September 1963» the OCL and the NTUC (IUCL)formed a

Joint Action Committee, which called on the Government to instit¬

ute a high level enquiry into wages and working conditions

throughout the economy, which it was hoped would lead to a

considerable increase in the mini um wage in the public sector,

(5s.lOd a day in Lagos) and have a similar effect on wages in

the private sector. The Government rejected this demand and

offered instead a limited examination of regional differentials

where anomalies had crept in. In return, the Joint Action

Committee threatened a general stoppage of work to begin with

the declaration of Republican status for Nigeria on the 1st of

October. Had it been left only to the ULC and the NTUC it is

clear a general strike could not have been effective. The

Government would then, on expedient if not on moral grounds,

have been justified in its stand. But by about the middle of

September sons very powerful unions formed the Labour Unity

Front and announced their intention to go in with the Joint

I. Composed of unions of electricians, teachers, civil
service, railway workers etc.
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Action Committee. The Nigerian Workers Council, for what it

is worth, had already joined up.

Work stoppages in public services, particularly the

railways, began as soon as the men received their month's pay,

rashly augmented by a government approved Republic bay advance.

By the 30th of September, the eve of Republic Day, it was

obvious there was to be a complete national shut-down, and

after a lengthy meeting between Ministers and the leaders of

the Joint Action Committee the Government capitulated. A

Commission of Inquiry of six members and headed by Mr Justice

Morgan, was to oe set up with terms of reference that met most

of the union demands.

In June 196^ there was a further two-week general strike

following the report of the Morgan Committee which called for

a "living wage" for the lowest paid workers. This was not

granted by the Federal Government and the strike was a natural

follow-up to this. It showed that in difficulties the various

trade union groupings, once united, could produce a formidable

strength. They again formed a Joint Action Committee and for

a short period demonstrated a unity lacking in the Government

generally,1

I. For a number of years, Ghana's John Tettegah had been
forbidden entry into Nigeria. This was reinforced
during the Strike, because of his "subversive activities".
Ghanaian Times (3rd July, 196^).
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Since then the two major union groupings have again

parted and as in Ghana, at an earlier period, they have con¬

tinued up to 1966, to follow the pattern of toeing split on a

right-left pattern with regard to questions of external

affiliation, as well as internally.

Following the series of coups and the civil war, the

unions have not played any decisive part in affairs. In

time however, if and when regional and tritoal differences can

be overcome, they could on the basis of mutual neod^play a

much more important, and Increasingly political, role.
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Table A.

NATIONAL INCOME STATISTICS - GHANA

(in millions of £ Ghanaian) 1

Source: U.N. Monthly Bulletin of Statistics.^

Year National Income Gross Domestic
'roduct at mkt. price

1955 338 340

1956 351 353

1957 367 370

1958 388 390

1959 442 445

1960 473 478

1961 504 511

1962 542 547

1963 536 595

1964 670 679

1965 785 793

1. In 1964 Ghana introduced decimal currency with the CEDI
as the unit, equal to about half the Ghana pound.

2. See footnote, page 39 , on Statistical Sources.
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Table B.

Population Figures

(in thousands)

Source: U.N. Digest of Statistics.

1949 3811

1950 3870

1951 3929

1952 Taken as for 1951

1953 4478

1954 4548

1955 4620

1956 4691

1957 6250

1958 6420

1959 6590

I960 6777 1
1961 6960

1962 7148

1963 7340

1964 7537

1965 7740

I. New Estimates by U.N. replacing previous national i xgures



UNEMPLOYMENT - GHANA

(thousands)

Source: U.N. Monthly Bulletin of Statistics.

1955 5.05

1956 6.28

1957 7.5

1953 8.9

1959 8.8

I960 11.3

1961 14.7

1962 15.5

1963 15.4

1964 14.0

1965 11.3

1966 11.5
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Table D«

EARNINGS IN MANUFACTURING

(in shillings per month) (including Salaried Employees)

Source: U»N» Monthly Bulletin of Statistics.

1955 2h5

1956 259

1957 273

1953 230

1959 29k

1960 330

1961 371

1962 377

1963 39^

196k k2k



AllAgriculture,MinlagandManufacturingConstructionIn/dustriesForestryandQuarrying
SisoofEstablishment —No.ofNo.ofNo.ofNo.ofMo.ofestab-No.em-estate-No.am-estate-No.em-estate-No.em-estate-No.eralish-ployedlish-ployedlish-ployedlish-ployedlish-ployedsentsmentsmeetsmeetsmeats

ALLEMPLOYEES— Allestablishments.....
3,033

245,078

348

40,880

33

12,047

280

16,136

209

57,305

Upte5persons

910

2,565

25

83

2

9

95

272

10

29

6to10persons

453

3,415

63

513

1

10

51

385

10

89

11to50persons.....
856

20,344

166

3,878

11

305

86

2,145

84

2,495

51to100persons.....
217

14,550

27

2,021

4

289

11

785

26

1,839

101to500persons.....
381

61,366

36

6,229

11

2,416

32

7,976

39

10,546

Over500persons

216

142,838

31

28,156

4

9,018

5

4,573

40

42,505

PRIVATEENTERPRISE Allestablishments
2,282

107,687

296

12,606

32

12,008

268

14,853

169

22,903

Upte5persons
•.....887
2,509

25

83

2

9

95

272

10

29

6te10persons
•••430

3,282

63

513

1

10

50

378

10

89

11to50persons
•«....646

15,694

164

3,799

10

266

79

1,953

82

2,425

51to100persons
••*...124
9,017

24

1,815

4

289

10

712

24

1,703

101te500persons
•**••*164

36,192

17

3,777

11

2,416

30

7,476

34

9,011

Over500persons
•*••••31

40,993

3

2,619

4

9,018

4

4,062

9

9,646

PUBLICAUTHORITIES Allestablishments...
•ee

751

137,391

52

28,274

1

39

12

1,283

40

34,402

Upte5persons...
•*9

23

56

-

-

-

-

JW

-

-

-

6to10persons...
990

23

133

1

09

mm

mm

1

7

-

-

11to50persons...
•99

210

4,650

2

79

I

39

7

192

2

70

51to100persons..
999

93

5,533

3

206

-

-

1

73

2

136

101to500persons
990

217

25,174

19

2,452

-

-

2

500

5

1,337

Over500persons...
909

185

101,845

28

25,537

-

-

1

511

31

32,839

(1)Source;ReportofColdCoastLabourDepartment(1955-56).



Electricity, Waterand Sanitary Services.

SizecfIstablishagnt.
No.ef estab- lisk-Ne.ea- aentsployed

ALLEMPLOYEES Allestablishments
Upto5persons 6to10persons 11te50persons 51to100persons 101to500persons Over500persons PHIVATEBBTSfo»BISS Allestablishments

Upto5persons 6to10persons 11to50persons
50to100persons 101te500persons Over500persons PUBLICAUTHORITIES Allestablishments Upto5persona 6te10persons 11te50persona

51to100persons 101te500persons Over500persons

28

3 2

10 13

1 1

27

2 2

10 13

7,124
92 78

1,171 5,783
32 32

7,092
60 78

1,171 5,783

Commerce

Transport, Storageand Censunicatiens.

Services.

No.ef estab¬ lish-No.ess- raentsployed
No.af estab¬ lish-No.e«- aentsployed
No.©f estab¬ lish-Ne.e®- aeatsployed.

1,129

25,760

34-6

22,655

860

63,171

577

1,616

21

52

180

504

239

1,780

10

90

79

548

211

4,870

21

534

274

6,025

41

2,862

12

616

94

6,060

56

10,697

35

3,249

162

19,280

5

3,935

47

18,134

71

30,754

1,123

24,586

56

5,513

337

15,186

577

1,616

21

52

157

448

237

1,767

9

82

60

443

211

4,870

13

418

86

1,931

39

2,750

4

330

19

1,418

55

10,404

6

1,287

11

1,821

4

3,179

3

3,344

4

9,125

6

1,174

90

17,342

523

47,985

«■»

-

-

-

23

56

2

13

1

8

19

305

-

-

8

116

188

4,094

2

112

8

286

75

4,642

1

293

29

1,962

151

17,459

1

756

44

14,770

67

21,629



OVERALLEAHNDPSANDEARNINGS0?AFRICANEMPLOYEES December.1955(l)(Earningspermonth) rTlyatoEnterprisesPublicAuthorities.
No.en-

Average

No.em¬

No.em¬

IndustryDivision
ployed

earnings

ployed

A.

E.

ployed

A.i

AllEmployees(2)

£s

£

s

£

s

ALLINDUSTRIES

245,078

1212

107,687

12

18

137,391

11

7

Agriculture,Forestry

12,606

16

8

8

andFishing

40,880

84

7

28,274

Miningandquarrying
12*047

1419

12,008

14

19

39

10

3

Manufacturing

16,136

124

34,853

12

8

1,283

14

5

Construction

57,305

912

22,903

10

9

34,402

9

16

Electricity,Waterand. SanitaryServices
7,124

106

32

55

6

7,092

10

2

Commerce

25,760

1610'

24386

16

10

1,174

16

10

Transport*Storageand
22,655

8

13

Communications

147

5,513

13

17,142

14

Services

63,171

1314

15,186

14

4

47,985

13

11

AfricanEmployees
239,860

16

ALLINDUSTRIES

918

104,027

9

13

135,833

10

Agriculture,Forestry

28,137

18

andFishing

40,657

713

12,520

7

3

7

MiningandQuarrying
11,169

74

11,131

7

4

38

6

10

Manufacturing

15,755

100

14,497

9

15

1.258

12

9

Construction

56,595

84

22,478

G

7

34,117

8

3

Electricity,Waterand

7,031

SanitaryServices
7,043

94

12

7

11

9

4

Commerce

24,401

11

Transport*Storagesad

16,983

13

14

Cemmunioations

22,377

134

5,394

11

12

Services

61,863

1110

14,755

11

17

47,108

11

7

(1)ReportofLabourDepartment1955/56. (2)Althoughthereareonlyaverysmallproportion©fEuropeansemployed,taairpresenceisenough toincreasetheAveragewage*byabout30/-fron£9180to£1212.'AllEmployees'averageis higherintheprivateenterprisesector*butthe*AfricanEmployees'averageishigherinthe publicsector.



Table, 0.

G-iiANA TRADES UNIONS : aSKBSRSHIP (1942-58)

fear Nuaber of U&loae Koaberahiit

1942 4 913

1943 4

1944 11 482

1945 14 6,030

1946 24 ^ 10,976

1947 28 30,458

1948 41 38,135

1949 56 17,985

1950 61 28,170

1951 65 32,908

1952 73 35,129

1953 73 46,309

1954 73 47,500

1955 98 101,319

1956 111 137,212

1957 130 154,000

1958 16 0.200,000

1959 16 252,889

1960 16 o,300,000

Sources i Labour Department Reports,

1. of 89 in Nigeria, 9 in Sierra Loose,
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